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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO (1)-l

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Systems Analysis Office, ASW Systems

Project Office, White Oak, Mlaryland

2) Report Title: Single Helicopter Tactical Effectiveness Study

3) Authors: R. W. Bryant and R. H. Dickman

4) Report Number: SAG Technical Memorandum 67-3 (AD-385 182)

5) Date: August 1967

6) Classification: Confidential
7) Abstract: The objective of this report was to det.rmin the

relative importance of incremental gains resulting from certain

proposed changes in the sensor and weapon configuration of an

ASW helicopter. The analysis is based on an analytical model

and uses results of OPTEVFOR investigations. The approach taken

in this analysis is to determine the comparative effectiveness

of given ASW helicopter systems in detecting, localizing and

killing both-conventional and nuclear submarines.

8) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, detection probability, dipping

sonar, helicopter, kill probability, localization probability,

MAD, Markov process, search, submarine, torpedo

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne ASW

3) Mission: Submarine search

3.1) Definition: A helicopter searches for a submarine

using a dipped sonar. Upon detection, localization i3

attempted us1i,, either the dipped sonar or MAD. The heli-

copter then flies to datum and launches a torpedo (snake

search or circle search).
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3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection, localization and

kill of submarine

3.3) MOE Selected: Probability of submarin" detection,

localization and kill

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

Case I - Dipped sonar used for both detection and

localization and circle search torpedo is deployed

MOE = f1(xl' x2) x3)

where
hex = a vector whose i-h component represents the

probability of detection on the ith sonar

dip in the datum area

= g 1(x4 ""' x9 )

x 2  = probability of submarine localization within

the acquisition range of the circle search

torpedo

= g2 (x10 , Xli)

x 3  = kill probability of the circle search torpedo

x 4  = dipped sonar range

x 5  = initial datum size (radius of uncertainty)

X 6  = submarine speed

Xl12 if alerted

IXl3 if unalerted

x 7  = helicopter time late at datum

x 8 = number of dips

x 9  = time to recover transducer, accelerate, fly

to new dip itation, decelerate, and transmit

six pings

xlO0 = circle search torpedo acquisition radius

x1l = time to raise transducer fly, redip. and

obtairn six pings at the mean detection range

Xl12 = alerted submarinie speed

X13 = unalerted submarine speed



- -  Case 2- Dipped sonar used for detection, MAD for
localization and circle search torpedo is deployed

MOE = f2(xl' x3' x14)

where

x14 = probability of submarine localization with MAD

= g3(x15, x16)

X15= mean area swept by MAD

= h (xl7,..., x20)

X16= mean area of uncertainty of submarine position

= h2(X'2, X19, x20)

X17= helicopter speed

x18 = KtAD sweep width

x19 = time at which MAD search ends

= i1(X12, x21,..., x24)

20= time at which MAD search begins
= i2 (x25, x26, x27)

x21: mean detection range

x 22 =time to decelerate

x23= time to lower ball

x = time to receive a signal

x 25: time to raise ball

= time to accelerate

x = time to fly to datum

Case 3 Dipped sonar used for both detection and
localization and snake search torpedo is deployed

MOE = f3(xl, x28, x29)

where

x8 probability of submarine localization within
the acquisition range of the snake search torpedo

= g4(x9 ' x12' x30)
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S29 = kill probability of the snake search torpedo

x30 = optimum launch range for snake search torpedo

4) MOE Usage In Study: cormulation and numerical examples
5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) The helicopter operates independently in obtaining a

detection and prosecuting an attack.

(b) Since the helicopter is using active sonar, the submarine

is alerted by the first ping and immediately evades at

twice its unalerted speed in a random direction.
(c) No degradation of performance is considered for operator

or equipment failures.

(d) The dipped sonar is used in a circle search mode.

(e) The submat-;ne is randomly distributed within the datum

area on a random course, and the helicopter dips in such

a way that dipping sonar search area is always within the

datum area. If detection is not obtained on a given dip,
the helicopter moves a distance equal to twice the sonar

range and redips.
(f) The detection phase is limited to seven dips since by this

time the datum area has become so large that detection

is unlikely.

(g) In defining the probability of localizing a target with

MAD, the helicopter breaks dip when sonar detection is

obtained, flies to datum (on the proper bearing and at

a distance equal to the mean detection range). To insure
that sonar contact can be regained, the MAD search must

cease before the submarine is beyond sonar detection range.

(h) Kill probabilities used are averages over ali launch
conditions and submarine aspects and include the probability

of hit and the probability of kill given hit for various

modes of operation.

S.A



C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) fhreat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) conventional/nuclear

2.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) unalerted submarine speed

(b) alerted submarine speed

3) Friendly Force Composition: Helicopter (SH-3A)

3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) helicopter time late at datum

(b) helicopter speed

(c) time to decelerate

(d) time to accelerate

(e) time to fly to datum

3.2) Sensors: Dipped sonar and MAD

3.2.1) Type: Dipped sonar

3.2.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) dipped sonar range

(b) mean detection range

3.2.2) Type: MAD

3.2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) MAD sweep width

(b) time to receive a signal

(c) time to lower ball

(d) time to raise ball

3.3) Armament: Circle search and snake search torpedoes

3.3.1) -* riv-.ri . torpedo
3.3.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) circle search torpedo acquisitici. range

3.3.2) Type: Snake search torpedo

3.3.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) optimum launch range for snake

searz.h torpedo
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3.4) Tactics:

3.4.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) conduct dipped sonar search within the datum

area

3.4.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) time to recover transducer, accelerate,

fly to new dip station, decelerate, and

F transmit six pings

(b) number of dips

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Pl-tform: lHelicepter - Submarine

4.1 .1) QuartI tative Factors:

(a) initial datum size (radius of uncertainty)

(b) time to raise transducer, fly, redip. and

obtain six pings at the mean detection ranie

4.2) Armament - Platform:

4.2.1) Type: Circle search torpedo - Submari.e

4.2.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) kill probability of the circle

search torpedo

4.2.2) Type: Snake search torpedo - Submarine

4.2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) kill probability of the snake

search torpedo
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"-i2 / ."STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.()l

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin

2) Paper Title: "A Helicopter Versus Submarine Search Game"

3) Author: J. M. Danskin

4) Source: Operations Research, Vol. 16, No. 3, May-June 1963,

pp. 509-517

5) Classification: Unclassified

6) Abstract: The problem for solution was to find an optimal search

strategy for helicopters using their dipping sonar to search for

a submarine, which had been sighted a short time before, now sub-

merged and attempting to escape. By some approximations to reality

and a shift in the point of view, the problem is brought to a

simple two-person zero-sum game in which one side varies areas and

the other probability distributions. The solutions are exhibited

and proved to be solutions by direct application of the definition

of optimal strategies for a game.

7) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, contact investigation,

detection probability, dipping sonar, game theory, helicopter,

search, submarine

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASURE.ENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne ASW

3) Mission: Contact investigation

3.1) Definition. Sonar-carrying helicopters are dispatched to

search for submerged submarine that had been sighted earlier.

3.2) Criteron For Success: Detection of submarine

3.3) MOE Selected: Probability of submarine detection resulting

from optimal strategies of helicopters and submarine

8f
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3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = min max f(xI, x2)
X2 x1

where

f(xlx 2) = is the probability of detection resulting from

a helicopter strategy xI and a submarine mixed

strategy x2.

xI  helicopter strategy

= g (x3, x4)

x2  submarine mixed strategy

= g2(x4, x5)

x =total area of speed space scanned by helicopter
hl(x 6, x7, x8)

x4  area of speed circle

: h2(x9)

x5  : submarine speed

x6  total number of helicopters

x= detection radius of sonar dip

x8  = a vector whose it component represents the

time of the ith sonar dip

= i(Xlo, x1l, x12)

x9  = maximum possible speed of submarine without

sound detection

xlO = late time of helicopte.

Xll = time between sonar dips

x12 = total number of dips

4) MOE Usage In Study: The problem was formulated in the setting

of a two-person zero-sum game. An optimal strategy was found

using the techniques of game theory. This strategy was used to

prepare helicopter search patterns for the U.S.N.



5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) The point where the submarine was detected is precisely

known.

(b) The submarine will not exceed a speed beyond which the air-

craft listening devices will hear them.

(c) The submarine's speed is constant from the moment he is

detected.

(d) The helicopters arrive at some time late, and thereafter

make active sonar dips at fixed time intervals determined

by the time required to rotate the sonar heads and to fly

to "fresh water".

(e) Each helicopter makes a number of dips determined by his

time available onstation after the flight from the carrier.

(f) The submarine obtains no useful informati6n from the sounds

ne hears from the helicopters.

(g) The helicopter sonars illuminate perfectly on each dip a

constant circular area and this is done essentially instantly.

(h) The submarine strategy consists of a choice of direction

and speed. Both of these are held throughout the search.

(i) There is no overlapping of sonar dips.

(j) All sonar dips are inside the speed circle.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) maximum speed of submarine possible without sound- -

detecti on

2.2) Deployment:

2.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) submerged

2.3) Tactics:

2 3.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) avoid detection

10



2.3.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) submarine speed

3) Friendly Force Composition: Helicopters

3.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) homogeneous units

3.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) total number of helicopters

(b) late time of helicopter

3.3) Sensor: Dipping. sonar

3.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) detection radius of sonar

(b) time between sonar dips

(c) total number of dips

11
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (l)-3

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Bell Helicopter Company, Fort Worth, Texas

2) Report Title: Redetecting An Inexactly Located Submarine

3) Author: F.R.S. Dressler

4) Report Number: Operations Analysis Report 299-197-007

5) Date: 15 October 1965

6) Classification: Unclassified

7) Abstract: This document presents the developement, methodology, and

results of an analysis on the use of a manned helicopter working

with a destroyer escort to redetect an inexactly located submarine.

Important system parameters are identified, and their influence on

system capability is shown -.n simple, graphical form.

8) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, destroyer escort, detection

probability, helicopter, sanobuoy, submarine

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: Systcn

2) Function: Airborne ASW

3) Mission: Contact investigation/prosecution

3.1) Definition: An eiiemy submarine is first detected by an escort's

long-range sonar. A helicopter flies from the escort to redetect,

localize, classify a;1d, if necessary, kill the target.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection of submarine

3.3) MOE Selected: Probability of detection

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: The critical phase of the

helicopter's mission is redetection. Without an adequate

redetection capability, the escort/helicopter system

cannot successfully accomplish its mission. Techniques

for classification and weapon delivery have been

relatively well studied.

12
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3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

Case 1 -Escort can supply timely data concerning the submarine's

position after the hel''copter has left

MOE =f1(x , , x8)
where

x = detection area

X2 = standard deviation of submna)', -.-tio cr- . range

x3  standard deviation of submar ,; ; ti n encr lateral

x 4  = mean range position of the so;,<,.oy rrl,-E:ive to the

submarine

x5 = mean lateral position of the sondo..- r&Iative to tne

submarine

x standard deviation of sonobuoy posiltiron rnge

x7 = standard deviation of sonobuoy positki,, latpra1i

x 8  = number of sonobuoys employed

Case 2 -Escort loses contact and is unable to , i1c; ,e

submarine's future mean position

MOE =fix,, xg)
where

x9 = area of submarine position uncertainty

Case 3 - Escort has sufficient time (contacts) to predict the

future course of the submarine before losing contact
MOE =f3(xl,..., Xl)

where

x = time from first to last contact

X: = time after last contact

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation only

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) In Case 1,

(a.l) The escort can estimate submarine mean position.

\1



(b) in Case 2,
(b.1) Both the submarine and sensor positions are Jis-

tributed randomly and uniformly in the area of uncertainty.

(b.2) Edge effects on detection are ignored.

(c) Sensor has circular symmetry in its detection capability.

(d) Sensor detection capailiiity can be described by a diffused

(exponential) detection function. Rationale for this

assumption is that at short ranges detection is virtually

certain, whereas at long ranges little or no detection

capability exists.

(e) DeLection of the submarine is independent of submarine depth.

(f) Submarine/se.nsor location errors are described by a circular

normal probability function.
(g) All sonobuoys are dropped with a common aim point.
(h) Sonobuoy locations are statistically independent.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Deployment:

2.1.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) submerged

3) Friendly Force Composition: Destroyer Escort and helicopter

3.1) Platform Type: Destroyer Escort

3.1.1) Sensor: Sonar
3.2) Platform Type: Helicopter

3.2.1) Sensor: Sonobuoys

3.2.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of sonobucys employed

(b) detection area

(c) standard deviation of submarine

location error, range

14
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(d) standard deviation of submarine

location error, lateral

(e) standard deviation of sonobuoy position,

range

(f) standard deviation of sonobuoy position,

lateral

3.2.1.3) Deployment:

3.2.1.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) on surface
4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.i) Quantitative Factors:

(a) time from first to last contact

(b) time after last contact

4.2) Sensor - Platform:

4.2.1) Type: Sonar - Submarine

4.2.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) area of submarine position uncertainty

4.2.2) Type: Sonobuoy - Submarine

4.2.2.i) Quantitative Factors:

(a) mean range position of the sonobuoy

relative to the submarine

(b) mean lateral position of the sonobuoy

relative to the submarine

15



STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.(l)-4

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Center for Naval Analyses, Arlington, Virginia

2) Report Title: A Study of Airborne ASW

3) Author: L. G. Hunt

4) Report Number: Naval Warfare Analysis Group Research Contribution

No. 121 (AD-508 075)

5) Date: October 1968

6) Classification: Secret

7) Contract: NOO014-68-A-0091 (Office of Naval Research)

5 8) Abstract: The encounter between an ASW aircraft and a submarine can

be described as a Markov process. Such a characterization means that

overall effectiveness, as measured by kill probability, can be accum-

ulated simultaneously for all sensors over all attack sequences,

provided that transition probabilities between sensors can be obtained.

These transition probabilities may be calculated or may be derived

from fleet exercise data. Such a model is developed and used to

study various airborne ASW missions. Barriers, convoy screens, and

area search operations with conventional weapons are considered.

9) Descriptors: Aircraft, antisubmarine warfare, barrier, Codar,

detection, Jezebel, kill probability, Lofar, MAD, Markov process,

radar, sonobuoy, submarine, tracking, visual

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne ASW

3) Mission: Sonobuoy barrier patrol

3.1) Definition: An aircraft patrols a specified area listening for

submarines on passive sonobuoy;. Once detected, a submarine is

localized using Codar buoys and final fix is obtained by MAD.

The submarine is then attacked by torpedoes.
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3.2) Criterion For Success: Suppression of submarine activity

3.3) MOE Selected: Probability of killing an enemy submarine

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection- While kill probability is

only one of many measures of effectiveness of airborne

ASW, it is often useful as a point of departure, since

its calculation require:, a thorough examination of the

aircraft-submarine duel. Other measures, such as

reducing the mobility of the enemy submarine force or

denying it the surface, may have greater strategic con-

sequence than an unqualified kill probability, but they

are usually peripheral in an analytical sense.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:
MOE = f(x, )

where

= a 2-dimensional array whose (i,j) t- entry is the

one-step transitional probability from state i to

state j for i,j = 1,2,...,10.

The system states are defined as follows:

State DescriDtion

1 Opportunity

2 Lofar detection

3 Radar detection

4 Visual c-tection

5 Codar fix

6 Entr.pment

7 Tracking

8 Acquisition

9 Kill

10 Submarine escape

17



3.5) Additional MOE's Identified:

(a) Reduction of the enemy submarine force mobility

(b) Denial of the surface to the enemy submarine force

4) MOE Usage In Study: Model was formulated and used to analyze fleet

exercise data from various airborne ASW missions (barriers, convoy

screens, and area search operations).

r 5) Speciai Study Assumptions:

(a) The encounter between an ASW aircraft and a submarine is described

by a stationary Markov process. Such a characterization means

that overall effectiveness can be accumulated simultaneously

for all sensors over all attack sequences.

(b) The events of the encounter occur in discrete time increments.

The length of these time increments is chosen so that each is

long enough for any transition. They are not necessarily of

equal duration.

(c) The time during which the submarine is submerged does not

exist as far as detection is concerned.

(d) Once alerted, the submarine changes tactics to minimize

snorkeling or exposure.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

3) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft (P-3A)

3.1) Sensors: Directional Lofar sonobuoys, Codar sonobuoys, and

periscope detection radar

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft (P-3A) - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) the one step transition probability from state 1

to state 1

(b) the )ne step transition probability from state 1

to state 4

(c) the ooe step transition probability from state 2

to state 1

18
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(d) the one step transition probability from state 2

i!( ) the one step transition probabiiity Frol staLe 3

to state 1

(f) the one step transition probability from state 3

to state 4
(g) the one step transition probability from state 3

[#& to state 4

(h) the one step transition probability from state 3

to state 7

(i) the one step transition probability from state 4

to state 1

(j) the one step transition probability from state 4

to state 6

(k) the one step transition probability from state 4

to state 7

(1) the one step transition probability from state 4

to state 8
(n) the one step transition probability from state 5

to state 1
(n) the one step transition probability from state 5

to state 4
(n) the one step transition probability from state 5

to state 6
(p) the one step transition probability from state 6

to state 7
(q) the one step transition probability from state 6

to state 17
(r) the one step transition probability from state 7

to state 6
(s) the one step transition probability from state 7

to state 8
(t) the one step transition probability from state 7

to state 10
(u) the one step transition probability from state 8

to state 7

19



Y.\~~C.I)(v) the one step trarnsitic;n probability from state 8

to state 9

(w) the one step transition probability from state 8

to state 10

(x) the one step transition probability from state 9

to state 10

(y) the one step transition probability from state 10

to state 10

4.2) Sensor - Platform:

4.2.1) Type: Lofar - Submarine

4.2.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) the one step transition probability from

state 1 to state 2

(b) the one step transition probability from

state 3 to state 2

(c) the one step transition probability from

state 4 to state 2

4.2.2) Type: Radar - Submarine

4.2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) the one step transition probability

from state 1 to state 3

(b) the one step transition probability

from state 2 to state 3

(c) the one step transition probability

from state 5 to state 3

4.2.3) Type: Codar - Submarine

4.2.3,1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) the one step t,'ansition probability

from state 2 tc state 5

20



STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.(l)-5

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

I) Originating Activity: Systems Analysis Office, ASW Systems

Project Office, White Oak, Maryland

2) Report Title: A Comparative Analysis of VP Lofar Tactics Against a

Nuclear Target

3) Author: J. B. Parkerson

4) Report Number: SAG Technical Memorandum 69-12 (AD-510 283)

5) Date: December 1969

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Abstract: The objective of this study was to compare the effectiveness

of Droposed new VP Lofar tactics against nuclear targets to that of

tactics currently in fleet use. Specifically, the study addresses the

question: Given a buoy spicing based upon a known environment and a

correctly classified target, which buoy pattern is more effective in

detecting the target? Scudy results, based upon a limited number of

scenarios and parameter variations, indicate that further study is

needed to determine the effect of datum uncertainty upon buoy pattern

optimization.

8) Descriptors: Aircraft, antisubmarine warfare, barrier, detection

probability, Jezebel, Lofar, sonobuoy, submarine

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne ASW

3) Mission: Barrier placement/patrol

3.1) Definition: An ASW aircraft places Jezebel buoys in either a

circular (containing barrier) or straight line pattern to

redetect a previously contacted submarine.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection of submarine

3.3) MOE Selected: Probability of submarine detection

21



3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

M fl(Xl,.., x5) for a containing barrier

f2 (x6 , x for a straight line barrier

where

Al mean detection range

= gl(x 8 , x9, x10 )

x = sonobuoy monitoring time

x = radius of submarine initial position -,.,ainty

x = time late to datum

x = sonobuoy spacing factor

x6 = probability of an opportunity

= g2(xll, xl2)

x7 = probability of detection given an opportunity

= g3(xl, x2, x5)

x = mean source level

x9 = mean ambient noise

x : mean recognition differential

Xll length of soncbuoy pattern (barrier segment) maintained

by one aircraft

=h(X1 3, x14 )

x12 = total lergth of line across which submarines pass with a

uniform probability distribution

x13 = number of sonobuoys

x = spacing between sonobuoys

4) MOE Usage In Study: Three combinations of aircraft and Jezebel equip-

ment were used to compute the effectiveness of two sonobuoy placement

tactics.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) In the straight line barrier case,

22



(a.l) The initial submarine position was chosen uniformly along

a line parallel to the barrier, but displaced at a constant

distance.

(a.2) Target course, held constant throughout each pass through

the geometry, was picked at the beginning of each pass

from a uniform distribution.

(a.3) The length of the line of initial positions was chosen such

that the target would pass through the barrier during each

engagement.

(b) In the containing barrier case,

(b.l) The submarine initial position was chosen from a bivariate

normal distribution centered at the nominal datum point and

truncated at 3 sigma.

(b.2) The target course was uniformly distributed throughout 3600

and held constant throughout each pass through the geometry.

(b.3) The first buoy to be laid was placed on a line between the

datum and the initial aircraft position.

(c) The aircraft was considered to be within RF range of all the buoys.

(d) The sonobuoys were operable from the time they were laid to the end

of the pass through the geometry.

(e) Navigation errors were not allowed.

(f) Sonobuoys were laid precisely according to pattern requirements.

(g) Detection of a nuclear target was accomplished when one line was

4 observed on any buoy.

(h) The aquipment was always operable.

(i) There were no surface ship contacts.

(j) Sub!arine speed and depth are const; nt.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) mean ambient noise
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2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) quiet transiting and nuclear

2.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) mean source level

2.3) Deployment:

2.3.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) submerged

2.3.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) total length of line across which submarines

pass with a uniform probability distribution

(b) radius of submarine initial position uncertainty

3) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft (P-2 and P-3A/B)

3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) time late to datum

3.2) Sensor: Sonobuoys

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) sonobuoy monitoring time

(b) sonobuoy spacing factor

(c) mean recognition differential
(d) number of sonobuoys

(e) spacing between sonobuoys
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.(l)-6

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

I) Originating Activity: Raff Analytic Study Associates, Inc.,

Silver Spring, Maryland

2) Report Title: Mathematical Model for Cost Effectiveness Analysis

of Small Acoustic Sensors

3) Authors: S. J. Raff and J. E. Roth

4) Report Number: Final Report 66-21 (AD-379 966)

5) Date: 23 January 1967

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Contract: N00014-66-C-0131 (Office of Naval Research)

8) Abstract: A mathematical model for the cost-effectiveness of

small inexpensive sonobuoys has been developed. This model is

flexible and its accuracy is adequate for determination of cost-

effectiveness of classes of devices which are in the research stage.

Factors which enter into the modei are detection range, variance

in detection range, failure rate, false alarm rate, volume and cost

of the sonobuoy devices, r-atio of submarine to search plane speeds

and a few tactical alternatives. The outputs are overall cost of

sonobueys and implantation, cost of wasted weapons, and probability

of sufficiently adequate submarine localization for kill. The modl

itself is presented in graphical form on the accompanying series

of large charts and nomograms. The computational procedure

required to exercise the model is the straightforward use of these

charts and nomograms in accordance with the explanatory notes

which are on the charts themselves. This report contains a des-

cription of the charts and an explanation of their derivation.

9.) .Descriptors: Aircraft, antisubmarine warfare, barrier, contact

investigation, cost effectiveness, localization, nomograph,

reliability, sonobuoy, submarine, torpedo
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B. EFFECTIVENESS 1,MASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne ASW

3) Mission: Contact investigation

3.1) Definition: An aircraft starts its search from a datum and

lays out a pattern of sonobuoys, called a coarse pattern.

When one of the sonobuoys in this pattern indicates the

presence of a submarine, the aircraft will then lay a pat-

tern of sonobuoys, called a fine pattern, in the immediate

vicinity of the indicated contact.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Localization of submarine

3.3) MOE Selected: Total cost of the exercise for a specified

probability of localization

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(x I ,x2 ,x3)

where

_ = cost of flight time
= g(x4 ,x5,x6)

x2 = expect cost of wasted weapons

= g2(x7,x8)

x 3 = total cost of sensors

= g3(x9,xl0)

x4 = number of aircraft required
= hlI(Xl0,Xll ,Xl2)

x = total flight time

x6 = cost per hour per aircraft
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x = probability of wasted weapon

h2 (xl 3 ,xl 4 ,xl 5) for single criterion (i.e., one

t= fine pattern signal sufficient to

drop torpedo)

h3(Xl3,...,xlS) for double criterion (i.e., a tor-

pedo is launched only if signal is

received from at least two of x

adjacent sonobuoys)

x8  = cost of each weapon

x9  = cost of each sensor

xO = total number of sensors in exercise
4 19(lg 20)

x = stowage voiume of aircraft

Xl2 = volume of each sensor

X3 = probability of detection - coarse pattern

X14 = probability of false alarm - coarse pattern

= i(xl 7,xl 8 ,Xl 9 )

XI5 = probability of false alarm - fine pattern
= i2(xl7,Xl8,X20)

X6 = number of adjacent sensors considered in establishing

the double criterion

x = total mission time
x = false alarm rate

X19 = total number of sensors in coarse pattern

Sl(x 23'x24)

x20  total number of sensors in fine patterns

J 2 (X1 3,X2 1 ,x22)

x21= number of false alarms in coarse pattern
=kl (xl78,Xls,l)

x22= number of sensors used in each fine pattern

= k2(x23,x24)
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x physical length of barrier

Il(x 25 ,x 2 6 ) for coarse pattern

l12 (x25 ,x27 ) for fine pattern

x = sensor spacing

x = length of barrier, normalized to the datum accu-

racy, corrected for the travel of the target during

the time required for laying down the barrier

28,. x31)

x = datum accuracy for coarse pattern

x x2= datum accuracy for fine pattern

x = effective barrier length, normaized to the datum

accuracy

= n(x32)

x29 = search aircraft speed

x30 = target submarine speed

x = number of effective lengths

x32 = ideal probability of detection

=°lo(x 1 3 'x 33)

°2(x33,x34)

x = degradation factor

= p(x 3 5 ,x 36 )

x = probability of detection - fine pattern

x = range variability factor

= ql(x 24 'x 37 'x 38 )

x36 = reliability factor

= q2 (x1 7 ,x18)

x37 = sonobuoy detection range standard deviation

x38 = mean detection range of sensor
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4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Sensors are uniformly spaced.

(b) Sensors are assumed to detect omnidirectionally at their

mean detection range and to be placed as to completely

cover the barrier with no overlap.

(c) Sensor detection range is lognormally distributed.

(d) The double criterion probability of two wasted weapons

is negligible.

(e) If two torpedoes are launched in error, the mission itself

is considered to be wasted.

(f) A fine pattern will be laid down to cover each signal from

the coarse pattern.

(g) The cost of flight time for the first plane is not charged

to the exercise as it would be needed at the same cost for

any search/localization techniques.

(h) The gap in the line of sensors due to sensor failure is

proportional to that part of the total number which have

failed. This assumption will generally be satisfactory for

coarse localization, but in fine localization one is likely

to find appreciable overlap in the ranges of adjacent sensors.

(i) Sonobuoy range is less than the torpedo acquisition range

(j) Sensor spacing is greater than the sensor mean detection range.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) target submarine speed
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3) Friendly Force Composicion: Aircraft

3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) stowage volume of aircraft

(b) search aircraft speed

(c) cost per hour per aircraft

3.2) Sensor: Sonobuoys

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) cost of each sensor

(b) volume of each sensor

(c) false alarm rate

(d) sonobuoy detection range standard deviation

(e) mean detection range of sensor

3.2.2) Deployment:

3.2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) sensor spacing

3.2.3) Tactics:

3.2.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) number of adjaceiit sensors considered

in establishing the doubie criterion

3.3) Armament: Torpedoes

3.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) cost of each weapon

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) total flight time

(b) total mission time

(c) number of effective lengths

4.2) Sensor - Platform: Sonobuoy - Submarine

4.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability of d tection - coarse pattern

(b) probability of detection - fine pattern

(c) datum accuracy for coarse pattern

(d) datum accuracy for fine pattern
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (1)-7

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Systems Analysis Office, ASW Systems

Project Office, White Oak, Maryland

2) Report Title: Proposed ASW Measure of Effectiveness, MOE-7

3) Author: C. W. Kissinger

4) Report Number: ASW-14!2 memo to File

5) Date: 17 January 1969

6) Classification: Secret

7) Abstract: This memo presents a measure of effectiveness for air

ASW, and a preliminary sensitivity analysis of this MOE to various

input parameters.

8) Descriptors: Aircraft, antisubmarine warfare, barrier, carrier

based aircraft, kill probability, sonobuoy, submarine

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne ASW

3) Mission: Sonnbuoy barrier patrol
3.1) Definition: Aircraft (VS and VP) attempt to detect, localize,

and kill submarines which pass through a sonobuoy field.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Suppression of sLubmarine activity

3.3) MOE Selected: Ratio of the difference of a reference level

of damage sustained minus the potential damage sustained to

the total damage capability

3.3.1) Rationale For Seiection: This MOE is proportional

to both the quantity and quality of own forces. It

also reflects both the enemy force's ability to pene-

trate a screen and its damage capability. This MOE

has a meaningful range from +1 to -1.
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3.44) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xI , x2, x3)

where

xI  = reference level of damage sustained by own forces

x2  = potential damage sustained by own forces

= gl(x 4""' x10 )
x 3  = total damage capability of enemy submarines

= g2(x4, x5)
thx 4  = a vector whose i- component represents the damage

capability for the enemy submarine of type i

x = a vector whose it- component represents the number of

enemy submarines of type i

x6  = total desired barrier length
.thx7  = a vector whose i component represents the number

of aircraft of type i
x = a vector whose ith component represents the base
8

loading factor of type i aircraft

x 9  = a vector whose ith component represents the length

of barrier maintained by one type i aircraft

xO = a matrix whose (i, j)L entry represents the kill

probability of a type i aircraft against a type j

submarine

3.5) Additional MOE Identified:

(a) Ratio of damage averted by own forces to total damage

capability of enemy submarines

4) MOE Usage In Study: The MOE was formulated and used to investigate

the sensitivity of various input parameters.

-tC. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine
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2.1) Quantitative Factors:
*th(a) a vector whose i- component represents the damage

capability for the enemy submarine of type i
* th(b) a vector whose ih component represents the number of

enemy submarines of type i

3) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft (VP and VS)

3.1) Quantitative Factors:
th(a) a vector whose ith component represents the number of

aircraft of type i

(b) a vector whose ith component represents the base loading

factor of type i aircraft

3.2) Deployment:

3.2.1) Qualitative Factor:
(a) patrol sonobuoy barrier

3.2.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) total desired barrier length
th(b) a vector whose i- component represents the length

of barrier maintained by one type i aircraft

3.3) Tactics:

3.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) reference level of damage sustained by own forces

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) a matrix whose (i, j)i- entry represents the

kill probability of a type i aircraft against

a type j submarine
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.(1)-8

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Veda incorporated, Ann Arbor, Michigan

2) Report Title: Cost Effectivene;s Models tor Airborne ASW

Search and Detection Systems

3) Report Number: V-0513C/2.503 (AD-507 666)

4) Date: 15 September 1967

5) Classification: Confidential

6) Contract: N622C?-67-CO405 (U.S. Naval Air Development Center)

7) Abstract: This report contains the general cost models used in

determining the cost effectiveness for an airborne ASW mission.

The models include both recurring and non-recurring costs for the

aircraft, crew and sensor. The effectiveness models postulated

in a previous study are exercised for both a radar and an acous-

tic barrier mission, and the resulting effectiveness numbers

are used to find example cost-effectiveness numbers. No attempt

has been made to compare the effectiveness or cost-effectiveness

of the radar and acoustic barriers since only the search and

detection portions of each mission are considered in this study.

8) Descriptors: Aircraft, antisubmar-ne warfare, barrier, cost,

cost effectiveness, detection probability, Lofar, radar, search,

sonobuoy, submarine, transitor

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) tunction: Airborne ASW
3) Mission: Barrier placement/patrol

3.1) Definition: An aircraft patrols a barrier according to a

prescribed path using a sensor, either radar or sonar. If the
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presence of a submarine -is detected, the patrolling

aircraft performs a contact investigation or localiza-

tion procedure.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection of submarine

3.3) NOE Selected: Cost-effectiveness, defined by the

ratio of total mission cost to the probability of detect-

ing a submarine at least once as it passes through the

barrier

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: Cost-effectiveness

was chosen because it provides a method of assessing

the mission costs for successfully accomplishing the

mission at a given effectiveness level.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(x1, x2, x3)

where

x = total mission time

x2  = total system costs in dollars per mission

hour
1 x g4 .... x4 " x 12)

x3  =probability of detecting a submarine at

least once as it passes through the barrier

(called search and detection effectiveness)

=1g2(x13, x14 , x15) for radar sensor

1" 31, x~, x16) for sonar sensor

x4  = aircraft non-recurring costs ii dollars per

aircraft flight hour

x5 = aircraft recurring costs in dollars per air-

craft flight hour

x6  = number of aircraft fliqht hours performing

the mission

x7  = non-recurring costs per crew flight hour

x = recurring costs per crew flight hour

*3
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x9 = number of crew use hours

xl non-recurring costs per sensor flight

hour

Xll = recurring costs per sensor flight hour

x12 = number of sensor use hours

x = maximum number of encounters possible

1 = sensor cumulative probability of detection

given an encounter

x probability distribution of the number of

encounters when intermittent operation and

contact investigations are included

= hl(xl 3, x17, x18)

x6= probability distribution of the number of

encounters
= h (Xl9 .. x2 ) "

x17 = ratio of the area covered with intermittent
operation and contact investigation to area

covered without intermittent operation and

contact investigation

x18 =probability distribution of the number of

encounters when intermittent operation and

contact investigation are not included

X = sonobuoy monitor time

x20= revisit time per sonobuoy

= i(x24, X27 ,..., x32 )

x21 =submarine snorkel time

x22 = writeout time per buoy

x23 = sonobuoy effective range

x24 = flight perimeter

x25 = number of writers on aircraft

x26 = number of Lofar radio channels

x27 = aircraft sonobuoy carrying capacity

x28 = aircraft speed
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(k~

x 29 =on-station time

x30 aircraft endurance

x31 barrier width

= il(x23, x27, x28  x29 x33, x34)

x32 = barrier length

=2 (x2 3 , x27 , x2 8 , x2 9 , x3 3 , x3 4)
x33= barrier distance trom home base

x34= maximum distance submarine can remain sub-

merged without snorkeling

,'.5) Additional MOE's Identified:

(a) Joint probability of at least one detection

and initial localization to within the performance

capability of the final localization technique

(b) Search and detection effectiveness = x3

4) MOE Usage In Study: Illustrative development of cost-effect-

iveness models to estimate the value of adding a sensor to

planned airborne ASW systems. For the case of the sonobuoy

barrier, no claim is made that this model approach adequately

represents acoustical detection performance. It is recognized

that better models exist which include many effects omitted

here and that better model the effects which have been in-

cluded. The only purpose of the examples presented was to

demonstrate the cost-affectiveness models and the effects of

variations in detection performance on the models.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) For the radar barrier the patrol aircraft flies a rec-

tangular racetrack type patrol path.

(b) For the sonobuoy barrier a staggered array of sonobuoys

is used rather than a rectangular array, because it

makes more efficient use of sonobuoy performance capabil-

ities and is less likely to allow the undetected passage

of a submarine because of a slight miscalculation in

detection range.
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(c) The barrier is assumed to exist for the full time

required for a submarine to transit the entire

barrier width.

(d) For the acoustic barrier two different aircraft patrol

patterns are considered, a simple racetrack and an

alternating row type of flight path.

(e) For the sonobuoy barrier the flight altitude of the

patrol aircraft is governed by the reqc.'i;'ment that
enough buoys be within the radio horizon to utilize

all the writers' time available, yet not so high as to

have two buoys that broadcast on the same channel with-

in radio range simultaneously.

(f) Submarine is unaware of the existence of the barrier.

(g) Submarine carries a ully operable and alerted ECM

system and will dive within a specified time period

after being alerted to electronic searches. Any such

dive will not cause any deviation from the submarine's

penetration path, but the submarine is assumed to

remain submerged for a predetermined length of time.

(h) Sensor probability of detection is constant over the

entire area of surveillance.

(i) For the radar barrier the patrol aircraft flies at

such an altitude that the radar horizon range is equal

to the radar maximum detection range. This results in

the best radar performance (least clutter) and the least

amount of radar energy transmitted into the region be-

yond maximum detection range.

(j) The radar is operated intenmittently, that is, radiating

for a fixed period of time, then placed in standby, then

repeating this cycle. (Note: The radar off-period was

chosen to minimize the lost area for a specified radar

range).

(k) A 360 degree scan radar is assumed.
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(1) Acoustic detection performance is based upon consid-

eration of the primary zone acoustic range only,

that is, convergence zone effects are omitted. This

assumption was necessary to keep the geometry of

detections within manageable bounds for hand calcu-
lations and was not done without a recognition of

its lim~itations.

The cuter limit of primary detection zore was held

constant and independent of both time aiid location.
This was done for simplicity of manipulations.

(n) Equal buoy writeout times were assumed.

(o) Longer writeout times were not used around the ends

of the barrier, even when the flight path allowed it.

(p) For the sonobuoy barrier case the aircraft returns to

the point on the patrol path at which the aircraft

originally left to prosecute the potential contacts.

(q) A single aircraft is used to monitor the acoustic
l-i barrier.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

I) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) conventionally powered (diesel-electric)

2.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) maximum distance submarine can remain submerged

without snorkeling

2.3) Tactics:

2.3.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) attempt to transit through the barrier using

a snorkel-submerged cycle run according to

some regular time cycle
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2.3.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) submarine snorkel time

3) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft (S2, P3, VSX-type)

3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) aircraft non-recurring costs in doliars per aircraft

flight hour

(b) aircraft recurring costs in doll.,rs per aircraft

flight hour

(c) number of aircraft flight hours performing the mission

(d) non-recurring costs per crew flight hour

(e) recurring costs per crew flight hour

(f) non-recurring costs per sensor flight hour

(g) recurring costs per sensor flight hour

(h) number of sensor use hours

(i) number of writers on aircraft

(j) number ci Lofar radio channels

(k) aircraft sonobuoy carrying capacity

(1) aircraft speed

(m) on-station time

(n) aircraft endurance

(o) number of crew use hours
3.2) Sensors: Radar and sonobuoys

3.2.1) Type: Radar

3.2.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) ratio of the area covered with inter-

mittent operation and contact inves-

tigation to area covered without

intermittent operation and contact

investigation
3.2.1.2) Tactics:

3.2.1.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) intermittent operation
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3.2.2) Type: Sonobuoy

3.2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) sonobuoy monitor time

(b) writeout time per sonobuoy

(c) sonobuoy effective range

3.2.2.2) Deployment:

3.2.2.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) floating low in the water

3.2.2.2.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) flight perimeter

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) total mission time

(b) maximum number of encounters possible

(c) barrier distance from home base

V L.2) Sensor - Platform:

4.2.1) Type: Radar - Submarine

4.2.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) sensor cumulative probability of
detection given an encounter

(b) probability distribution of the

number of encounters when intermittent

operation and contact investigation

are not included

4.2.2) Type: Sonobuoy -. Submarine-

4.2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) sensor cumulative probability of

detection given an encounter
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (i)-9

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Systems Analysis Office, ASW Systems

Project Office, Silver Spring, Maryland

2) Report Title: Air ASW MOE

3) Report Number: ASW 14 memo Ser. 69-003 to CNO Op-953G

4) Date: 29 January 1969

5) Classification: Secret

6) Abstract: A description and preliminary analysis of the air ASW

measure of effectiveness proposed by Op-953 is presented.

7) Descriptors: Aircraft, artisubmarine wrfa f-,z, barrier, carrier,

carrier based aircraft, detection, kill probability, localization,

sonobu-y, submarine

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne ASW

3) Mission: Sonobuoy barrier patrol

3,1) Definition: Aircraft attempt to detect, localize, and kill

submarines which pass through a sonobuoy field.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection, localization and kill

of submarine

3.3) MOE Selected: Average effective length of air ASW (sonobuoy)

barrier that can be maintained per enemy submarine

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:
fl(Xl"" x5)'

if numbers of rows and spacing are not selectable

MOE as a function of the environmental conditions en-

countered

f2(xl, x2 , x5 , x1 3 , x1 4 , x18),

if number of rows and spacing are selectable as a

function of the environmental conditions encountered
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where

a vector whose i-h component represents the number of

ASW aircraft of type i
thx2  : a vector whose i-Lh component represents the base loading

factor for aircraft type i

: 1gl(x 6, x7, x8) for VP aircraft

g2(x6,..., x9) for VS aircraft

x1 = a vector whose iiL component represents the length of
barrier that can be monitored by one aircraft of type i

= g3(X10 , Xll, x12)

x4  = a vector whose it-h component represents the kill probability

for an aircraft of type i monitoring a barrier of the length

of the i t- component of x3, averaged over all enemy sub-

marine types

= g4 (X5, x1 3, x14 , x15)

A5 = total number of enemy submarines of all types

x6  = a vector whose i h component represents the monthly

utilization of aircraft type i

x7  : a vector whose ith component represents the average

mission duration of aircaft type i

x8  a vector whose ith component represents the time .n

station at nominal distance from base for aircraft type i

= h(x7, x16 , x17)

* h
x9  = a vector whose it- component represents the number of

CVS necessary to keep one aircraft of type i on station

xlO = a vector whose ith component represents the nomber of

sonobuoy channels that can be monitored by aircraft of

type i

Xll : number of rows of sonobuoys in the barrier

x1 soriobuoy spacing
x13 : a vector of matrices whose ith component is a matrix

having the property that its (j, k)th entry represents the

probability of kill for an aircraft of type i monitoring a
thbarrier of the length of the i- component of x3 against

a submarine of type j in environmental conditions of type k
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X1 : a vector whose i h component represents the number of

14
enemy submarines of type i

x15  a vector whose ith component represents the probability

of occurrence of environment type i

x 16= transit distance from base to station

: a vector whose ith component represents the transit

thh
speed from base to station for the ith aircraft

: a matrix whose (i, 4)th entry represents the lengthx18

of barrier that can be monitored by one aircraft of

type i in environmental condition j
= 95(19, 20 21)

x19  = a matrix whose (i, j)i.t entry represents the number of

sonobuoy channels that can be monitored by aircraft of

type i in environmental condition j

x 20= a vector whose ith component represents the number of

rows of sonobuoys in the barrier in environmental

condition i

x21= a vector whose i h component represents the spacing

of the sonobuoys in environmental condition i

4) MOE Usage in Study: Formulation only

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

1.1) Quantitative Factor:
th

(a) a vector whose i- component represents the probability of

occurrence of environment type i

2) Threat Composition: Submarines

2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) total number of enemy submarines of all types

(b) a vector whose it component represents the number

of enemy submarines of type i
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3) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft (VP and VS) and carrier (CVS)

3.1) Platform Type: Aircraft (VP and VS)

3.1.1) Quantitative Factors:
woeth(a) a vector whose i t h component represents the number

of ASW aircraft of type i
th(b) a vector whose i- component represents the transit

speed from base to station for the i t h aircraft
3.1.2) Sensors: Sonobuoys

3.1.2.1) Quantitative Factor:
th(a) a vector whose i- component represents

the number of sonobuoy channels that

can be monitored by aircraft of type i

3.1.2.2) Deployment:

3.1.2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of rows of sonobuovs

in the barrier

(b) sonobuoy spacing

3.1.3) Deployment:
3.1.3.l) Quantitative Factors:

(a) a vector whose ith component represents
the monthly utilization of aircraft type i

(b) a vector whose ith component represents

the average mission duration of aircraft

type i
3.2) Platform Type: Carrier (CVS)

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:
th

(a) a vector whose i- component represents the nuhwher
of CVS necessary to keep one aircraft of type i

on station
(b) transit distance from base to station

4) Friendly Force - Physical Environment Interaction:

4.1) Sensor - Environment: Sonobuoy

MMI2) Quantitative Factors:
th(a) a matrix whose (i, j)!-! entry represents the number

of sonobuoy channels that can be monitored by air-

craft of type i in environmental condition j
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7 : * - (b) a vector whose ith component r.epresents the

number of rows of sonobuoys in the barrier in

environmental condition i

(c) a vector whose ith component represents the

spacing of th; sonobuoys in environmental

condition i

5) Friendly Force - Threat - Physical Environment Interaction:

5.1) Platform - Platform - Environment: Aircraft - Submarine
5.!.1) Quantitative Factor:

-th(a) a vector of matrices whose i- component is a

matrix having the property that its (j, k)t-

entry represents the probability of kill for

an aircraft of type i monitoring a barrier of
the length of the i- component of x3 against

a submarine of type j in environmental conditions

of type k

I
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SISTUDY REVIEW SUMMARY lO. (1)-10

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Systems Analysis Office, ASW Systems Project
ii Office, White Oak, M&Yryland

2) Report Title: Some Results of a Preliminary Study of Measures

of Effectiveness for Air ASW

3) Report Number: ASW-1412 memo Ser. 68-0064 to Files

4) Date: 11 December 1968

5) Classification: Secret

6) Abstract: This memo provides representative measures of effectiveness

for Air ASW and a preliminary sensitivity analysis of these MOE's

to projected changes in our own and enemy force structure.

7) Descriptors: Aircraft, antisubmarine warfare, barrier, carrier based

aircraft, detection, kill probability, localiz~tion, sonobuoy, submarine

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne ASW

3) Mission: Sonobuoy barrier patrol

3.1) Definition: Aircraft (VS and VP) attempt to detect, localize,

and kill submarines which pass through a sonobuoy field.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Suppression of submarine activity

3.3) MOE's Selected:

(MOE) 1 = Ratio of average effective barrier length to total

number of enemy submarines

(MOE)2 = Ratio of average effective barrier length to total

damage capability of enemy submarines

(MOE) 3 = Ratio of fraction of submarines killed to damage

sustained by own forces

(MOE)4  = Ratio of damage averted by own force to total damage

capability of enemy submarines
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(MOE)5  = Reciprocal of damage sustained by own forces

(MOE)6  = Fraction of submarines killed

(MOE)7  = Ratio of the product of damage averted by own

forces and the total damage sustained b.j own forces

to total damage capability of euiemy submarines

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: (MOE)1 reflects the quality

of own forces in performing a barrier operation.

(MOE) 2 reflects the ability of enemy submarines to

inflict damage on own forces. (MOE)3 reflects the

fact that quantities of own forces can be insufficient

to require that all enemy submarines must pass through

a barrier. (MOE)4 reflects own force capability of

averting damage from enemy submarines, but d~es not

epflect damage sustained. 'MOE), reflects enemy

submarines ability to inflict damage on own forces.

It is not as sensitive to enemy losses as is (MOE)3,

which is directly proportional to the fraction of

submarines killed. (MOE)6 reflects the ability of

own forces to kill enemy submarines. (MOE)7 reflects

the damage sustained due to enemy submarines not killed.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE's:

(MOE)1  = f1(Xl, x2 )

(MOE)2 = f2(x1 , x3)

(MOE)3  = f3(x4, x5)

(MOE) 4 : f4 (x3, x6 )

(MOE) 5  f 5 (x5 )

(MOE) 6 = f6(x 4)

(MOE)7 : f7(x3, x5, x6)

where

xI  average effective barrier length

1= g(x 2 , x7 , x8 )
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x = total number of enemy submarines

= g2(x8)

x3  = total damage capability i enemy submarines

= g3(x8, xg)

x = fraction z .- ' .arines killed

= g1'x (7' x8' xl0)

x5  r damage sustained by own forces

= .. )* x 10)

x6  .nage averted by own force
-1 6(x7,... Xl0

a vector whose i component represents the effective

length of barrier for an enemy submarine of type i

= h(xll,..., xl4)

= a vector whose i coriponent represents the number

of enemy submarines of type i

= a vector whose i component represents the damage

factor for the enemy submarine of type i, i.e., the

relative penalty of failing to stop a type i submarine

=X total desired barrier length

S11- a vector whose i component represents the number

of aircraft of type i

x 12 = a vector whose i component represents the base

loading factor of type i aircraft[ = i(x15 '...3 x18)

-L
": a vector whose i component represents the length

of barrier maintained by one type i aircraft

= a matrix whose (i. j)1b entry represents the killx14

probability of a type i aircraft dgainst type j
submarine

: a vector whose i component represents the utilization: x15

(hours/month) of type i aircraft
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x : a vector whose oh nmnonent represents the average
16 v

mission duration for type i aircraft

x 17 =transit speed of aircraft from base to station

x 18  transit distance from base to station

4) MOE Usage In Study: MOE's were formulated and used to study the

sensitivity of the various input parameters.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Only one submarine pass through the field is explicitly

considered, i.e., effects of survival for multiple patrols

is not explicitly included.

(b) The role of other ASW forces is not explicitly considered.

(c) Cost of either side's forces is not considered.

(d) Those MOE's that are a function of the total desired barrier

length, x,,, implicitly assume that the average effective

length of barrier, xI, is a physically realizable barrier

length of kill probability equal to one. This assumption
i, th

implies that the (i, j)- entry in x14 is inversely proportional
- hto the it component of x13, which changes with buoy spacing

and/or number of rows of buoys. This is approximately true

only if the buoys detect independently, and if for each i and

j the kil probability of a type i aircraft against a type j
submarine is small compared to unity. The effect is not

considered serious for a preliminary sensitivity analysis of

MOE's, but should be corrected if it is desired to obtain

accurate absclute values for the MOE's.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) a vector whose ith component represents the number of enemy

submarines of type i
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(b) a vector whose i- component represents the damage

factor for the enemy submarine of type i, i.e., the

relative penalty of failing to stop a type i submarine

3) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft (VP and VS)

3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) a vector w,".a 1 component represents the number of

aircraft of type i

(b) transit speed of aircraft from base to station

3.2) Deployment:

3.2.1) Qualitative Factor:
(a) patrol of sonobuoy barrier

3.2.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) .T.,. desired barrier length

(b) a: vc.ctor whose it- component represents the utilization

(hours/monti) of type i aircraft
a vector whcse iL- component represents the average

mission duration for type i aircraft

(d) transit distance from base to station

(e) a vector whose i - component represents the length

of barrier maintained by one type i aircraft

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) a matrix whose (i, j)th entry represents the kill

probability of a type i aircraft against type j

submarine

I
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (1)-li

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, lIc.,

Buffalo, New York

2) Report Title: Cost-Effectiveness Comparison Between ASW Air/

Sea Craft and Conventional ASH1 Aircraft

3) Author: B. B. Levitt

4) Report Number: GM-1958-G-2 (AD-507 541)

5) Date: 30 January 1967
6) Classification: Secret,

7) Contract: Nonr 4545(00) (Office of Naval Research)

8) Abstract: The objective of this study is to conduct a cost-

effectiveness comparison between the most promising air/sea craft

systems and conventional ASW aircraft in the performance of the ASW

barrier mission. An analysis is made of the performance characteristics

of the P-3A (ANEW) and VSX in conducting the mission. Performance

characteristics of the primary ASW search sensors are developed for

the P-3A/VSX, using retrievable sonar buoys. The results are used
to determine optimum sensor emplacement patterns, operational

modes for the various vehicles and force level requirements for

the mission. Cost factors are derived for all aircraft and air!

sea cr.ft and are applied to the fcrce level requirements to permit

a comparison of aircraft cost-effectiveness as a function of contact

investigation capability.

9). Descriptors: Aircraft, antisubmarine warfare, Darrier, carrier,

carrier based aircraft, Cass, contact investigation, cost, cost-

effectiveness, detection, localization, Lofar, sonobuoy, submarine

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne ASW
3) Mission: Barrier placement/patrol
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3.1) Definition: A submarine attempts to penetrate a sonar

buoy barrier, established by aircraft deployed sonar buoys.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Achieve maximum contact investigation

capability in contacts per day at least cost

L~i3.3) MOE's Selected:
(MOE), = Total lifetime cost to achieve maximum contact

investigation capability

(MOE)2 = Total mission cost to achieve maximum contact

investigation capability

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

(MOE), = fl(xl ,.. 3., x4)

(MOE)2 = f2(x5,..., x8 )

where

xI = total number of aircraft required for a specified

mission length

= gl(x 9, x10)

x2 = initial aircraft investment cost
= g2(Xll, ..., 9X16)

x3 = annual aircraft operating cost

= g3 (x 17 ,..., x21)

x = number of years of operation

x5 = single sortie cost

= g4(x3 , x22)

x6  = number of sorties that must be flown during a

specified mission length

= g(X10 , x23, x24, x25)

x = carrier basing cost

= g6(xl, x26, x27, x28)

x 8 = cost of buoy loss

! g7(x29,..., x33) for retrievable buoys
= gS(x6, x9  x34, x35, x36) for non-retrievable buoys
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S9 = number of echelons required

= hl(x 24, x25, x37, x38, x39)

x number of aircraft per echelon

Xl = airframe and engine investment cost

x = fixed payload (permanently installed avionics and

sensor equipment) investment cost

x13 = airframe spares Tnvestment cost

x14 = engine spares investment cost

x = avionics spares investment cost

x special support equipment investment cost

x7 = system utilization cost

x18 = fuel costs

x = overhail and maintenance costs

x20 = personnel costs

x21 = base costs
S22 number of sorties flown per year

x23 = period of time the barrier must be maintained

x2  = total cn-station time available

x = time required to emplace and retrieve barrier sonobuoys

x26 = fractioi of the carrier decK space occupied by aircraft

x = annual operating cost of the carrier

x = fractior of the year the carrier is used for the mission

x29 = retrievable buoy loss rate

x30 = retrievable buoy reliability
x3 = number of retrievable buoys emplaced

x32 = weight of retrievable buoys in pounds
X33 = cost per pound of retrievable buoys

x34 non-retrievable buoy reliability

x35 = cost of non-retrievable buoy

x = number of sonobuoys in the water at all times

= h2(x40,..., x44)

) x37 = base turnaround time

38 transit distance between base and barrier station
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ix transit cruise speed

S40 sonobuoy spacing

S41= sea state

x42: barrier width

= 43 barrier length

S44 minimum effective width

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions"

(a) Enemy submarine speed is held constxnt.

(b) Sufficient range information is available, and bearing

dccuracy is such that a barrier may be constructed of a

single row of ouoys,

(c) Each aircraft monitors its buoys from the center of its

assigned section.

(d) Sonobuoy spacing is based on a specified probability of

detection and a rough localization criterion.

(e) A minimum of two aircraft or air/sea craft must be maintained

on station at all times.

(f) Aircraft and air/sea craft operate from a phantom shore base

or an aircraft carrier that remains a constant distance from

all points on the barrier equivalent to the missicn radius

of the respective aircraft.

(g) There is no range limitation on communications capability

between aircraft and sensors.

(h) Sonar buoy emplacement and retrieval times are constant.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

1.1) Quantitative Fact(,r:

(a) sea state

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) nuclear
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2.2) Deplo ymen t.

2.2.1) Qualitative Factor:
(a) submerged

2.3) Tactics:

2.3.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) non-cavitating

3) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft (P-3A/VSX and air/sea craft)

and carrier

3.1) Platform Type: Aircraft

3.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) airframe and engine investment cost
(b) fixed payload (permanently installed avionics

and sensor equipment) investmf.t cost

(c) airframe spar-es investment cost

(d) engine spares investment cost

(e) avionics spares investment cost

(f) special support equipment investment cost

(g) system utilization cost
(h) fuel costs

(i) overhaul and maintenance costs

(j) personnel costs

(k) base costs
(1) time required to emplace and retrieve barrier sonobuoys

(m) base turnaround time

(n) transit cruise speed
3.1.2) Sensors: Retrievable and non-retrievable sonar buoys

3.1.2.1) Type: Retrievable sonar buoys

3.1.2.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) retrievable buoy loss rate

(b) retrievable buoy reliability

(c) number of retrievable buoys

empl aced

(d) weight of retrievable buoys

in pounds

(e) cost per pound of retrievable

buoys
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3.1.2.2) Type: Non-retrievable sonar buoys

3.1.2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) non-retrievable buoy
reliability

(b) cost of non-retrievable

buoy

(c) sonobuoy spacing

3.1.3) Deployment:1 3.1.3.1) Quantitative Factors:
(a) number of years of operation

(b) number of aircraft per echelon

(c) number of sorties flown per year
(d) total on-station time available
(e) transit distance between base and

barrier station

3.1.4) Tactics:

3.1.4.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) period of time the barrier must be

maintained

3.2) Platform Type: Ca-rrier

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) fraction of the carrier deck space occupied by

aircraft

(b) annual operating cost of the carrier

3.2.2) Deployment:

3.2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) fraction of the year the carrier is
used for the mission

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Sensor - Platform: Sonar buoys - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) barrier width

(b) barrier length

(c) minimum effective width
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (l)-12

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc.

Buffalo, New York

2) Report Title: Improved Air ASW Effectiveness by the Employment of

Acoustic Countermeasures in Task Force Operations

3) Authors: B. B. Levitt and M. W. Zumwalt

4) Report Number: CAL Report No. GM-2268-G-4 (AD-506 225)

5) Date: 30 September 1969

6) Classification: Secret (NOFORN)

7) Contract: N00014-66-C-0232 (Office of Naval Research)

8) Abstract: This research effort is a further extension of previous

studies conducted in the area of acoustic countermeasures (ACM)

and tactical deception techniques. The present study effort is

intended to examine the manner in which ACM devices improve the

effectiveness of ASW support forces assigned to provide protection

to a carrier task force.

9) Descriptors: Acoustic decoy, aircraft, antisubmarine warfare,

barrier, carrier, contact investigation, countermeasure, detection

probability, localization, normal density function, sonobuoy,

SOSUS, submarine, surveillance, task force

8. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne ASW

3) Mission: Contact investigation

3.1) Definition: A carrier task force (CTF) transits through

an area in which it is likely that enemy subiarines may be

encounterpd. ASW aircraft are being used to provide support

against any contacts obtained in the vicinity of the CTF or

along its projected track. initial contact is made by a
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remote surveillance system and then aircraft respond by planting

a pattern of sonobuoys in the contact area in order to detect

and localize the position of the submarine.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection of submarine

3.3) MOE Selected: Percent of a specified area in which the prob-

ability of submarine detection by the ASW support forces is

equal to or greater than a stated level

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xI, x2 )

where

x :SSN action range

= gl (x3 )

x2 : cumulative probability of SSN detection by the ASW

support aircraft

g2(x4 , x5)

x =initial detection range of the carrier task force by the SSN

x4 : time available for the ASW support aircraft to detect the

SSN target

hl(x 6 3 x7, x8)

x = cumulative probability of detection vector in which the
.thi component represents the cumulative probability of

detection of the SSN by the look epoch

= h2(xg,..., x14)

effective ASW time-'6
= il(xl5, x16)

x 7 = time required for target localization

x 8  = time requirtd for target attack

x9  = total number of buoys in the pattern

xlO = sonobuoy monitor matrix

i 2 (x9 , x17)
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X = number of grid points in the SSN uncertainty area
= i3 (x1 8 )

= 12 a vector whose ith coordinate represents the matrix of

possible submarine positions at the time of the ith

look epoch
- i 4 (xl,' x19 ""' x22 )

x__ matrix of sonobuov position coordinates with respect to:Ii

the uncertainty area

x sonobuoy detection probability function

- i5(x23, x24)

x = total time available to the carrier task force and its

ASW support aircraft in which ASW action must be prosecuted

- h (xI, x25, x26)

x = Asw support aircraft time to respond

= h2(x27, x28, X2 9 )

x = number of look time entries in the buoy look schedule

x8 = size of uncertainty area

9 = orientation, relative to the SSN course, of the major
axis of the target uncertainty area

x20 CTF trackI x2 1 : SSN intercept start bearing

- x22 :SSN speed

= jl(xl, x25 , x32)

x2 3 = signal excess

: j2(x30, x31)I 24 = standard deviation of signal excess

x25 = distance matrix of submarine position relative to CTF

track as a functici, of time
- i 6 (x 12 ' x20)

S26 speed of relative motion, or the rate at which the range

between the carrier task force and the SSN is being closed

- i7 (xl , x25, x32)
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x2 expected surveillance system delay

x = time allotted for aircraft ground operations

x29 = aircraft time to fly out to the SSN advanced position

x = sonobuoy figure of merit

k(x33, x34, x35)

V31 = propagati3n loss

x32 = CTF speed

x = target radiated noise level

1i(x22)

x34 = background noise level

x35 = recognition differential

: 12(x36, x37, x38)

x = sonobuoy bandwidth

x37 = target signal frequency

x38 = signal integration time

4) MOE Usage In Study: A model was formulated and developed to determine

the effectiveness of the ASW support aircraft and the change in this

effectiveness due to the employment of ACM devices.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) A single CVA simulator, located at a fixed distance and bearing

from the CTF, is used as the basic ACM device.

(b) The ASW support aircraft are utilized in an on-call mode of

operation and are dispatched to the scene when a threatening

contact is obtained.

(c) Initial detection of the threatening submarine results in an

uncertainty area of specified size that is assumed to be elliptical

in shape. Target location within the uncertainty area is

described by a bivariate normal distribution. The semi-major

and semi-minor axes of the ellipse are equal in length to the

standard deviation of target location in that direction.

(d) The probability distribution of the target in the uncertainty

area is discretely approximated by a rectangular grid and an
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array of grid points representing the center of a grid cell and
having associated with it the probability that the target is in
the grid cell. Because of this discrete approximation, the

location probabilities are normalized so that they collectively

sum to 1.0.

(e) The target uncertainty area does not grow or become distorted

during the time interval between initial SOSUS detection and

commencement of rough localization operations by the ASW aircraft.

This uncertainty area does, however, translate in the direction

of the SSN intercept course and at the SSN intercept speed

(or speed regime in an ACM environment).

(f) The SSN selects the minimum speed required to intercept the CTF,

The rationale for selection of the minimum speed intercept

solution is as follows: (1) the minimum speed intercept soluti,,

represents a unique solution to the intercept problem, one o

but two such unique solutions - the other being the maximum

speed solution, and (2) the minimum speed solution results

the SSN presenting the most difficult target to the passi.

detection devices due to the low level of radiated noise jsociated

with the minimum speed.

(g) The surveillance system is capable of detecting, locat r.,j and
tracking the SSN at its minimum speed and radiated no.-,! level.

(h) In an ACM-free environment, the SSN intercept speed ' ,ins

constant. In an ACM environment, however, the spee:- /; the

submarine changes during the course of the interc.-" as it

attempts to distinguish between the CTF and the ', ;, lator.

(i) ASW support aircraft use directional sonobuoys initial

detection and rough localization operations.
(j) Each sonobuoy becomes operationally active wi .,,, a fixed period

after it is planted, i.e., is considered to Wg ,eceiving and

transmitting data after this initial activa(,' interval.

(k) Propagation loss is considered to be range, pendent and to

consist of spherical spreading.
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(1) The recognition differential is defined to be the signal to

noise level required for 50% probability of detection.

(m) SSN probability of detection by a sonobuoy at a given range is

based upon use of the normal probability density function.

(n) The number of buoys in the total pattern exceeds the monitoring

capability of the ASW support aircraft.

(o) The buoy monitor/look schedule is such that no section of the

buoy field is ignored for a period sufficient for the target

SSN to slip through the buoy field.

(p) Sonobuoy reliability is 100% during the emplacement of the pattern.

(q) When sonobuoy life expires, they are replaced without loss of

coverage.

(r) The ACM device does not affect the SSN approach on the CTF

until it has closed to at least a specified distance. Conse-

quently, the SSN selects the minimum intercept speed until it

reaches this distance and thereafter follows the speed regime

established for an ACM environment intercept.

(s) Speed/bearing histories of the SSN relative to the CTF track

are assumed to be symmetrical on either side.

(t) The CTF conmander receives early warning of the impending

SSN attack.

(u) SSN action rarge is defined as the range at which detection

of the CTF has occurred (with at least a specified probability),

the SSN has properly classified its target, correctly solved

the intercept problei, and initiated action to close the CTF to

within weapon range.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

I) Physical Environment:

1.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) geographic area

1.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) background noise level
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2) Threat Composition: Submarine (SSN)

2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) nuclear

2.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) target signal frequency

2.3) Tactics:

2.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) SSN intercept start bearing

3) Friendly Force Composition: SOSUS, aircraft and carrier task force

3.1) Platform Type: SOSUS

3.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) expected surveillance system delay

3.2) Platform Type: Aircraft
3.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) timie allotted for aircraft ground operations

3.2.2) Sensor: Sonobuoys

3.2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) sonobuoy bandwidth

(b) signal integration time

3.2.2.2) Deployment:

3.2.2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) number of look time entries in

the buoy look schedule

3.2.2.3) Tactics:

.3.2.2.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a). number of look time entries

in the buoy look schedule

3.2.3) Deployment:

3.2.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) aircraft time to fly out to the SSN

advanced position

3.3) Platform Type: Carrier task force

3.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) CTF speed
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3.3.2) Deployment:

3.3.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) CTF track

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4,1) Platfon - Platform:

4.1.1) Type: Carrier task force - Submarine

4.1.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) initial detection range of the carrier

task force by the SSN

4.1.2) Type: Aircraft - Submarine

4.1.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) time required for target localization

(b) time required for target attack

4.1.3) Type: SOSUS - Submarine

4.1.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) size of uncertainty area

(b) orientatici,, relative to the SSN course,

or the major axis of the target uncertainty

area

4.2) Sensor - Platform: Sonobuoy - Submarine

4.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) matrix of sonobuoy position coordinates witn respect

to the uncertainty area

(b) standard deviation of signal excess

5) Friendly Force - Environment Interaction:

5.1) Sensor - Environment:

5.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) propagation loss
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (l)-13

A. STIIFY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Center for Naval Analyses, Arlington, Virginia

2) Report Title: Model and Computer Program for Calculating the Kill

Probabilities for Certain _Tctics

3) Authors: S.H. Howe, P.W. McCree, Jr. and R.R. Adams

4) Report Number: OEG Research Contribution No. 47 (AD-424 761)

5) Date: 25 October 1963

6) Classification: Unclassified

7) Abstract: This Research Contribution describes a model and computer

program designed to compute kill probabilities for certain firing

tactics waged against an evading submarine. The model was developed

dssuming that the attack is imminent and that the weapon will be

di*ected at the point where the submarine was last contacted. The

model's design is centered around a determination of the set of points

which represent the locus of the evading submarine. The locus is

determined by variation of a simple evasion tactic. The aimpoint is

considered to be circularly, normally distributed about the true

position of the submarine at the time of last contact.

8) Descriptors: Aircraft, antisubmarine warfare, bomb, contact prosecution,

helicopter, kill probability, normal density function, sonar, submarine

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne ASW

3) Mission: -Contact prosecution

3.1) Definition: A helicopter, assisting a weapon delivery aircraft

in an attack on an evading submarine, has a firmly established

sonar contact with the submarine. The weapon delivery aircraft

must await communications and direction from the assisting

helicopter and then delay for at least some toiniraum time before
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maneuvering to the predicted position and dropping the weapon.

3.2) Ci-iterion For Success: Destruction of submarine

3.3) MOE Selected: Average kill probability

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xI,..., x10 )

where

x = maximum turn angle, i.e., the maximum angle through

which the submarine can execute an evasive turn

= vector of possible submarine turn angles

x3 = blind time, defined to be the time between the bomb

burst and the time when sonar contact is severed

x = vector of possible evasive turn times

x = radius of the submarine's evasive turn

x6  submari'ie speed

x damage radius, i.e., the distance from the point of the

bomb burst within which a 100 percent probability of kill

will be satisfied

x8 = sonar azimuth error

x 9  = distance at wHich the target was last sighted

xl = sonar range error

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) if it is found that the assisting helicopter's distance from the

submarine is within a minimum safe distance, certain tasks must

be performed before the assisting helicopter can retire, under

emergency power, to the minimum safe distance.

(b) If it is found that the assisting helicopter is outside the

minimum safe distance from the submarine's position, the

assisting helicopter tracks the submarine and continuously

vectors the delivery aircraft until the weapon is dropped.

(c) During a multiple of a fraction of the blind time, the submarine
cruises at a specified speed. After this period of time,
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the submarine executes a turn through a multiple of a fraction

of the turn angle at a specified average speed. If there is

any remaining blind time, the submarine cruises along its new

course at its original speed until all the blind time is consumed.

(d) The weapon aimpoint is corsidered to be circularly, normally

distributed about the true position of the submarine at the

time of last contact.

(e) The turn tim:a is uniformly distributed throughout the blind

time and the turn angle is also uniformly distributed through

all possible values of that angle.

(f) The blind time is expected to be of short duration. The blind

time, thus, does limit the design of a more sophisticated

evasion which one could expect a submarine to accomplish under

imminent attack.

(g) The instantaneous speed of a submarine during a turn is a

continuous, linear function of the turn angle, and the speed

decreases to 55% of its initial value for a 90 degree turn angie.

(h) The point at which the target was last observed is assumed to

be circularly, normally distributed about the true position of

the submarine at the beginning of the blind time.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) maximum turn angle, i.e., the maximum angle through which

the submarine can execute an evasive turn

(b) submarine speed

2.2) Tactics:

2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) vector of possible submarine turn angles

(b) vector of possible evasive turn times

(c) radius of the submarine's evasive turn
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3) Friendly Force Composition: Helicopter and aircraft

3.1) Platform Type: Helicopter

3.1.1) Sensor: Sonar

(3.1.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) sonar azimuth error

(b) distance at which the target was last sighted

(c) sonar range error

3.2) Platform Type: Aircraft

3.2.1) Armament: Bomb

3.2.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) damage radius, i.e., the distance from the

point of the bomb burst within which a 100

percent probability of kill will be satisfied

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) bjind time, defined to be the time between the

bomb burst and the time when sonar contact is severed
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. -

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak,

Maryland

2) Report Title: The Effect of Adding Passive Sensors to the SH-3D

Helicopter for Barrier Screening and Datum Investigation Missions

3) Author: R.E. Muir

4) Report Number: NOLTR 67-4 (AD-386 190)

5) Date: 27 January 1967

6) Classification: Secret

7) Project Number: RUDC 3B-OOO/212-]/FOOi-lO-02

8) Abstract: This report provides a preliminary estimate of the

operational impact caused by the addition of passive sensors to the

SH-3D armament. Two operational situations, barrier screening and

datum investigation, were studied under the assumption of both quiet

and noisy targets.

9) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, barrier, contact investigation,

detection probability, Difar, dipping sonar, helicopter, Jezebel,

Julie, localization probability, Lefar, normal density function,

sonar, sonobuoy, submarine, task force

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne ASW

3) Missions:

3.1) Mission Type: Barrier placement/patrol

3.1.1) Definition: A helicopter, using a passive sonar system,

maintains a barrier a specified distance from a task

force or convoy. Upon receipt of a passive contact,

the helicopter atltempts to convert to an active sonar

contact.
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3.1.2) Criterion For Success: Detection of submarine
3.1.3) MOE's Selected:

(MOE), = Maximum width of barrier that can be maintained

and still ensure a 50% probability of initial
detection

(MOE)2 = Number of detection opportunities converted to

active contacts

3.1.3.1) Rationale For Selection: (MOE), provides a

relative measure of search phase effectiveness

which is degraded to account for helicopter

limitations in endurance and availability.

(MOE)2 provides an overall measure of theSi barrier screening mission effectiveness. For

this mission there exist operational situations

where detection without localization would be

worthwhile, hence two measures are introduced.

3.1.4) Functional Form Of MOE's:

(MOE), = fl(xl, x2)

(MOE)2  f2(xl,..., x4)
where

x = width of barrier that can be patrolled to ensure

a 50% probability of initial detection

gl(x 5, x6) for passive omnidirectional
sonobuoy system

g2(xl3, X14 ) for passive directional
sonobuoy system

g3(x,, X12, x19 ) for passive towed line array
systein deployed in a back-

and-forth patrol, (x8 > x12 )

g4(x20, x22) for passive towed line array

system in a dipping mode deployed
in a crossover pattern and towing

\uring integration time (xs< x23 )

g5(x27, x28) fo" passive vertical line array

system deployed in a dipping

cros:nver pattern
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g6(x33, x34) for passive/active dipping sonar in passive

mode deployed in a dipping crossover pattern
x2  percentage of time a patrol could be maintained from

the operating base of the heiicopter
g7(x41, x42)

X3  target density (in attempted target crossings per unit
of patrol width)

x4  probability of conversion from an initial passive
detection to an active contact

8(x 56' x7) for entrapment ring about
a hyperbolic fix tactic
using passive omnidirectional
sonobuoy and active dipping

sonar

g9 (xl 2, x44,..., x49) for line of bearing tactic

using passive directional
sonobuoy and active dipping
sonar (single passive contact)

g10(x8, x15, x49, x53) for entrapment ring using
passive directional soobuovs

and active dipping sonar
(two passive contacts)

(ll(X12, x44 ... , x48, x so) for line of bearing tactic
using passive towed line
array sonar and active dipping
sonar

g12(x8, x20, x50, x53) for entrapment ring tactic
using passive towed line
array sonar and active

dipping sonar
g13 (X1 2, x44 ,..., 4 xl) for line of bearing tactic

using passive vertical line
array sonar and active dipping

sonar
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g14 (x8, x27, x51, x53) for entrapment ring tactic

using passive vertical line

array sonar and active

dipping sonar

g15 (x12, x 4,..., x48, x52 ) for line of bearing tactic

using passive/active dipping

sonar
gl6(x_, x33,-x52, x5 ) for entrapment ring tactic

using passive/active dipping

sonar

x = number of passive omnidirectional sonobuoys that can

be patrolled by the helicopter

x = passive omnidirectional soribuoy spacing in barrier

=hl (x7, x8, x9) for no blind time

,h2(x5, x7,..., x12) for a specified blind time

x 7 = detection ranage of passive omnidirectional sonobuoy

= h3(x61)

x8  = target speed

x9  = passive omnidirectional sonobuoy system integration time

= blind time between periods of monitoring passive omni-

directional sonobuoys

Xll = maximum horizontal range at which effective monitoring

of passive omnidirectional sonobuoys can be achieved

X12 = available flying speed of helicopter

Xi3 = number of passive directional sonobuoys that can be

patrolled by the helicopte"

Xl4 = passive directional sonobuoy spacing in barrier

1h4 (x8 , Xl5 , x l 6 ) for no blind time

=h (x8 , xl 2 , X1 3 , x 15 ,..., xl8) for a specified blind time

X15 = detection range of passive directional sonobuoy

= h6(x66)
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xI6 = passive directional sonobuoy system integration time

x = blind time between periods of monitoring passive

directional sonobuoys

x18= maximum horizontal range at which effective monitoring

of passive directional sonobuoys can be achieved

x maximum distance from the helicopter the target will

pass in transiting the patrol line

h6 (x8
' x1 2

' x20 ' x21 )

x detection range of passive towed line arrayed sonar

i1(x69 )

x21 = passive towed line arrayed sonar integration time

x2 = length of side leg of crossover pattern using passive

towed line arrayed sonar in a dipping mode

= h7(x8, x12, x20 , x21, x23, x24, x25)

x23= effective speed of advance of helicopter using passive

towed line arrayed sonar in a dipping mode

=i2(x8 , x1 2 , x20, x26)

x = time required to lower passive towed line arrayed sonar

x = time required to raise passive towed line arrayed sonar

x26 = total time spent in hover at each dip station using

passive towed line arrayed sonar in a dipping mode

x = detection range of passive vertical line arrayed sonar

= h8(x72)

x28 = length of side leg of crossover pattern using passive

vertical line arrayed sonar

= h9(x8, x12, x27, x29, x30, x31, x39)

x29 = effective speed of advance of helicopter using passive

vertical line arrayed sonar

= i3(x8, x12, x27, x32)

x30 = time required to lcer passivp vertical line arrayed sonar

x31 = time required to raise passive vertical line arrayed sonar
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x = total time spent in hover at each dip station using

passive vertical line arrayed sonar

x detection range of passive/active dipping sonar in

passive mode
h hlo(x75)

x length of side leg of crossover pattern using passive/

active dipping sonar in passive mode

= hlU(X 8 , X12 X33, X35, x36, x37, x40 )

x = effective speed of advance of helicopter using passive/

active dipping sonar in passive mode

= i4(x8, x12V x33, x38)

x = time required to lower passive/active dipping sonar

x = time required to raise passive/active dipping sonar

xI8 = total time spent in hover at each dip station using

passive/active dipping sonar

x39 = passive vertical line arrayed sonar integration time

x40 = passive/active sonar integration time in passive mode

x41 = force level of helicopters equipped with passive sensors

x42 = number of helicopters required in the complement to keep

one helicopter on station at distance x43 from the oper-

ating base

= h12 (x4 3 )

x = distance of barrier from operating base

x44 = length of barrier in line of bearing tactic

x45 = spacing between dips in line of bearing tactics

= h13(x46)

x = detection range of active dipping sonar

i5(x78)

x47 = detected target range from datum

x48 = total time spent in hover at each dip station using

active dipping sonar

x49 = bearing error of passive directional sonobuoys
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X = bearing eryrr of passive towed line arrayed sonar

xbl = bearing e ror of vertical line arrayed sonar

x = bearing error of passive/active sonar in passive mode

x53 = entrar ,ent ring radius
= hi4(*.,, x46, x54, x55)

x54 = nuw,,er of active sonar dips in entrapment tactics

x55 = t, he between active sonar dips

6(XI2, x4 6 , x48 )

x6 probability of obtaining a hyperbolic fix using omni-

directional sonobuoys given an initial detection

= h15 (x7 , x58)

x57 = probability of entrapping target using active sonar

= h16(x8' x5 3 ' x5 9 , x60)

x = radius of passive omnidirectional sonobuoy from hyperbolic

fix center

x59= helicopter time late to datum in entrapment tactic

after a hyperbolic fix

x60 = passive omnidirectional sonobuoy range error

x61: transmission loss for passive omnidirectional sonobuoy

= i7(x62,.. 65)

x62 = target radiated noise

x 63 = recognition differential for passive omnidirectional sonobuoy

x64 = array gain for passive omnidirectional sonobuoy
x 65 = background noise level

x6 " transmission loss for passive directional sonobuoy
66 88 i(x 62' x65' x67' x68)

x67 =recognition differential for passive directional sonobuoy

x 68 :array gain for passive directional sonobuoy

x69 = transmission loss for passive towed line arrayed sonar

= j(x62, x6 5 , x70 , x71)

x70= recognition differential for passive towed line arrayed

sonar
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x71= array gain for passive towed line arrayed sonar

x = transmission loss for passive vertical line

arrayed sonar

= i9(x62, x65, x73, x74)

x = recognition differential for passive vertical line

arrayed sonar

x74= array gain for passive vertical line arrayed sonar

x = transmission loss for passive/active dipping

sonar in passive mode

= i10(x62, x65, x76, x77)

x = recognition differential for passive/active dipping

sonar in passive mode

x array gain for passive/active dipping sonar in

passive mode

x = allowable one way transmission loss for active

dipping sonar

= ili(x 62, x79, x80)

x = minimum detectable signal for a 50 percent prob-

ability of detection for active dipping sonar

x80 = target signal strength

3.2) Mi'sion Type: Contact investigation

3.2.1) Definition: A helicopter flies to a datum (obtained as

an initial contact by some platform within the task force

or convoy) and attempts to reacquire it passively. If

a passive redetection can be achieved, the helicopter will

then attempt to convert to an active detection.

3.2.2) Criterion For Success: Detection and localization of

submarine

3.2.3) MOE Selected: Cumulative probability of reacquiring and

converting the target to an active contact



3.2.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

(MOE) 3 = f 3(x4 ' x81)

where

x = probability of reacquiring target

17(x7, x8, x60  x82) for passive omnidirectional

sonobuoy

g18(x8, x15, x82, x83) for passive directional sonobuoy

= g19(x8 ' x20, x82' x84) for passive towed line

arrayed sonar

92,(x8 ' x27, x82, x85) for passive vertical 
line

arrayed sonar

9g2(x8' x33, x82, x86) for passive/active sonar

in passive mode

x82 = helicopter time late to contact datum

x = passive directional sonobuoy range error
x 84 = passive towed line arrayed sonar range error

x 85 = passive vertical line arrayed sonar range error

86= passive/active sonar (in passive mode) range error

4) MOE Usage In Study: The MOE's were formulated and used as the basis for

comparing the increased mission effectiveness resulting from adding

passive sensors to the SH-3D helicopter.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Both missions are conducted in areas where system performance

would not be degraded by task force radiated noise.

(b) Transmission loss in the ocean is assumed to nbey a square law

spreading loss function.

(c) The signal-to-noise ratio at any range of the target from the

passive plant is assumed normally distributed.

-* (d) The speed of the target submarine is known.

(e) In the case of the barrier placement/patrol mission,

(e.l) The most probable course of the target submarine can be

estimated.
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(e.2) There is nc previous knowledge of the target prior to

initial detection on the passive sonar.

(e.3) The targets are assumed to be uniformly distributed in

the area prior to detection.

(e.4) A helicopter sets up a barrier type patrol which assumes

that all targets of a given speed transiting normal to

the patrol line and within the lateral limits of its

effective width are within 50 percent detection range of

the detection system for at least the minimum integration

time.

(e.5) For the dipping systems, a dipping crossover pattern

designed to ensure a given probability of initial detection

is used.

(e.6) Continuously towed systems are employed in a back-and-

forth patrol.

(e.7) If an omnidirectional sonobuoy is employed, hyperbolic

fixing is assumed.

(f) In the case of the contact investigation mission,

(f.l) The acquisition probability is calculated assuming a single

passive plant is made on the datum and assuming a circular

normal target distribution around the datum.

(f.2) The conversion probability is calculated using line-of-

bearing, entrapment and hyperbolic fixing models assuming

the distribution of detected tarrats from the datum 's

circular normal distributed.

(f.3) A definite range law of detection is assumed.

(g) The line-of-bearing tactic used in the prosecution phase consists

of active sonar plants (constant spacing) along a bearing line

defined by the initial passive directional plant. A Gaussian

distribution of targets normal to the bearing line is assumed,

and this distribution is dependent on the passive directional

plant bearing error.
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(h) The entrapment tactic used in the prosecution phase consists of

two directional plants in obtaining the estimated position of

the target submarine for subsequent entrapment using active

dipping sonar.

(i) The hyperbolic fixing tactic used in the prosecution phase consists

of a cix using three omridirectional buoys subsequent to an en-

trapmenL tactic using active d 1v;,g- sonar.

(j) In calcula'ing the probability of a hyperbolic fix,

(j.l) The (Astribution of detected targets from the initial
detecti .r point is uniform.

(j.2) Detection 't the second and third passive plants is

independent ''f the initial detection.

(j.3) Detection at tni third plant is independent of the

second plant.

(j.4) The probability of Uetection at the second and third

plants is a function "c the signal-to-noise ratio.

(j.5) The signal to noise ratilc, is normally distributed.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

Physical Environment:

I.l) Quantitative Factor:

(a) background noise level

I 2 2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) target speed

(b) target radiated noise

(c) target signal strength

2.2) Tactics:

2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) target density (in attempted target crossings per

unit of patrol width)

3) Friendly Force Composition: Helicopter
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3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) available flying speed of helicopter

4(b) force level of helicopters equipped with passive sensors

3.2) Sensors: Passive omnidirectional sonobuoy, passive directional

sonobuoy, passive towed line arrayed sonar, passi,e vertical line

arrayed sonar, passive/active dipping sonar and active dipping sonar

3.2.1) Type: Passive omnidirectional sonobuoy

3.2.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of passive omnidirectional sonobuoys

that can be patrolled by the helicopter

(b) passive omnidirectional sonobuoy system

integration time

(c) blind time between periods of monitoring

passive omnidirectional sonobuoys

(d) maximum horizontal range at which effective

monitoring of passive omnidirectional sono-

buoys can be achieved

(e) passive omnidirectional sonobuoy range error

(f) recognition differential for passive

omnidirectional sonobuoy

(g) array gain for passive omnidirectional sonobuoy

(h) radius of passive omnidirectional sonobuoy

from hyperbolic fix center

3.2.2) Type: Passive directional sonobuoy

3.2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of passive directional sonobuoys

that can be patrolled by the helicopter

(b) passive directional sonobuoy system integration

time

(c) blind time between periods of monitoring

passive directional sonobuoys

(d) maximum horizontal range at which effective
monitoring of passive directional sonobuoys
can be achieved
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(e) bearing error of passive directional sonobuoys

(f) recognition differential for passive

jirectional sonobuoy

(g) array gain for passive directional sonobuoy

(h) passive directional sonobuoy range error

3.2.3) Type: Passive towed line arrayed sonar

3.2.3.1) Quantitative Factors:
(a) passive towed line arrayed sonar integration

time

(b) time required to lower passive towed line
arrayed sonar

(c) time required to raise passive towed line

arrayed sonar

Id) total time spent in hover at each dip

station using passive towed line arrayed

sonar in a dipping mode

(e) bearing error of passive towed line arrayed

sonar

(f) recognition differential for passive towed

line arrayed sonar

(g) array gain for passive towed line arrayed

sonar

(h) passive towed line arrayed sonar range error

3.2.4) Type: Passive vertical line arrayed sonar

3.2.4.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) time required to lower passive vertical

line arrayed sonar

(b) time required to raise passive vertical

line arrayed sonar
(c) total time spent in hover at each dip

station using passive vertical line arrayed

sonar

(d) passive vertical line arrayed sonar inte-

gration time
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(e) bearing error of vertical line arrayed sonar

(f) recognition differential for passive vertical

line arrayed sonar

(g) array gain for passive vertical line

arrayed sonar
(h) passive vertical line arrayed sonar range

error

3.2.5) Type: Passive/active dipping sonar

3.2.5.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) time required to lower passive/active dipping

sonar

(b) time required to raise passive/active

dipping sonar

(c) Lotal time spent in hover at each dip

station using passive/active dipping sonar

(d) passive/active sonar integration time in

passive mode

(e) bearing error of passive/active sonar in

passive mode

(f) recognition differential for passive/active

dipping sonar in passive mode

(g) array gain for passive/active dipping

sonar in passive mode

(h) passive/active sonar (in passive mode)

range error

3.2.6) Type: Active dipping sonar
3.2.6.1) quantitatiye Factors:

(a) total time spent in hover at each dip

station using active dipping sonar

(b) minimum detectable signal for a 50 percent

probability of detection for, active dipping

sonar
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3.3) Tactics:

3.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) distance of barrier from operating base

(b) length of barrier in line of bearing tactic

(c) number of active sonar dips in entrapment tactics

(d) helicopter time late to datum in entrapment tactic

after a hyperbolic fix

(P) helicopter time late to contact datum

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Sensor - Platform: Passive/active dipping sonar - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) detected target range from datum

4..
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ISTUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (l)-15

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Systems Analysis Office, ASW Systems Project

Office, White Oak, Maryland

2) Report Title: An Analytical Procedure for Optimizing Buoy Patterns

3) Author: J.B. Parkerson

4) Report Number: SAOTM 70-1 (AD-517 859)

5) Date: December 1970

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Abstract: A probabilistic model for optimizing the effectiveness

of the Lofar containing barrier tactic against nuclear targets is

developed using estimates of area of uncertainty associated with

the datum, target speed, and median detection range as inputs. Plots

of field parameters yielding the most effective pattern are presented.

8) Descriptors: Aircraft, antisubmarine warfare, barrier, contact

investigation, detection probability, Lofar, sonobuoy, submarine,

transitor

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne ASW

3) Mission: Barrier placement/patrol

3.1) Definition: Lofar buoys are deployed according to a containing

barrier tactic in the search for transiting submarines.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection of submarine

3.3) MOE Selected: Probability of detection

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xl,..., x4)
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where

x, = probability of detection given the target is initially

inside the circle of buoys

= gl(x 5, x6 x7)

x2 probability the target is initially inside the circle of

buoys

g2(x26) for normally distributed targets

g3(x265 x27) for uniformly distributed targets

x = probability of detection given the target is initially

outside and will pass through the circle of b'ioys

g4 (x26 x 27) for normally distributed targets

g5(x26, x27) for uniformly distributed 
targets

x = probability the target is initially outside and will

pass through the circle of buoys

= g6 (xl)

x = probability of a buoy detection given the buoy is monitored

x = probability of monitoring a buoy given there is an oppor-

tunity for detection

= hl(X 8, x9, x10 )

x7  = probability of an opportunity for detection given the

target -is initially inside the circle of buoys

I h2(Xl3, x24, x25) for Xl, not "small"

h3(x13, x17, x25) for x16 "small"

x8 =time required to monitor all buoy sets

il(x9, xll, xl2

x9  time each buoy set is monitored before switching to

another set
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x duration of target travel time within the definite

range of detection circle

i2(x13, x14) for no integration time

I detect a weak Lofar signal

4 i4(x 14, x 17 for x16 "small"

Xl = total number of buoys to be monitored

x2 = number of r.f. channels to be monitored simultaneously

x3 = buoy median detection range

x14 = submarine speed
x 15 = integration time

x16 = reduced detection range due to integration time

: Jl( 1 3, x14 , x1 5)

x 17 =target to buoy range within which the signal received

will have been enhanced by at least the processing gain

achievable as a result of the estimated integration time

= j2(x13, x18)

x18 processing gain during integration time

= k(xl9,..., x23)

x 9 = signal excess

x = source level

x21 = propagation loss

x22 = ambient noise

x23 = recognition differential

x24 = buoy effective range of detection

x25 = spacing factor

x26 = radius of the circles of buoys

= h4 (xll, x13 , x25)

x27= radius beyond which there are no targets initially

4) MOE Usage In Study: The MOE was formulated and used to find the

optimal barrier design.
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5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) A circularly shaped buoy pattern is used. The rational for

a circular ring of buoys about the datum coordinates is based

on the assumptions that the t.-,,et will eventually pass

through the barrier and that proper buoy spacing along the

circumference will yield high detection probabilities.

(b) Target course information is not available.

(c) Distribution of targets in the area of uncertainty is assumed

to be either normally or uniformly distributed.

(d) The probability of detection given an intersection is the

same regardless of the direction of target motion with respect

to the buoy circle.

(e) Each buoy is considered equally likely to detect targets which

pass within some specific range of the buoy.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1.) hysical Environment:

1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) propagation loss

(b) ambient noise

2) Target Composition: Submarine

2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) submarine speed

(b) source level

3) Friendly Force Composition: VP Aircraft

3.1) Sensor: Sonobuoys

3.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) total number of buoys to be monitored

(b) number of r.f. channels to be monitored simultaneously

(c) buoy median detection range

(d) integration time
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(e) recognition differential

(f) buoy effective range of detectioa

3.1.2) Deployment:

3.1.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) spacing factor

3.1.3) Tactics:

3.1.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) time each buoy set is monitored before

switching to another set

4) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

4.1) Sensor - Platform: Sonobuoy - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability of a buoy detection given the buoy

is monitored

(b) signal excess

(c) radius beyond which there are no targets initially
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (1)-16

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Bureau of Naval Weapons, Washington, D.C.

2) Report Title: Cost Effectiveness of Carrier Based ASW Aircraft

3) Author: C.M. Boorer

4) Report Number: R-5-64-20 (AD-355 704)

5) Date: September 1964

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Abstract: This study investigates the cost effectiveness of several

carrier based ASW aircraft. For the purposes of the study new aircraft

designs were selected which would accommodate the A-NEW avionics system

and which would generally meet the primary mission requirements for

carrier based ASW aircraft.

8) Descriptors: Aircraft, antisubmarine warfare, availability, carrier,

carrier based aircraft, cost, search, surveillance

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne ASW

3) Mission: Submarine search

3.1) Definition: A carrier based ASW aircraft searches for enemy

submarines.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Maintain on-station search capability

3.3) MOE's Selected:

(MOE)1 = Aircraft operating cost per on-station hc.ur

(MOE)2 - Aircraft operating cost per search mile

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE's:

(MOE)1 = fl(xl, x 2 )

(MOE)2 = f2 (xl, x3 )
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where
x aircraft operating cost per hour (this includes capital

cost amortized over an eight year period, crew, fuel and

maintenance and spare parts costs)

= maximum number of hours per day that each aircraft could

be on-station

- g1(x4 .... x7)

x = maximum number of search miles per day for each aircraft

= g2(x4,.., x8)

x4 = aircraft availability

x5 = mission time including time on-station plus transit time

x = time on-station for each aircraft
x7 = turnaround time between missions

x8 = true airspeed at which the mission was flown

3.5) Additional MOE's Identified:

(a) Search hours per day per carrier qckioad for a specified

mission radius

(b) Search miles per day per carrier deckload for a specified

mission radius

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarines

3) Friendly Force Composition: Carrier and aircraft (S-2E)

3.1) Platform Type: Carrier

3.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) turnaround time between missions

3.2) Platform Type: Aircraft (S-2E)



3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) aircraft operating cost per hour (this includes

capital cost amortized over an eight year period,

crew, fuel and maintenance and spare parts costs)
(b) aircraft availability

(c) true airspeed at which the mission was flown

3.2.2) Deployment:

3.2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) mission time including time on-station

plus transit time
(b) time on-station for each aircraft
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (l)-17

IA. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Vitro Laboratories, Silver Spring, Maryland

2) Report Title: Concept Formulation Study for Independent ASW Local-

ization and Attack System for Surface Ships, Vol. 8 Cost Effectiveness
3) Report Number: TR 1993.10-2 (AD-377 818)

4) Date: 14 November 1966
5) Classification: Confidential

6) Contract: NOW 66-0513c (Navwl Air Systems Command)

7) Abstract: This report presenT:s the results of a study to establish

concepts for exploiting the convergence zone sonar detection capability

from Destroyer Escorts. The study involved an analysis of the require-

ments and capabilities available in the areas of vehicles, ships, ASW

sensors, processing and display and airborne electronics. It included

an analysis and definition of requirements iao reliability, maintain-

ability, logistics, personnel, training and system costs. Competing

systems were analyzed and compared to the candidate concepts as part

of an overall system and ccst effectivene3s study. This volume of

the concept formulation study determines the estimated cost of systems

required to meet specified operational requirements and of the variation

of the overall cost with different configurations and their performance
capabilities.

8) Descriptors: Aircraft, antisubmarine warfare, barrier, Cass, classification,

contact investigation, contact prosecution, cost, cost effectiveness,

destroyer, detection, Difar, false target, helicopter, localization,

Lofar, MAD, maintainability, reliability, smoke bomb, sonar, sonobuoy,

submarine, torpedo
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B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne ASW

3) Mission: Contact investigation/prosecution

3.1) Definition: A destroyer-based ASW helicopter places a sonobuoy

barrier in an attempt to redetect, localize, classify and attack

a previously detected submarine.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Performance of mission re.uirements at

least cost

3.3) MOE Selected: Total system cost for specified level of wartime

and peacetime utilization

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xl , x2, x3 )

where

x = total program operating and maintenance cost

= gl(x 4 ,...,x 12)

x = total program investment cost

= g2 (x37 ,, x42 )

x = total payload cost

= g3 (x57 , x58 , x59 )

x4 = operating and maintenance cost for flight operations

= hl(xl 3 ,..., x17)

x 5 = operating and maintenance cost for vehicle rework or overhaul

= h2 (xl 5 ,..., x19 )

x 6 = operating and maintenance cost for engine overhaul

= h3 (xl 4,-., x171 x20)

x 7 = operating and maintenance cost for PAMN spare parts

= h4 (X14 ,..., x1 7 , x21 )
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x8  operating and mainten..nce cost for flight personnel

h5(x15, x22,-.., x26)

x9  = operating and maintenance ccst for maintenance personnel

= h6(xl5, x27,..-, x30 )

x10 = operating and maintenance cost for general support
= h 7(x14,... x! , x31)

Xll = operating and maintenance cost for support operations

= h8(x15, x16, x17, x32)

X12 = operating and maintenance cost for maintenance training

= h9 (x3 3 ,..., x36)

X = LAAV operating cost per flight hour

x 4 = number of hours one vehicle is flusn per month for LAAV

and miscellaneous missions

X15 = number of years of the program

X16 = average number of operating aircraft (base requirement

for LAAV program)

X = percentage of base procurement quantity needed for training

requirements

Xl8 = annual proportion of operating vehicles requiring service

x = unit cost of rework

x20 = engine overhaul cost per flight hour

x21 = spare parts cost per flight hour

x = average annual pay and allowances per officer

23= average annual special duty flight pay per officer

x = number of pilots

x = number of TACO's which are officers

x26 = number of officers other than pilots and TACO's

x27 = average annual pay for enlisted personnel

x28 x average annual special duty flight pay per enlisted man

x = number of enlisted men other than TACO's
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x = number of TACO's which are enlisted men

x = general support cost per flight hour

x = operations support cost per annum per operating vehicle

x = trainer's cost

x34 = training parts cost

x = factory training cost

x = contractor's technical services cost

x37= initial vehicle procurement and initial spares cost

= h10 (x]6, x44, x45)

x3 8 = pool and pipeline overbuy costs

= hll(x44,..., x47)

x39 = attrition overbuy costs

= h12(x44, x45, x47, x48)

x = training costs

: h 3 (xl6, x17, x24, x25, x44, x45, x47, x48)

x = research and test vehicle cost

= h14 (x44, x45, x51)

x = special support costs

= h13(x44, x5 2,-.-, x55)

x43 = publications cost

= h16(x44, x52, x56)

x44 = vehicle unit flyaway cost

x45 = percentage of vehicle flyaway cost applicable to spare parts

x = percentage of basic procurement and training vehicles for

meeting pool and pipeline requirements

x47: number of operating and training aircraft

Ox x)135 16)

x = percentage of basic procurement and training vehicles

necessary for expected attrition during the Drogram
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x49 = cost of training one pilot

x = cost of training one TACO

x51 = number of vehicles needed for research and testing

x tetal vehicle buy

= i2(x6, x17, x45' x47, x50)

{ jx = percentage of flyaway cost spent on airframe support

=5 percentage of flyaway cost spent on power plant support
equipment

x55 = percentage of flyaway cost spent on avionics support

equipment

x56= percentage of flyaway cost spent on publications

x = payload plus avionics and ASW electronics RDT&E cost

x58 = cost for non-expendables

= h17(X 6, x17, x46, x48, x51)

x59 = cost for expendables

h18 (x6 0 , x61, x62)

x = cost of sonobuoys

= i3(x,3 ' x64)

x =cost of torpedoes

= i4(x65, x66)
x62= cost of smoke bombs

= i5(x67, x6 b

x63= expected number of sonobuoys expended during program

jl(x 69, x70)

x64 = unit cost of sonobuoy

x65 = expected number of torpedoes expended during program

j2(x71, x72)
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x = unit cost of torpedo

x = expected number of smoke bombs expended during program

x ~ x x 7=J3(x4' x 7 2 , x73 , 4, x76)

x68  unit cost of smoke bomb

x = expected number of sonobuoys expended on true missions

during program

= kl(xl 4, x72,..-, x75, x77, x78)

x70 :expected number of sonobuoys expended on false missions

during program

k2(x14, x72,..., x75, x79, X80)

x71 =expected number of torpedoes expended on true missions

ddring the program

= k3(x14, x72,..., x75, x81)

x = percent of time destroyer spends on-station

x73 = number of destroyers available for the program
x = number of ships that the destroyer contacts per two

week period

x = percentage of contacts which are true

x = number of smoke bombs expended per mission

x77 = number of type-one sonobuoys dropped per true mission

x = number of type-two sonobuoys dropped per trie mission
7= number of type-one sonobuoys dropped per false mission

x8 : number of type-two sonobuoys dropped per false mission

= 81 number of torpedoes expended per true mission

4) MOE Usage In Study: This MOE was formulated and used in conjunction

with an effectiveness measure developed in another volume of this

study to determine the optimal cost-effective LAAV system configuration.
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C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarines

3) Friendly Force Composition: Destroyer, helicopter, personnel

3.1) Platform Type: Destroyer

3.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) number of destroyers available for the program

3.1.2) Deployment:

3.1.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) percent f time destroyer spends on-station

3.2) Platform Type: Helicopter

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) LAAV operating cost per flight hour

(b) average number of operating aircraft (base require-

ment for LAAV program)

(c) percentage of base procurement quantity needed for

training requi rements

(d) annual proportion of o. ,dting vehicles requiring

service

(e) unit cost of rework

(f) engine overhaul cost per flight hour

(g) spare parts cost per flight hour

(h) general support cost per flight hour

(i) operations support cost per annum per operating

vehicle

(j) trainer's cost
(k) training parts cost

() factory training cost
(m) contractor's technical services cost

(n) vehicle unit flyaway cost
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(c) percentage of vehicle flyaway cost applicable to

spare parts

(p) percentage of basic procurement and training

vehicles for meeting pool and pipeline requirements

(q) percentage of basic procurement and training vehicles

K. necessary for expected attrition during the program

(r) nu:nber of vehicles needed for research and testing

(s) percentage of flyaway cost spent on airframe

support equipment

(t) percentage of flyaway cost spent on power plant

support equipment

(u) percentage of flyaway cost spent on avionics

support equi pa ent

(v) percentage of flyaway cost spent on publications

(w) payload plus avionics and ASW electronics RDT&E cost

3.2.2) Sensors: Sonobuoys and smoke bombs

3.2.2.1) Type: Sonobuoy

3.2.2.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) unit cost of sonobuoy

3.2.2,1.2) Tactics:

3.2.2.1.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of type-one

sonobuoys dropped

per true mission

(b) number of type-two

sonobuoys dropped

per true mission

(c) number of type-one

sonobuoys dropped

per false mission
(d) number of type-two

sonobuoys dropped

per false mission
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3.2.2.2) Type: Smoke bomb
3.2.2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) unit cost of smoke bomb

3.2.2.2.2) Tactics:

3.2.2.2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) number of smoke

bombs expended

per mission

3.2.3) Armament: Torpedo

3.2.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) unit cost of torpedo

3.2.3.2) Tactics:

3.2.3.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) number of torpedoes expended

per true mission

3.2.4) Deployment:

3.2.4.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of hours one vehicle is flown per

month for LAAV and miscellaneous missions

(b) number of years of the program

3.3) Platform Type: Personnel

3.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) average annual pay and allowances per officer
(b) average annual special duty flight pay per ufficer

(c) number of pilots

(d) number of TACO's which are officers

(e) number of officers other than pilots and TACO's

(f) average annual pay for enlisted personnel

(g) average annual special duty flight pay per enlisted man

(h) number of enlisted ,nen other than TACO's

(i) number of TACO's which are enlisted men

(j) cost of training one pilot

(k) cost of training one TACO
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4) Friendly Force- Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Destroyer - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of ships that the destroyer contacts per

two week period
(b) percentage of contacts which are true
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AIRBORNE AAW
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tyste q:

STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.(2)-l

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: U.S. Naval Weapon Systems Analy3i;; Office,

Marine Corps Air Station, Quantico, Virginia

2) Report Title: SPARROW III Effectiveness and Cost Comparison

3) Authors: J. J. Bellaschi and R. J. Lange

4) Report Number: WSAO-R-63-1 (AD-369 114)

5) Date- 1 September 1965

6) Classification: Secret

7) Abstract: This study provides a cost effectiveness analysis

between SPARROW III-6A and 6B; including shelf-life, attendant

maintenance and rework costs; approved F-Al aircraft program and

planned research and development programs. Study includes a cost

effectiveness comparison of AIM-7D, 7E and later 7F missiles,

to determine procurement alternatives, modification feasibilities,

and overall effectiveness (including launcher alternatives, environ-

mental considerations, target mixes, lethality).

) .Descriptors: Aircraft, air superiority, air-to-air missile,

antiair warfare, bomber defense, combat air patrol, kill probability:

reliability, survivability

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne AAW

3) Missions:

3.1) Mission Type: Defense against bomber attack

3.1.1) Definition: Aircraft equipped with air-to-air
missiles are engagea in anti-air w.-rfare in a stan-

dard CAP operation to defend against bomber aircraft

having no self-defense capability.
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3.1.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of bombers

*" 3.1.3) MOE's Selected:

(MOE)1 = Probability that friendly aircraft will

destroy a bomber

(MOE)2  Expected number of kills a friendly air-
craft will achieve if it is directed

against two bombers per sortie

3.1.4) Functional Form Of MOE's:

Case 1 - One missile fired head-on

(MOE), fl (xlx2'x 3 )

where

xI  = probability of detection and conversion

of bomber by aircraft in head-on attack

x2  = missile reliability

x3  = probability of a lethal hit on bomber

in head-on attack

Case 2 - Two missiles ripple fired during a head-on

attack

(MOE)1  f2(xl,x 2 ,x3)

Case 3 - Three missiles launched, two during a head-

on attack and one during a subsequent tail

attack

(MOE), = f3(xl ,...,x 5)

where

N\ = probability of detection and conversion of

bomber by aircraf't In tail attack

x5  : probability of a lethal hit on bomber in

tail attack

Case 4 - Four missiles launched, two during a iead-

on attack and two during a subsequent tail

attack
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(MPOE) 1 = f4 (x1 ,x2 ,x 3 ,x6 )

where

x 6  probability of killing a bomber with two

missiles ripple fired during a tail attack

following a head-on attack

= g(x 2 ,x4 ,x5 )

Case 5 - Two head-on attacks with two missiles

ripple fired at each target

(MOE)2 = f5(xlx 2,x3 )

3.21 Mission Type: Air superiority

3.2.1) Definition: Aircraft equipped with air-to-air

missiles are engaged in anti-air warfare in a stan-

dard CAP operation to defend against fighter air-

c -aft (escorting a bombing force) which are also
equipped with air-to-air missiles.

3.2.2) Criterion For Success: Survival of friendly aircraft

and destruction of enemy interceptor

3.2.3) MOE's Selected:

(MOE), = Probability that aircraft will survive the

enemy interceptor

(MOE)4 = Probability that aircraft will survive the

engagement with enemy interceptor

3.2.4) Functional Form Of MOE's:

Case 1 - Friendly aircraft launches two missiles

first

(MOE)3 = f 6 (x 2 ,x 7 ,x 8 )

(MOE)4 = f7 (x2 ,x7,...,Xll)

where

x7  probability of detection and conversion of

enemy interceptor by aircraft in head-on

attack
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x 8  = probability of lethal hit on enemy inter-

ceptor in head-on attack

x9  = probability of detection and conversion

of friendly aircraft by enemy interceptor

in head-on attack

x10  = probability of lethal hit on friendly air-

craft in head-op attack
X 11 = enemy interceptor missile reliability

Case 2 - Friendly aircraft launches two missiles

last

(MOE)3 = f8(x2,x7 'X. 1.

(MOE)4 = f9(x9,xlo,xil)

4) MOE Usage In Study: The MOE's were formulated and used to

compare various air-to-air missile systems using operational

data.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) All operation; are in a clear environment, i.e., electronic

countermeasures are not employed by the enemy aircraft.

(b) Friendly aircraft ca,'ries 4 air-to-air missiles.

(c) In the bomber defense mission,

(c.l) The attacker is detected by either a ship-based

or airborne warning and control system which then

vectors the friendly aircraft on a collision course

toward the target.

(c.2) After detection of the target by radar, the friendly

aircraft converts into launch position.

(c.3) One or two missiles are launched as soon as the inter-

ceptor is within both the maximum missile aerodynamic

and seeker ranges and before minimum missile-launch

rate is reached.
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(c.4) If a tail attack follows the head-on attack,

the friendly aircraft makes a 1800 turn to arrive

at a rear hemisphere launch position.
(d) In the bomber defense role against two target: in trail,

friendly aircraft first convcrts to a.head-on attack and

ripple fires two missiles against the first bomber. After

the first attack, the friendly aircraft is revectored to

another head-on attack against a second bomber and two mis-

siles are launched against it.

(e) In the air superiority mission,

(e.l) Each fighter aircraft ripple fire two missiles as

soon as the target has been detected and is being

tracked and both aerodynamic and seeker range limits

are reached.

(e.2) No reattacks are considered after the initial attack.

(e.3) A period of approximately two seconds will elapse

between the first and second launches in a ripple

fire. Because this time is so short, the probability

that an opponent will fire a missile during this

particular period is ignored.

(e.4) Fighter aircraft are non-maneuvering.

(f) The numerical evaluations for each mission are based on

missile reliability data developed during Production Moni-

toring Tests without taking into account degradation that

might occur as a result of missile aging.

(g) Factors such as probability of detection by warning and

control systems, aircraft reliability, abort or attrition

rates, and human factors which mi0'nt normally be considered

as part of true probability of kill equations, have been

intentionally omitted since they would be the same for all

mis,'iles being evaluated and are not pertinent to a relative

corpari son.
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C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Boiibers (Badger a..,e Blinder) and fighter

aircraft (Fitter)

2.1) Platform Type: Fighter aircraft

2.1.1) Armament: Air-to-air missiles (AA-4 and AA-5)

2.1.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) enemy interceptor missile reliability

3) Friendly Force Composition: Fighter aircraft (F-4)

3.1) Armament: Air-to-air missiles (AIM-7D,-7E and -7F)

3.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) missile reliability

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform:

4.1.1) Type: Fighter aircraft - Bomber

4.1.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability of detection and con-

version of bomber by aircraft in

head-on attack

(b) probability of detection and conver-

sion of bomber by aircraft in tail

attack

4.1.2) Type: Fighter aircraft - Fighter aircraft

4.1.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability of detection and con-

version of enemy interceptor by air-

craft in head-on atuack

(b) probability of detection and conver-

sion of friendly aircraft by enemy

interceptor in head-on attack

4.2) Platform - Armament: Fighter aircraft - Air-to-air missile
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4.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability of leth.al hit on friendly aircraft

in head-on attack

4.3) Armament - Platf3rm:

4.3.1) Type: Air-to-air missile - Bomber

4.3.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability of lethal hit on bomber
in head-on attack

(b) probability of lethal hit on bomber

in tail attack

4.3.2) Type: Air-to-air missile - Fighter aircraft

4.3.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability of lethal hit on enemy

interceptor in head-on attack
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STUDY REVIEW SUM.RY R N. (2)-2

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION'

I) Originating Activity: U.S. Naval Missile Center, Point MFugu,
California

2) Report Title: Mission Success

3) Authors: E. Q. Smith, Jr. and E. F. King
4) Report Nu.ber: N MC-NP-65-12

5) Date: 10 February 1966

6) Classification: Unclassified

7) Abstract: The performance of a military weapon system is defined in

such a way as to lead to a quantitative assessment of mission success.

This can be employed equally well to compute effectiveness per dollar
or to measure the ratio,', improvement to added cost in existina or
prototype systems. Further, a method of locating the more promising

(subsystemi) areas of imnprovement is considered.

8) 'Descriptors: Aircraft, antiair warfare, cost, countermeasure,

kill probability, issile, reliability, survivability

B. EFFECTIVENESS ,EASURE,-IMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System
2) Function: Airborne AAW
3) Mission: Air superiority

3.1) Definition: Fighter ai:raft attack airborne targets.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of target
3.3) MOE Selected: Ratio of the incremental improvement in

accomplishing the mission to the incremental monetary cost of

such an improvement

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: The terms in the MOE formulation

may represent positive changes from an existing situation

or a total change from "zero". In the first case, improve-

ment of a system is evaluated; the second case considers
the worth of the system per se (presumably in comparison
with alternative ways of accomplishing the desired results).
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3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xl, x2 )

where

xI = incremental improvement in accomplishing the mission

S 3'..... x7)
x = increased monetary cost of such an improvement

= g2 (x8, x9 )

x = reliability of the system

= hI (x16, x17)

x = availability of the system

- h2(x16, x18 )

x = single-shot kill probability of each missile

h3 (x19 . ...., x24)

x6 = number of missiles per aircraft

x7 : number of aircraft assigned to a mission

x initial system cost

X9 = support cost

= h4 (x ,1 . . . . , x16)

x = total number of systems

x. average operating time per system per month

x12 = average repair cost per unit

1= system useful life

x14  cost of spare systems

x time spent in the supply line

x system mean time between failures

x mission time

x18 : system mean time to repair

x19 :personnel performance factor

X, = weather performance factor

x = performance factor in ECM environment
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S22 =target-weapon lethality

x23 ='ieapon launch range

x24= weapon launch angle

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation only

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Each aircraft fires all of its missiles at the target.
* •(b) All assigned aircraft ar.2 used on the mission.

(c) All aircraft survive the mission.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) weather performance factor

2) Target Composition: Not stated

3) Friendly Force Composition: Fighter aircraft

3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) system mean time between failures

(b) system mean time to repair

(c) number of aircraft assigned to a mission

(d) initial system cost

(e) total number of systems

(f) average operating time per system per month

(g) average repair cost per unit
* (h) system useful life

(i) cost of spare systems

(j) time spent in the supply line

(k) mission time

(1) personnel performance factor

(m) performance factor in ECM environment

3.2) Armament: Missiles
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1(Iasyt is

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:
(a) number of missiles per aircraft
(b) weapon launch range
(c) weapon launch angle

4) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

4.1) Armament - Platform: Missiles - Target

4.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) target - weapon lethality
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY iO. (2)-3

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: U.S. Naval Weapons Center, China Lake,

California

2) Report Title: Efficient Use of Combat Air Patrol Against Cruise

Missiles

3) Report Number: TN 127-17

4) Date: January 1970

5) Classification: Secret

6) Abstract: This report provides a geometric interpretation of

potential combat air patrol (CAP) operations against cruise

missiles radially closing a surface ship target. A methodology

to examine the use of CAP for the special purpose of cruise

missile interdiction is derived in this study. This methodology

allows the investigator of CAP defense and the task force defense

planner to characterize CAP defense by a CAP envelope much as a

missile is characterized by a missile envelope.

7) Descriptors: Aircraft, antiair warfare, carrier, combat air patrol,

cruise missile, detection, ship defense

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne AAW

3) Mission: Surface ship defense

3.1) Definition: CAP aircraft, on-station at a designated point

relative to a CVA, are used tointercept cruise missiles

directed at a surface ship formation.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection of cruise missile raid

at a range which allows for missile intercept at useful

ranges

3.3) MOE Selected: Detection range of raid relative to vital

area center (CVA) for a given intercept range
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3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xI,..., x7)

where

xI  CAP on-station distance from CVA

x = angle between the line-of-sight to the CAP station

and the approach vector of the incoming missile raid

x average velocity of the missile raid

x = CAP aircraft speed

x length of path of CAP aircraft's flight to intercept

= g (Xl, x2 , x8)

x straight lire distance traveled by CAP aircraft in

accelerating from an initial velocity x9 to a velocity x4

= g2 (x4 , x9 x,.l)

x7 = effective reaction time

= g3 (x4 , x6 , xlO, xll, x12)

x8 = specified distance of intercept from the CVA

x = CAP aircraft initial velocity
= acceleration function of the CAP aircraft

X = reaction time from detection until CAP aircraft

leaves to intercept

X12 = time required for the interceptor to accelerate from

an initial velocity x9 to a velccity xA

= h(x4, x9 , x10 )

4) OE Usage In Study: CAP oetectiop envelopes were prepared for the

current F-4B aircraft operating against various missile threats.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) The CAP aircraft is assumed to fly a straight line path

from its station to the intercept point. With straight

paths, calculations can ba made using simple trigonometry

and complicated equations can be avoided. Furthermore,

this assumption is felt to introduce only small errors.
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(b) The raid is assumed to consist of nonmaneuvering, radially

closing cruise missiles that proceed in a straight line

toward the CVA.

(c) Both missile speed and CAP aircraft speed are held constant.

C. EFFCrTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Cruise missiles

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) average velocity of the missile raid

2.2) Tactics:

2.2.1) Qualitative Factors:

(a) nonmaneuvering

(b) radially closing

3) Friendly Force Composition: CAP aircraft and CVA

3.1) Platform Type: CAP aircraft

3.1.1) Quantitative Factors:
(a) CAP air, raft speed
(b) CAP aircraft initial velocity

(c) acceleration function of the CAP aircraft

3.1.2) Deployment:

3.1.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) CAP on-station distance from CVA

3.2) Platform Type: CVA

3.2.1) Tactics:

3.2.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) reaction time from detection until
CAP aircraft leaves to intercept

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:
4.1) Platform - Platform: CVA - Cruise missiles

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) angle between the line-of-sight to the CAP
station and the approach vector of the incoming

missile raid

(b) specified distance of intercept from the CVA
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (2)-d

A. SIUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: ARINC Research Corporation, Washington, D.C.

2) Report Title: A Cost Effectiveness Study of the F4B Airborne Missile

Control System

3) Authors: P.E. Oyerly, E. Rappaport, J.F. Thiel, D. Lott and 0. Frick

4) Report Number: Publication No. 285-01-2-399 (AD-356 908)

5) Date: 1 October 1963

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Contract: N123 (61756) 32994A (PMR) (U.S. Naval Missile Center)

8) Abstract: The purpose of this study was to develop a cost-effectiveness

model for an airborne missile control system (AMCS). The primary purpose

of the model is to provide a basis for determining how available funds

can best be used to increase the effectiveness of the AMCS, or, conversely,

where a cut in funds would have least influence on system effectiveness.

It is believed that this study represents the first comprehensive

measurement of all the pertinent system attributes of the system, sub-

system, and unit level for a complex electronic system during actual

operational usage.

9) Descriptors: Aircraft, air-to-air missile, availability, cost, cost

effectiveness, fire control, maintainability, missile, radar, reliability

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: Subsystem

2) Function: Airberne AAW

3) Tactical Situation: Performance of mission mix

3.1) Definition: A squadron of F-4 aircraft,.equipped with an airborne

missile control system, perform a variety of mission types such as:

Act as-Bogey, Combat Air Patrol, Deck-Launched Intercept, Escort

Fighter, Maintenance Test, Mirror Landing Practice, Pilot Familiar-
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- ization, Carrier Qualification, Sparrow III Ldunch Attempt,
Sidewinder Launch Attempt, Cross Country and In-Flight

Refueling.
3.2) Criterion For Success: Performance of mission functions when

utilized

3.3) MOE Selected: Total system operating costs over a specified

time for a specified system utilization

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: This MOE is a measure of cost-

effectiveness for an airborne missile control system.

In developing -te cost-effectiveness measure, it was

recognized that cost alone is not the sole criterion

for measuring system worth. Accordingly, the measure

was develo)ped in such a manner that other important

system attributes, such as reliability, would be presented

simultaneously. This measure thus provides a broad basis

for intelligent management and technical decisions.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xl,..., x4)

where
xI = system initial cost amortized over specified time period

= gl(x 5 9 x6 )

x2 = system special test and bench equipment cost amortized over

specified time period

g2 (x5, x7)

x = system operating cost for Radar Intercept Officer over

specified time period
= g3 (x8, x9 )

x4  = system maintenance cost over specified time period
= g4 (xll, x12, x1 3, X18 )

x5 = specified calendar time over which cnsts are computed
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x = system initial cost

7x = system special test and bench equipment cost

x = total system operating hours required for specified

time period

= hI (x5, X10)

x = hourly cost for Radar Intercept Officer

xlO = system utilization factor

Xll = number of subsystems of airborne missile control system

x12 = a vectnr whose it- component represents the average cost
th

to maintain the i- subsystem when it requires maintenance

= h2(Xl4, Xl5, xl 6)

h
X13 = a vector whose i1 component represents the repair rate

for the ith subsystem

X = number of levels of maintenance

X = a matrix whose i,j) t entry represents the probability

of the i th subsystem being repaired at the j-- level of

maintenance

x16= a matrix whose (i,j)- h entry represents the average cost
th .thincurred when the i- item is repaired at the J- main-

tenanee level

= i(x1 7 , x18 , x19 )

a matrix whose (i,j)- entry represnts the average repair

time (man-hours) of the i th suosystem in the jt level of

maintenance
thx18= a matrix whose (ijt entry represents the hourly rate

for maintenance men when repairing the ith subsystem at

the jh level of maintenance

x = a matrix whose (i,j) t h entry represents the average cost

of parts to maintain the i t h subsystem at the jth level

of maintenance
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4) MOE Usage In Study: The MOE was formulated and used to evaluate in
, -detail the cost-effectiveness of the AERO 1A airborne missile control

system over several time periods.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) The airborne missile control system and its associated test

equipment are considered to have useful lives of a specified

duration and dppreciated linearly.

(b) The only operating costs that are considered are the charges

of the Radar Intercept Officer.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Friendly Force Composition: Airborne missile control system, Radar

Intercept Officer, and maintenance shap

2.1) Platform Type: Airborne missile controi system

2.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) system initial cast

(b) number of sub..ystems of airborne missile cGntrol system
th(c) a matrix whose (i,j)- entry represents the average

cost of parts to maintain the it-  subsystem at the
th

jt level of maintenance

2.1.2) Deployment:

2.1.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) specified calendar time over which costs

are computed
(b) system utilization factor

2.2) Platform Type: Radar Intercept Officer

2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) hourly cost for Radar Intercept Officer

2.3) Platform Type: Maintenance shop
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2.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) system special test and bench equipment cost

(b) a vector whose ith co-aponent represents the repair
th

rate for the i- subsystem

(c) number of le.;els of maintei:ance
th(d) a matrix whose (i,j) t- entry represents the prob-

ability of the i-n subsystem being repaired at the
.th
j--- level of maintenance

(e) a matrix whose (i,j)- - h entry represents the average

repair time (man-hours) of the ith subsystem in the
.th
j- level of maintenance

(f) a matrix whose (i,j)th entry represents the hourly
th

rate for maintenance men when repairing the i-
thsubsystem at the 3- level of maintenance
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(3)

AIRBORNE ATTACK
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.(3)-l

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: North American Rockwell Corporation,

Columbus, Ohio

2) Paper Title: "Cost-Effectiveness Evaluation for Mixes of Naval

Air Weapons Systems"

3) Author: B. S. Albert

4) Source: Operations Research, Vol. 11, No. 2, Mar.-Apr. 1963,

pp.173-193

5) Classification: Unclassified

6) Contract: NOa(s)59-6074c (Bureau of Naval Weapons)

7) Abstract: The problem for solution was to develop a method for deter-

mining cost and a means for employing cost together with effectiveness

in the determination of the next generation attack air weapon system

for the Navy. A number of factors in this problem are different from

the usual cost-effectiveness problem; some aircraft being procured today

will still be in use, Naval aircraft have multiple mission capability

(both strategic and tactical), the ships being built now or already

commissioned are those from which next generation aircraft will operate

and aircraft carriers have a fixed area for accomodating aircraft and

relatively fixed personnel accomodations. In addition, when we consider

a decision that must be made in the relatively near future, we must

allow that not only is the total Naval budget limited, but that each kind

of major procurement appropriation (for aircraft, missiles, ships, etc,)

is also limited. These considerations led to the formulation of a weapon

system costing methodology that was tailored to Naval operating character-

istics, and the development of a cost-effectiveness evaluation methodology

by way of linear programming to include the various restrictions cited.

8) Descriptors: Airborne attack, aircraft, carrier, carrier based aircraft,

cost effectiveness, linear programming, missile, surface ship, target mix
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B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: Force

2) Function: Airborne Attack

3) Mission: Ai-- strike

3.1) Definition: A mix of attack aircraft, defense aircraft,

and missiles attack a variety of targets in a mix of war

types (nuclear all-out, nuclear limited, and conventional

limited).

3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of target

3.3) MOE Selected: Weighted maximum effectiveness for a mix of

conflicts, tactical profiles (mission profile and tactics)

and war importance factors

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(x1,..., x5 )

wher-
x = vector of importance factors for each type of war

x = vector of specified achievement levels for each

type of war

x3 = vector of vehicle carrier survival probabilities

for a specified type of conflict and tactical profile

vector of time proportions for which a particular

tactical profile is employed during a given conflict

type

x = vector of maximum total system effectiveness for a

given tactical profile and conflict type

- g(x6, x9, x10,..., x32)

x = vector of weighted effectiveness per vehicle for each

target type, given a tactical profile and conflict type

= h(x 7 , x8 )

x = vector of effectiveness of a particular vehicle

attacking a particular type of target
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I, V

x8  = vector of relative target values

x = vector of attack aircraft costs

x attack aircraft cost budget

x = vector of defense aircraft costs

x12 = defense aircraft cost budget

x = vector of attack missile costs

x = attack missile cost budget

x 5 = vector of defense missile costs

x 6 = defense missile cost budget

x 7 = vector of ship cost-basic aircraft or missile pro-rata

share cf itS basing ship's cost

x = budget for ship cost-basic aircraft or missile pro-rata

share of its basing ship's cost

x19 = vector of installation costs

x = installation cost budget

x =vector of minimum production levels for each vehicle

x22 = total minimum production level for all vehicles

x = vector of maximum production levels for each vehicle

x total maximum production level for all vehicles

x = vector of target distribution for a given vehicle type,

tactical profile and conflict type

x = total number of targets that can be attacked by a given

vehicle for given tactical profile and conflict type

x27: vector of available deck space per attack aircraft

x = total available deck space for attack aircraft

x29 vector of available deck space per defense aircraft

x30= total available deck space for defense aircraft

x =vector of personnel required per air vehicle

X = total personnel available for air vehicles

3.5) Additional MOE's Identified:

(a) Weighted effectiveness per aircraft (or missile)

(Effectiveness of any vehicle in destroying a target

class per aircraft (or missile)) x (Relative value of

target)
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(b) Effectiveness of attack vehicles = targets destroyed

per aircraft over a given time period

(c) Effectiveness of defense vehicles = number of

bombers attacked against a point raid for a given

time period

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation only

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Each target in a class is assumed to have the same kill

probability when attacked by any u,,e particular type of

air vehicle.

(b) Objective function and constraints are linear so that linear

programming can be employed.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Not stated

3) Target Composition: Not stated

3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) vector of relative target values

4) Friendly Force Composition: Attack aircraft, defense aircraft,

carrier,and factory

4.1) Platform Type: Attack aircraft

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) vector of attack aircraft costs
(b) attack aircraft cost budget

4.1.2) Armament: Attack missiles

4.1.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) vector of attack missile costs

(b) attack missile cost budget

1.?) Platfurm Type: Defense aircraft

4.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) vector of defese aircraft costs

(b) defense aircraft cost budget
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4.2.2) Armament: Defense missiles

4.2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) vector of defense missile costs

(b) defense missile cost budget

4.3) Platform Type: Carrier

4.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) vector of ship cost-basic aircraft or missile

pro-rata share of its basing ship's cost

(b) budget for ship cost-basic aircraft or missile

pro-rata share of its basing ship's cost

(c) vector of installation costs
kd) installation cost budget

(e) vector of available der cpz ce per attack

aircraft

(f) total available deck space for attack aircraft

(g) vector of available deck space per defense

aircraft

(h) total available deck space for defense aircraft

(i) vector of personnel required per air vehicle

(j) total personnel available for air vehicles

4.4) Platform Type: Factory

4.4.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) vector of minimum production levels for each

vehicle

(b) total minimum production level for all vehicles

(c) vector of maximum production levels for each

vehicle

(d) total maximum production level for all vehicles

5) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

5.1) Platform - Platform: Carrier - Threat

5.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) vector of vehicle carrier survival probabilities

for a specified type of conflict and tactical

profile
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6) Friendly Force Target Interaction:

6.1) Platform - Platform: Attack aircraft/deense aircraft - Target

6.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) vector of effectiveness of a particular

vehicle attacking a particular type of target

(b) vector of target distribution for a given

vehicle type, tactical profile and conflict

type

(c) total number of targets that can be attacked

by a given vehicle 'or given tactical profile

and conflict type
(d) vector of time proportions for which a par-

ticular tactical profile is employed during

a yiven conflict type

(e) vector of importance factors for each type

of war

(f) vector of specified achievement levels for

each type of war
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (3)-.2

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: North Americal Rockwell Corporation,

Columbus, Ohio

2) Paper Title: Addendum to "Cost-Effectiveness Evaluation for Mixes

on Naval Air Weapons Systems"

3) Author: G. P. Jones

4) Source: Operations Research, Vol. 11, No. 2, Mar.-Apr. 1963,

pp. 189-193

5) Classification: Unclassifiea

6) Contract: NOa(s) 59-6074c " ireau of Naval Weapons)

7) Abstract: The method describ in the paper to which this article

is an addendum forms the basis if the selection procedure used in

the Navy Attack Study (contract number NOa(s) 59-6074c). An

effectiveness measure is formulated for aid in the evaluation of

the Carrier Force.

8) Descriptors: Airborne attack, carrier, carrier based aircraft,

cost effectiveness, linear programm',ng, survivability, target mix

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: Force

2) Function: Airborne Attack

3) Mission: Air strike

3.1) Definition: Aircraft launched from a carrier penetrate area

and local defenses to attack a mix of targets.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of target

3.3) MOE Selected: Expected number of targets destroyed in a

given period oF time

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE f(xl,..., X~o)

where
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x, probability of reliable operation of the air attack system

x2  probability of correct navigation to and identification

of the target

x3  probability of damaging the target

x4 = number of flights in an engagement

x5 = number of aircraft participating in each flight

x6 = probability that the aircraft survives tke area defenses

on the in-going leg of each flight

x 7 :probability that the base vessel survives until the

launching of the flight

x8 : number of iocal defenses encountered in the flight

x = number of target opportunities per aircraft within each

local defense area

xlO :probability that the aircraft survives a local defense

to or from the target (or targets) on the flight

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation only

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Not stated

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) number of local defenses encountered in the flight

3) Target Composition: NGt stated

4) Friendly Force Composition: Carrier and aircraft

4.1) Platform: Aircraft

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability of reliable operation of the air

attack system

(b) probability of correct navigation to and ident-

ification of the target

(c) number of flights in an engagement

(d) number of aircraft participating in each flight

5) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

5.1) Platform - Platform:

5.1.1) Type: Aircraft - Threat



5.1.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability that the aircraft survives

the area defenses on the in-going

leg of each flight

(b) probability that the aircraft survives

a local defense to or from the target

(or targets) on the flight

5.1.2) Type: Carrier - Threat

5.1.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability that the base vessel

survives until the launching of the flight

6) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

6.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Targe t

6.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability of damaging the target

(b) number of target opprtunitie per aircraft

within each local defense area
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY N.(3)-3

A- STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Vought Aeronautics Division, LTV Aerospace

Corporation, Dallas, Texas
2) Report Title: Research Investigations in Naval Attack Aircraft,

Including Armament, Volumes 1-3

3) Author: B. G. Kohr
4) Report Numbevs: 2-55100/9R-2656, -2L57, -2658 (AD-507 443,

AD-507 444, AD-507 445)

5) Date: December 1969

6) C'iassification: Confidential

7) Contract: NOOO9-68-C-0326 (Naval Air Systems Command)

8) Abstract: This report evaluates and compares four attack aircraft.

One subsonic close air support mission aircraft and tnree deep

strike aircraft with speed capabilities nominally supersonic,
subsonic, and transonic. The effects of variation of mission

design parameters were investigated within the framework of the

baseline design; variations caused by changes in ordnance load,

dash radius, total mission radius, and time-on-station were

included along with alternate mission capabilities. Extensive

operational anlPyses evaluate perforiance effectiveness, payload
potential, sortie rat,, sensitivity, survival against enremy air
defenses, %a ,d target kill potential for the close air support

and deep strike designs.
9) -Descriptors: Airborne attack, aircraft, cost, close air support,

design, exponential density Function, Poisson density function,

survivability, target mix
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"B. EFFECT IVEf'ESS VE'SUREME:T

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne Attack

3) Mission: Close air support

3.1) Defiivition: Aircraft attack hcstile ground

targets whici are close to frienidly forces.

3.2) Critarion For Success: Successful attack Lapability

3.3) MOE's Selected:

(MOE)1 = Payload potential

(MOE) 2 = Number of sorties performed within a specified

operational period

(MOE)3 = Force size requirement for fulfilling 90% of close

air support requests

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: The payload potential is

a scale of measure for the evaluation of the load-

carrying performance of close air support aircraft.

Tne number of sorties performed within a specified

operat4 period is a measure of the aircraft sortie

rate capaility. The number of close air support

aircraft required to be on-station in order to satisfy

90% of all requests is a measure of total force

requirements for close air support.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE's:

(MOE)1 = fl(Xl, x2, x3)

(MOE)2  f2 (x 8

(MOE) = C3(x16  x17)
3 Y 6 17)



.~'- <~)where

x = payload weight

x = radius of action

x = takeoff gross weight
x4 = aircraft availability factor

= gl(x 9 "'" x15)
= mission cycle time

x = time orn-station

x7 = turrn around time
x8 = length of flying day

x9 = mLan time between failure for- airframe system
x = mean time between failure for avicnic system
x = mean time to repair airframe system
X 2 = mean time to repair avionic system

X13 = probability of being a deck dud due to failure in

airframe system

x = probability of being a deck dud due to failure in14iit ben
avionic system

x15= probability of survival from previous sortie

x = aircraft request rate

x17= number of aircraft required tu support one aircraft
on-s tation

: g2 (x6, x8, x18 )
= number of sorties per flying cay for one aircraftx18
= h(x 4 ,... x8 )

4) MOE Usage In Study: MOE's were formulated and used to evaluate the

relati,e effectiveness of close air support and various deep strike
:ircraft designs.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) In the case of payload potential, full internal fuel and

5-minute military rated thrust at sea level was assumed.

(b) In the case of sortie rate capabilities,

(b.l) The aircraft is in the target area at the star' of

the first flying day.
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07 (b.2) The aircraft continues cycling until no time is left

to attack targets that day.

(b.3) Exponential failure laws for each of two complementary

subsystems is assumed.

(b.4) The aircraft is fully checked out after each cycle,

and the ready force at the beginning of any cycle

becomes a homogeneous group of zero flight time aircraft.

(c) In the case of force size requirement,

(c.l) The aircraft loiters near the battle area until directed

to a target by requests arriving randomly from a forward

air controller, or until the fuel available for loiter

is exhausted.

(c.2) Aircraft requests are randcmly distributed in time

with equal probability of occurrence in any given inter-

val during the flight day (i.e., the expected occurrence

in any time interval follows a Poisson distribution).

(c.3) Ordnance is loaded at a constant specified rate.

(c.4) Re-arming and other re-cycling tasks requiring

0.5 hours are performed concurrently during the first

half hour of the turn-around cycle.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) length of flying day
2) Threat Composition: Antiaircraft artillery and surface-to-air

missiles

3) Target Composition: Medium tank and rocket launcher/truck

4) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft

4.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) payload weight

(b) radius of action

(c) takeoff gross weight

(d) turn around time
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'te) mean time between failure for airframe system

(f) mean time between failure for avionic system

(g) mean time to repai ailrframe system

(h) mean time to repair avionic system

(i) probability of being a deck dud due to failure in airframe

system

(j) probability of being a deck dud due to failure in avionic

system

4.2) Deployment:

4.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) mission cycle time

(b) time on-station

(c) aircraft request rate

5) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

5.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft - AAA and SAM's

5.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability of survival from previous sortie
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (3)-4

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Lockheed California Company, Burbank, California

2) Report Title: Final Report Navy Close Support Aircraft Study

3) Report Number: LR 21063, LAC 618582

4) Date: 18 December 1967

5) Classification: Secret

6) Contract: N00019-67-C-0290 (Naval Air Systems Command)

7) Abstract: The primary objective in this study was to generate data

contributing to a proposed technical approach for future U.S. Navy

requirements for carrier based close support aircraft. In this con-

text, a baseline concept was established and the design was parame-

trically varied and evaluated from the standpoint of vehicle perform-

ance, armor, armament, and avionics consideration pertinent to m:ssion

considerations in order to provide information necessary for judgments

on a cost-effectiveness basis.
8) Descriptors: Airborne attack, aircraft, antiaircraft gunnery, close

air support, cost effectiveness, detection, gun, kill probability,

radar, surface target, target mix, visual, weapon mix, survivability

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne Attack

3) Mission: Close air support

3.1) Definition: Aircraft attack hostile targets wJrich are close

to friendly forces.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of target

3.3) MOE's Selected:

040 1 = Expected number of targets killed per day

(MOE). : Expected number of targets killed during the system's

lifetime
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3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: (MOE)1 , called the user's

measure, reflects the daily operational capability of

the system and is a function of the in-commission rate

of the Close Air Support system. (MOE)2, called the

buyer's measure, is based on system lifetime capability

rather than daily capability.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE's:

(MOE)1 =f(xl'"'" x7)

(MOE)2 =f2(xl,..., x4, x6)

where

x = in-commission probability

11= g (X8, X9, x1O)

2 = target encounter probability

=ll.0 if no loiter is allowed

1g2(Xll, x12) if loiter is allowed

"X'3 = target acquisition probability

= g3(x3 .... , X2 )

x = survival to target probability

= g4 (x21 .... , x35)

x5 = target kill probability

x6  = overall survival probability

= g5 (x21 ..... , x35 )

x, = number of sorties per day

= 6(xl, x36. .... , x45)

x = frequency of subsystem failures

x = repair time distribution

x = fault isolation time

x =loiter time

X = mean time between target occurrences

X = aircraft speed

x14= aircraft altitude
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x15= target size

x16 = target/background contrast

x17 = search time

x18 = search area

x19 = range to target
x = number of sensor resolution elements

x = number of guns

x22 = number of gun locations

x23 = firing time duration

24 = probability of visual detection of the aircraft

x25= probability of radar detection of the aircraft

x = rate of fire

x27 = number of rounds available

x28 = gun effective range

x29 = gun slewing rate

x = gun elevation angle limit

x = gun depression angle limit

x32 = ready-to-fire time

= h I(x4.' ..... ' x!)

x33 = probability of the projectile hitting the target

= h2(x52. ...., x55)

x34 = aircraft vulnerable area

x35 = probability of kill given hit by a particular projectile type

x36 = :ormand and control time

x = time to take-off and rendezvous at the base

x = time for transit from the base to the forward edge of the

battle area (FEBA)
x39 = time to transit from the FEBA to the target area

x = time to detect the target

x = time to convert on the target

x42= time to deliver ordnance
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x43 = time to return to FEBA

x4 = time to transit from FEBA to the base

x45 = time to perform all functions necessary to enable the

aircraft to go on another close support sortie

x46 = time to detect aircraft

x = time of first detection

x48  sound alarm time

x4 = gun battery reaction time

x50 = visual tracking time

x = radar tracking time

x52 = distance from gun site to intercept

x53 = projectile miss distance (standard deviation)

x4 relative azimuth approach angle of the projectile

x = relative elevation approach angle of the projectile

3.5) Additional INOE Identified:

(a) Total system cost for a prescribed level of effectiveness

4) MOE Usage In Study: (1'40[1 and (MOE)2 were computed for seven targets
and four aircraft candidate configurations. In addition, an overall
MOE was computed as follows: Overall (MOE)i = .6(MOE)i(with loiter)i +
.4(MOE)i(no loiter) for i = 1,2.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(aj When an aircraft is sent on a mission, it is loaded only with the

best weapon for the target it is going to attack.

(b) A mix of the same type of aircraft, each carrying a different type

weapon, was assumed to be on loiter status if more than one target

type was to be attacked.

(c) Each aircraft dropped or launched its entire weapon load on the

target.

(d) External store payload is invulnerable to the anti-air defenses.
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(e) Target acquisition probability is dependent upon target type,

but independent of the type of aircraft.

(f) In-commission probability is constant and the same for all

aircraft configurations.

(g) All sources of projectile dispersion are regarded as random

effects and are independent from shot to shot.

(h) Projectile trajectories are based on nominal trajectory data.

(i) Line-of-sight for determining range from gun site to aircraft

is based upon measurements from a stored grid of terrain eleva-

tions.

(j) Loiter occurs on the friendly side of the FEBA.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Anti-aircraft artillery

2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of guns

(b) number of gun locations

(c) firing time duration
(d) rate of fire

(e) gun effective range

(f) gun slewing rate

(g) gun elevation angle limit

(h) gun depression angle limit

(i) sound alarm time

(j) gun battery reaction time
2.2) Sensors: Visual and radar

2.2.1) Type: Visual

2.2.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability of visual detection

of the aircraft

(b) visual tracking time
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2.2.2) Type: Radar

2.2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability of radar detection of the iircraft

(b) radar tracking time

2.3) Armament: Projectiles

2.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of rounds available

(b) probability of kill given a hit by a particular

projectile type

(c) projectile miss distance (standard deviation)

(d) relative azimuth approach angle of the projectile

(e) relative elevation approach angle of the projectile

3) Target Composition: Personnel (100 men), light artillery mortar

(or AAA emplacement), vehicle, armored personnel carrier (APC),

medium tank and bridge

3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) target size

(b) target/background contrast

(c) mean time between target occurrences

4) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft

4.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) frequency of subsystem failures
(b) repair time distribution

(c) fault isolation time

(d) aircraft speed

(e) aircraft altitude

(f) aircraft vulnerable area

4.2) Sensor: Not stated

4.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) number of sensor resolution elements

4.3) Armament: General purpose bombs, penetration bombs,

guided bombs, cluster bombs, fire bombs, dispensers,

rocket pods, gun pods, mines, air-to-ground missiles,

and anti-radiation missiles
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4.4) Tactics:

4.4.1) Quantitative Factors:
(a) commanad and control time
(b) time to take-off and rendezvous at the base

(c) time for transit from the base to the forward

edge of the battle area (FEBA)

(d) time to transit from the FEBA to the target area

(e) time to detect the target

(f) time to convert on the target

(g) time to deliver ordnance

(h) time to return to FEBA

(i) time to transit from FEBA to the base

(j) time to perform all functions necessary to

enable the aircraft to go on another close support

sortie
(k) loiter time

5) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:
5.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Anti-aircraft artillery

5.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) time to detect aircraft

(b) time of first detection

(c) distance from qun site to intercept

6) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

6.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Target

6.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) searci time
(b) target kill probability

(c) search area

(d) range to target
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (3)-5

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: U.S. Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California

2) Report Title: Tactical Air Armament Study Phase IB, Vol. I Summary

Report, and Vol II analyses of Specific Subjects, Chapter 4 - Utility

and Cost Effectiveness of Data Link Controlled Electro Optical Guide

Weapons

3) Report Number: NWC Document 12-803

4) Date: May 1970

5) Classification: Secret

6) Abstract: The intent of this investigation is to dbtermine whether

the change in tactics allowed through the use of data link control

increases the utility and effectiveness of the system. Comparison

of the Data-Link Walleye II with the Walleye II gives the difference

in cost created by the use of data link. Since the cost to achieve

target kill criteria is indicative of the utility and effectiveness

of the system, a measure of the utility and effectiveness of a data

link is established. The investigation takes the forpr of a simple

cost effectiveness comparison of the Walleye II system with and

without data link control.

7) Descriptors: Arborne attack, aircrafc, antiaircraft defense,

antiaircraft gunnery, attrition, bomb, bridge, data link, inter-

diction, kill probability, reliability, surface-to-air missile

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne Attack

3) Mission: Interdiction

3.1) Definiti)n: Aircraft launched from an offshore CVA penetrates

-through an area defended by AAA and SAM sites to attack A

bridge and a power plant.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of target
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--- - 3.3) MOE Selected: Probable destroyed value of the target =

(probability of achieving the target kill criteria) X (tar-

get's assigned military value)

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

f(xl,1...,x 7, x , x1il x12 ' x13 ' x15 ' x17 ' x18 ' x19),

O :for bridge target

-f(x' " ... .6' x8' xlO 0,Xill' x 1, x14' XlV' x17' x18' x20)'

for power plant target

where

x = aircraft weapon load

x = salvo size

x3 = maximum raid size

x4  r raid size increment (step increase allowable to achieve

the selected target kill probability)

x5 = weapon launch range

x6 = avionics reliability

x7 = weapon reliability against bridge target

x8 = weapon reliability against power plant target

x9  = distance from carrier to bridge target

x10 = distance from carrier to power plant target

x = area defense radius

x12  local defense radius

x13 :value of bridge target

x 14  value of power plant target

x.15 :target planning kjii level for bridge

x.6  t rget planning kill level for power plant

x17 = ,'ea defense attrition probability (losses per unit

distance flown)

x 18 local defense attrition probability (losses per unit

distance flown)

x19 probability o dropping one span of the bridge

x20 : probability of achieving a fractional kill of 50%

or better against the power plant (i.e., the power

output is reduced 50% or more)
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' -. ." *i .;.5) Additional MOE Identified:

(a) Cost Effectiveness, defined as the ratio of the probable

deSIXUyed viue W LULotd costs ircurred while achieving

the desired effectiveness (NOTE: Total costs include

weapon procurement cost, weapon RDT&E cost (amortized

over the weapon buy level), aircraft operating costs,

and replacement cost for aircraft lost due to a'itrition

by enemy defensive sysTems.)

4) MOE Usage in Study: Basis for comparison of the Walleye II system

with and without data link control

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Only one weapon is d-,ipped (per section) on each pass at

the target.

(b) Each aircraft attacks only one target on a given mission.

(c) The number of we'pons launched against each target is the

smallest integral number for which the probability of in-

flicting the required target kill criteria is equal to or

greater that the desired target kill level.

(d) Sufficient target information is available tc allow the

pilot to accurately launch the weapon at the target.

(e) Probability of detection and acquisition is l.O, i.e.,

reconnaissance information is sufficient to allow the

attack pilot to locate the target.

(f) Strikes are only made in clear weather (visual acuity and

radar resolution are excellent).

(g) The bridge and thermal power plant are assigned the same

military value.

(h) The probability the system will not acquire and lock on is

contingent on Vhe systenm avionics performance and is reflected

in the reliability values of avionics and the weapons.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

1.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) clear weather
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_sJt. 2) Threat Composition: Anti-aircraft artillery and surface-to-air missiles

2.1) Platform Type: Anti-aircraft artillery

2.1.1) Qurtitative Factor:

ka) iccal defense radius

2.1.2) Deployment:

2.1.Z.l) Qualitative Factor:

(a) local defense at targets

2.2) Platform Type: Surface-to-air missiles (SA-2 and SA-3)

2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) area defense radius

2.2.2) Deployment:

2.2.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) area defense surrounding targets

3) Target Composition: Bridge and power plant

3.1) Platform Type: Bridge

3.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) value of bridge target

(b) target planning kill level for bridge

3.2) Platform Type: Power plant

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) value of power plant target

(b) target planning kill level for power plant

4) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft and carrier (CVA)

4.1) Platform Type: Aircraft

4.1l) Quantitative Factors:

(a) aircraft weapon load

(b) maximum raid size

(c) raid size increment

(d) avionics reliability

4.1.2) Armament: Walleye 1IiombLs:

4.1.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) salvo size

(b) weapon launch range

5) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

5.1) Platform - Platform:

5.1.1) Type: Aircraft - Anti-aircraft artillery
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,., 5.1.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) local defense attrition probability
5.1.2) Type: Aircraft - Surface-to-air missiles

5.1,2.!) Quantitative Factor:

(a) area defense attrition probability

6) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

6.1) Platfor- - Platform:
6.1.1) Type: Carrier - Bridge

6.1.1.1) Quantitative Factor:
(a) distance from carrier to bridge target

6.1.2) Type: Carrier - Power plant

6.1.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) d:stance from carrier to power plant

target

6.2) Armament - Platform:

6.2.1) Type: Walleye II bombs - Bridge

6.2.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability of dropping one span of

the bridge
(b) weapon reliability against bridge target

6.2.2) Type: Walleye II bombs - Power plant

6.2.2.1) Ouantitative Factors:

(a) probability of achieving a fractional

kill of 50% or better against the

power plant
(b) weapon reliability against power plant

target
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STUDY REVIEW SIJ'MARY NO. (3)-6

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Naval Air Systems Command, Bureau of Naval

Weapons, Washington, D.C.

2) Report Title: Close Support Effectiveness of the VAX and Other

Aircraft

3) Authors: S.L. Taffel, M.R. Perry and C.M. Boorer

4) Report Number: R-581-62-1/2 (AD-375 708)

5) Date: December 1962

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Abstract: A model is developed which analytically describes a

particular type of close support operation. In this operation

aircraft occupying a specified deck space are used to maintain

weapons on-station near the area of ground operations so that

air support will be readily available when needed by ground

forces. The average number of weapons on-station is determined

after consideration of aircraft spotting, performance characteristics,

maintenance and loading requirements, weapons characteristics, and

the effect of weather restrictiotis. The results are presented in a

form which permits separate effectiveness comparisons for each

weapon ty... studied. It is concluded that the VAX provides a

significantly higher average number of weapoais on-station than

do competing interim aircraft types.

8) Descriptors: Airborne attack, bomb, carrier, carrier based aircraft,

close air support, missile, rocKet, weapon mix

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

l) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne Attack

3) Mission: Close air support
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3.1) Definition: Carrier based aircraft attempt to remain on-

station near the vicinity of a grcund force operating area.

3.2) Criteriop For Success: Maintenance of sufficient weapons on
station to provide rapid response to close support requests

3.3) MOE Selected: Average number of weapons on-station

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: This measure takes into

account the ordnance load carried by an aircraft

and the portion of time during which this ordnance

is available on-station.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xl, x2, x3)

where

x = number of aircraft spotted in the available carrier

deck space

x2  : a vector whose ih component represents the number of

type i weapons carried per aircraft

x3  probability that aircraft will be on-station at any time

= gl(x 4, x5, x6)

x4  = probability of operable w-eather for aircraft

x = aircraft cycle time (i.e., the time between consecutive

take-offs)
= h(x6,,.x 9

x = aircraft on-station time
= il(x 2 , x]2)

x_' = time required for aircraft to fly to and return from

station
Si2 (x2, X12)

x = aircraft average repair or not ready time

= i3(x6, x7, x10)

x = aircraft loading time

=4(X 2 X11 )
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SxlO not ready hours per flight hour

Xl = a vector whosc i--component is the unit weight of

type i weapon

X = on-station radius

4) MOE Usage In Study: The MOE was formulated and used to compare

the effectiveness of various aircraft weapon systems operating at

a particular radius.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) The aircraft takes off from the CVA and flies out, under

best crv'ise conditions, to its station radius. Upon arrival

on-station the aircraft descends to a specified altitude

and remains there as long as fuel permits. The aircraft

then returns to the CVA. On arrival at the carrier each

aircraft is placed in a not ready state.

(b) Reliability is not included in the formulation of the measure

of effectiveness due to the nonexistence of usable reliability

data.

(c) The affect of weather is treated in an oversimplified manner

because weather information of the type required is not

readily available.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability of operable weather for aircraft

2) Friendly Force Composition: Carrier (CVA) and aircraft

ii 2.1) Platform Type: Aircraft

2.1.1) Quantitative Factors:
(a) number of aircraft spotted in the available

carrier deck space

'b) not ready hours per flight hour
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IL
2.1.2) Armament:

2.1.2.1) Quantitative Factor:
(a) a vector whose i;  component

represents the number of type i

weapons carried per aircraft

(b) a vector whose it component is the

unit weight of a type i weapon

2.1.3) Deployment:

2.1.3.1) Quantitative-Factor:

(a) on-station radius
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (3)-7

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Vought Aeronautics Division, LTV Aerospace

Corporation, Dallas, Texas

2) Report Title: Advanced Carrier Based V/STOL Close Air Support

Aircraft Requirements Study and Appendices

3) Author: H. L. Brautigam

4) Report Number: 2-55200/9R-50576 (AD-506 069 and AD-506 065)

5) Date: 28 May 1969

6) Classification: Secret (NOFORN) and Appendices - Confidential

7) Contract: N00019-68-C-0539 (Naval Air Systems Command)

8) Abstract: Study objectives placed primary emphasis on definition

of design and operational requirements most appropriate for V/STOL

and CTOL close air support systems envisioned for the 1975-1985

time period. The study has been structured and conducted so as to

provide a detailed evaluation and comparison of the operational

worth of V/STOL and CTOL performance parameters as they might be

employed in the battle area. A comprehensive configuration/tactics

evaluation model was employed extensively in the study to provide

these results. The model permitted optimization of weapon delivery

tactics for each type of V/STOL or CTOL aircraft, so that the re-

sultant cost effectiveness comparisons (in terms of cost per target

killed) would represent the best employment of each close air

support system concept evaluated. Weapon delivery tactics were

optimized to minimize overall cost per target destroyed.

) Descriptors: Airborne attack, attrition, bomb, carrier based

aircraft, cost, cost effectiveness, gun, kill probability, radar,
surface-to-air missile, target mix, vulnerability, weapon mix

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System
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4 2) Function: Airborne Attack

3) Mission: Close air support

3.1) Definition: Aircraft, under the direction of a forward

controller, provide air support to ground forces in attacking

a variety of ground targets.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of target

3.3) MOE Selected: Cost effectiveness, defined as c.st per

target killed

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: This MOE provides a flexible

tool for evaluating aircraft, in comparing aircraft

capabilities to desired tactics, and in determining

desirable configuration changes.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xI,..., x4)

where

xI  cost of aircraft lost due to enemy action while conducting
sufficient passes to obtain an expected kill on the target

- gl(x 5 ' x6 ' XT)

x2  cost of aircraft lost due to normal operations in conduct-

ing a sufficient number of missions to obtain expected

kill on the target

-g2(x, x8, x9)

x = cost of normal operations, operations cost, incurred .in

condu'ting a sufficient number of missions to achieve

target kill

='g3(x8, x10 , X11)

x 4  = cost of ordnance required to achieve target kill

= g4(x7, xl 2 )

x5  = aircraft flyaway cost

= h1(X13 ,..., x16 )

x6  = single pass aircraft attrition

= h2 (x17 , X18 )
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' 7  number of passes required to achieve target kill

= h3(x9)

x8  missions flown per target killed

: h4(x1 9' x20 1 x21)

x = aircraft operational loss rate per mission

x 10= aircraft operating cost per hour

= h5(x31, x32)

Xl mission time in hours

x = cost of ordnance expended per pass

13= cost of avionics

Xl14 = cost of armor

X = cost of airframe

Xl6  = cost of propulsion system

Xl7 = probability that aircraft survives guns during one pass
I %i 22, 123)

X = probability that aircraft survives Redeye-type missile

during one pass

= i2(x24 , x25)

x1g= probability that the target is destroyed on a single

pass by the given ordnance, tactics, aircraft, avionics

combination
= i3(x43, x44)

x20 = weight of unit ordnance

x = aircraft payload

x2 = probability that the aircraft is killed on a single pass

by antiaircraft guns

jl(x 26,..., x31)

S23 expected number of guns available to effectively fire

upon aircraft

= J2(x41, x42)
x24: probability that the aircraft is killed on a single

pass by Redeye missile

1
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x = expected number of Redeye weapons fired per pass

x = aircraft bottom vuln6,'able area

x = aircraft side vulnerable area

x = aircraft front vulnerable area

x = expected hits per square foot of vulnerable area on

bottom

x 30= expected hits per square foot of vulnerable area

on side

x 31= expected hits per square foot of vulnerable area

on front

x = total annual aircraft operating cost

= i4(x34 ,..., x40 )

x3 = number of flight hours per month

x 34 = annual personnel cost

x 35 = annual operating consumables cost

x36 = annLal parts and rework cost

x3 = annual support materials cost

x3 = annual civil engineering cost

x = annual service wide operations cost

x 40 =annual weapons and facilities cost

x = AA weapon density
x42 = AA weapon effective area

x 43: probability of hitting the target

J3 (x4 5 , x4 6 )

x 44 = probability of killing the target given a hit

x45 = effective target radius

: 49, x50)

x 46: circular error probable (bombs), or error in mils

(for guns)

x 47: actual target radius

x 48= weapon damage radius

x 49: percent coverage required to achieve a kill
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4) MOE Usage In Study: The MOE was formulated and used to provide

a basis for a detailed evaluation and comparison of the cperational

worth of V/STOL and CTOL in the close air support role.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) No fractional ordnance loads are employed.

(b) One bomb is expended per pass against the tank target.

(c) Against the soft company, two conventional bumbs or one

Rockeye is expended per pass.

(d) Passes are made until all ordnance is expended.

(e) The error sources for weapon delivery are assumed to be

statistically independent.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: M guns and Redeye-type missiles

2.1) Platform Type: AA guns

2.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) AA weapon effective area

2.1.2) Deployment:

2.1.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) AA weapon density

3) Target Composition: Tanks and personnel

3.1) Quantitative Factor:
(a) actual target radius

4) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft

4.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) cost of avionics

(b) cost of armor

(c) cost of airframe

(d) cost of propulsion system

(e) aircraft payload

(f) aircraft bottom vulnerable area

(g) aircraft side vulnerable area
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(h) aircraft front vulnerable area

(i) annual personnel cost

(j) annual operating consumables cost
(k) annual parts and rework cost

(1) annual support materials cost

(M) annual civil engineering cost

(n) annual service wide operations cost
(o) annual weapons and facilities cost

4.2) Arma.. ct: Bombs and guns

4.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) cost of ordnance expended per pass

(b) weight of unit ordnance

(c) circular error probable (bombs), or error in

mils (for guns)

(d) weapon damage radius

4.3) Deployment:

4.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) mission time in hours

(b) number of flight hours per month

5) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

5.1) Platform - Platform:

5.1.1) Type: Aircraft - Redeye-type missiles

5.1.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability that the aircraft is killed

on a single pass by Redeye missile
(b) expected number of Redeye weapons

fired per pass

5.1.2) Type: Aircraft - AA guns and Redeye-type missiles

5.1.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) aircraft operational loss rate per mission
(b) expected hits per square foot of vul-

nerable area on bottom

(c) expected hits per square foot of vul-
nerable area on side

1
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(d) expected hits per square foot of vul-

nerable area on front

6) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

6.1) Armament - Platform: Bombs and guns - Tanks and personnel

6.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability of killing the target given a hit

(b) percent coverage required to achieve a kill
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (3)-8

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,

California

2) Report Title: A Formulation of the Allocation of Attack Aircraft

to Fixed Location Targets

3) Authors: P.A. Banks and K. Russell

4) Report Identification: Thesis for the Master of Science in Operations

Research, (AD-475 306)

5) Date: May 1965

6) Classification: Unclassified

7) Abstract: This paper formulates a stochastic non-linear model for

assigning a force of attack aircraft on a single sortie against fixed

location targets. The number of aircraft alive at weapon release

on any pass of a series against a given target is treated as a random

variable. The total value of damage to all targets is taken as the

measure of effectiveness and a particular form of the objective function

derived. The parameters of the model and the form of the constraint

equations are also discussed.

8) Descriptors: Airborne attack, ;,ircraft, antiaircraft defense,

attrition, force allocation, kill probability, nonlinear integer

programming, survivability, target mix

E. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENi

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne Attack

3) Mission: Air strike

3.1) Definition: A mix of attack aircraft are allocated to attack

fixed location targets.

3,2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of target
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3.3) MOE Selected: Maximum total value of damage inflicted upon

all targets

3.4) Func*ional Form Of MOE:

MOE = max f(x, ... , X12 )
xl

where

f(x],..., X12) = total expected value of damage to all targets

if attack aircraft are allocated by strategy

matrix xl

xI = a matrix whose (i,j)- entry represents the number of jth

base-aircraft type ass 4yned to the ith target
x2 = a vector whose i component represents the random

variable which represents the total number of passes

against the ith target

= gl(x" xl 3 )
thx3 = a vector whose i- component represents the probability

distribution of the i- component of x
9 2(x2, X15)

x = a vector whose ih component represents the pre-assigned

value of the i th target

x5 a vector whose i- h component represents the probability
that the i t h target is killed by -xactly one pass given
that a specified number of preferred weapons are delivered

on that pass

x6 = a vector whose ih component represents the total number

of it base-aircraft type
thx7 = a matrix whose (i,j)- entry represents the fuel required

for the jth base-aircraft type to strike the ith target

-thx8  = a vector whose i- component represents the total fuel

available for the i t base-aircraft type

x9 = a matrix whose (i,j) th entry represents the number of

preferred weapons the jt base-aircraft type carries

to the i h target
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xlO =0 a vector whose ith component represents the number of
weapons available for the i- base-aircraft type

x1l a matrix whose (ij)th entry represents the expected
percentage attrition of the jh base-aircraft assigned

the ith target
Xl2 =a vector whose Atcomponent represents the maximum

acceptable number of ithbase-aircraft losses
x = a matrix whose (i,j)t entry represents the number of

passes per aircraft planned by the jth base-aircraft
thtype assigned the i- target

xl4 = a matrix whose (i,j,k)h entry represents the random
variable denoting the number of the jt base-aircraft

thLype alive at release on the k- pass against the ih

target

= hI (xI)

xl5 = a matrix whose (i,j,k)h entry represents the probability
1t5

distribution of the (i,j,k)- entry of x

h2(x14, X16,.-., x20)

tth
X16 =a matrix whose (i,j,k)th entry represents the probability

that a raid of size k is detected en route from the jth

thbase-aircraft location to the i- target
X = a matrix whose (i,j,k,l)th entry represents the probability

that a raid of size k is engaged en route from the jth
base-aircraft location to the it- target given that the

raid is detected and a total of 1 aircraft are employed
in the strike operation

Xl8 probability that any aircraft in a raid is killed en route

given that the raid is engaged
X =9 a matrix whose (i,j,k)-- entry represents the probability

that a raid from the jh base-aircraft location finds the
thi- target given that k aircraft survive en route
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x20 a matrix whose (i,j,k,l)th entry represents the probability

that any aircraft in a raid from the J-hbase-aircraft!
th thlocation survives until the k- release against the i-

target given that I aircraft are alive commencing the

first pass (k=l), or given that 1 aircraft are alive at
st

the (k-l)2- release for the second and subsequent passes

(k 2)

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation only

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) The damage inflicted on a target is nonlinear with respect

to the number of aircraft passes made against it.

(b) The number of aircraft alive on a particular pass against a

given target is treated as a random variable.

(c) Each aircraft assigned to a target delivers the same number

of preferred weapons on each pass against that target. A pre-

ferred weapon implies that for a specific target there exists

a weapon which is most effective in destroying that target.

(d) On any pass against a target assume that the target is either

killed or not killed.

(e) Aircraft make passes until all weapons are expended or until

the aircraft is killed.

(f) An individual aircraft is assigned only one target per sortie.

(g) A raid is composed of one base-aircraft type, but more than

one raid can be assigned to a target.

(h) Enemy fighters, if scrambled against a raid, are sent in numbers

sufficient to engage each aircraft in that raid.

(i) The number of a given base-aircraft type alive at release

on any pass over a given target is statistically independent

of any other base-aircraft types alive over the same target

on any pass.
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C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Aircraft

3) Target Composition: Fixed location targets

3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) a vector whose i- component represents the pre-assigned

value of the it- target

4) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft

4.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) a vector whose it- component represents the total number

of it base-aircraft type

(b) a vector whose i component represents the total fue!
available for the iM base-aircraft type

4.2) Armament: Weapons

4.2.1) Quantitative Factor:
th

(a) a vector whose i- component represents the number

of weapons available for the i--h base-aircraft type

4.3) Tactics:

4.3.1) Quantitative Factor:
(a) a vector whose i t h- component represents the maximum

acceptable number of ith base-aircraft losses

5) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

5.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Aircraft
5.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability that any aircraft in a raid is killed

en route given that the raid is engaged

6) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

6.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Fixed location targets

6.1.1) Quantitative Factors:
th

(a) a vector whose i- component represents the

probability that the i--h target is killed by

exactly one pass given that a specified number

of preferred weapons are delivered on that pass
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(b) a matrix whose (i,j) h entry represents the fuel
threquired for the j- base-aircraft type to strike

th
the i- target

(c) a matrix whose (i j)th entry represents the expected
thpercentage attrition of the j- base-aircraft

assigned the ith target

(d) a matrix whose (i,j)th entry represents the number

of passes per aircraft planned by the jth base-

aircraft type assigned the ith target

6.2) Ari,,ament - Platform: Weapons - Fixed location targets

6.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) a matrix whose (i,j)t entry represents the

number of preferred weapons the jt base-aircraft
tn

type carries to the it- target

7) Friendly Force - Threat - Target Interaction:

7.!) Platform - Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Aircraft - Fixed

location targets

7.1.1) Quantitative Factors:
th -peet h

(a) a matrix whose (i,j,k)- entry represents the

probability that a raid of size k is detected
then route from the j- base-aircraft location to

the i- h target

(b) a matrix 4hose (i,j,k,l)th entry represents the

probability that a raid of size k is engaged en
.throute from the j- base-aircraft location to the

ith target given that the raid is detected and

given that a total of 1 aircraft are employed in

the strike operation
th

(c) a matrix whose (i,j,k)- entr; represents the

probability that a raid from the jt base-aircraft
thlocation finds the i h target given that k aircraft

survive en route
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(d) a matrix whose (i,j,k,l)th entry represents

the probability that any aircraft in a raid

from the jth base-aircraft location survives
th. thuntil the k-- release against the i- target

given that 1 aircraft are alive commencing the

first pass (k:l), or given that 1 aircraft are
alive at the (k-l)st-'ease for he second

and subsequent passes (k 2)
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STUD( REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (3)-9

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Analytic Services Inc., Falls Church,

Virginia

2) Report Title: Air Interdiction: Analysis of Self-Contained

Operations Against Mobile Targets

3) Author: G.J. Miller

4) Report Number: Tactical Division Note 71-5 (AD-519 465)

5) Date: December 1971

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Contract: F44620-69-C-0014 (Directorate of Operational

Requirements and Development Plans, DCS/R&D Hq. USAF)

8) Abstract: This Tactical Division Note describes in detail an

analytic model developed to evaluate the effectiveness and costs

associated with an air interdiction campaign against mobile

targets located in a network. The aircraft used in this campaign

are assumed to be self-contained search and attack systems

(aircraft which operate independently, both detecting and attack-

ing targets). Assumptions, limitations, data requirements,

and available output are discussed. Illustrative results

indicate the model's use in examining operational alternatives,

sensitivity to a single parameter, and system trade-offs.

Appendices develop the model's equations and document a computer

version. Conclusions are that the model's limitations should

not prevent its use as an aid in (1) determining effective

munitions allocation strategies, (2) evaluating alternative

systems for performing the self-contained search and attack

mission, and (3) estimating the impact of a self-contained

search and attack campaign on the overall supply interdiction

mission.
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. 9 9) Descriptors: Airborne attack, aircraft, antiaircraft defense,

attrition, bomb, cost, detection probability, false target, inter-

diction, kill probability, Poisson density function, surface target,

survivability, target mix

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne Attack

3) Mission: Interdiction

3.1) Definition: A self-contained search and attack aircraft

conducts an air interdiction campaign against mobile targets

(such as trucks, tanks or railroad trains) located in a lines-

of-communication (LOC) network (such as a system of roads or

tracks).

3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of target

3.3) MOE's Selected:

(MOE)l = Expected number of targets (or target elements)

destroyed per sortie

(MOE)2 = Expected cost per target destroyed

(MOE)3 = Expected aircraft lost per target destroyed

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: The correct decision among

alternative choices concerning this type of mission

depends on the measure of effectiveness used in making

the choice. Under different circumstances, different

measures ar3 appropriate. In an engagement in which

an interdicting force must have the highest possible

impact in a short time, the number of sorties which

can be flown is likely to be the limiting factor, and

the force commander might well want to make decisions

aimed at maximizing the expected number of targets

destroyed per sortie. In a longer less intense campaign
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in which the number of aircraft available to the inter-

dicting force is likely to be the limiting factor

(possibly because of high attrition and a long production

cycle), the force commander might prefer to minimize

the expected number of aircraft lost per target destroyed.

A development planner on the other hand, might have the

task of allocating scarce dollars among competing programs

and thus might want to allocate his resources so as to

provide for killing the largest possible number of targets

for the dollar invested. Thus, he would seek to minimize

the expected cost per target killed, although his decision

must be based on knowledge of the fact that a commander

in the field may be making decisions according to some *

other criterion.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE's:

(MOE)I = f1(xl1 . x5 )

(MOE)2 = f2(xl,..., x5, xlO,..., x30)

(MOE)3 = f3(xl,..., x5, xIO,..., x27)

where

= maximum number of attacks possible on each sortie

=] (x6 , x7 )

x = a vector whose ith component represents the expected

number of target elements destroyed in the target

attack, given it is a real target

= g2(x7, x8, x9)

x3  = probability that a given target under attack is real

= g3(xl4 ,..., x20, X23 )

x = a vector whose ith- component represents the probability
that the amount of search distance required until

completion of the ith attack (including search distance

forfeited because of fuel consumed while attacking)

is less than or equal to the total search distance

available to the aircraft per sortie

Sg4(Xlo)
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x = a vector whose ith component represents the probability

that the aircraft survives until the M attack given

that the amount of search distance required until

completion of the ith attack is less than or equal to

the total search; distance available to the aircraft

per sortie
= g5(x3, x8, X1 2

x6  = number of units of ordnance available per sortie

x = a vector whose ith component represents the number

of units of ordnance released on the ith target attack

x8 = a vector whose iO component represents the probability

that a real target under attack is of type i
=hx16 , x17)

x a matrix whose (i,j) t- entry represents the expected

number of target elements destroyed when a target of
type i is attackcd with j units of ordnance

xO : a vector whose i- component represents the Poisson

parameter associated with the ith attack

= h2(x 14 ,..., x23 )

X = probability that the aircraft is destroyed traveling

from its base to the search area

X12 =a vector whose ith component represents the probability
that the aircraft is destroyed while making an attack

on a target of type i
x13= probability that the aircraft is destroyed while

making an attack on a false target
x14 = expected number of targets traveling in the LOC network
x15 = length of LOC network

x16 = a vector whose iA component represents the probability
that a target of type i is detected and attacked, given

that it is flown over

x17 = a vector whose ith component represents the probability

that a target which is flown over is of type i
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IsI

x18  rate of occurrence of false alarms

x19 = probability that a false alarm is detected

x20= probability that a detected false alarm is incorrectly

identified as a true target and that an attack occurs

x = maximum search distance available to the aircraft per

sortie

x22 = search distance lost per attack as a result of fuel

consumed during attack

x23 = total number of target types

x = probability that the aircraft is destroyed during

the return triD frnm the search area to the base

x25 =a vector whose it- component represents the average

density of ground defenses of type i

x : a vector whose i-component represents the probability

that the aircraft is destroyed while flying over a

ground defense type i

x = maximum number of diTizrent types of ground defenses

x = operating cost per sortie

x29 = cost of replacing aircraft

x = munitions cost per unit of ordnance

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) The self-contained search and attack aircraft flies 
from

its base to a search area, searches along the LOC network

for a target., attacks a target when it is found, 
and then

resumes the search. This search-and-attack process continues

until one of three things happens: (1) the aircraft runs

out of ordnance; (2) the aircraft expends all fuel which

has been allowed for the search; (3) the aircraft is 
destroyed

by ground fire. Following either of the first two occur-

rences, the aircraft returns to its base.
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(b) The number of targets of a given type (real or false) which

the aircraft flies over for a given search distance is a

random variable obeying a Poisson probability law. This

assumption has been adopted for the following reasons:

It has been found to be an exact expression of or a close

approximation to many processes of this general type; its

mathematical expression is relatively easy to manipulate;

it is a conservative assumption in that the nature of the

distribution precludes planning a sortie by predicting at

what point during the search an attack will occur (an

encounter is equally likely at any point in the search

regardless of when the previous encounter occurred).

(c) The Poisson assumption would obviously not be valid if

applied to individual vehicles traveling in convoys. The

model therefore requires that the assumption apply to the

convoy as a whole (that is, the convoy is considered to be

the target, each vehicle in it being a "target element").

(d) A single attack of each target is all that is allowed the

aircraft, i.e., no reattacks. The aircraft never follows

an attack with a retarn to assess damage as the basis for

a decision as to whether to reattack. This assumption is

probably reasonable in the case of fleeting targets (such

as trucks traveling on a road) which can leave the road

and hide in foliage upon being warned of the aircraft's

presence and so are not reattack&ble or in the case of

heavily defended targets which are designated in advance

as causing unacceptable attrition on reattacks.

(e) Each attack requires the same amount of fuel.

(f) The allocatior of ordnance is assumed to be made in

advance of the mission.

(g) The threat is assumed to pose a constant probability of

loss to the aircraft while it flies from its base to the

search area.. Similarly, aircraft which survive until the
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end of the search portion are assumed to be subject te a

constant probability of loss on the return flight to base.

A constant loss probability is assumed each time an attack

occurs. (This probability may vary with target type. It

also can be different(probably lower) if the attack is on

a false target.)

(h) Losses occurring during the attack are assumed not to affect

the success of that attack.

(i) Losses occurring while the aircraft is searching for targets

are assumed to occur according to a Poisson process, under

the assumption that ground defenses which are not centered

around the targets are randomly located along the aircraft's

search path.

(j) Two types of false signals are assumed to contribute to the

false alarm rate, namely: (1) random faults within the

sensor mechanism, and (2) the presence of actual signal-

generating objects along the aircraft's flight path, such

as civilian vehicles or signal producing decoys placed

there by an enemy. These effects are reflected in the

value of the conversion probability associated with false

alarms.

(k) A single target type is assumed to travel in the network.

(1) Target density is assumed to remain constant throughout

the interdiction campaign.

(m) Weapons released simultaneously are assumed to have equal

and independent effect on the target at which they are aimed.

(n) Costs are treated as though variable costs are the only

costs accrued by the interdicting force (a reasonable

approximation of the situation wherein development and

basing construction costs are sunk costs).
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C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) length of LOC network

(b) rate of occurrence of false alarms

2) Threat Composition: Ground defenses

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) maximum number of different types of ground defenses

2.2) Deployment:

2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) a vector whose iA component represents the

average density of ground defenses of type i

3) Target Composition: Mobile targets (trucks, tanks or railroad

trains)

3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) total number of target types

3.2) Deployment:

3.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) expected number of targets traveling in t'

LOC network

4) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft

4.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) maximum search distance awilable to the aircraft

per sortie

(b) search distance lost per attack as a result of fuel

consumed during attack

(c) operating cost per sortie

(d) cost of replacing aircraft

4.2) Armament: Bombs

4.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) munitions cost per unit of ordnance

(b) number of units of ordnance available per sortie
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4.3) Tactics:
4.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) a vector whose i th component represents the

number of units of ordnance released on the

ith target attack

5) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

5.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Ground defenses J

5.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability that the aircraft is destroyed

traveling from its base to the search area

(b) probability that the aircraft is destroyed

during the return trip from the search area

to the base

(c) a vector whose ith component represents the

probability that the aircraft is destroyed

while flying over a ground defense type i

6) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

6.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Mobile targets

6.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) a vector whose it component represents the

probability that a target of type i is detected

and attackeJ, given that it is flown over
th

(b) a vector whose i- compor;ent represents the

probability that a target which is flown over

is of type i

6.2) Armament - Platform: Bombs - Mobile targets

6.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) a matrix whose (i,j)-- h entry represents the

expected numbe " of target elements destroyed

when a target of type i is attacked with j

units of ordnance
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7) Friendly Force - Physical Environment Interaction:

7.1) Platform - Environment: Aircraft

7.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability that a false alarm is detected

(b) probability that a detected false alarm is
incorrectly identified as a true target and

that an attack occurs
8) Friendly Force - Threat - Target Interaction:

8.1) Platform - Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Ground defenses -

Mobile targets

8.1.1) Quantitative Factor:
th

(a) a vector whose i- component represents the

probability that the aircraft is destroyed

while making an attack on a target of type i

9) Friendly Force - Threat - Physical Environment Interaction:

9.1) Platform - Platform - Environment: Ai'rcraft - Ground defenses

9.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability that the aircraft is destroyed

while making an attack on a false target
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (3)-10

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Center for Naval Analyses, Arlington, Virginia

2) Report Title: Tactical Air Warfare Study II, Volume I - Summary Report

and Volume III - Effectiveness Analysis

3) Author: R.E. Beatty, Jr.

4) Report Number: NWAG Study No. 42

5) Date: 16 November 1965

6) Classification: Secret

7) Contract: NONR 3732 (00) (Office of Naval Research)

8) Abstract: The relative effectiveness of equal-cost tactical air

mixes is measured in a major, 30-day conventional combat situation.

Each of the mixes has a different proportion of land-based and sea-

based tactical air forces. Analysis of costs leads to an approximate L

equal trade-off in numbers of aircraft between land and sea-based

forces. Substitution of sea-based for land-based tactical air is

shown to result in increased kills, sorties and ordnance delivered in

large scale non-nuclear wars. A sensitivity analysis is made to

demonstrate the ranqe of validity of the findings.

9) Descriptors: Airborne attack, aircraft, air superiority, attrition,

availability, carrier, close air support, cost, force allocation,

interdiction, kill, survivability, target iiijX

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System
2) Function: Airborne Attack

3) Mission: Air strik

3.1) Definition: A mix of attack aircraft are allocated to attack

fixed location targets.
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3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of target

3.3) MOE Selected: Total target kill potential

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xl,..., xli)

where

x = duration of war in days

x = number of aircraft types

x = number of target types

x4 = replacement schedule for attrited aircraft

x5 = attrition per sortie as a function of war duration

x6 = a vector whose i th component represents the initial number
of aircraft type i

x7 = a matrix whose (i,j)- h. entry represents the fraction of

available aircraft type i allocated to target type j each
day of the war

* th
x8 = a matrix whose (i,j)- entry represents the number of kills

per sortie of aircraft type i against target type j

x = a matrix whose (i,j)h entry represents the number of

augmented aircraft type i previously used for air defenses

released on day j of the war for attack missions

= 0 a matriy whose (i,j)t- entry represents the fraction of

bases on-line for aircraft type i on day j of the war

X = a vector whose i,. component represents the sortie ratE

per day of aircraft type i

4) MOE Usage In Study: The MOE was used to compare the relative effect-

iveness of equal-cost mixes of land-based and sea-based tactical air

forces.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Kills per sortie were calculated using the same target spectrum

for all aircraft.

(b) All strike aircraft, sea-based or land-based, were assumed subject

to the same attrition rate per sortie. 50 percent of the attrition

is assumed to occur prior to reaching the target and 50 percent

after completion of target runs.
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(c) Losses due to enemy attacks on bases were not considered.

(d) Sufficient POL and ordnance are available at all times for

land-based aircraft.

(e) Reliability effects are ignored.
(f) Sea-bdsed and land-based tactical air elements are maintained

at equal combat readiness.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Target Composition: Target mix

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) number of target types
3) Threat Composition: Threat mix

4) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft and bases (sea or land)
4.1) Platform Type: Aircraft

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of aircraft types
th

(b) a vector whose i- component represents the
initial number of aircraft type i

4.1.2) Deployment:

4.1.2.1) Quantitative Factor:
(a) duration of war in days

4.1.3) Tactics:

4.1.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) replacement schedule for attrited aircraft
(b) a matrix whose (i,j)th entry represents

the number of augmented aircraft type i
previously used for air defenses released

on day j cf the war for attack missions
(c) a vector whose it component represents

the sortie rate per day of aircraft type i
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4.2) Platform Type: Bases (sea or land)

4.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) a matrix whose (i,j) t-- entry represents the

fraction of bases on-line for aircraft type ion

day j of the war

5) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

5.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Target mix

5.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) a matrix whose (i,j) h entry represents the fraction

of available aircraft type i allocated to target

type j each day of the war

(b) a matrix whose (i,j)- entry represents the number

of kills per sortie of aircraft type i against

target type j
6) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

6.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft- Threat mix

6.1.1) Quaititative Factor:

(a) atrition per sortie as a function of war duration
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (3)-l

A STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Analytic Services Inc., Falls Church, Virginia

2) Report Title: Air Interdiction: Models for Armed Reconnaissance in a

Permissive Environment

3) Author: D.J. Van Arman

4) Report Number: Tactical Di-vision Note TDN 71-4

5) Date: September 1971

6) Classification: Unclassified

7) Contract: F44620-69-C-0014 (Directorate of Operational Requirements

and Development Plans, DCS/R&D, Hq. USAF)

8) Abstract: This Tactical Division Note analyzes a nunitions and time-

limited hunt for targets of opportunity, e.g., the hunt for truck

convoys by a self-contained adverse-weather / night attack (SCANA)

aircraft. Stochastic models are formulated for various situations

in which one or more strikes are made on targets encountered. Among

factors considered in these models are target density, target ability

to hide, target size, hunter ability to detect targets, false targets,

munitions carried, munitions effectiveness, time per strike, and hunt

time. Attrition is not considered. Various munitions allocation

strategies are defined and examined with respect to their effects on

expected damage per hunt. In addition to defining reasonable munitions

allocation strategies for a particular hunter, the models permit

comparison of the effectiveness of different hunters (e.g., different

types of SCAJA aircraft).

9) Descriptors: Airborne attack, aircraft, detection probability,

false target, interdiction, kill probability, reconndissance, search,

target ,nix, weapon mix
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B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne Attack

3) Mission: Interdiction

3.1) Definition: An attack aircraft (called the hunter) attempts

to inflict damage on targets of opportunity that he meets and

attacks in a time-limited hunt in a permissive environment.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of target

3.3) MOE Selected: Total damage expected in a hunt of specified

duration

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

Case 1 - Fixed allocation of munitions with one strike per target

MOE = fl ( X 4 )

where

x probability that an arbitrary strike is against a true target

x2  probability that a true target that is attacked is damaged

= gl(x 4 ) x5)
x = probability density function of the number of attacks per

hunt

= g2 (x6, x, x8)
x4 = number of units of munitions allocated to each target attacked

= g3(x6,..., x9 )

x5 = probability of a unit of munitions killing a target

x6 = total hunt time
x = expected duration of attack on one target

x = average number of targets attacked per unit cf search time

= h1 (Xlo' "'Il' x12 )

x9  = total units of munitions allocated per aircraft per hunt

9
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xO :average number of targets flown over per unit of search time

xll = probability that a target that is flown over is detected

x2 = probability that a detected target is attackable

Case 2 - Sequential allocation of munitions with one strike
pzer target

MOE = f2 (xl, x3, x13, x14)

where
a vectrwhos itcomponent represents the probability

.ththat a true target that is attacked on the i- attack is

killed

, (x 5 , x14 )

x14 a vector whose ih component represents the number of units

of munitions allocated to the ith target attacked

= h2(x6, x7, x9 , x15, x16)

x1: a vector whose ith component represents the search time
for the iL target

XI6= a vector whose i- component represents the attack time
for the i th target

Case_ 3 - Fixed allocation of munitions with the number of

strikes determined by the nature of the target
PP f(l x3 , '17, xl8)

where

X17 = probability that a true target that is attacked is damaged

9S(x5, x18)

X8 number of units of monitions allocated to each target attacked
=g(x, x6 x9 , x193-1. x22

x1 = number of target types

x = a vector whose i-component represents the average number

of targets type i attacked per unit of search time
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X = expected number of strikes per attack

= h3(X19, x20)

22 = expected time for an attack

= h4 (xl9, x20, x23)

x = a vector whose i- component represents the expected time

for attack on targets type i

Case 4 - Sequential allocation of munitions with the number of

strikes determined by the nature of the target

MOE = f4(xl, x3 , x24' x25)

where

x24= a vector whose it- component represents the probability
th

that a true target that is attacked on the i- attack is

killed

7= g(x 5, x25 )

x25 =a vector whose i t- component represents the number of
th

units of munitions zJlocated to the i- attack

= h5(x6, x7, x9, xlS, x26)

x 26 a vector whose i-h- component represents number of strikes
thmade en the i- attack

Case 5 - Fixed allocation of munitions per strike with restrike

possible

MOE = f5(xl, x6 ,..., x9, x2 6 ,..., x29 )

where

x27 = probability that a true target that is attacked is damaged

= g8(x5, x28)

x28 = urits of munitions preplanned for each strike

x29 = number of strikes for which munitions are available

=6(x9, x2 7 )

x30 = probability of a target hiding after an unsuccessful strike
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4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) The number of targets met in total search time is a Poisson

random variable.

(b) The search time for a target is an exponentially distributed

random variable.

(c) The attack times are independent random variables with the

same distribution.

(d) The probability of damage to a target as a function oF the number

of units of munitions used on the target is assumed to be concave

monotonic increasing.

(e) In cases 3 and 4,

(e.l) Targets'are classified according to the number of strikes
the hunter will make on them, so that targets of type i

will have i or more elements of which i will be struck once.
(e.2) The rumber of targets type i found in the total search

time is a Poisson random variable and the occurrence of

different types of targets is independent.

(f) In case 5,

(f.l) The number of units of munitions allocated per strike

is preplanned.
(f.2) A hunter strikes a simple target repeatedly until one

of the following occurs: (1) the target is destroyed,

(2) the target has hidden, (3) the hunter is out of time.

(g) Attrition suffered by the hunter is not considered.

,. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Target Composition: Target mix

3) Friendly Force: Aircraft
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3.1) Armament: Munitions

3.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) total unit: of munitions allocated per air:raft

per hunt

3.2) Tactics:

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) total hunt time

(b) units of munitions preplanned for each strike

4) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Target mix

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability that an arbitrary strike is against

a true target

(b) expected duration of attack on one target

(c) average number of targets flown over per unit of

search time

(d) probability that a target that is flown over is
detected

(e) probability that a detected target is attackable
th

(f) a vector whose it component represents the search
thtime for the it- target

(g) a vector whose it component represents the attack

time for the ith target

(h) number of target types
th(i) a vector whose i- component represents the average

number of targets type i attacked per unit of search

time
th

(j) a vector whose i- component represents the expecteJ

time for attack on targets type i
th

(k) a vector whose i- component reprosen,'3 number of

strikes made on the i--h attack

(1) probability of a target hiding after an unsuccessful

strike
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4.2) Armament - Platform: Munitions - Target mix

4.2.1) Quantitative Factor:
(a) probability of a unit of munitions killing aT

target

1b
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (3)-12

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: U.S. Naval Missile Center, Point Mugu, California

2) Report Title: STANDARD ARM (Mod 0) Weapon System Performance Analysis

3) Authors: R. Lerner, R. Nauman, D.O. Crozier, L.K. Dunbar and M.A. Garcia

4) Report Number: TM-68-29 (AD-389 997)

5) Date: 10 May 1968

6) Classificadion: Secret (NOFORN)

7) Project Number: Local Project L-2519 (Naval Air Systems Command)

8) Abstract: This report presents a performance analysis of the STANDARD

ARM (Mod 0) weapon system in tactical environments. In the analysis,

the weapon system performance was determined in four radar environ-

ments of varying density, and the effects of these environments on

component operation were examined. The environments were defined

in terms of the number cf radars in the area surrounding the strike

targets. Modes of operation were related to human operator options

and decisions.

9) Descriptors: Airborne attack, aircraft, air-to-surFace missile,

detection probability, fire control, missile, missile seeker, Poisson

density function, radar, surface-to-air missile

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: Subsystem

2) Function: Airborne Attack

3) Mission: Air strike

3.1) Definition: An aircraft armed with an antiradiation air-to.-

surface missile system attacks surface-to-air missile fire-

control radars in a nmultiradar environment.
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3.2) Criterion For Success:

Case 1 - Evaluation of the Radar Homing and Warning subsystem

Criterion For Success: Detection of target radar and visual

identification of its direction and signal intensity

Case 2 - Evaluation of the missile seeker subsystem

Criterion For Success: Detection and acquisition of target

3.3) MOE's Selected:

Case 1

(MOE)1 = Probdbility of specific target radar detection in a

multiradar environment and visual identification of

its direction and signal intensity

Case 2

(MOE)2  Probability that the missile seeker will detect a

specified target radar in a multiradar environment

and that the missile will then acquire this radar

as a target

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE's:

(MOE)1 = fl(xl, x2)

(MOE)2 = f2(xl, x5, x6, x7)

where

x number of radars in the environment contributing . 1
acceptable pulses

x expected number of pulses from the target radar during

the dead p~riod

= g(x x

x3 = duration of dead period

x = expected pulse repetition frequency

x5 = missile seeker sweep period

x probability density function for the time it takes the *X6

missile seeker to first detect the signal from the

target radar
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-th

x= a vector whose 1- component represents the probability

distribution function for the time it takes the missile

- eker to first detect the signal from the i- non-
L target radar

: 4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation only

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) For the Radar Homing and Warning subsystem,

(a.l) The pulse from the target radar exceeds the intensity

threshold of the subsystem and is included in the time

sequence of acceptable pulses.

(a.2) The time sequence of acceptable pulses synthesized from

all radars other than the target radar is random with an

expected pulse repetition frequency (PRF) that is constant.

Considered by itself, the time sequence of pulses from

the target radar is not random in time.

(a.3) The period between pulses from the target radar is large

in comparison to the dead period. Therefore, the target

radar can have at most one pulse in a dead period, and

there are many pulses from other radars between adjacent

pulses of the target radar.

(a.4) The number of acceptable pulses within a dead period is

a Poisson distributed random variable.

(a.5) The maximum number of pulses that can possibly occur in

a dead period is at least equal to the number of radars

contributing pulses to the time sequence of acceptable

pulses.

(b) For the missile seeker,

(b.l) The signal from the target radar is contained within the

composite signal received as an input to the missile

seeker, and has an acceptable PRF.

(b.2) The individual radar signals that are synthesized into

a composite input to the missile seeker are independent

and of random phase in time.
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(b.3) The sweep intensity threshold is initiated randomly in

time.

(b.4) The time required to acquire a radar of an acceptable

PRF once its signal is detected above the sweep intcnsity

threshold is small in comparison to the sweep period.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Target Composition: SAM fire-control radar

2.1) Quantitative Factors: -A

(a) number of radars in the environment contributing acceptable

pulses

(b) expected pulse repetition frequency

3) Friendly Force Composition: Antiradiation ASM system

3.1) Sensors: Radar Homing and warning subsystem and missile seeker

3.1.1) Type: Radar Homing and Warning subsystem

3.1.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) duration of dead period

3.1.2) Type: Missile seeker

3.1.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) missile seeker sweep period

4) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

4.1) Sensor - Platform: Missile seeker - SAM fire-control radar

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability density function for the time it takes

the missile seeker to first detect the signal from

the target rauar

(b) a vector whose i- component represents the prob-

ability distribution function for the tiae it takes

the missile seeker to first detect the signal from

the ith non-target radar
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (3)-13

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Bureau of Naval Weapons, Washington, D.C.

2) Report Title: Cost-Effectiveness of CONDOR

3) Authors: S.L. Taffel, T.J. Schmitt and E.A. Thibault

4) -Report Number: R-5.-66-1 (Ab-369 169)

5) Date: January 1966

6) Classification: Secret

7) Abstract: the effectiveness and associated cost incurred by aircraft

employing CONDOR to destroy specified defend2d targets are compared to
the effectiveness and cost associated with aircraft employing anti-

radiation-missiles to attack the defenses and WALLEYE's to destroy

the primary target. Bridge, POL dumps, SAM sites and aircraft type

primary targets are considered. The analytical model developed to

obtain the results takes into account such factors as raid size,

attack aircraft loading, system reliability, weapon vulnerability,

weapon lethality and defense characteristics. Three levels of enemy

defense are investigated. The model also permits limited consideration

of the use of countermeasures by either attackers or the defenders.

Results are presented in terms of targets killed per unit cost and

relative cosc expenditure required to achieve specified target damage

levels on a single strike operation. In addition the relative number

of targets killed by each system during a single day's operation is

determined.

9) Descriptors: Airborne attack, aircraft, air-t,'-surface missiie,

antiaircraft defense, antiaircraft gunnery, availability, bomb,

carrier based aircraft, cost, cost-effectiveness, countermeasure,

electronic warfare, gun, kill probability, radar, reliability, surface-

to-air missile, survivability, target acquisition, target mix
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B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT :'

1) Evaluation Level: Force

2) Function: Airborne Attack

3) Mission: Air strike

3.1) Definition: Aircraft launched from a carrier penetrate area

and local defenses to attack a mix of targets.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of target

3.3) MOE's Selected:

(MOE), : Expected number of primary targets killed per unit cost

(MOE)2  Expected number of primary targets killed per day for

a given force level

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE's:

(MOE), = fl(x 1, x2)

(MOE)2  f2(xl, x54, x 55' x59 x60)

where

x = expected number of primary targets killed during one raid

= g1(x3, x4)

x = cost of one raid

= g2(x50,..., x57)

x probability of killing a primary target

= hl(X 4 " "' x7)

x4  = number of primary targets being attacked
= average unit kill probability per weapon attacking

the primary targets

x maximum number of passes per aircraft possible against

the primary targets

i .... Xli)
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thx = a vector whose i- component represents the expectedit 7
number of weapons surviving through the gun defenses

after being launched on the i-pass against the pri-

mary targets

= i2(xl2,..., l5)

x8  = number of weapons carried by each aircraft assigned

to primary targets only

x = nu@ber of primary target weapons carried by each

aircraft assigned to both defense and primary target

x = number of primary target weapons launched per aircraft

per pass by aircraft assigned to primary targets only

X = number of primary targetE weapons launched per aircraft

per pass by aircraft assigr.ed to both defense and

primary targets

x12: target acquisition probability associated with primary

targets

x a vector whose i- component represents the expected

number of weapons surviving through the missile defense
th

after being launched on the i- pass against primary

targets
= jl(Xl6"".' x26)

x14 = average kill probability per pass achieved by a gun

unit against a primary target weapon

x = number of enemy defensive gun units which can fire

against attackers

x = a vector whose it- component represents the expected

number of aircraft assigne- to primary targets surviving

to launch on their i L pass against the primary targets

k kl(X2, , x24' x16 x27
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-t1x = a vector whose it component represents the expected

number of aircraft assigned to both defense and primary

targets surviving to launch on their i-n pass against

the primary targets

= k2(x21,..., x24, x26, x28)

x18= a vector whose i- component represents the number of
-thprimary weapons launched per aircraft on the i- pass

by aircraft assigned to primary targets only

k3(x8, xlO)

X a vector whose ih component represents the number of
V -thprimary weapons launched per aircraft on the i- pass

by aircraft assigned to both defense and primary targets

= k4(x9, xll)

x = reliability of all aircraft systems needed for weapon

launch

x21= proportion of enemy defense capability retained after

degradation due to friendly force use of ECM

x = probability of defense survival through all attacks

against it

k5 (x29 , x33)

x23: reliability of enemy missile site excluding the missile

and it launcher

x a vector whose it-h- component represents the number of

enemy missile salvos intercepting primary target weapons

launched on the i-- pass against primary targets
x = average missile salvo kill probability against weapons

attacking the primary targets

x26= average missile salvo kill probability against aircraft

attacking the primary targets
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iF

27 expected number of aircraft assigned to primary

targets only, surviving en route to defense complex

: j2(x34' x35,' x36)

x = expected number of aircraft assigned to both defense

and prim-ry targets that survive to attack primary

targets

= x23,  x37, x38, x39 )

x = a vector whose i'-' compon~ent represents the probability
-th

of defense site surviving the i- pass

j4 (x30 '... x32)

x = average unit kill probability per weapon attacking the

missile site

x = a vector whose i h- component represents the expected

number of anti-defense weapons surviving the gun defense

on the ith pass

= k6 (X15 , x4 0, x4 1 , x42)

x = number of enemy defensive missile units which are attacked

x = maximum number of passes against the enemy defense

j5(x48 ' x49)

x34 = probability of successful navigation to the target area

I x35 = probability of aircraft survival en route to d.fense complex

x36 = number of aircraft in raid assigned to iit pri nary

targets only

x37 expe2cted number of aircraft assigned to both defense

and primary targets surviving en route to defense complex

= k7 (x3 4 , x3 5 , x4 3 )

x 38 =average missile salvo kill probability against aircraft

attacking the defense
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x = a vector whose ih component represents the number of

enemy missile salvos intercepting aircraft during the

interval between the (i-l)St and ith puss against the

defense

x40= target acquisition probability for anti-defensf .m &pon

X4= a vector whose i component represents the ey,,..x d

number of anti-defense weapons surviving the : zs .e

defense on the ith pass

l(x20, x21, x23, x29, x37, x44,..., x47)

x average kill probability per pass achieved by a gun

unit against an anti-defense weapon

x = number of aircraft in raid assigned to both defense

and primary targets
x4 = a vector whose ith component represents the number of

anti-defense weapons launched per aircraft on the ith pass

= m(x33, X48 , .49)

x = probability of weapon guidance, if required after launch

of anti-defense weapons

x proportio of anti-defense weapons the survive enemy

use of courntermeasures to defeat incoming homing weapons

X47= average missile salvo kill probability against weapons

attacking the defense

X48 =number of aint-defense weapons carried by each of the air-

craft assigned both defense and primary targets

X49 =number of antidefense weapons launched per pass

x50= number of primary target weapons expended on one raid
= h2(x x1 x 34 ) x36, x43 )

x = number of anti-defense weapons expended on one raid

= h3(x34, x43, x48)

x52 =cost per primary target type weapon

x53 cost per anti-defense type weapon
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x total number of attack aircraft per raid

h4(x36, x43)

= expected number of aircraft returning to the CVA from

one raid

= h5(x6 ) x16 ' x17' x34, x5 4 ' x58 )

x56 = replacement cost per aircraft

x operating cost per aircraet per sortie

x58 : probability of aircraft survival on way out from

defense complex

= number nf aircraft that can be spottd aboar the

specified deck space

x = number of raids possible per operating day

= g3(x60, x61)

x61 = number of raids limited by force size

= h6(x54, x59)

x62 = number of raids limited by time

= h7(x63, x64, x65)

x63 = aircraft daily operating ti,e

x64 = aircraft flight time

x65 = aircraft cycle time

3.5) Additional MOE Identified:

(a) Cost expenditure required to achieve specified tarqet

damage levels on a single strike operatioA.

4) MOE UNage In Study: The MOE's were forpmulated and usled as the basis

for comparing alternative weapon system configurations.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Enemy opposition is limited to those SAM sites and gun batteries

which are near the target complex being attar;oed.
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(b) The operation against a given defense complex is subdivided

into a ztimber of cycles. The first phase consists of attacks

against ihe defense for the purpose of reducing their capability.

The second phase consists of attacks against the primary targets

by aircraft assigned 6.1,y to attack the primary targets and by

the survivors of the anti-defense attack phase.

(c)' Airborne launched radar homing weapons that are reliable and

survive defensive fire from missiles and guns are assumed to be

equally distributed over all SAM sites in the target complex.

(d) If all weapons cannot be expended on a single pass, additional

passes are carried out until all the ordnance has been expended.

(e) Simultaneous missile launches are assumed from each aircraft in

the raid. This should be possible because of the multiplicity

of guidance channels available.

(f) Each SAM site has a fixed number of missiles which it can expend.

(g) Enemy missile salvos are equally distributed over all incoming

aircraft targets (where possible) until these aircraft release

their weapons; at this point, enemy fire is then directed

against these incoming weapons and is equally distributed over

them.

(h) Aircraft that do not engage the defenses wait just outside of

the defended zone until the attacks against the defense have

been completed.

(i) All aircraft which survive are assumed to be able to return to

the carrier, regardless of whether or not they were able to find

the target.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Fhysical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: SAM sites and gun batteries

2.1) Platform Type: Gun battery
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S,
2.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) number of enemy defensive gun units which can fire

agaiist attackers

2.2) Platform Type: SAM site

2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) reliability of enemy missile site excluding the

missile and it launcher

(b) number of enemy defensive missile units which are

attacked

3) Target Composition: Target mix (Simple truss bridge, SAM site radar

van, POL revetted, and parked aircraft)

4) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft

4.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) reliability of all aircraft systems needed for weapon launch

(b) probability of successful navigation to the target area

(c) probability of aircraft survival en route to defense complex

(d) replacement cost per aircraft

(e) operating cost per aircraft per sortie

(f) probability of aircraft survival on way out from defense

complex

(g) number of aircraft that can be spotted aboard the specified

desk space

4.2) Armament: ASM

4.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of weapons carried by each aircraft assigned
to primary targets only

(b) number of primary target weapons carried by each

aircraft assigned to both defense ard primary target

(c) probability of veapon guidance, if required after

launch of anti-defense weapons
(d) number of anti-defense weapons carried by each of

the aircraft assigned both defense and primary targets
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(e) cost per primary target type weapon -}

(f) cost per anti-defense type weapon

4.3) Depleyment:

4.3.,1 Quantitative Factors:

(a) number nf aircraft in raid assigned to both

defense and primary targets

(b) aircraft daily operating time

(c) aircraft flight Lime

(d) aircraft cycle time

4.A) Tactics:

4.4.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of primary targets being attacked
(b) number of primary target weapons launched per

aircraft per pass by aircraft assigned to primary

targets only

(c) number of primary targets weapons launched per

aircraft per pass by aircraft assigned to both

defense and primary targets

(d) number of aircraft in raid assigned to hit primary

targets only
(e) number of anti-defense weapons launched per pass

5) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

5.1) Platform - Platform:

5.1.1) Type: Aircraft - SAM sites

5.1.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) proportion of enemy defense capability

retained after degradation due to friendly

force use of ECM

(b) average missile salvo kill probability

against aircraft attacking the primary

targets
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(c) average missile salvo kill probability

against aircraft attacking the defense

(d) a vector whose it- component represents

the number of enemy missile salvos inter-

cepting aircraft during the interval

between the (i-l)- and t-pass against

the defense

5.2) Armament - Platform:

5.2.1) Type: ASM - Gun batteries

5.2.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

i; (a) average kill probability per pass achieved

by a gun unit against a primary target weapon

(b) average kill probability per pass achieved

by a gun unit against an anti-defense weapon

5.2.2) Type: ASM - SAM site

5.2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) a vector whose i component represents

the number of enemy missile salvos inter-

cepting primary target weapons launched on

the it-h pass against primary targets

(b) average missile salvo kill probability

against weapons attacking the primary targets

(c) average unit kill probability per weapon

attacking the missile site

(d) target acquisition probability for anti-

defense weapon

(e) proportion of anti-defense weapons the

survive enemy use of countermeasures to

defeat incoming homing weapons

(f) average missile salvo kill probability

against weapons attacking the defense
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6) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

6.1) Armament - Platform: ASM - Target

6.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) average unit kill probability per weapon attacking

the primary targets

(b) target acquisition probability associated with

primary targets

I2
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STUDY REVIEW SUM4ARY NO. (3)-14

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Center for Naval Analyses, Arlington,

Virginia

2) Report Title: Passive Defense Aspects or Dispersed Formation

Operation Under EMCON

3) Author: J. Ozols

4) Report Number: OEG Research Contribution 184 (AD-516 566)
5) Date: May 1971

6) Classification: Secret

7) Contract: N00014-68-A-0091 (Office of Naval Research)

8) Abstract: The tactic of aircraft carrier task force defense using

dispersed formations and electronic emission control is examined.

Data from fleet exercises are reported and theoretical parametric

models derived. The effect of this tactic on carrier strike oper-

ations is discussed. Active AAW under these conditions is not

treated.

9) Descriptors: Airborne attack, aircraft, antiair warfare, carrier,

classification probability, detection, emission control, radar,

search, task force, visual

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Airborne Attack

3) Mission: Aircraft attack on task force

3.1) Definition: A carrier task force conducts air strike operations

with ships dispersed over a large area and in "random" stations

to disguise its appearance. An enemqy aircraft searches
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for the task force in order to locate and identify

(either correctly or incorrectly) the aircraft carrier

within it.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection and identification of aircraft
carrier

3.3) MOE Selected: Probability that a search aircraft will

locate the task force, and find and correctly identify the

aircraft carrier within it

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(x1 ,x2)

where

x = probability that the search aircraft will find the

operating area of the task force

for visual search of a moderately-

dispersed task force or radar search

of a widely-dispersed task force

Sg 2(x3 x4) for radar search of a moderately-

dispersed formation

g3(x7,x8,x10) for radar search of a task force in

compact formation

x2 : probability that the search aircraft will correctly

identify the aircraft carrier within the task force

given that the task force has been located

= g4(xIIx13)

x3 = probability of the search aircraft passing through the

square containing the task force

= h (x5,x6)

x = probability of detecting one ship in the square if

the square is searched

h2(x7,x8,xlo) for visual search of a moderately-

dispersed task force or radar sea-ch of

a widely-dispersed task force

h 3(Xll) for radar search of a moderately-

dispersed formation

L J
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x5 = number of squares contained in the area of uncertainty
il(X9,Xlo) for visual search of a moderately-

dispersed task force or radar search of

a widely-dispersed task force

ifor radar search of a moderately-dispersed

formation
x = number of squares search aircraft will actually pass

through during search

.3 (xloX12) for visual search of a moderately-dispersed

task force or radar search of a widely-

dispersed task force
4 (xloXl2) for radar search of a moderately-dispersed

formati on

x = length of search aircraft's path within region actually

occupied by the task force
= i5(x10)

8  = sweep width of search aircraft

x9  = area of the region in which the task force is located

x = area of the region actually occupied by the task force

xll = number of units in the task force

X = length of path flown by the search aircraft within

the region in which the task force is located

X = probability that the airborne search radar operator

will incorrectly classify another ship as the aircraft

carrier

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Area actually occupied by the task force is assumed to be

much smaller than the area of the region i;i which the task

force is located.

(b) Once one ship of the task force has been detected, it is pos-

sible for the aircraft to localize (although not necessarily

identify) the other ships at will using its airborne search

radar.
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(c) In the visual se2arch and radar search case,

(c.l) The operating area of the task force can be approxi-

mated by a square that is xlO on a side. This

assumption is convenient for derivation of the equations,

but is not critical to the result. Ships are stationed

randomly within the square.

(c.2) The aircraft search path can be divided into disjoint

segments such that the detection events along any seg-

ment are independent random events.

(c.3) The ship's position is uniformly distributed in the

region actually occupied by the task force.

(c.4) The aircraft's path is random in the region actually

occupied by the task force.

(c.5) On any portion of the path which is small relative to

the total length of the path, but decidedly larger than

the range of possible detection, the aircraft always

detects the ship within the lateral range x8/2 on either

side of the path but never beyond.

(d) During the enemy's search phase, the task force observes com-

plete electronic silence. After the operating area has been

discovered, units are allowed to use nonidentifying emitters

and deception devices.

(e) The task force is assumed to be dispersed over an area so

as to appear random to an airborne observer. To assure this

apparent randomness, each unit moves randomly avound its

assigned station but stays within a specified radius of the

station.

(f) The search aircraft examines each target in turn, until one

is found that is classified, correctly or incorrectly, as the

aircraft carrier, at which point the search terminates.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:
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1.1) Quantitative Fector:

(a) area of che region in which the task force is located
2) Threat Composition: Aircraft

2.1) Sensor: Radar

2.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) sweep width of search aircraft

3) Friendly Force Composition: Task force

3,1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) number of units in the task force

3.2) Tactics:

3.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) task force may assume widely-dispersed, moder-

ately-dispersed, or compact formation
3.2.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) area of region actually occupied by the

task force
4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Task force - Airc,-aft

4.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) length of path flown by the search aircraft
within the region in which the task force is

located
4.2) Platform - Sensor: Task force - Radar

4.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability that the airborne search radar

operator will incorrectly classify another[ ship as the aircraft carrier
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STUDY REVIEW) SUMMNARY NO.(4)-1

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts

2) Report Title: Cost Effectiveness - Mechanical BT vs. Expendable BT

3) Report Number: (AD-367 030)

4) Date: July 1965

5) Classification: Confidential

6) Contract: NObsr-93055 (Department of the Navy, Bureau of Ships)

7) Abstract: In this report are compared the performance character-

istics and costs of the mechanical bathythermograph (MBT) with

those of the expendable bathythermograph (XBT). The XBT allows a

ship to take a thermal profile in heavy seas without slowing down,

changing course, or breaking formation, and this reduces the ship

exposure to enemy attack. Because of having to slow down to employ

an NBT and then catch-up, there results a difference in fuel expen-

diture. This difference is chosen as the basis for comparison.

8) Descriptors: Bathythermograph, environmental system, surface

ship, task force

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: Subsystem

2) Function: Environmental Systems

3) Mission: Bathythermograph maneuver

3.1) Definition: A mechanical bathythermograph (MBT) ship

traveling with a task force slows down, launches an MBT

at low speed, and then catches up with the task force.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Low cost measurement of the vertical

ocean temperature profile

3.3) MOE Selected: Difference in fuel consumption due to the

bathythermograph maneuver
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3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: This MOE gives a basis

for comparison between the mechanical bathyther-

mograph and the expendable bathyther"ograph, and

since launching tie expendable bathythermograph
from a surface ship does not require any change
in the operating schedule, there is no difference

in fuel consumption.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

Case 1 -With fuel expenditure during slowdown to launch

bathythermograph

MOE = fl(Xl,...,x 8)

where

xI  catch-up speed

= task force speed

x3  MBT launching speed I
x4  =catch-up speed fuel demand

x5 = task force speed fuel demand

X6 = MBT launching speed fuel demand

x7 = time to slow down

x time to launch MBT

Case 2 - No fuel expenditure during slowdown t-. "aunch

bathythermograph

MOE : f 2(xl,...,Xl 3 )

where

x9  :mass of ship

x = drag force

X = drag constant

x12 power required to maintain catch-up speed

x13 :=power required to increase speed from MBT Iaunc.,ing

speed to catch-up speed

I

I I
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4) MOE Usage In Study: The MOE was formulated and used as one basis

for comparison between the mechanical bathythermograph and the

expendable bathythermograph

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) In Case 1,

(a.l) The MBT ship, originally cruising with the task force,

slo; uvwn to a spued dL which it can launch an MBT.

After the MBT launch the MBT ship speeds up to catch

the task force, most of the time being spent at the

catch up speed, very little of the time being spent

in accelerating to the catch-up speed.

(a.2) ",uring the MBT maneuver the task force and the MBT

ship move along the same straight line, the task

force maintaining its original speed.

(,.3) The average velocity during slow-down is one-half

the sum of the task force speed and the MBT launch speed.

(b) In Case 2,

(b.l) Until the start of MBT maneuver, task force and the

MBT ship are together traveling at task force speed.

At the start of the maneuver the MBT ship completely

cuts off power to coast to MBT launch speed. When

the MBT ship reaches launch speed, it turns on enough

power to maintain this speed.

(b.2) When the MBT ship finishes the MBT launch, it turns

up power to start catching up with task force. When

the MBT ship reaches catch-up speed, it reduces power

to maintain this speed.

(b.3) At scie time before regaining task force, the MBT

ship completely cuts off power to coast to task

force speed. When the MBT ship speed reaches task

force speed, MBT ship regains task force, and turns

on enough power to maintain task force speed.
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(b.4) The MBT ship and task force travel in a straight line,

the task force maintaining constant speed during the

entire maneuver. Experience shows this assumption to

be reasonable, and it is necessary to confine this

investigation within practical limits.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Friendly Force Composition: Mechanical bathythermograph (MBT)

ship and task force

2.1) Platform Type: MBT ship

2.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) catch-up speed

(b) MBT launching speed

(c) catch-up speed fuel demand

(d) task force speed fuel demand

(e) MBT launching speed fuel demand

(f) time to slow down

(g) time to launch MBT

(h) mass of ship

(i) power required to maintain catch-up speed

(U) power required to increase speed from MBT

launching speed to catch-up speed

2.1.2) Sensor: MBT

2.1.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) drag force
(b) drag const7,nt

2.2) Platform Type: Task force

2.2.1) Quantitdtive Factor:

(a) task force speed
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (5)-I

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Operations Research Incorporated, Silver

Spring, Maryland

2) Report Title: Operational Analysis of Aerial Minelaying Systems

1970-1975, Vol. II The Theory of Aerial Minelaying

3) Authors: L. Gilf'rd and F. S. Zusman

4) Report Number: TR-364 (AD-377 015)

5) Date: 23 March 1966

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Contract: NONR-4955(O0) (Office of Naval Research)

8) Abstract: This report presents a mathematical theory developed

to describe the essential characteristics of an aerial-minelaying

operation. The theory developed -s used to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of alternative minelaying systems. The theory relates

specific well-defined input parameters to mission effectiveness

and costs.

9) Descriptors: Aircraft, antiair warfare, attrition, binomial density

function, cost, mining, Poisson density function, survivability

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Mining

3) Mission: Aerial minelaying

3.1) Definition: A wave of minelaying aircraft flies a specified

number of sorties, in which a sortie consists of planting a

series of mines and returning to a staging area. During any

segment of the sortie, the aircraft may come under attack

from airborne and/or surface anti-aircraft weapons.
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3.2) Criterion For Success: Survival of aircraft and planting
of mines

3.3) MOE Selected: Joint probability that a specified

number of aircraft are killed and a specified number

of mines are unplanted

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: To evaluate the role of

minelaying by aircraft and the comparative effec-

tiveness of alternate aerial minelaying systems, it

is necessary tc develop a measure that reflects the

stochastic nature of various possible outcomes,
displaying the effectiveness (in terms of mines

planted) as well as the costs (in terms of aircraft

attrition).

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE f(x1,..., xlO)

where

= number of aircraft in the initial wave sortie

x = number of sorties to be flown

x3 = mine capacity of a single aircraft

x = a vector whose i- component is the number of

"guns" (or launchers) operating in the i segment

= a matrix whose (ij)t eptry is the number of

"shots" fired (or missiles launched) by the jth

gun in the ith segment

x6 = a matrix whose (i,j)th entry is the single-shot

kill probability of the th gun in the ith segment

x7 = a matrix whose (i,j) th entry represents the firepower

in terms of long-term average number of shots

per time unit that the j- gun is capable of sus-
taining in the it segment

x8  a vector whose ith component represents the time

duration of the i th segment for all aircraft sur-

viving the (i-l) s ' segment
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: a matrix whose (ij)h entry represents thex9
thnumber of aircraft killed by the j!= gun in the

i t h segment

xlO = a vector whose i- h component represents the number

of aircraft surviving the first i segments

4) MOE Usage In Study: The MOE is formulated and applications of

the MOE are presented.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Each aircraft has the same mine capacity.

(b) Each gun in each segment fires at a firepower rate in such

a manner that the probability of getting off a shot in any

small time interval is the same as any other equal sized,

non-overlapping time interval, so that the number of shots

fired follows a Poisson distribution.

(c) The conditional probability distribution of the number of

aircraft killed by a specified gun in a specified segment

is Binomial.

(d) There is no progressive damage to an aircraft, i.e., an air-

craft is either killed or survives.
(e) The enemy strategy is optimal, i.e., if the number of guns

is less than or equal to the number of surviving aircraft in

a segment, the guns are in groups so that composite group

kill probabilities are as close to equal as possible.

(f) No shots are wasted, i.e., there is no overkill. When the

first shot from a group uf two guns kills an aircraft, the

second is used against another target.

(g) The enemy ammunition is effectively limitless.

(h) Each shot is independent of every other shot.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Anti-aircraft weapons
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2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) a vector whose i t h component is the number of "guns"

(or launchers) operating in the ith segment
(b) a matrix whose (i, - entry is the number of "shots"

thfired (or missiles launched) by the jth gun in the

ith segment
th(c) a matrix whose (i,j)th entry represents the firepower

in terms of long-term average number of shots per unit
-thtime that the j- gun is capable of sustaining in the

i h segment

3) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft minelayer

3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) mine capacity of a single aircraft

3.2) Tactics:

3.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) fly a specified number of sorties, each of
which consists of planting mines and returning

to the staging area

3.2.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of aircraft in the initial wave sortie

(b) number of sorties to be flown

(c) a vector whose i th component represents the time

duration of the i h- segment for all aircraft

surviving the (i-l) st segment
4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft minelayer - Antiaircraft weapons

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) a matrix whose (i,j)th entry is the single.-shot

kill probability of the j2 gun in the i- segment
th(b) a matrix whose (i,j)t entry represents the

.th
number of aircraft killed by the j- gun in the
thi- segment

.th
(c) a vector whose i- component represents the

number of aircraft surviving the first i segments
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (5)-2 i

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Operations Research Incorporated, Silver

Spring, Maryland

2) Report Title: Operational Analysis of Aerial Minelaying Systems

1970-1975, Vol. I The Analysis of Aerial-Minelaying Systems

3) Author: S.E. Starley

4) Report Number: TR-364 (AD-377 014)

5) Date: 22 July 1966

6) Classification: Secret

7) Contract: NONR-4955(O0) (Office of Naval Research)

8) Abstract: This report presents the analyses and results of the

operational effectiveness of various aircraft performing an aerial-

minelaying mission. The analysis considers a broad class of factors

and parameters related to mining areas, minefield design, character-

istics, and operation of minelaying aircraft, and characteristics and

operation of enemy air defense systems.

9) Descriptors: Aircraft, air-to-air missile, antiaircraft defense,

antiaircraft gunnery, antiair warfare, attrition, detection, detection

probability, gun director, interception probability, kill probability,

mining, projectile, radar, surface-to-air missile, survivability,

vulnerability

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Mining

3) Mission: Aerial minelaying

3.1) Definition: A wave of minelaying aircraft flies a specified

number of sorties, in which a sortie consists of planting a

series of mines and returning to a staging area. During any
~segment of the sortie, the aircraft may come under attack from

a and/or surface anti-aircraft weapons.
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3.2) Criterion For Success: Survival of aircraft

j 3.3) MOE Selected: Total threat delivered to penetrating aircraft

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: This measure can be used

to determine the expected number of aircraft lost in

accomplishing the mission and thus assess the impact

on mission cost.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

Case 1 - Manned interceptors used for defense

MOE = fl(Xl, x2)

where

x = average single-shot kill probability of the air-to-air

weapon delivered by the interceptor

- g1 (x3, x4, x5)
x2  = number of passes made by an interceptor

= g2(x6,..., x14 )

x = probability of achieving an intercept

x4 = probability of detection and conversion by the interceptor

against the raid, given that the intercept is possible

x = kill probability of the weapon, given that detection and

conversion are possible for the intercept

x 6  = radius of local defense zone

x7  = separation distance between the interceptor air base

and the center of the mining target

x = range from the center of the target area at which the

minelayers are first detected

= flight speeH of the inbound minelaying aircraft

x = reaction time for interceptors, which is defined as the

time that elapses from when the detection was made to

when the interceptors are ready to take-off

X = time required for interceptors to become airborne and

climb to the proper pursuit altitide

X = time required for a reattack pass
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x13 = interceptor speed at the pursuit altitude

X14 = exit or dash-out speed of the minelaying aircraft

Case 2 - Antiaircraft artillery is used for defense

MOE = f2(xl5, xl6, x7)

where

X = sustained rate of fire of the AAA weapon

X16 = average single-shot kill probability cf the AAA weapon

= g3(xl8, X1 9 , x20)

x17 = average time under fire
= 94(x9, X2 ,..., x28)

X = explosive shell fuze reliability
x = total aircraft vulnerable area

x = standard deviation of projectile radial error
g5(x9, x27, x28) for computer-directed AA guns with

radar ranging

6g6(x9) for shoulder-fired weapons or optically

directed weapons on AA mounts
x21 = number of projectile rounds available

x = total AAA site delay time

= h1(X29,..., x32)

x23 = maximum effective slant range of AA battery

x = minelaying aircraft altitude

x = slant range at which minelaying aircraft can first be observed

= h2(x25, x26, x33)

x vector of minelaying aircraft penetration path offset distances
x27 = projectile flight time function

x = projectile ballistic coefficients

x29 = time required to evaluate the observation

x30 = time to train the weapon
x time to acquire and track the target

x = time to commence firing

x33= fire-control radar mask angle
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Case 3 Surface-to-air missiles used for defense

MOE = f3(x34, x35)

where

* x34 = average single-shot kill probability of the missile

x = average number of missiles launched

: g7(x9, x24, x26, x36,.... x42)

x3 6 = maximum slant range at which the missile site radar can

acquire the minelaying aircraft

x = missile site radar mask angle

x = acquisition-to-lock-on time

X = lock-on-to-fire time
x = missile flight time function

x1 = time between salvos in a ripple

x = number of missiles available

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) In Case 1,

(a.l) The local defense zone is a circle with center at the

center of the mining target.

(a..2) The minelaying aircraft ite vulnerable to interceptor

attacks from the time they are detected until the time

they pass out of the interceptor operating range.

(b) In Case 2, the vulnerability of an aircraft to AAA is defined

as the probability of a single random hit causing an) attrition

kill (A-kill), i.e., the level of damage sufficient to caise

the aircraft to fall out of control within 5 minutes.

(c) In Case 3, the missile single-shot kill probability is assumed

to be independent of range and of target characteristics, and

includes all probabilities associated with the system operation.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

I) Physical Environment: Not stated
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2) Threat Composition: Interceptors, AAA site and SAM site

2.1) Platform Type: Interceptors

2.1I) Quantitative Factors:

(a) reaction time for interceptors, which is defined
as the time that elapses from when the detection

was made to when the interceptors are ready to

take-off

(b) time required for interceptors to become airborne

and climb to the proper pursuit altitude

2.1.2) Armament: Air-to-air missile

2.1.3) Deployment:

2.1.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) radius of local defense zone

(b) separation distance between the interceptor

air base and the center of the mining target

2.1.4) Tactics:

2.1.4.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) time required for a reattack pass

(b) interceptor speed at the pursuit altitude

2.2) Platform Type: AAA site

2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) time required to evaluate the observation

(b) time to train the weapon

(c) time to acquire and track the target

(d) time to commence firing
2.2.2) Sensor: Radar

2.2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) fire-control radar mask angle

2.2.3) Armament: Projectile

2.2.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) sustained rate of fire of the AAA weapon

(b) explosive shell fuze reliability

(c) number of projectile rounds available

(d) maximum effective slant range of AA battery
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P(e) projectile flight time function

(f) projectile ballistic coefficients

2.3) Platform Type: SAM site

2.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) acquisition-to-lock-on time

(b) lock-on-to-fire time

2.3.2) Sensor: Radar

2.3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) maximum slant range at which the missile

site radar can acquire the minelaying

aircraft

(b) missile site radar mask angle

2.3.3) Armament: Surface-to-air missile

2.3.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) average single-shot kill probability

of the missile

(b) missile flight time function

(c) number of missiles available

2.3.3.2) Tactics:

2.3.3.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) time between salvos in a ripple

3) Target Composition: Mining target

4) Friendly Force Composition: Aircraft

4.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) flight speed of the inbound minelaying aircraft

4.2) Deployment:

4.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) minelaying aircraft altitude

(b) vector of minelaying aircraft penetration path

offset distances

4.3) Tactics:

4.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) exit or dash-out speed of the minelaying aircraft
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5) Friendly Force Threat Interaction:

5.1) Platform- Platform: Aircraft- Interceptor

5.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability of achieving an intercept

(b) probability of detection and conversion by the

interceptor against the raid, given that the

intercept is possible
5.2) Platform - Armament:

5.2.1) Type: Aircraft - Air-to-air missile

5.2.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) kill probability of the weapon, given

that detection and conversion are possible

for the intercept

5.2.2) Type: Aircraft - Projectile

5.2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) total aircraft vulnerable area
6) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

6.1) Platform - Platform: Aircraft - Mining target

6.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) range from the center of the target area at which

the minelayers are first detected
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MINE COUNTERMEASURES
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STUDY REVILW SUMMARY NO.(6)-l

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Minesweeping Branch, Bureau of Ships,

Washington, D.C.

2) Report Title: Integration of Minesweeping and Minehunting

in Assault Operations

3) Author: R. K. Reber

4) Report Number: Minesweeping 6ranch Technical Memorandum No. 174

(AD-512 912)

5) Date: 1 July 1964

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Abstract: This study extends previous analysis on assault mine

countermeasures. The game theoretic approach is extended to the

case of imperfect information of pertinent parameters. Rationale

for division of effort between sweeping and searching is given.

Once an appropriate division is specified, sweeping and searching

procedures can be specified even with imperfect information.

Casualties to countermeasures vessels are considered and rules

are given to carry out operations in each part of a channel or area.

8) Descriptors: Assault ship, game theory, mine, mine countermeasure,

minehunter, minesweeper

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: Force

2) Function: Mine Countermeasures

3) Mission: Mine clearance

3.1) Definition: A cnmbination of minesweepers and minehunters

search for mines in an area to be traveled by assault ships.
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Diagonal sweeping is employed for wide areas arid central

~channel sweeping is employed for narrow channels.

3.2) Criterion- For Success: Clearance of minefield

3.3) MOE Selected: Risk to ships in the assault operation.

For the wide area case the risk is defined to be the fraction

of mines initially in the area or channel which are

expected to be exploded by Vi e ships. For the narrow chan-

nel case the risk is defined to be the ratio of the

expected number of mines exploded by ships to the expected

number of mines in a channel of width six times the standard

deviation of the navigational error for assault ships.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

Case I - Sweepable type mines are laid in a wide area

MOE f fl(x"" X5)

where

x I  :percentage clearance which is obtained in the mine-

hunting operation

=g(X 6,.. X 10

x2 =equivalent number of runs through full length of
channel made by the sweeps actually used

9 2(Xll, x12)

x = number of transits of the channel by the assault

ships (not including countermeasures vlessels)

x 4 = aggregate actuation width of sweeps

x 5 = average aggregate actuation width of assault ships

for sweepable mines
x6 o fraction of al i;ines which are undetectable

x 7  efficiri ncy parameter for minehuntieng

x8 c equiv,ient number of runs through full length of

chantel made by mniehunters acttally used

= h1(X ,, x13)
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x9  aggregate detection width of search gear

2(x14, x15)

xO = width of area or channel

X : =fraction of the total countermeasures effort which

is in minesweeping

x = equivalent numer of runs through the full length

of channel made by sweeps assuming all countermeasures

vessels are used as sweepers

= h3 (x16, xlT)

x = equivalent number of runs through full length
of channel made by minehunters assuming all

countermeasures vessels are used as hunters

= i(xl6, x18)
= characteristic detection width of search gear

x = characteristic detection probability of search gear

x = total number of minehunters and sweepers

(sweeper available for regular influence sweeping)

x = equivalent number of runs through full length

of channel made by each sweep

x = equivalent number of runs through full length

channel made by each minehunter

r.e 2 - One type of sweepable and one type of unsweepable

mine are laid in a wide area

MOE = f2(xl,..., x5 '^19' x20)

where

x = fraction of all mines which are sweepable

x20 = a parameter for unsweepable mines in wide area

= g3(x3, xlO, x21)

x21= average aggregate actuation width of assault ships

for unsweepable mines
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Case 3 - Sweepable type mines are laid in a narrow channel

MOE f (x1,..., x

Case 4 - One type of sweepable and one type of unsweepable

mine are laid in a narrow channel

MOE = f4(x1,..., x5, x19 , x22)

where

S22 =a parameter for unsweepable mines in a narrow

channel

g4(x3, x21, x23)

x =standard deviation of navigational error for

assault ships

3.5) Additional MOE's Identified:

(a) Expected number of casualties

(b) Expected fraction of mines not found in minehunting

operation

(c) Expected percentage clearance obtained in the mine-

hunting operation

4) MOE Usage In Study: The MOE's were formulated and used to find

"he approximate optimal division of effort between minesweeping

and minehunting for mine neutralization operations when the

exact values of the parameters are not known.

5) Special St-jdy Assumptions:

(a) Each mine exploded by a ship sinks or disables the ship.

(b) A limited and definite time interval is available for

carryi;ig out countermeasures by a countermeasure force

whose size is fixed.

(c) All divisions of effort between sweeping and hunting are

possible, implying that all countermeasures vessels can

be used as sweepers and that all can be used as hunters.

(d) The ship paths arc. distributed uniformly over the width

of the channel or area.
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(e) In wide area case,

(e.l) Diagonal sweeping and uniform searching methods

are employed.

(e.2) When part of the sweeping or hunting effort consists

of runs through only part of the channel, the frac-

tion of the total operating time spent on turns is

not significantly greater than it would be if all

runs were of full length. (An approximate method

of correcting for the greater time on turns for

short runs is presented).

(f) In the narrow channel case,

(f.i) The ship paths are assumed to have a Gaussian

across-channel distribution.

(f.2) A combination of uniform searching in a nominal

channel of suitable width and an appropriate central

channel sweeping operation is employed.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

1,1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) width of area or channel
2) Threat Composition: Sweepable and unsweepable mines

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) fraction of all mines which are sweepable

3) Friendly Force Composition: Minesweepers, minehunters and

assault ships

3.1) Platform Type: Minesweeper

3.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) aggregate actuation width of sweep

(b) characteristic detection width of search gear

(c) characteristic detection probability of

search gear

(d) total number of sweepers
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3.1.2) Tactics:

3.1.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) diagonal sweeping mode in wide

area case and central channel

sweeping mode in the narrow chan-

nel case

3.1.2.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) fraction of the total coumnter--

measures effort which :s . ine-

sweeping

(b) equivalent number of runs th" jgh

full length of channel made by each

sweep

3.2) Platform Type: Minehunter

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) characteristic detection width of search gear

(b) characteristic detection probability of

search gear

(c) total number of minehunters

3.2.2) Tactics:

3.2.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) uniform searching

3.2.2.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) equivalent number of runs through

full length of channel made by each

minehunter

(b) efficiency parameter for minehunting

3.3) Platform Type: Assault ship

3.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) standard deviation of navigational error

for assault ships
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3.3.2) Deployment:

3.3.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) ship paths distributed uniformly

over the width of the channel or area

3.3.2.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) number of transits of the channel

by the assault ships

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform:

4.1.1) Type: Minehunter - Sweepable and unsweepable mines

4.1.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) fraction of all mines which are

undetectable

4.1.2) Type: Assault ship - Sweepa!le mines

4.1.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) average aggregate actuation width of

assault ships for sweepable mines

4.1.3) Type: Assault ship - Unsweepable mines

4.1.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) average aggregate actuation width of

assault ships for unsweepable mines
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STUDY REVIEW SUMM4ARY N.(6)-2

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Operations Research Incorporated, Silver

Spring, Maryland

2) Report Title: Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Oceangoing Fully

Supported Small-Displacement Mine-Clearance Ships
3) Authors: S. E. Starley, S. E. Gottlieb, J. M. Sheehan and

F. P. Falci, Jr.

4) Report Number: TR-329 (AD.-366 893)

5) Date: 25 June 1965

6) Classification: Secret

7) Contract: N600(61331)61097 (U.S. Navy Mine Defense Laboratory)

8) Abstract: This report examines the operation of small-displacement

mine-clearance ships. Comparisons are made for alternative ship

characteristics based on their operational effectiveness in clearing

an enemy minefield. The mine-clearance operations examined in
this analysis include those associated with offensive and defensive

naval missions. These operations include minesweeping of both

moored mines and bottom influence mines, and minehunting and

neutralization of bottom mines.

9) Descriptors: Mine, mine countermeasures, minehunting, mine-

sweeping, Poisson density function

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: Force

2) Function: Mine Countermeasures

3) Mission: Mine clearance

3.1) Definition: Mine-clearance ships operate in support of

offensive amphibious assault operations and/or in support
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of aefensive operations, such as defense of harbors and

over-the-beach logistic supply sites. This effort consists

of minesweeping of moored mines and bottom influence mines,

and minehunting and neutralization of botto mines.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Clearance of minefield

3.3) M- Sr'lected: Total force level required to clear a given

area in a given time

3.4) FuncLional Form Of MOE:

Case 1 - Minesweeping force

MOE = fl(xi) x2)

where

x number of ships required in the minesweeping force

to clear a given area in a given time

: gl(x 3 ""' x9)

x2 = expected number of minesweeping ships lost due to

attrition in the minefield

area to be cleared by minesweeping force

x4 = turning time per turn for minesweeping ship

x5 = speed of advance of minesweeping ship through minefield

while sweeping

x6 = track separation distance between two succeeding tracks

of minesweeping vehicles

x7 = time available for continual minesweeping operations

x = sweep path distance along minesweeping track before

a turn is required

x9  expected sweep time per day per minesweeping ship

hl(Xlo, Xll, x12 ) for moored minesweeping

1h2(x13, x14) for influence minesweeping

xlO maximum number of moored sweep gear failures possible

in a day for a single ship

i3236 ,



X = a random variable representing the minimum sweep time

for a given number of moored sweep gear failures for

a single ship with a given numbe-' of spare gears

= i,(xi 3 ... , xlS)

x = probability density function for x

il(Xl, x19)

x = daily time limit for minesweeping vehicle operation

(limited by daylight or crew fatigue)

x14= time for minesweeping ship to make a round-trip

transit between the support area and the minefield

plus the initial streaming and final retrieval of

sweep gear

2 (X17, x 18 , X25 , x2 6 , x27)

x = number of moored sweep gear failures

x = number of moored sweep gear spares

x.7 : clearance gear-streaming time for minesweeping ship

x.8 = clearance gear-retrieval time for mir.esweeping ship

x.9 = rate of encountering mines that will desrroy moored

sweep gear

= k(x5 , x6, x20)

x20 = density of moored minefield devices (moored mines

or moored obstruction mines) that will destroy moored

sweep gear

= i(xnl,..., x17)

x = probability that a moored minefield device is an

obstructor mine

x22= probability that a moored obstructor mine will destroy

moored sweep gear

x23 probability that a moored mine (non-obstructor)

will destroy sweep gear

x24 density of moored mines
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LjJ >.1

x = free-route (no gear in tow) Lustained speed for

minesweeping ship

x = transit distance between support area and minefield

for minesweeping ship

x =average minesweeping vehicle speed while streaming

or retrieving gear

Case 2 - Minehunting force

MOE :f 2(x28, x29)

where

X = number of s' :r-s required in the minehunting force to

clear a given area in a given time -

g2(x30,..., x40)

x 29 expected number of minehunting ships lost due to

attrition in the minefield

x30  time available for continual minehuntitr- operations

x = daily time limit for minehunting vehicle operation

(limited by daylight or crew fatigue)

x32  time for minehunting ship to make a round-trip

transit between the support area and the minefield

plus initial streaming and final retrieval of clear-

ance gear

= h3 (x4 1 ,,..., x45)

x33 =number of coverages over the area

x34= track separation distance between two succeeding

tracks of a minehuntin5 vehicle during detection

operati on

x35= speed of advance of minehinting ship through mine-

field while detecting

x36= turning time per turn for minehunting ship

x37= sweep path distance along minehunting track before

a turn is required
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x38 : area to be cleared by minehunting force

x39 = expected value of the time out for classification

and neutralization of mines

= h4 (x33 , x46 ,..., x50)

X40 = expected value of the time out for classification
and neutralization of false targets

= h5(x33, x4P x48, x51, x52, x53)

X,. = free-route (no gear in tow) sustained speed of

minehunting ship

x42 = transit distance between support area and minefield

for minehunting ship

x43 = average minehunting vehicle speed while streaming

or retrieving gear

x44 = clearance gear-streaming time for minehunting ship
clearance gear-retrieval time for minehunuLng ship

x46 = number of mines in area to be cleared by minehunting
ship

= i2(x38, x54)

x47 = time to classify a detected mine or false target

xA8 = time to conduct one neutralization attempt

x49 = time to classify a detected mine as a mine

X50 = probab4lity of detecting a single mine in a single

coverage

x5l = number of false targets in area to be cleared by

minehunting ship
: i3(x38, x55)

x52 = probability of classifying a detected false target

as a mine

x53 = probability of detecting a single false target in

a single coverage

x54 = density of bottom mines

x55 = density of false targets
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3.5) Additional MOE's Identified:
(a) Expected number of mines neutralized in minehunting

operation

(b) Expected number of neutralization units required per

day in minehunting operation

4) MOE Usaae In Study: The MOE was formulated and used to compare

the operational effectiveness of alternative small-displacementc

mine-clearance ships.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) In the minesweeping case,

(a.l) The mines are uniforaly distributed in space

(latitude and longitude).

(a.2) For influence minesweeping no gear failures occur.

(a.3) The rate (in destroyers ptr sweep hour) of encountering

mines that will destroy moored sweep gear is constant,

and the probability density function of the number

of mines that will destroy moored sweep gear is Poisson.

(b) In the minehuntig case,

(b.l) All coverages are independent with respect to detec-

tion and classification, i.e., the probability of

detecting a mine as a mine-like object and classifying

it as a mine is the same for all coverages.

(b.2) For each detection of a mine, a classification oper-

ation is performed.

(b.3) A neutralization operation will occur only once for

each detection classified as a mine. Contacts that

have been subjected to a neutralization operation will

be marked and ignored on succeeding coverages if they

contiaiuE to be detected as mine-like.

(c) No consideration is given to the probability that the raine-

clearance vessels are able to refuel successfully when

necessary.
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C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) density of false targets

2) Threat Composition: Moored mines and bottom influence mines

2.1) Platform Type: Moored mine
2.1.1) Deployment:

2.1.1.1) Qualitative Factor:

(<) uniformly distributed in area

2.1.1.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability that a moored minefield

device is an obstructor mine
(b) density of moored mines

2.2) Platform Type: Bottom influence mine

2.2.1) Deployment:

2.2.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) density of bottom mines

3) Friendly Force Composition: Minesweepers and minehunters

3.1) Platform Type: Minesweeper

3.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) turning time per turn for minesweeping ship
(b) speed of advance of minesweeping ship through

minefield while sweeping

(c) time available for continual minesweeping

operations

(d) maximum number of moored sweep gear failures

possible in a day for a single ship

(e) daily time limit for minesweeping vehicle
operation (limited by daylight or crew fatigue)

(f) number of moored sweep gear soares

(g) clearance gear-streaming time for i;,!,-sweeping

ship
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(h) clearance gear-retrieval time for minesweeping

.hi p

(i) free-route (no gear in tow) sustained speed

for minesweeping ship

(j) average minesweeping vehicle speed while

streaming or retrieving gear

(k) number of moored sweep gear failures

3.1.2) Tactics:

3.1.2.1) Qualitative Factors:

(a) for meored minesweeping either

protected echelon or nonprotected
formations are used

(b) for influence-sweeping the frmation

consists of single-coverage grid

:.weeping with overlapping of the sweep-

gear characteristic a .zrx tion width

3.1.2.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) track separation distance ,b-etween

two succeeding tracks of minesweeping

vehicles

(b) sweep path distance along minesweeping

track before a turn is required

3.2) Platform Type: Minehunter

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) time available for continual minehunting oper-

ations

(b) daily time limit for mineh :nting vehicle oper-

ation (limited by daylight or crew fatigue)

(c) speed of advance of minehunting ship through

minefield while detecting

(d) turning time per turn for minehunting ship

(e) free-route (no gear in tow) sustained speed

ef minehunting ship
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(f) average minehunting vehicle speed while

streaming or retrieving gear

(g) clearance gear-streaming time fc- no nehunting

ship

(h) clearan;ce gear-retrieval time for minehunting

zhip

3.2.2) Tactics:

3.2.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) minehunting tactics are based on a

contiruing series of single mine-

clearance operations

3.2.2.2) Qiuant~iktive Factors:

(-a) ,w.iber of coverages over the area
(b) track separation distance between

two succeeding tracks of a minehunting

vehicle during detection operation

(c) sweep path distance alonG -nnehunting

track before a turn is required

4) Friendly Fore2 - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platfo,m- Piatform:

4.1.1) Type: Minesweeper - Moored miro;. bottom influence

mines

4.1.1.1) Quantitative Factors:
(a) expected number of minesweeping ships

lost due to attrition in the minefield
(b) area to be cleared by minesweeping force

(c) transit distance between support urea

and minefield for rAnesweeping ship

4.1.2) Type: Minesweeper - Moored mines

,4.1.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) pr;"dbility That a moored obstrucor

mine will destroy moored sweep gear

(b) probability that a moored mine (non-

obstructor) will destroy sweep gear
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4; 4.1.3) Type: Minehunter - Bottom Influence mines

4.1.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) expected number of minehunting ships

lost due to attrition in the minefield

(b) area to be cleared by minehuntng force

(c) transit distance between support area

and minefield for minehunting ship

(d) time to classify a detected mine or

false target

(e) time to conduct one neutralization

attempt

(f) time to classify a detected mine as a

mine

(g) probability of detecting a single mine

in a single coverage

(h) probability of classifying a detected

false target as a mine

(i) probability of detecting a single

false target in a single coverage
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (6)-3

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Minesweeping Bran;h, Bureau of Ships,

SWashington, D.C.

2) Report Title: Risk to Mine Countermeasures Vessels in Assault

Operations

3) Author: R.K. Reber

4) Report Number: Minesweeping Branch Technical Note No. 36 (AD-517 452)

5) Date: 29 July 1964

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Abstract: The present paper considers risk to the mine countermeasures

vessels as it relates to the problem of integrating minesweeping and

minehunting in assault operations. In particular, consideration is

given to the effect of risk to countermeasures vessels on the appropriate

choice of a sequencc of mine countermeasures operations and on the

appropriate choice of a division of effort between sweeping and

hunting. Also considered is the question of what can be accomplished

by precursor sweeping in assault operations. Although the study is

concerned mainly with assault operations, the simpler but related

problem of countermeasures risK in clearance operations is considered

briefly.
8) Descriptors: Assault ship, game theory, mine, mine countermeasure,

minehunter, minesweeper, ship counter device

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation LoveI: Force

2) Function: Mine Countermeasures

3) Mission: Mine clearance

3.1) Definition: A combination of minesweepers and minehunters

search for mines in an area to be traveled by assault ships.
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m3j.
3.2) Criterion For Success: Clearance of minefield

3.3) MOE Selected: Risk to the countermeasures vessels, which is

defined as the expected value of the ratio of the number of

mines exploded within the damage radius of the countermeasures

vessels to the number of mines initially in the channel or

area in which countermeasures are carried out

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

Case 1 - Clearance sweeping

MOE = f1 (XIS x2 )

where

x = risk to minehunters in first minehunting operation in

area clearance

=g 1 (x3 ' x4 ' x5 2 x8 )

x = risk to minesweepers in sweeping operation in area clearance
= g2x9, xOX

9 x 10 x1
x4  = characteristic detection width of search gear

x = characteristic detection probability of search gear

x = aggregate danger width of minehunter

= h (x6, x7)

x = danger front of minehunter

x7  = probability of actuating while within the danger area

a mine with random athwartship position within the

danger front

x = specified clearance in fractional units of detectable

1-count mines during the minehunting searching operation

taking into consideration both the mines which are detected

and neutralized and the mines which are exploded by the

field of the hunter
x 9  = aggregate actuation width of sweeps

x = aggregate danger width of sweeper
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X = fraction of mines neutralized or removed during the

hunting operation

h2 (x8 , xl 2 , Xl3 , x l 4 )

x12 specified mi'nehunting clearance of detectable mines

in fractional units

x13 = fraction of mines in area that are undetectable

x = maximum ship-count setting

Case 2 - Non-clearance sweeping (in preparation for an assault operation

MOE = f2 (x13 , x15 , x16 )

where

= risk to countermeasures vessels from detectable minesx 15

- g3(x17 ,..., x20)

x1 6 = risk to countermeasures vessels from undetectable mines

= g4(x21,..., x24)

x17 = risk to minesweepers from detectable mines in first

minesweeping operation

- h3 (x9, xIO, x25, x26)

x18= risk to minesweepers from detectable mines in second

minesweeping operaticn(x- ,  x8 .... 2 )

4 9 , x25'' 29

x risk to minehunters from detectable mines in first

minehunting operation

- h5 (x 3 , x4, x5 x25, x26, x29)

x20 = risk to minehunters from detectable mines in second

minehunting operation

- h6 (x3 , x4 , x5 , x2 5, x2 6 , x2 7 , x29 , x30)

x21 = risk to minesweepers from undetectable mines in first

minesweeping operation

= h7(x9, x10, x25, x26)
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x = risk to minesweepers from undetectable mines in second
minesweeping operation

h8(x9, xlO, x25,..., x33)

x risk to minehunters from undetectable mines in first

minehunting operation

h9(x25, x29, x32)

x = risk to minehunters from undetectable mines in second

minehunting operation

: hlo(x25, x27, x30, x3

x25 = average search density due to sweeps for the first

sweeping operation
x26 = ship-count setting

x7 = average search density due to sweeps for the second

sweeping operation

specified minehunting clearance of detectable mines in

fractional units in the first searching operation

x = specified percentage clearance in fractional units of

detectable 1-count mines during the first minehunting

operation

x30 specified percentage clearance in fractional units of

detectable 1-count mines during the first and second

minehunting operation
x31= specified minehunting clearance of detectable mines in

fractional units in the first and second searching operations

x32  average sweeping density due to field of minehunters for

first searching operation
x33= average sweeping density due to field of minehunters for

second searching operation

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation only

5) Special Study Assumptions:
(a) Mines which are detected on any given run are detected a safe

distance ahead or abeam and they are then neutralized without

risk to the hunter; this is called ahead neutralization.
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(b) The major risk to the counter.easures vessels comes from

acoustic mines.

(c) Results are obtained only for the case of wide channels or

areas for which diagonal sweeping is appropriate.

(d) Mines which present a risk to the countermeasures vessels

are sweepable by the sweep gear.

(e) Hunters do not tow acoustic sweeps since it appears impractical

to do so in ahead neutralization.

(f) In clearance sweeping,

(f.l) The area may contain both sweepable and unsweepable

mines and both detectable and undetectable mines.

(f.2) There is sufficient sweeping and hunting to obtain

a very high percentage of clearance of all sweepable

and all detectable mines.

(f.3) Hunting is carried out first with a searching level

sufficient to obtain a specified value of x12.

(f.4) The field of the hunter can not actuate mines outside

the damage radius of the hunter.

(f.5) Risk from detectable mines with count setting higher

than one will be assumed to be negligible.

(f.6) Ship count settings are uniformly distributed.

(f.7) There is no risk to the minehunters in the second

hunting operation since after the first hunting operation

all remaining sweepable mines are removed by a sweeping

operation.

(f.8) Sweeping is by the skip track method.

(g) In non-clearance sweeping,

(g.l) Assault sweeping is carried out in two stages separated

by a minehunting stage. The final sweeping stage is

followed by a second minehunting stage.

(g.2) All sweeps are perfect.

(g.3) Sweeping in each stage is by the diagonal method in

order to give maximum protection to the minehunters

as well as to the assault ships.
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C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Mines

2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) mix of sweepable and unsweepable

2.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) fraction of mines in area that are undetectable

(b) maximum ship-count setting

(c) ship-count setting

3) Friendly Force Composition: Minesweepers and minehunters

3.1) Platform: Minehunter

3.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) characteristic detection width of search gear
(b) characteristic detection probability of search gear

(c) danger front of minehunter

3.2) Platform: Minesweeper

3.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) aggregate danger width of sweeper

3.3) Tactics:

3.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) average search density due to sweeps for the

first sweeping operation

(b) average search density due to sweeps for the

second sweeping operation
(c) average sweeping dtnsity due to field of mine-

hunters for first searching operation

(d) average sweeping density due to field of mine-

hunters for second searching operation
4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform:

4.1.1) Type: Minehunter- Mines
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4.1.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability of actuating while within

the danger area a mine with random

athwartship position within the danger

front

(b) specified clearance in fractional units

of detectable 1-count mines during the

minehunting searching operation taking

into consideration both the mines which

are detected and neutralized and the

mines which are exploded by the field of

the hunter

(c) specified minehunting clearance of

detectable mines in fractional units

(d) specified minehunting clearance of

detectable mines in fractional units

in the first searching operation

(e) specified percentage clearance in

fractional units of detectable 1-count

mines during the first minehunting operation

(f) specified percentage clearance in frac-

tional units of detectable 1-count mines

during the first and second minehunting

operation

(g) specified minehunting clearance of detectable

mines in fractional units in the first and

second searching optrations

4.1.2) Type: Minesweeper .- Mines

4.1.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) aggregate actuation width of sweeps
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(7)

OCEAN SURVEILLANCE
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.(7)-l

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Planning Research Corporation, Los Angeles,

California

2) Report Title: Cost and Effectiveness of Selected Ocean-Area

Surveillance Systems

3) Authors: A. W. Corry and J. M. Chester

4) Report Number: PRC R-452 (AD-349 418)

5) Date: 31 December 1963

6) Classification: Secret

7) Abstract: This study deals with methods for accomplishing ocean-

area surveillance. Consideration is given to the cost of satellite

systems and the cost and effectiveness of aircraft systems for

performing surveillance. Other techniques are discussed and com.

parisons are made relative to the practicality and'applicability

of such systems to the overall task of performing ocean-area sur-

veillance.

8) Descriptors: Aircraft, cost, optical detection, optical sensor,

optical tracking, satellite, surveillance

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Ocean Surveillance

3) Mission: Surveillance of ocean area

3.1) Definition: A satellite using an optical sensor scans the

ocean-area in search of ships.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Surveillance and establishment of

the track of ships at sea
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3.3) MOE Selected: Probability of successful tracking of a vessel

for a voyage of specified duration

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xl, x2, x3)

where

= voyage duration

x = one-half the maximum time duration between vessel

sightings

x = probability of tracking failure during a period of

x2 days

- g(x 9 , xA,..., x7 )

x 4  =number of scans of a vessel in daylight hours

x = number of times per day a vessel is scanned

x 6  = h1 (X5, x8 )

x7  h2(x5, x9)

x8  =average duration (in days) of cloudy weather

x9  =average duration (in days) of clear weather

3.5) Additional MOE Identified:

(a) Number of satellites required to provide a specified

level of surveillance

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Photographs taken of individual ships are of sufficient

quality that recognition can be accomplished.

(b) The vessel to be tracked must be seen at least once in

consecutive fixed periods of a specified length during

the voyage.

(c) The persistence of weather is taken into account for each

period, but is ignored from one period to the next.

(d) Vessel sightings are independent from period to period.
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C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

I) Physical Environment:

L.i) Quantitative Factors:

(a) average duration (in days) of cloudy weather

(b) average duration (in days) of clear weather

2) Target Composition: Vessel

2.1) Deployment:

2.1.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) on ocean surface

3) Friendly Force Composition: Satellite

3.1) Deployment:

3.1.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) orbiting the earth

3.1.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) voyage duration

(b) one-half the maximum time duration between

vessel sightings

j friendly Force - Target interaction:

4.1) P.aWlorm - Platform: Satellite - Vessel

4,1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of scans of a vessel in daylight hours

(b) number of times per day a vessel is scanned
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (7)-2

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,

California

2) Report Title: Optimal Allocation of Pacific Fleet Patrol Aircraft

among Selected Deployment Sites

3) Author: S. S. Massey, Jr.

4) Report Identification: Thesis for the Masters of Science in

Operations Research, (AD-704 083)

5) Date: October 1969

6) Classification: Unclassified

7) Abstract: A methodology is developed which determines the optimal

allocation of patrol forces among selected deployment sites. The

procedure uses a linear programming algorithi; which minimizes a

linear cost function, subject to restraining equatio:'is representing

the total hours available, the relationship between on-station and

transit hours, and base loading. The methodology can be utilized

to determine the allocation of forces among selected bases, reallocation

of forces when a base, or bases, must be removed from consideration,

and the effect of utilizing additionai bases.

8) Descriptors: Aircraft, cost, force allocation, linear programming,

surveillance

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Ocean Surveillance

3) Mission: Surveillance of ocean area

3.1) Definition: Patrol aircraft provide surveillance coverage

of specific coastal or ocean areas.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Provide required patrol coverage at

least cost
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3,3) MOE Selected: Minimum cost of providing the required on-

station hours

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = min f(x ,  X12 )
xl

where

f(xl,..., x.2) = total cost of providing the required on-station

hours given allocation st-ategy x

x = a matrix whose (i,j,k)t'h entry represents the number of

on-station hours per month allocated to area (ij) from

base k

x2 = a matrix whose (i,jk)th entry represents the cost per

on-station hour in area (i,j) when flown from base k

= gi(x8 , x9, X13)

x3  = a matrix whose (ij)th entry represents the on-station

hours per month required in area (i,j)

x4  = a matrix whose (i,j,k) th entry represents the number of

transit hours per month to area (i,j) from base k

x5 = total hours available per month for training and mis-

cellaneous flying at all bases

x6  = a vector whose ith component represents the flight time

in hours per month available from base i

x7 = total flight hours available

x = a vector whose ith component represents the average sortie

length in hours from base i

Y = a matrix whose (ij,k)th entry represents the distance in

nautical miles from base k to operating area (i,j)

x -" numoer of bases

Xl number of vertical strips in the rectangular grid

X12 = number of horizontal strips in the rectangular grid

X13 =a vector whose i-h component represents the cost per

flight hour when flown from base i

x length of each rectangular subarea

x15= width of each rectangular subarea
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S16 a vector whose i-th component represents the location

of base i

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) All aircraft used have identical characteristics.

(b) An area A exists into which it is desired to allocate a specific

amount of patrol effort. To facilitate the development, a

rectangular grid is superimposed upon A and its supporting

bases. This grid is of sufficient size that all of area A

and its supporting bases are enclosed within the borders of

the rectangle. Moreover, the grid will subdivide area A into

a number of subareas of equal size.

(c) Any flight designated to operate in a specific area will proceed

to the center of that area prior to beginning its on-station period.

(d) The system under consideration, :hat of patrol aircraft and bases,

has been in the operating forces for many years; hence any costs

associated with any Research and Development, or Investment phase

is not considered. The annual operating costs, those recurring

outlays which are needed to operate and maintain activities in

service, are the only costs considered.

(e) The ccst is assumed to be a linear function of the on-station hours.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of vertical strips in the rectangular grid

(b) number of horizontal strips in the rectangular grid

(c) length of each rectangular subarea

(d) width of each rectangular subarea

2) Friendly Force Composition: Bases and Aircraft (P-3)

2.1) Platform Type: Base

2.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) total hours available per month for training and

miscellaneous flying at all bases
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(b) a vector whose i component represents the flight

time in hours per month available from base i

(c) a vector whose it -component represents the average

sortie length in hours from base i

(d) number of bases
th

(e) a vector whose i- component represents the cost

per flight hour when flown from base i

2.1.2) Deployment:

2.1.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) a vector whose i-h component represents

the location of base i

(b) a matrix whose (i,j,k)Lh entry represents

the distance in nautical miles from base

k to operating area (i,j)

2.2) Platform Type: Aircraft

2.2.1) Deployment:

2.2.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) total flight hours available

2.2.2) Tactics:

2.2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) a matrix whose (i,j)th entry represents

the on-station hours per month required

in area (i,j)

(b) a matrix whose (i,j,k) th entry represents

the number of transit hours per month to

area (ij) from base k
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (7)-3

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: U.S. Naval Electronics Laboratory Center,

San Diego, California

2) Report Title: A General Localization Probability Model for EM

Emitters in a DF Network

3) Report Author: D. M. Heller

4) Report Number: TN-ID81

5) Date: 1 December 1970

6) Classification: Unclassified

7) Abstract: This report presents a methodology for establishing

an analytical expression for the probability of localization as

a function of bearing accuracy of direction finders (DF), the ge-

ometry of the communication situation, and the probability of

signal detection for a defined network of directi.on finding sites.

8) Descriptors: Communications, detection, direction finding,

localization, normal density function, submarine, surveillance

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Ocean Surveillance

3) Mission: Surveillance of ocean area

3.1) Definition: A network of direction finding sites

is distributed so as to provide surveillance over a

'large ocean area in which a patrolling submarine may,

on occasion, come to the surface and transmit a brief radio

message. This electromagnetic emission, when detected at one

or more DF sites, initiates a submarine localization effort.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Successful determination oF bearing

to transmitting submarine
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3.3) MOE Selected: Probability that at least one pair of
direction finding sites successfully determines bearings and
the localization area to a specified size

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(x 1 ,x2 , x3)
where

x I = number of direction finding sites
x = a vector whose it-h component is the probability

that site i detects the con,1unication and establishes

a bearing on the submarine

3  a matrix whose (i,j)- entry is the probability that

the true location of the submarine is within area x
given that bearings from sites i and j are used to deter-

mine the center of x

= g(xl,x4,...,x 9 )

x4 = required localization area

x5 = a vector whose i h component represents the bearing

error for site i
x = variance of the bearing error for each direction

finding site

x a matrix whose (i,j)th entry is the distance between

sites i and j
= horizontal coordinate of the true submarine location

at time of communication

x9  vertical coordinate of the true submarine location

at time of communication

3.5) MOE Uszge It, Study: Formulation and illustrative numerical

res ul t,

3.6) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) The submarine electromagnetic emissions must meet

specified direction finding site detection critera.

(b) True submarine Ication does not lie on a line connecting

any two DF sites.
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(c) The bearing error for each DF site is normally dis-
tributed with mean zero and constant variance (x
the same for each site.

(d) In the formulation of the MOE the events are treated
as independent in the sense that the detection of the
submarine communication by one site is independent of the
detection of the submarine communication by another site.
It is felt that, cven though not correct, it is a good
approximation.

(e) First order approximations are used in determining sub-
marine position errors.

(f) The network of DF sites is stationary.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated
2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Platform: Submarine

2.1.1) Deployment:

2.1.1.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) patrol of ocean area
2.1.1.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) horizontal coordinate of the true
submarine location at time of communication

(b) vertical coordinate of the true sub-
marine location at time of communication

3) Friendly Force Composition: Network of direction finding (DF) sites
3.1) Platform: OF sites

3.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of direction finding sites
(b) a vector whose ith component represents the

bearing error for site i
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(c) variance of the bearing error for each

direction finding site

3.1.2) Deployment:

3.1.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) stationary array

3.1.2.2) Quantitative Factor:
th(a) a matrix whose (i,j)- entry is the

distance between sites i and j

3.1.3) Tactics:
3.1.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) required localization area
4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: DF sites - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:
(a) a vector whose ith component is the probability

that site i detects the communication and

extablishes a bearing on the submarine
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SUBMARINE ASW
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.(8)-l

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Daniel H. Wagner, Associates, Paoli,

Pennsyl vani a

2) Report Title: Submarine - Versus - Submarine Secure Sweep Width

Manual

3) Report Number: DHWA Log No. 13-504

4) Date: 17 December 1964

5) Classification: Confidential

6) Contract: Nonr-4192(OO)(X) and Nobs-92146 (Ship Silencing Branch,

Bureau of Ships)

7) Abstract: A method is presented in manual form for predicting a

specific submarine's secure sweep width or secure sweep rate

against a specific type of submarine target. These measures of

effectiveness exclude detections previously counterdetected by

the target. Either adversary may be nuclear or diesel. The

methods are illustrated by examples and are applied to a varietyj

of problems in choice of optimal speeds and other tactical para-
meters.

8) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, detection, normal density

function, sonar, submarine, transitor

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine ASW

3) Tactical Situations:

3.1) Tactical Situation Type: SSK versus Transitor
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3.1.1) Definition: A submarine covers a frontage against

which enemy submarines attempt to penetrate or to

transit past.

3.1.2) Criterion For Success: Obtain secure detection of

submarine

3.1.3) MOE Selected: Secure sweep width, which is defined

as the product of the width of frontage over which

target crossings are equally likely at all points

times the expected fraction of targets on which own

ship makes secure detection

3.1.3.1) Rationale For Selection: Secure sweep

width gauges the ability of own ship

to cover frontage, and is particularly

relevant to SSK versus transitor. This

MOE combines a variety of acoustic effects,

kinematic effects, and probabilistic effects

on detection into a single number--this

number may be used to compare one ship

against another or one tactic against

another, as well as to estimate force re-

quirements for detection purposes. This

MOE may also be used in planning and analyzing

exercises. By restricting the MOE to

secure detections, account is taken auto-

matically of counterdetection possibilities.

3.1.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

Case 1 SSK an-Id transitor are both nuclear submarines

(MOE) 1 = f1 (Xl x2)

where

xI  : tentative secure sweep width (nuclear vs.

nuclear)

: gl(x 3 'x4 )
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x = kinematic correction factor for secure

sweep width (nuclear vs. nuclear)

1i if own ship hovers

= 2(x5,x6) if own ship and target ship courses

are perpendicular

g3 (x,,x 6 ) if own ship and target ship courses

are random

x = insecure sweep width
(hl(x7 ,...,x l) for environments where bottom

bounce and surface duct are
possible

h2(x7,...,Xll) for no bottom bounce propa-
gati on

h3 (x7 ,...,Xll) for Arctic (under ice)

h4('7,...,Xll) for shallow water

h5 (x7 ,...X) for sound channel or isovelocity

x4  = secure correction factor (nuclear vs. nuclear)
h6(x7,...,x 10 ,x12) for environments where

bottom bounce and surface

duct are possible

h 7(x7 .,xlOXl2) for no bottom bounce propa-

gation

h(x7,...,xloXl 2 ) for Arctic (under ice)

h9(x7 .. . ,xlo,xl2) for shallow water

h 0,x XO 2) for sound channel or

isovelocity

x 5  = own ship speed

x 6  = target ship speed

x7  = own ship depth
x 8  = target ship depth

x9  = ocean layer depth
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xO = ocean bottom depth

Xl - figure of merit for own ship detecting

target ship
= i (xl3 ...,x16

x = acoustic advantage
• - i2(Xll,Xl7)

x = target ship radiated noise

x1 own ship background noise (self noise and

ambient noise)

x :directivity index of own ship sonar

x 16 = own ship sonar recognition differential

x1 = figure of merit for target ship detecting

own ship
1 1lX 8,..., 21)

x8 = own ship radiated noise

x 19 = target ship background noise (self noise

and ambient noise)

x20 = directivity index of target ship sonar

x 21 = target ship sonar recognition differential

Case 2 - SSK is a nuclear submarine and transitor

is a diesel -ubmarine

(MOE), f(Y.22 'x23)

where
Y 22 tentative secure sweep width (nuclear vs.

diesel)
= g4(x3 ,x24)

x 23 :kinematic correction factor for secure sweep

width (nuclear vs. diesel)

1 if own ship hovers
g5(x5,x25) if own ship and target ship

courses are perpendicular

Lg6(x5,x25) if own ship and target ship courses

are random



x2 secure correction factor (nuclear vs. diesel)

= hl(x26,...,x

x = target ship speed of advance

x = target ship quiet mode relative distance

: i 3 (x30 ,x 31)

x7 target ship noisy mode relative distance

= i4(x32,x33)

x 28 target ship quiet mode correction factor

i 5 (xT,...,xlo,x 12 ,x34 ) for environments where

'bottom bcunce and six-

face duct are possible

i6(x,7 ... ,xlo,x 12,x34) for no bottom bounce

propagati on

iT(x,...,xlo,x12 ,x3 4 ) for Arctic (under ice)

i 8 (x 7,... ,xlo,x 12 ,x3 4) for shallow water

i 9 (x 7,...,xlo,x 12 ,x 34 ) for sound channel or

i soveloci ty

x29 target ship noisy mode correction factor

ilo(x 7,... ,xlo,x 1 2 ,x 35) for environments where

bottom bounce and sur-

face duct are possible

ill(x , .,xlox2,x5 for no bottom bounce

propagati on

il2(x7,... ,x10,x121x35) for Arctic (under ice)

i13(X,...,xlo,x1 2 ,x 35 ) for shallow water

i1 4 (x7,.. ,xlo,x 1 2 ,x 35 ) for sound channel or

isoveloci ty

x0 time target ship spends quiet
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x3 target ship quiet mode relative speed

(x5  if own ship hovers

x if target ship hovers
= j2(x5,x36) if own ship and target ship courses

are perpendicular

i3(x5 'x36) if own ship and target ship courses

are random

x 32 = time target ship spends noisy

x 33 = target ship noisy mode relative speed

Ix5  if own ship hovers

x 32 if target ship hovers
= j4(x5,x37) if own ship and target ship courses

are perpendicular

j 5 (x5 ,x3 7 ) if own ship and target ship courses

are random

x 34 tarjet ship quiet mode correction

J 6 (x 7 ,...,x10 ,x1 7 ,x 26 ) for environments where
bottom bounce and sur-

face duct are possible
J 7 (x7 ,...,xloxlTx 26 ) for no bottom bounce

propagati on

J 8 (x7 ,...,x 10 ,x 1 7,x 26 ) for Arctic (under ice)

jg(x7,...,xlo,x17,x26) for shallow water

Jlo(xT,...,xlO 7,x 26) for sound channel or

isovelocity
x =35 target ship noisy mode correction

jll(X7"'"XillX 27) for environments where
bottom bounce and surface
duct are possible

J12(N7,...,IX ,X27) for no bottom bounce propagation
J 1 3 (x7 ,...,xl ,X27 for Arctic (under ice)J13(X 11,27,
J14(x7 ., ,illX ) for shallow water

J15(x7, ,l,,X27) for sound channel or isovelocity
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x = target ship speed while quiet

x 37 target ship speed while noisy

Case 3 - SSK is a diesel submarine and transitor

is a nuclear submarine

(MOE), : f3(x38,x39)

where

x38  tentative seture sweep width (diesel vs.

nuclear)

g7(x3,x40 )

x = kinematic correction factor for secure sweep

width (diesel vs. nuclear)5i if own ship hovers
g8 (x6 ,x 41) if own ship and target ship courses

are perpendicular

g9 (x6 ,x41 ) if own ship and target ship courses

are random
x 40 : secure correction factor (diesel vs. nuclear

= h12(x42 ,...,x 451

x 4.1 = own ship speed of advnce

x 42 : own ship quiet mode relative distance

- il5(x46,x47)

x 43 = own ship noisy mode relative distance

- i 1 6 (x4 8 ,x 4 9 )

x4 min ship quiet mode correction factor
Ii17(x7,... ,x12 ,x 50 ) for environments where

bottom bounce and surface

duct are possible

i kx... ,X12,x50) for no bottom bounce propagation

i19(N7,... x1 2,x 50 ) for Arctic (under ice)

i20(x7 ...,x 12,X50 ) for shallow water

i21(x7 ... ,x1 2 , 50 ) for sound channel or isovelocity
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X = own ship noisy mode correction factor45i
i22(x7,... ,x1 2 ,x 51 ) for environments where

bottom bounce and sur-

face duct are possible

i 2 3 (x7,...,x12 ,x 51 ) for no bottom bounce

propagati on
i 2 4 (x7 ,...,x 12 ,xs!) for Arctic (under ire)

i25(x7,...,x12,x51 ) for shallow water

i26(x7,...,x 12,x51 ) for sound channel or

isovel oci ty

x 46 : time own ship spends quiet

x4 own ship quiet mode relative speed

x5 if own ship hovers

x6  if target ship hovers

J16(x6,x52) if own ship and target ship courses

are perpendicular
J17(x6 ,x52) if own ship and target ship courses

are random

x = time own ship spends noisy

x = own ship noisy mode relative speed

/x53 if own ship hovers

x6  if target ship hovers

{1(x 6 ,x 5 3 ) if own ship and target ship courses
are perpendicular

ljlg(x6 ,x 5 3 ) if own ship and target ship courses
are random
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x0 own ship quiet mode correction
x50 A w hpmd

* -" (j20(x7 . i' ' xll'x42) for environments where

bottom bounce and surface

duct are possible

(x7 X X) for no bottom bounce

propagati on

SJ22(xT,...IXllX42) for Arctic (under ice)
(x X X42 for shallow water

i J24(x7"'"..'x  x42  for sound channel orI: isoveloci ty

x5 own ship noisy mode correction

J25(x7,...,xlo,x17,x43) for environments where

bottom bounce and sur-

face duct are possible
J26(x7 ...,xo,,x43) for no bottom bounce

propagation

j27(x7,...,Xl0,X17 x43) for Arctic (under ice)

j28(x7,...,xlo,x17,x43) for shallow water

i29(x7,...,xlo 1x17, x43 for sound channel or

isovelocity

x = own ship speed while quiet

x3 = own ship speed while noisy

Case 4 - SSK and transitor are both diesel submarines

(MOE)1 = f4(x54 ,x55)

where

x54  : tentative secure sweep width (diesel vs.

diesel)

:go(x3,x56
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x55 = kinematic correction factor for secure

sweep width (diesel vs. diesel)

= )l(x 25,x41 ) if own -hip and target ship

courses are perpendicular

g12(x25,x41 ) if own ship and target ship

courses are random

x = secure correction factor (diesel vs. diesel)

: hl 3(x7 ,...,Xl 2,x 7 ,x26 ,x2 7,x 4 2,x 4 3 )

3.1.5) Additional MOE Identified:
(a) Expected number of secure detections the SSK

will make on transitors

3.2) Tactical Situation Type: Submarine search by an intruder for

a fleet ballistic missile (FBM) submarine (or an SSK on station)

3.2.1) Definition: A submarine searches an area for sub-

marine targets which are presumed to be hiding at

some unknown point in the area. (Alternatively,

the intruder could be infiltrating a barrier,

attempting to find and attack the SSK's in the

barrier).

3.2.2) Criterion For Success: Obtain secure detection of

submarine

3.2.3) MOE Selected: Secure sweep rate, which is defined

as the product of the area of region in which target

is equally likely at all points times the expected

fraction of targets on which own ship makes secure

detection divided by the searching time

3.2.3.1) Rationale For Selection: Secure sweep

rate gauges own ship's ability to search

an area, and applies particular'iy to an

intruder searching for an FBM or an SSK

on-station. This MOE combines a variety

of acoustic effects, kinematic effects,

and probabilistic effects on detection
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into a single number--this number may be

used to compare on ship against another

or one tactic against another, as well as

to estimate force requirements for detec-

tion purposes. This MOE may also be used

in planning and analyzing exercises. By

restricting the MOE to secure detections,

account is taken automatically of counter-

detection possibilities.

3.2.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

Case 1 - Intruder and target are both nuclear submarines

(MOE)2 : f5(xI,x 5,x57)

where

x57 = kinematic correction factor for secure sweep

rate (nuclear vs. nuclear)

1 if target ship hovers
g2 (x5 ,x 6 ) if own ship and target ship courses

are perpendicular

3g3 (x5 ,x 6 ) if own ship and target ship courses

ave random

Case 2 - Intruder is a nuclear submarine and target

is a diesel submarine

(MOE) 2 = f6 (x5 ,x22,x58 )

where

x 58 = kinematic correction factor for secure

sweep rate (nuclear vs. diesel)

I if target ship hovers

g5 (x5 ,x 25 ) if own ship and target ship

courses are perpendicular

',g6 (x5 ,x25) if own ship and target ship

courses are random

Case 3 - Intruder is a diesel submarine and target

is nuclear submarine

(MOE)2  f7(x38,x41,x59 )
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whe re
x = kinematic correction factor for secure

sweep rate (diesel vs. nuclear)

1. if target ship hovers

gS(x6,x41) if own ship and target ship

courses are perpendicular

k\g9(x6,x4,,) if own ship anc, target ship
courses are random

Case 4 - Intruder and target are both diesel submarines

(MOE)2  f8(x41,x541x60)

where

x60  kinematic correction factor for secure

sweep rate (diesel vs. diesel)

if target ship hovers

=) g1l(X25,x41) if own ship and target ship

) cuurses are perpendicular

.g1 2 (x2 5 ,x4 1 ) if own ship and target ship

courses are random

4) MOE Usage In Study: The MOE's are formulated and numerical exam-

ples are presented. In addition, applications to various problems

in choice of optimal speed, optimal snorkel-battery cycle, and

optimal depth are discussed.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) The target can usually prevent own ship from achieving its
mission to tne extent of evading) by being the

first of the two to detect the other.

(b) A secure detection is a detection in which the detector has

not been previously countirdetected by its target during the

encounter in question.

(c) The noisy mode of a diesel submarine is the operation of its

diesel engines and is synonymous with snorkeling.

(d) The quiet mode of a diesel submarine is its non-cavitatirg

battery operation.
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(e) It is assumed as an approximation that a diesel submarine

in the quiet miode is undetectable, and that in the noisy

mode it is unable to make detections; neither of these

assumptions is strictly correct, but they avoid much mathe-

matical complications.

(f) The methods for computing the MOE's apply to the following

types of motion: (1) own ship and target course perpendicular,

(2) target course random with respect to own course, and (3)

either ship is hovering. (Here "random" means that as far as

own information is concerned, the target is just as likely

to be on one course as any other course and a ship is said

to be hovering if, during an encounter, it moves a distance

which is small compared to the detection ranges involved;

e.g., making minimum turns, or circling on-station).

(g) In the computation of the insecure sweep width it is assumed

that the target takes no evasive action if it makes the first

detection, and if target is diesel, then the target's radiated

noise is continually that of its snorkeling condition (a simi-

lar assumption holds if own ship is diesel).

(h) In a given encounter, the acoustic parameters remai1 fixed

throughout (although statistical variations from encounter

to encounter are recognized).

(i) The sonar figure of merit minus propagation loss is normally

distributed.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

1.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) possible propagation environments are bottom bounce

and surface duct, no bottom bounce, Arctic (under

ice), shallow water, sound channel or isovelocity

1.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) ocean layer depth

(b) ocean bottom depth

2) Threat Composition: Submarines
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2.1) Quantitative Factors:
(a) target ship speed

(b) target ship radiated noise

(c) target ship background noise (self noise and ambient

noise)

(d) target ship speed of advance

2.2) Sensors: Sonar

2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) directivity index of target ship sonar

(b) target ship sonar recognition differential

2.3) Tactics:

2.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) time target ship spends quiet

(b) time target ship spends noisy

(c) target ship depth

(d) target ship speed while quiet

(e) target ship speed while noisy

3) Friendly Force Composition: Submarine

3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) own ship speed

(b) own ship radiated noise

(c) own ship background noise (self noise and ambient noise)

(d) own ship speed of advance

3.2) Sensors: Sonar

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) directivity index of own ship sonar

(b) own ..hip sonar recognition differential

3.3) Tactics:

3.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) time own ship spends quiet

(b) time own ship spends noisy

(c) own ship depth

(d) own ship speed while qui'-t

(e) own ship speed while noisy
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY [I0.(8)-2 I
A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Office of the Chief of Naval Operations,

Washington, D. C.

2) Paper Title: "The Development of Submarine Tactics for Antisubmarine

Warfare"

3) Authors: S. Francis, W. H. Pugh and F. A. Andrews

4) Source: U.S. r Navy Journal of Underwater Acoustics, Vol. 20, No. 3

(Supplement), July 1970, pp. 205-224 (AD-512 804)

5) Classification: Secret (fIOFORN)

6) Abstract: A program for the development of antisubmarine submarine

(SSK) tactics was started shortly after WW II. Methods for tactical

interaction with enemy submarines have been defined, and a model for

describing weapon system effectiveness now exists. The Joint SUBPAC/

SUBLANT Program in tactical development is described and the role of

Commander Submarine Development Group TWO as program coordinator is

discussed. A review of the current and proposed elements of a sub-

marine weapon system is made with a statement of operational capabil-

ities and deficiencies which have been observed at sea. Finally,

significant accomplishments in SSK tactical development over the past

years are discussed and a listing is made of future tactical problems.

This latter tactical discussion is based largely on the tactical

summary resulting from over 4 years of fleet operational evaluations

of the SSN 594 class submarine in antisubmarine warfart.

7) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, ;Iassification, detection, kill,

submarine, transitor

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation ILevel: System

2) Function: Submarine ASW

3) Tactical Situation: SSK versus Transitor
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3.1) Definition: An SSK is deployed as a single-unit in an oper-

ational area through which enemy submarines must transit in

order to arrive at their own patrol stations.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection and destruction of submarine

3.3) OE Selected: Number of kills per engagement opportunity

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xI,..., x5)

where

x = probability that the SSK detects a transiting submarine

without first being successfully counterattacked, given

a detection opportunity existed

x probability that the SSK correctly classified a transiting

submarine without being successfully counterattacked

between time of detection and classification, given that

the transitor has been detected

3  probability that the SSK makes an attack against a tran-

siting submarine without being successfully counter-

attacked between time of classification and attack, given

that the transitor has been correctly classified

x 4 =probability that the SSK conducts an accurate attack

against a transiting submarine withuut being successfully

counterattacked between the time of attack and the time

the launched weapon no longer requires control by the

firing ship for successful culmination of the attack, given

that an attack is madc

x5 : probability that a transiting submarine is destf'oyed, given

that an accurate attack is made

4) MOE Usage In Study: MOE computations are presented based on

at-sea evaluations of submarine performance against various type
transitors. The data used for computations were collected over

several years and, therefore, are averaged over many conditions

of sea state, various sound velocity profiles, various crews, and

material conditions of equipment.
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C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

*1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

3) Friendly Force Composition: Submarine

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Submarine - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability tnat the SSK detects a transiting

submarine without first being successfully counter-

attacked, given a detection opportunity existed

(b) probability that the SSK correctly classified a

transiting submarine without being successfully

counterattacked between time of detection and

classification, given that the transito," has

been detected

(c) probability that the SSK makes an attack against

a transiting submarine without )eing successfully

counterattacked between time of classification

and attack, given that the transitor has been

correctly classified

(d) probability Uat the SSK conducts an accurate attack

against a transiting submarine without being successfully

counterattacked between the time of ettack and the time

the launched weapon no longer requires control by the

firing ship for successful culmination of the attack, given

that an attack is made

(e) probability that a transiting submarinm' is destroyed, given

that an accurate attack is made
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.(8)-3

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Mystic Oceanographic Company, Mystic, Connecticut

2) Report Title: An Evaluative Model for SSN Active Sonar Missions

3) Author: R. B. Giddings and A. T. Mollegen Jr.

4) Report.Numbpi-: D-103-70 (AD-511 719)

5) Date: 17 August 1970

6) Classification: Secret

7) Contract: N00024-69-C-5330 (Naval Ship Engineering Center)

8) Abstract: This report describes an event-based evaluative model for

analyzing engagements involving active sonar. It is recommended that

effectiveness be characterized (as is conventional) by event occur-

rences, but also, that valid failures to reach necessary events be

attributed to failures to perform the necessary functions. With

this approach, problem areas are recognizable and explainable in

terms of function performance, as well as tactical stages.

.9) 'Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, detection probability, fire

contrcl, kill probability., search, sonar,. submarine, torpedo

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine ASW

3) Mission: Search and destroy
3.1) Definition: A submarine searches for hostile submarines and

attacks all those that it detects and for which it has an

opportunity for attack.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of submarine

3.3) MOE Selected: Expected value of target killed
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3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE =f(x ...,x

where

=, probability of a detection opportunity given search

x2 = probability of detection given an opportunity

x = probability an approach is initiated given a detection

x4 = probability of weapon launch given an approach

is initiated

x = probability of an accurate fire control solution

given weapon launch
x6  probability of target kill given an accurate fire

control solution

x target value

3.5) Additional MOE Identified:

(a) Probability of target kill

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation only

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) target value

3) Friendly Force Composition: Submarine
3.1) Sensor! Sonar

3.2) Armament: Torpedo

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction

4.1) Platform - Platform: Submarine - Submarine
4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability of a detection opportunity given

search

(b) probability an approach is initiated given

a detection

(c) robability of weapon launch given an approach

is initiated
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4.2) Sensor - Platform: Sonar - Submarine

4.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability of detection given an opportunity

4.3) Armament - Platform: Torpedo - Submarine

4.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability of an accurate fire control solution

given weapon launch

(b) probability of target kill given an accurate fire

control solution
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY N0.(8)-4

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak,

Maryland

2) Report Title: The Application of Operations Analysis to Weapon

S§ytenms Development

3) Author: J. C. Hetzler, Jr.

4) Report Number: NOLTR 69-154 (AD-699 138)

5) Date: 5 August 1959

6) Classification: Unclassified

7) Abstract: This report contains a review of the methodology of

operations analysis (OA). The basic steps required to formulate

and solve an OA problem have been listed and discussed in detail.

These procedures have been applied to a typical tactical situation--

the submarine barrier patrol. Ar. effectiveness model for a sub-

marine using a hypothetical mix of weapons has been generated.

Kill probabilities and cost-effectiveness comparisons have been

made for a variety of weapon mix possibilities.

8) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, barrier, cost effectiveness,

detection, kill probability, submarine, torpedo, transitor,

underwater-to-unaerwater missile, weapon mix

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine ASW

3) Tactical Situation: SSK versus Transitor

3.1) Definition: An SSK is deployed as a single-unit in an

operational area t~irough which enemy submarines must tran-

sit in order to arrive at their o n patrol stations.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection and destruction of

submarine
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3.3) MOE Selected: Cost-effectiveness, defined to be average

cost per kill

3.4) .Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xl, x2, x3)

where

x = kill probability of SSK

= l(x4., x7

x = average cost to SSK per attack

= g2(x8, x9)

x- = risk to SSK during an attack3

= 93(x9,..., Xl2, x25, x26)

x = probability of detecting transitor as it tries to

cross the barrier

- hl(xl 3,..., xl6)

x = conditional probability of SSK achieving a tactical

position that will permit an attack on a transitor,

given that the transitor is detected

: h2(x17' x18)

x6  conditional probability that the SSK weapon system

destroys the transitor given that it functions reliably

- h3(xl, x20, x21)

x = probability that the SSK weapon system is reliable

7
h h4(x22, x23' x24)

S8 = average cost of operating SSK on 30--day barrier

patrol

x9  :total cost of weapon equipped SSK
: h5(x25,...' x29)

xl = probability that the.SSK commits itself to an attack

= h6 (x4, x5 )

xll = probability that SSK attack fails a

h7(x, x7 )
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x = probability tat transitor destroys SSK i- a counter-

12
attack

x = SSK detection sweep width

" = barrier width]+ x14

X = transitor speed

x6 = SSK speed

x17 = conditional probability of SSK achieving a tactical

position that will permit an attack using torpedoes

type I or II, iven that the transitor is detected

i 1( 16)

x = conditional probability of SSK achieving a tactical

position that will permit an attack using sub-to-sub

missiles, given that the transitor is detected

x19 = probability that an SSK attack with torpedoes of

type I destroys the transitor

x = probability that an SSK attack with torpedoes of

type II destroys the transitor

V= probability that an SSK attack with sub-to-sub mis-

siles destroys the transitor

x = probability that a torpedo of type I is reliable

x23 = probability that a torpedo of type II is reliable

x24 = probability that the sub-to-sub missile is reliable

x total cost of SSK equipped only with torpedoes

x26= total cost of SSK equipped with both torpedoes and

sub-to-sub missiles

x27= total cost of torpedo type I system

x = total cost of torpedo type II system

x = total cost of sub-to-sub missile system

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) The sweep width of SSK's detection unit is constant.

(b) The transitor is assumed to try to cross the barrier on a
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path perpendicular to the barrier line.

(c) The transiter's unknown location is to be uniformly random

with respect to both time and crossing point on barrier f
line.

(d) The SSK is equipped with two types of torpedoes and perhaps

a sub-to-sub missile.

(e) If the SSK is using torpedoes, it cannot obtain an attack

position unless the initial detection occurs before transi-

tor crosses the barrier line.

where transitor is detected.

(g) The costs include all development, training, maintenance,

and exercise costs on a pro rata basis.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine (transitor)

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) transitor speed

1" 3) Friendly Force Composition: Submarine (SSK)

3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) average cost of operating SSK on 30-day barrier

patrol
(b) SSK speed

(c) total cost of SSK equipped only with torpedoes

(d) total cost of SSK equipped with both torpedoes and

sub.-to-sub missiles

3.2) Sensor: Sonar

3.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) SSK detection sweep width

3.3) Armament: Torpedoes (type I and I) and sub-to-sub missiles

3.3.1) Type: Torpedo Type I

3.3.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) total cost of torpedo type I system
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(b) probability that a torpedo of

type I is reliable

3.3.2) Type: Torpedo Type i

3.3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) total cost of torpedo type II

system
(b) probability that a torpedo of type II

is reliable

3.3.3) Type: Sub-to-sub missile

3.3.3.1) Quuntitative Factors:

(a) total cost of sub-to-sub

missile system.

(b) probability that the sub-tu-sub

missile is reliable

3.4 Deployment:
3.4.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) barrier

3.4.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) barrier width

4) Friendly Force - Threat interaction:

4.1) Platform Platform: Submarine - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability that transitor destroys SSK in

a counterattack

(b) conditional probability of SSK achieving a

tactical position that will permit an attack

using sub-to-sub missiles, given that the

transitor is detected

4.2) Armament - Platform:

4.2.1) Type: Torpedo Type I - Submarine

4.2.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability that an SSK attack

with torpedoes type I destroys
the transitor
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4.2.2) Type: Torpedo Type II - Submarine

4.2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability that an SSK attack

with torpedoes type II destroys
the transitor

4.2.3) Type: Sub-to-sub missile - Submarine

4.2.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability that an SSK attack I
with sub-to-sub missiles destroys -

the transitor
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.(8)-5

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Operations Research Incorporated:

Silver Spring, Maryland

2) Report Title: Analysis of Design Goals for ASW Submarine

Torpedoes

3) Authors: S. H. Howe and J. H. Horden

4) Report Number: NRC:CUW:0303 (ORI, TR-241) (AD-356 454)

5) Date: 1 December 1963

6) Classification: Secret

7) Contract Number: Nonr 2300(08) (Office of Naval Reseai 2h/National

Academy of Sciences)

8) Abstract: This report estimates and compares the operational

value of different configurations of antisubmarine torpedoes

that might be used by our attack nuclear submarines. The

comparison mainly is drawn between an existing torpedo and

a very advanced weapon which is being developed. Additional j

torpedo configurations are considered; first, in order to

assess separately the value of increasing torpedo endurance

and/or speed; second, to consider the operational value of

an interim improvement over the existing torpedo that could,

if necessary, be effected before the advanced torpedo can
become operational. The analysis determines the fraction of

targets detected that can be attacked by particular submarine

weapon system.

9) Descriptors: Antisibmarine warfare, kill, normal density function,

submarine, torpedo, transitor
4

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUFEMENF

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine ASW
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3 Tactical Situation: SSK versus Transitor

3.1) Definition: An attacking submarine tracks a

transiting submarine with passive sonar. At some

point in time, the attacker launches a wire-guided
torpedo which is directed in the bearing-rider mode.

In this mode, the torpedo is continuously redirected
so as to position it on a continuously updated bearing h
from the firing ship to the target. When the torpedo

has run out a certain distance, it's sonar is enabled,

and it begins to search actively. At this moment the

target is alerted and turns away from the torpedo.
3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of submarine
3.3) MOE Selected: Firing-range limit; defined as the maximum

range-to-target, for a particular target aspect, at

whicli a torpedo can be fired to achieve a specified

probability (in this study 90 percent probability was

used) of acquiring the target with sufficient endurance

remaining for overtaking an alerted submarine that

evades by running directly away at maximum speed 'ii
3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: This MOE is selected

in order to assess how sensitive the per-

formance of the torpedoes under study is to

factors such as target capabilities, fire-

control errors and torpedo-ope:rating parameters.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xI, x2)

where

x, :probability of torpedo acquiring an unalerted

target
= g(x3' x 4 ' x5 )

x2  = conditional probability that the torpedo

overtakes th. target given that the target was

acquired while unalerted and is now alerted

= g2( x15 , X16 )
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4 -<t I_ x3  = angle subtended by the sonar beamwidth of the

attack submarine

* _x 4  = runout range of torpedo intercept course to

point of acquisition

h1 (x6 ,..., x9 )
x = standard deviation of errors in torpedo's

lead angle

h2 (x6 , x ,.. 16)

x = torpedo lead angle

x = target speed before acquisition

x = torpedo speed

x = range to target at launch of torpedo9I
xl = sonar bearing error
0 = torpedo gyro set error

x12 = torpedo gyro drift error

x = duration of run on the bearing-rider trajectory

to point of acquisition

= i1(x8, x14)

xV4 runout range of the torpedo bearing-rider
trajectory to point of acquisition

x = maximum alerting range from point of enable

= h3(x8, x17, x18, x22)

x16 = standard deviation of the range error at

enabling time

x 17 : torpedo runout to intercept

= i2(x4, x19, x20)

1 time tc overtake target (at maximum alerting

range) after acquisition

: i 3 (x7 ' x, x 17 x2 2 ,..., x25)

X = endurance left for chase

= jl(x 22, x23)
x2 0  : distance .-hat target (at maximum alerting range)

travels before being overtaken after acquisition
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x torpedo runout range to acoustic enable

x = total endurance ol torpedo

= maximum target velocityx23

x 24 = target blind time j
x time-for target to accelerate to maximum velocity

3.5) Additional MOE's Identified:

(a) Attack range; defined as tie maximum lateral

range (less than or equal to the sonar detection

rnge) at which a transiting hostile submarine A

can be successfully attacked while passing a

barrier submarine

(b) Fraction of targets detected that can be

attacked by a particular submarine weapon system

(c) Number of hostile submarines sunk during a war

of specified duration

4) MOE Usage In Study: A model is formulated and the results are used

to evaluate the effectiveness of various.types of torpedoes.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

tations of sonar and environment are ignored.

(b) The analysis is concerned only with torpedo-limited
performance.

(c) The analysis is considered only for the condition of

a first-pass interception of the alerted target.
(d) When torpedo sonar is enabled, target is alerted.
(e) For the calculation of the acquisition probability

the errors in the target position are ignored and only

the errors in sending the torpedo to a known point are

considered. The target's actual position is assumed

to be normally distributed about the aim point.

(f) The errors in bearing and gyro-set errors are included

in the initial fire control solution.

(g) The gyro-drift errors accumulate during the course of

the run, and the time used in calculating the contribution
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of drift errors is measured along the actual curVed

path rather than along the straight line intercept path.

(h) The gyro-set errors occurring each time commands are

given are ignored.

(i) The specific shape of the beam pattern and the effect

of having tp target track intersect the pattern axis

in a direction other than normal are made negligible

by requiring the torpedo to reach the immediate vicinity

of the target rather than just coming within acquisition
range.

(j) The longitudinal contribution of the torpedo velocity

error is ignored.

(k) The lateral drift of the torpedo is proportional to

the fractional velocity and is related to the torpedo

turning rate during the run.

(1) The lateral drift error arising from the torpedo velocity

error varies with the shape of the trajectory.

(m) The actual curved path trajectory is 10 percent longer

than the straight line intercept path except for bow

and stern shots where the two paths are assumed equal.

(n) The torpedo sonar enabling point is chosen such that

the torpedo has maximum probability of being enabled

before reaching the target.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) target speed before acquisition

(b) maximum target velocity

(c) time for target to accelerate to maximum velocity

(d) target blind time
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2.2) Deployment:

2.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) submerged

2.3) Tactics:

2.3.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) after torpedo sonar enables, the target
is alerted and evades by turning away from

the torpedo and accelerating to maximum speed

3) Friendly Force Composition: Submarine

3.1) Sensor: Sonar

3.1.1) Quantitative Factors: I
(a) angle subtended by the sonar beamwidth

of the attack submarine

(b) sonar bearing error

3.2) Armament: Torpedoes

3.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) wire-guided

3.2.2): Quantitative Factors:

(a) torpedo lead angle

(b) torpedo speed

(c) torpedo gyro-set error

(d) torpedo gyro-drift error

(e) standard deviation of the range error at

enabling time

(f) torpedo runout range to acoustic enable

(g) total endurance of torpedo

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Submarine - Submarine

A.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) r ;ge to target at launch of torpedo

4.2) Armament - Platform: Torpedo - Submarine
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4.2.1) Quantitative Factors:
(a) runout ranae of the torpedo 'earing-rider

trajectory to point of acquisition

(b) distance that target (at maximum alerting

range) travels before being overtaken after

acquisi tion

29I
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.(8)-6

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: -Daniel H. Wagner, Associates, Paoli, Pennsylvania

2) Report Title: Barrier Effectiveness

3) Author: E. P. Loane

4) Report Identification: Memorandum Seriol No. 508/116, DHWA Log No.

44-1448

5) Date: 23 December 1968

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Abstract: This memorandum presents a simplified attrition analysis

of a barrier campaign and derives a computationally convenient measure

of effectiveness for a barrier force. This measure uses Weapon System

Effectiveness (WSE), and all of the prominent factors which should

influence such a campaign, to p:edict the effect of an SSK barrier on

suppressing enemy submarine activity in the open ocean. The simplifying

assumptions required weaken the measure for purposes of producing

absolute estimates of effectiveness; however, it is felt that in terms

of relative comparisons and particularly for weighing the tradeoffs

between WSE and Weapons System Vulnerability (WSV), the model is useful.

8) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, barrier, Erlang density function, I
exponential density function, Poisson density function, submarine,

transitor, vulnerability

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine ASW

3) Tactical Situation: SSK versus Transitor

3.1) Definition: SSK's are deployed as a barrier through which enemy

submarines attempt to transit.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Suppression of submarine activity

3.3) MOE Selected: Expected enemy submarine activity

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE= f(x, x2  x)
LL
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where

•X initial number of enemy forces
x = expected duration (in months) of the barrier campaign

x3  = function with values between 0 and 1

= g1(x4, x5)"

4 =hl(X2 X5  ... xl)
RL x = h2 (xl, x2, x8, xloX 1 l, x12)

x 6 = initial number of SSK's

x = availability of an SSK (i.e., the fraction of time the SSK

spends on-station)

x = rate at which enemy submarines transit in both directions

(transits per month)
= weapons system effectiveness (WSE), estimated for

specified patrol area width

X = total width of barrier

Xil = patrol area width

x weapons system vulnerability (WSV), estimated for a specified

patrol area width

3.5) Additional MOE Identified:

(a) Expected enemy submarine activity if there is no attrition

of enemy forces
4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5, Special Study Assumptions:

(a) A fixed fraction of the activity takes place in the open ocean.

(b) The M~OE ipli "tly Z,ums some deployment of the enemy forces at

the start of the campaign.

(c) The quality of the enemy and U.S. forces does not change with time

and attrition (i.e., WSE and WSV do not change).

(d) The probability of an opportunity for an interaction between

a particular transitor and the barrier submarines is

inversely proportional to the number of U.S. ships (the

constant of proportionality is taken to be the ratio of the

patrol area width to the total width of the barrier).

(e) Enemy transits occur as a Poisson process in time.

2 .
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, tL.'I. (f) The duration of the campaign is a random variable with Eriang

distribution. In particular, the campaign is divided into

two segments, each of which has duration which is exponen-

tially distributed with mean equal to one-half of the expected

campaign duration.

(g) Probability that both an SSK and transitor are killed in an

encounter is assumed negligible.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: 11
1.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) open ocean

2) Threat Composition: Submarines -

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) initial number of enemy forces

2.2) Tactics:

2.2.11 Qualitative Factor:

(a) transit of open ocean barrier

2.2.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) rate at which enemy submarines transit in

both directions (transits per month)

3) Friendly Force Composition: Submarines (SSK)

3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) initial number of SSK's

(b) availability of an SSK

3.2) Deployment:

3.2.1) Qalitative Factor:

(a) barrier

3.2.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) total width of barrier

(b) patrol area width

(c) expected duration (in months) of the barrier

campaign
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4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:
4.1) Platform - Platform: Submarine -Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:
Ikd) weapons system effectivenes

(b) weapons system vulnerability
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (8)-7

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Daniel H. Wagner, Associates, Paoli, Pennsylvania

2) Report Title: Barrier Measure of Effectiveness

3) Author: E.P. Loane

4) Report Identification: DHWA Log No. 64.-1531

5) Date: 15 April 1969

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Abstract: This memorandum demonstrates that even with an impregnable

barrier there will be some enemy submarine activity in the open ocean

resulting from those ships already deployed at the start of the cam-

paign. A new measure of barrier effectiveness, the expected number of

successful enemy submarine transits over a carpaign of random duration

is developed.

8) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, barrier, exponential density function,

kill probability, Poisson density function, submarine, transitor,

vul nerabi l i ty

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine ASW

3) Tactical Situation: SSK versus Transitor

3.1) Definition: SSK's are deployed as a barrier through which

enemy submarines attempt to transit.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Suppression of submarine activity

3.3) MOE Selected: Expected number of successful enemy transits

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xI ,.,.. X4)

where

x = initial number of enemy forces

x2 = expected duration (in months) of the barrier campaign

x = function with values between 0 and 1 

= g1(x4, x5)
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x4  rate at which enemy submarines transit in both directions

(transits per month)

x5 hl(xl, x2' x7, x8 , xlO, Xl, x12)

x = initial number of SSK's

x 7  =availability of an SSK (i.e., the fraction of time the

SSK spends on-station)

x8 = h 2(x2 , x6 , ... , x 11 )

= weapons system effectiveness (WSE), estimated for a

specified patrol area width

x = total width of barrier

Xil = patrol area width

x12 = weapons system vulnerability (WSV), estimated for a

specified patrol area width

3.5) Additional MOE Identified:

(a) Probability that the transitor is killed in an encounter

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation only

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Duration of the campaign is a random variable with an exponential

distribution.

(b). Probability that a transitor is killed is linearly increasing

with the number of SSK's available.

c) Probability that the SSK is killed is linearly increasing with
the number of SSK's available.

(d) A fixed fraction of the activity takes place in the open ocean.

(e) The MOE implicitly assumes some deployment of the enemy forces at

the start of the campaign.

f) The quality of the enemy and U.S. forces does not change with time

and attrition (i.e., WSE and WSV do not change).

(g) The probability of an opportunity for an interaction between a

particular transitor and the barrier submarines is inversely pro-

portional to the number of U.S. ships.
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(h) Enemy transits occur as a Poisson process in time.

(i) Probability that both an SSK and transitor are killed in an

encounter is assumed negligible.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

[1l) Qualitative Factor:

(a) open ocean

2) Threat Composition: Submarines

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) initial number of enemy forces
2.2) Tactics:

2.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) transit of an open ocean barrier

2.2.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) rate at which enemy submarines transit in

both directions (transits per month)

3) Friendly Force Composition: Submarines (SSK)
3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) initial number of SSK's

(b) availability of an SSK

3.2) Deployment:

3.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) barrier

3.2.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) expected duration (in months) of the barrier

campaign

(b) total width of barrier

(c) patrol area width

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Submarine - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) weapons system effectiveness

(b) weapons system vulnerability
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY N.(8)-8

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Daniel H. Wagner, Associates, Paoli, Pennsylvania

2) Report Title: Two Pairs of Measures of Submarine Barrier Performance

3) Author: M. L. Yoseloff

4) Report Identification: DHWA Log No. 70-1557

5) Date: 3 June 1969

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Contract: N60921-69-C-0207

8) Abstract: This memorandum considers the problem of measuring the

performance of a submarine barrier in suppressing the activity of enemy

transitors. Two pairs of measures will be developed. The first pair

will give the expected total number of submarine months of enemy

activity, and the expected fractional decrease in total enemy activity

for a campaign of fixed duration. The second pair will give the

expected values of these for the entire campaign under the hypothesis

that the duration of the campaign is exponentially distributed with

specified mean. These measures treat each fleet as a homogeneous body

with each ship having the average characteristics of the fleet as a

whole.

9) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, barrier, exponential density

function, kill probability, Poisson density function, submarine, transitor

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine ASW

3) Tactical Situation: SSK versus Transitor

3.1) Definition: SSK's are deployed as a barrier through which enemy "

submarines attempt to transit.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Suppression of submarine activity

3.3) MOE's Selected:

Case ' -Campaign has fixed duration

(MOE), = Expected total number of enemy submarine months of

activity from the start of the campaign to time t
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(MOE)2  Expected fractional portion of possible activity lost

by the enemy because of the barrier

Case 2 - Campaign has uncertain duration

(MOE)3 = Expected total enemy submarine activity for the entire

campaign

(MOE)4 = Expected cumulative fractional loss of possible activity

by the enemy

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE's

(MOE)I = fl(Xl "" x7)

(MOE)2 = f2(xI ... x7)

(MOE)3 = f3(xl ... xlO)

(MOE)4 = f4 (x, "'" xlO) i

where

x, = totai number of SSK's at the start of the campaign

x = total enemy fleet size under consideration at the start

of the campaign

x fraction of enemy ships transiting the barrier per unit
I time

x 4  = fraction of SSK's on-station throughout the campaign

x 5 = proportionality constant related to the probability of
an encounter-

x6 = probability that an SSK kills a transitor given an

encounter between the two

x7 = probability that a transitor counterkills an SSK given

an encounter between the two

x8 = probability tht an SSK kills a transitor given a kill

= gl(x 6 , x7)

x9  = probability that a transitor kills an SSK given a kill

= g2(x6, x7 )
x = mean duration of the campaign
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£ s-.\> ) 3.5) Additional MOE Identified:

(a) Expected number of enemy submarine months

lost to the SSK's because of the barrier
4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Mutual kill is impossible.

(b) Encounters and kills occur as a Poisson process with variable

intensity proportional to the product of the number of SSK's

on station and the number of enemy submarines transiting.

(c) In Case 2, the length of the campaign is assumed to be

exponentially distributed.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated
2) Threat Composition: Submarines

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) total enemy fleet size under consideration at the

start of the campaign
2.2) Tactics:

2.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) transit of barrier
2.2.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) fraction of enemy ships transiting the

barrier per unit time

3) Friendly Force Composition: Submarines (SSK)

3.1) Quantitative Factor:
(a) total number of SSK's at the start of the campaign

3.2) Deployment:
3.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) barrier

3.2.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) fraction of SSK's on station throughout the campaign
(b) mean duration of the campaign
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4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Submarirne - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) proportionality constant related to the

probability of an encounter

(b) probability that an SSK kills a transitor

given an encounter between the two

(c) probability that a transitor counterkills

an SSK given an encounter between the two

30II
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (8)-9

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Daniel H. Wagner, Associates, Paoli,

Pennsyl vani a

2) Report ritle: Submarines as ASW Escorts for Attack Carriers

3) Author: H. R. Richardson

4) Report Number: DHWA Log No. 15-950 (AD-393 465)

5) Date: 17 October 1966

6) Classification: Secret

7) Contract: N60921-7267 (Naval Ordnance Laboratory)

8) Abstract: This report presents an operations research analysis of

the use of submarines as ASW escorts for attack carriers during the

principal phases of a typical mission. The objectives of the
analysis have been directed to the development of a rationale for
specifying required sonar performance and for a preliminary assess-

ment of the potential value of submarines when utilized in this

mission. In the analysis emphasis is devoted to the determination

of the influence of the detection range of the escort submarine

on the expected number of enemy torpedo hits on the carriers.

9.) Pescriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, carrier, classification,
escort submarine, exponential density function, hit probability,
kill probability, reliability, submarine, torpedo

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine ASW

3) Mission: Carrier escort

3.1) Definition: Attack submarines are used as ASW escorts

(SSE's) for a carrier task force passing through an area

known to contain hostile submarines.
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3.2) Criterion For Success: Survival of carriers

3.3) MOE Selected: Expected number of enemy torpedo hits on a

carrier for given detection range of the SSE active sonar

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: For a given detection range

of the SSE active sonar, this measure can be used to

determine the percentage of the threat which must be

countered by additional forces in order to prevent the

expected number of hits against a single carrier from

exceeding certain fixed levels.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

Case 1 - Carriers and SSE's employ evasive tactics upon "

detection of enemy penetrators

MOE = fl(Xl,...,x 4 ) . I

where
xI  fraction of penetrators which can attain firing range

at or before a specified delay time (measured from

detection) when the SSE sonar detection range is x

= gl(x 4 ,x 5,x 6)

x2 = density function of the total time between detection

and carrier evasion (i.e., the delay time)

= g2(x7,x8)

x3 = expected number of hits on a carrier given a success-

ful penetration

x4 = SSE sonar detection range
x5 = penetrator speed

x6 = task force speed of advance

x7 = mean classification time by SSE

x8 = time required for the SSE to communicate with the

task force and for the carriers to commence evasion

Case 2 - Carriers dc not evade and SSE's attack penetrators

upon detection

MOE = f2(x3,x9)
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where

x9  probability that the SSE fails to disable the

penetrator given the SSE sonar detecticn range

is x4
= g3(x7'Xlo'xll'Xl2)

x10: time available after detection to fire the torpedo
: hl(Xl3,Xl4)

x 11= tim? lag between classification and torpedo launch

X12= single torpedo kill probability

. h2(x15,x16,x1 7)

x13 = time available to the SSE to fire a torpedo when the
SSE sonar detection range exceeds the critical range

il(x4 x5,'x6'xl8)

X = time required for the torpedo to intercept a point

on the 3-hit contour

= i2(x18 ,xl9 )

x15= torpedo reliability

X = warhead effectiveness
161

x17,= torpedo hit probability

x1=distance from the SSE to the edge of the 3-hit

contour

Xlq: relative velocity of the torpedo with respect to

the moving task force

3.5) Additional MOE Identified:

(a) Probability that the penetrator will attack before

the task force has an opportunity to classify and react

4) MOE Usage In Study: The MOE is formulated for each case and numerical

examples are presented based upon a postulated future enemy threat.
5) Special Study Assumptions: I

(a) During the in-transit period of the mission,

(a.l) Two carriers are assumed to steam a specified distance

apart flanked by two SSE's.
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(a.2) Two constant task force speeds of advance are

allowed. At the lower number, the SSE's move on a

zig-zag track which enables one or the other to clear

baffles and look astern periodically. In the higher speed
of advance case, the SSE's simply parallel the carriers,
since attack from asterr is not considered likely.

(a.3) Both the nuclear and diesel penetrators are assumed

to approach from ahead.

(b) During the on-station period of the mission,

(b.l) The carriers' line of advance is parallel to a nearby

coastline.

(b.2) Upon commencement of this period, the carriers separate

and operate independently, a single SSE being assigned

to each.
(b.3) Diesel penetrators approach anti-parallel (i.e., parallel,

but opposed) at a constant speed.

(b.4) Nuclear penetrators approach parallel to the direction

of advance at constant speed.

(c) In Case 2 (aggressive escort),

(c.l) The carriers maintain a steady course throughout the

engagement.

(c.2) Task force speed is constant and twice that of the

penetrator.

(c.3) SSE patrol cycle is based on remaining at each of a

series of stations a fixed amount of time and parallel

to the course of the carriers.

(c.4) Twenty tracks (ten for the bow and orthogonal approaches,

respectively) are considered to be representative of

the penetrator distribution. The computations are per-

formed for each track separately and then averaged

uniformly.

(c.5) The torpedo employed is a straight-runner. This assump-

tion is felt to be reasonable in the situation considered,

since the incoming penetrators are intent upon sinking
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the carriers and will be maintaining a fairly straight

course.

(c.6) Upon detection and classification of a penetrator, the

escort submarine with the better chance of success firesI:a sigetorpedo.

(d) The escort submarines operate independently of any other

ASW forces.

(e) Deterministic SSE sonar detection ranges are used in a cookie-

cutter manner. Ihe circular detection range has a 1200 sector

(called the baffled sector) removed astern of the SSE, and a

specified sector on either side of the carrier is blanked,

regardless of the carrier's bearing from the SSE.

(f) Enemy penetrators fire their torpedo weapon at a range which

provides an expectation of 3 hits out of a salvo of 6 torpedoes.

(g) The fraction of penezrators which may attack within a given

amount of time after detection is based upon averaging over all

possible bearings.

(h) Upon detection of a penetrator, there is a delay time comprising

the classification time required by the SSE and the reaction time

of the carriers.

(i) The classification time is taken to be a random variable des-

cribed by an exponential probability density function.

(j) The carrier reaction time is a specified constant.

(k) The penetrators are deployed in a uniform field, discretized

and represented by a finite set of points.

(1) Deloading by penetrators of their torpedo tubes is ignored.

This is because, in most cases, if the first salvo is unsuccess-

ful, then the carriers will be able to evade at high speed

before a second salvo can be loaded and fired.

Cm) The SSE's are responsible for the entire ASW protection of

the task force. In a real combat environment additional

forces will always be available so that the stated detection

range will be conservative to this extent.
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(n) Penetrators make a submerged approach.

(o) Cumulative attrition is not accounted for, that is, SSE's

and carriers are assumed to survive in both phases of the mission.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarines

2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) diesel/nuclear

2.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) penetrator speed

2.3) Tactics:

2.3.1) Qualitative Factors:

(a) penetrate totally submerged

(b) fire 6 torpedoes at a range which will yield

3 hits on the average.

3) Friendly Force Composition: Carriers and submarines

3.1) Platform: Carrier

3.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) task force speed of advance

(b) time required for the SSE to communicate with

the task force and for the carriers to commence

evasi on

3.2) Platform: Submarine (SSE)

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) mean classification time by SSE
(b) time lag between classification and torpedo launch

3.2.2) Sensors: Sonar

3.2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) SSE sonar detection range

3.2.3) Armament: Torpedo

3.2.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) torpedo reliability

I (b) warhead effectiveness

(c) torpedo hit probability
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'3.2.3.2) Deployment:
3.2.3.2.1) Quantitative FActor:

(a) relative velocity of the

torpedo. with respect to

the moving task force
3.2.4) Deployment:

3.2.4.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) distance from the SSE to the edge of

the 3-hit contour
4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Carrier - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) expected number of hits on a carrier given

a successful penetration

I
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (8)-10

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Commander Submarine Force, U.S. Atlantic

Fleet and Com.nander Submarine Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet

2) Report Title: Measure of Effectiveness Model for a Submarine

in the Intruder Role

3) Report Number: Joint Letter ComSubLant #0764 & ComSubPac r90710
4) Date: June 1968-

5) Classification: Confidential

6) Abstract: This model treats the ability of the submarine in the

Intruder role to search out and destroy an enemy submarine in the

enemy's own patrol area. A measure of this ability is also indi-

rectly a measure of the ability of the Intruder to inhibit SSK

effectiveness since the magnitude of the Intruder's effect on SSK

operations is reflected in the threat the Intruder poses. The Intru-

der may physically move to search his assigned area, or may use lit-

tle movement in the expectation that the target will come to him.

7) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, classification probability,

detection probability, kill probability, search, submarine

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine ASW

3) Mission: Search and destroy

3.1) Definition: A submarine in the role of an intruder is to seek

out and destroy an enemy submarine in the enemy submarine's

own patrol area.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection and destruction of

submarine
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3.3) MOE's Selected:

(MOE), = Probability that the intruder will detect a tar-

get present in the patrol area in a specified time

(MOE)2 : Probability that the intruder will kill the target

given that he has detected the target

(MOE)3  Kill rate, which is defined as the rate at which

enemy targets are killed as a function of intruder

area size

(MOE)4  Exchange ratio, which is defined as the expected

number of targets killed for each intruder killed

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: Because of the diversity

of intruder tactical concepts, it is difficult to

describe a single measure of effectiveness for the

intruder mission. It is recognized, however, that

for some applications, i.e., ranking of tactics and/or

systems, the effectiveness of an intruder must be rep-

resented by a single value. The measure "kill rate"

is considered to be the most appropriate single value

to describe intruder system effectiveness.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE's:

f 1l(XlX 2,x3;t) when each exercise is the same
(MOE)1  jf2(x4,x 5;t) otherwise

(MOE)2 = f3(xl.1,. .. ,x17)

(MOE)3 = f4(x4,xl,...,X17 )

(MOE)4  f 5 (x1 8 ,x1 9 )

where

t : time from beginning of search

vector whose i- component represents the length

of an ith time interval of target exposure ordered

so that the it-h component is greater than or equal

to the (i-l)st component
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x = a vector whose i- component represents the num-

ber of targets detected at or before an exposure of
thtime equal to the i- component of x

x 3 =a vector whose ih component represents the number
of targets having an exposure time of the ith com-

ponent of xI that have not been detected prior to

that time

x = intruder search rate

= g(x6,...,xlO)

x5 = size of intruder patrol area

x = total number of detections made on targets that enter

the intruder patrol area

x = a vector whose i- component represents the size of

the ith intruder's assigned area

x 8 = a vector whose it-h component represents the total num-
ber of targets present in the i- intruder area during

the period of the intruder's patrol in the area

= total number of intruder patrol areas
9 thX = a matrix whose (i,j)t entry represents the total

search time for the i t h target in the jth area

, Xl = number of targets which enter the intruder patrol

area and are detected by the intruder either before

or after these targets enter the intruder patrol area

S12 = number of detected targets which are correctly clas-

sified by the intruder

= 13 number of targets which are correctly classified by

the intruder that are valid approach opportunities

x = number of correctly classified targets Which are

attacked by the intruder

x number of targets whish are attacked by the intruder

that are valid for evaluating attack accuracy

x16 : number of attacked targets which are accurately

attacked by the intruder
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x1 probability that the type weapon fired will impact

(kill) the target, given that an accurate attack

is made

x18 = number of enemy targets killed

X =9 = number of intruders killed

3.5) Additional MOE's Identified:

(a) Effective sonar sweep width of intruder

(b) Probability of kill by intruder as a function of timp

(c) False attack ratio for intrude:-

(d) Probability that the intruder will detect a specified
number of targets, given a specified number of targets

present in the patrol area, as a function of time

(e) Probability that the intruder will detect at least a

specified number of targets, given a specified number

of targets present in the patrol area, as a function

of time

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Initially the target's location is unknown to the intruder.

(b) The target is not required to travel appreciable distances in

order to carry out his mission.

(c) The intruder is operating independently, i.e., not closely

coordinated with other friendly forces.

(d) A target is said to be exposed to detection when it and the

intruder are both within the intruder's patrol area. An inter-

val of target exposure begins when either: (1) The target

enters the intruder's patrol area and the intruder is already

there, or (2) the intruder enters its patrol area and the

target is already there, or (3) the target and intruder enter

the patrol area simultaneously, or (4) the intruder reinitiates

search after the target and intruder disenganye following a

detection (and possible attack) by the intruder.

(e) All intervals ot target exposure resulting from comparable

exercises are aggregated and then ordered by increasing length.
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(f) Each interval of target exposure ends with a detection or a

non-detection.

(g) For the second functional form, the probability of detection --

is assumed to be exponentially distributed.

(h) Detections do not occur unless both the target and Intruder

are in the intruder area.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

3) Friendly Force Composition: Submarine

3.1) Armament: Torpedoes

3.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability that the type weapon fired will impact

(kill) the target, given that an accurate attack

is made

3.2) Deployment:

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) size of intruder patrol area

th
(b) a vector whose i- component represents the

size of the it  intruder's assigned area

(c) total number of intruder patrol areas

3.3) Tactics:

3.3.1) Quantitative Factor: 1
(a) a matrix whose (i,j)ih entry represents the

total search time for the ith target in the

th area

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Submarine - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) a vector whose it component represents the

length of an i- time interval of target expo-
thsure ordered so that the iM component is greater

than or equal to the (i-l) st component
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(b) a vector whose i h component represents the num-
ber of targets detected at or before an exposure

of time equal to the th component of xl

th i-cmoeto(c) a vector whose i- component represents the num-

ber of targets having an exposure time of the
M thi- component of x1 that have not been detected

prior to that time

(d) total number of detections made on targets that

enter the intruder patrol area
th(e) a vector whose i- component represents the total

number of targets present in the it intruder area

during the period of the intruder's patrol in

the area

(f) number of targets which enter the intruder patrol

area and are detected by the intruder either before

or after these targets enter the intruder patrol

area

(g) number of detected targets which are correctly

classified by the intruder

(h) number of targets which are correctly classified

by the intruder that are valid approach oppor-

tunities

(i) number of correctly classified targets which

are attacked by the intruder

(j) number of targets which are attacked by the

intruder that are valid for evaluating attack

accuracy

(k) number of attacked targets which are accurately

attacked by the intruder

(1) number of enemy targets killed

(m) number of intruders killed
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (8)-li

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION I
1) Originating Activity: Systens Analysis Office, ASW Systems

Project Office, White Oak, Maryland

2) Report litle: Submarine Measures of Effectiveness

3) Report Number: ASW-1436 memo Ser. 69-0041 to ASW 14

4) Date: 4 November 1969

5) Classification: Secret

6) Abstract: Various measures of effectiveness for submarine ASW

barrier missions are presented.

7) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, availability, barrier, Erlanlg

density function, kill probability, submarine, transitor

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine ASW

3) Tactical Situation: SSK versus Transitor

3.1) Definition: SSK's are deployed as a barrier through which

enemy submarines attempt to transit.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of submarine

3.3) MOE Selected: Expected percentage of enemy submarines

killed attempting to penetrate barrier

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: This is a measure of mission
success, i.e., prevention of enemy transits through a

barrier.
3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xI)

{
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where

,x a function with values between 0 and 1

g1(x2, x3, x4)

x2  = parameter of Erlang distribution governing length of

campaign

X3  SSK kill rate

= g2(x5 ,...,:xl 0 )

x = enemy submarine counterkill rate

g3(x6, x7, x8 , xlO1, xll, x12)

X 5  = initial number of SSK's

x6  = availability of SSK

x7  = single enemy submarine transit rate (transits/month)

x8  = expected duration of the campaign (months)

x 9  = one-on-one kill probability of barrier submarines

x 10 = total required barrier width in n.m.

X 11 = initial number of enemy submarines

Xl v = one-on-one probability of counterkill

3.5) Additional MOE Identified:

(a) Expected number of enemy submarines killed attempting

to penetrate barrier

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation only

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) The SSK-transitor encounters are one-on-one independent

encounters.

(b) No replenishment of attrition losses in barrier.
(C) No change of tactics during campaign, i.e., x9 and xll

remain fixed.

(d) On a given transit, at most one submarine is lost, i.e.,

mutual kill cannot occur.

(e) On a given transit, the probability that a barrier submarine

kills a transitor, or vice-versa, is proportional to the number

of barrier submarines remaining.
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C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

1.1) Qualitative Factor:
!ii(a) open ocean

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) initial number of enemy submarines

2.2) Tactics:

2.2,1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) transit of open ocean

2.2.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) single enemy submarine transit rate (transits/

month)

3) Friendly Force Composition: Submarine (SSK)

3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) initial number of SSKs

(b) availability of SSK

3.2) Deployment:

3.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) in barrier

3.2.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) total required barrier width in n.m.

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Submarine - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) parameter of Erlang distribution governing

length of campaign
-(b) expected duration of the campaign

(c) one-on-one kill probability of barrier submarines

(d) one-on-one probability of counterkill
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (8)-12

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Commander Submarine Force, U.S. Atlantic

Fleet and Commander Submarine Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet

2) Report Title: Measure of Effectiveness Model for the SSK Versus

Transitor Mission

3) Report Number: #310, Ser. N352/0663

4) Date: 11 July 1969

5) Classification: Confidential

6) Abstract: An evaluative model is presented for use in measuring

the effectiveness of the SSK versus ",'ransitor mission.
.7) -Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, classification probability,

detection probability, kill probability, submarine, transitor,

vul nerabi I i ty

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: Systemi

2) Function: Submarine ASW

3) Tactical Situation: SSK versus Transitor

3.1) Definition: An SSK is to detect, attack and kill any enemy

submarine which transits the SSK patrol area.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection and destruction of submarine

3.3) MOE's Selected:
(MOE) i = SSK/Transitor Effectiveness, which is defined as t,e

probability of the SSK killing a transiting e'nemy sub-

marine given a detection opportunity
(MOE). =.SSK/Transitor Vulnerability, which js defined as the

probability of accurate counterattack by the SST, given

a detection opportunity for the SSK

(MOE)3  Exchange r.tio
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3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: (MOE), includes vulnerabi'lity
implicitly in its definition, since, if the Transitor

"kills" the SSK, the SSK's action for that transit is
effectively terminated. Realizing this implicit

reflection of vulnerability in (MOE)l, it is useful to

display vulnerability explicitly. This is done by a

second relatea measure, (MOF)2. A third measure, (MOE)3,

is related to the first two and is given by the ratio

1 to ' These three measures provide a
complete measure of the effectiveness of the submarine i

in its role as an SSK.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE's:

(MOE), = fl(xl,..., x51

(MOE)2 = f2(x6 ""' xll)

(MOE)3 = f3(xl,..., Xll)

where

x, : probability that the SSK detects a transiting sub-
marine without first being successfully counter-

attacked, given a detection opportunity existed
x = probability that the SSK correctly classifies a2L

transiting submarine without being successfully

counterattacked between time of detection andI. classification, given that the Transitor has been
detected

= probability that the SSK makes an attack against a

transiting submarine without being successfully

counterattacked between time of classification and
attack, given that the Transitor has Feen correctly

classified
x4  :probability that the SSK conducts an accurate attack

against a transiting submarine without being success-

fully counterattacked between the lime of attack and
the time the launched weapon no longer requ;res control

by the firinq ship for successful culmination of the
attack, given that an attack is made ..
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-' X5  = probability that a transiting submarine is destroyed, J

given that an accurate attack is made
* x6  = number of detection opportunities (i.e., the number

of times a transiting submarine enters the SSK

patrol area)

x = number of SSK's accurately counterattacked by the

Transitor before the SSK detects the Transitor

x = number of SSK's accurately counterattacked by the

Transitor after detection, but before classification

by the SSK

x x9 = number of SSK's accurately counterattacked by the
* -Transitor after classification, but before attack

by the SSK

x = number of SSK's accurately counterattacked by the

Transitor after attack, but before culmination of

an accurate attack

X = number of SSK's accurately counterattacked by the

Transitor after a successfully culminated &ttack by

the-SSK
4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation only

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

3) Friendly Force Composition: Submarine

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Submarine - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability that the SSK detects a transiting

submarine without first being successfully counter-

attacked, given a detection opportunity existed
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(b) proe)bility that the SSK correctly classified

a tra",;iting submarine without being successfully

cnaterattacked between time of detection and

classification, given that the Transitor has

bee n detected

(c) probability that the SSK makes an attack against

a transiting submarine without being successfully

counterattacked between time of classification

and attack, given that the Transitor has been

correctly classified

(d) probability that the SSK conducts an accurate

attack against a transitino submarine without

being successfully counterattacked between the

time of attack and the time the launched weapon

no longer requires control by the firing ship for

successful culmination of the attack, given that

an attack is made I
(e) probability that a transiting submarine is destroyed,

given that an accurate attack is made
(f) number of detection opportunities (i.e., the

number of times a transiting submarine enters

the SSK patrol area)
(g) number of SSK's accurately counterattacked by

the Transitor before the SSK detects the Transitor

(h) number of SSK's accurately counterattacked by

the Transitor after detection, but before classi-

fication by the SSK
i) number of SSK's accurately counterattacked by

the Transitor after classification, but before

attack by the SSK

(j) number of SSK's accurately counterattacked by
the Transitor after attack, but before culmin-

ation of an accurate attack
k) number of SSK's accurately counterattacked by

the Transitor after a successfully culminated

attack by the SSK
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (8)-13

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C.
2) Report Title: Monte Carlo Simulations of Submarine Barrier Operations

3) Authors: I. Widman and J. S. Lee
4) Report Number: NRL Problem NO. 78801-10

5) Date: Not stated

6) Classification: Unclassified

7) Project Number: RRO03-02-41-6153
8) Abstract: A Monte Carlo simulation, to study the effectiveness

of the submarine barrier operation, is examined in this report.

In the submarine barrier operation, the submarines are stationed
in patrol areas to prevent the transit of enemy submarines into

the open ocean. This study shows that enemy submarines can reduce

their risk of interception by transiting in groups with proper

spacing between transitors. It also shows that some of the con-
ventional analytical techniques used in analyzing submarine

detection and search operations would lead to erroneous results.
9) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, barrier, detection probability,

exponential density function, Monte Carlo method, sonar, submarine,

torpedo, transitor

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine ASW

3) Mission: Barrier placement/patrol

3.1) Definition: To prevent an enemy submarine's transit into

the open ocean, submarine barriers are used in the forward

area controlled by enemy forces.
3.2) Criterion For Success: Suppression of submarine activity
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3.3) MOE's Selected:

In the case of a single enemy transit,

(MOE), = Probability that the transiting submari-ne will

be intercepted I
In the'case of- group transits

(MOE)2 = Probability of detection per transitor; i.e.,

.expected number of detections divided by the Li A
number of transitors

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE's: ]
(MOE)= f](x I , x2 )

(MOE)2  f2(x3 '''''  x' x19' X20 ' x22)
where

xw : probability that a single transiting submarine

is detected in the barrier

= g1(x3,""' xlO)

X= probability-that single transiting submarine is

intercepted given that it is detected in the barrier

= g2 (x16)

x = transitor's initial point of entry into the patrol area

x = barrier submarine's initial position when transitor

enters patrol area

x length of the patrol area

x = width of the patrol area

x7 = width of safety zone -J

x8 = time interval between observations

x = search pattern path

h,(x6, x7 , xll, xl 2  for linear search

h2 (x, xl,..., Xl4 ) for crossover search .9

x detection probability law (probability of detecting 1

a target as a function of the distance from the detector) ....

= Jh3(Xl5) for exponential'detection law
h4(x13) for definite range law

LA
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t "te l I -  detection range

x12 = barrier submarine's initial position- at beginring

Li 'of search pattern I
X barrier submarine's speed

x14  transitor's speed

x =a constant which represents the sensitivity of the
'detector-and the condition of the environment

x approach regionI16
h h(x, X6  x13  x.4 x17  x1

X = firing range of submarine-launched torpedoes
x = barrier submarine's position at time it detects

transi tor

= i(x3,..., Xo)

x19 = number of transitors in group transit attempt

x = factor of detection range increase

.3(Xll, x19, x21)

2 1 = spacing between transiting submarines

x = spacing between patrol areas

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples U
I- 15) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) In these operations, the ocean area concerned is patrolled
by a number of barrier submarines, each stationed in a

rectangular area.
(b) Inside each rectangle a specified strip width is established

as a safety zone.

(c) Barrier submarines maintain communication silence to avoid
being detected by transiting submarines. For the same reason,
passive sonar is the only detection device used in this

operation.
(d) Transitors are assumed to be traveling at constant speed in

a straight 'line perpendicular to the barrier line either

in groups or singly. Both the barrier submarine and transiting
submarines are traveling at a speed that achieves highest

probability of secure detection.
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t.j:'. (e) The barrier-submarine must remain -in the patrol area.

It may fire into, but'not enter, a safety zone.

In the linear search case, the barrier submarine patrols

along a fixed level parallel to the width of the patrol

area, moving back and forth in the barrier region. The

submarine-changes direction when either it reaches the 4
safety zone or its detection range reaches the boundary. .

(g) Th? crossover search is used when the speed of the barrier

submarine is greater that the speed of the transiting

submarine.

(h) Discrete time steps are taken for the convenience of digital
simulation. At each time step, a sonar contact is simulated

to determine whether the barrier submarine detects the

transitor. If the barrier submarine detects the transitor, -
the barrier submarine takes an intercept path to approach

within firing range of the transitor. If the barrier sub-

marine does not detect the transitor, the search and transit

process proceed to the-next time step.

(i) The region from which the barrier submarine can intercept a

transitor when the transitor is detected at a specified

location is called the approach region. If the barrier

submarine is inside the approach region at the time of

detection, the barrier submarine is sure to intercept the

transitor. Conversely, the transitor will escape if the

barrier submarine is outside the approach region at the

time of detection.

(j) In the case of group transits, -

(j.l) rransitors do not communicdte since they wish to

reduce the probability of being detected.

(j.2) NeigLboring barrier submarines can not be called

upon to assist in attacking transitors.

(j.3) As the spacing between transitors approach zero,

the noise from various transitors combines to increase
the effective detection range. As the spacing increases,

it is assumed that the factor decreases exponentially

to 1. L]
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(j.4) If two-or more detections are made at any observation,

the barrier submarine will proceed in a manner that

will permit two interceptions if possible, and, if

not, to intercept the transitor that requires less

chasing

(j.5) Transitors are unaware of the boundaries of the
~patrol area, and so one submarine group may fall

into two or more patrol areas.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

i L 1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

Li 2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) transitor's speed

2.2) Tactics:

2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of transitors in group transit attempt

r" < (b) spacing between transiting submarines

3) Friendly Force Composition: Submarine

3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) barrier submarine's speed

3.2) Sensors: Passive sonar

3.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) detection range

3.3) Armament: Torpedoes

3.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) firing range of submarine-launched torpedoes

3.4) Deployment:

3.4.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) length of the patrol area

(b) width of the patrol area

(c) width of safety zone

(d) spacing between patrol areas
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3.5) Tactics:
3.5.1) Qualitative Factors:

(a) linear search pattern

(b) crossover search pattern _

3.5.2) Quantiiative Factors:

(a) time interval between observations

(b) barrier submarine's initial position at

beginning of search pattern I
4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Submarine - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) transitor's initial point of entry into the

patrol area

(b) barrier submarine's initial position when transitor

enters patrol area

5) Friendly Force - Environment Interaction:

5.1) Sensor - Environment: Passive sonar

5.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) a constant which represents the sensitivity

of the detector and the condition of the en-

vi ronment

Ll
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (8)-14,

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION,

1) Originating Activity: Center for Naval Analyses, Arlington, Virginia

2) Report Title: Minimizing-the Approach-Time of an SSK to its Target- i3) Author: J. Bram

4) Report Ntmber: OEG Interim Research Memorandum No,. 21 (AD-284 796)
L] 5) Date: 13 August 1962

]-6) Classification: Unclassified

7) Abstract: The problem of finding the path which minimizes the

1approach time when a killer submarine wishes to ove:'take an enemy

submarine without being counterdetected is formulated and solved.

8) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, contact prosecution, submarine

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine ASW

3) Mission: Contact prosecution

3.1) Definition: A killer submarine detects an enemy submarine End

attempts to place himself a specified distance directly ahead

of the enemy submarine as quickly as possible.

1 3.2) Criterion For Success: Preparation for attack in the least

possible time without being counterdetected

3.3) MOE Selected: Minimum approach time

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE: -

MOE = min f(x 1,..., x5 )
x5

11

where

f(x1,.., x5 ) killer submarine approach time if killer suhmarine

travels along approach path xi

x = killer submarine approach path
x2  = enemy submarine velocity
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x a function of the range between the killer submarine

and the enemy submarine which represents the maximum

speed that the killer submarine can travel and keep

the probability of being counterdetected .at a fixed level -
4

-

killer submarine position relative to the enemy submarine

at time of enemy submarine detection

: distance in front of the enemy submarine that the killer

submarine requires-for his attack

4) MOE-Usage In Study:. Formulation only

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Enemy submarine speed is constant.

(b) Killer submarine travels at maximum speed. I
(c) Killer submarine knows how fast he can travel and keep the

probability of counterdetection at a fixed level.

C. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) enemy submarine velocity

3) Friendly Force Composition: (Killer) submarine
3.1 ) Tactics : I,

3.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) distance in front of the enemy submarine that the

killer submarine requires for his attack

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Submarine- Submarine,,i

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) a function of the range between the killer submarine

and the enemy submarine which represents the maximum

speed that the killer submarine can travel and keep j
the probability of being counterdetected at a fixed

level L
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(b) killer submarine position relative to the enemy
submarine at time of enemy submarine detection

I ,

zj
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (8)-l-5

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

) Originating Activity: Center ForiNaval Analyses, Arlington, Virginia F t
2) Report Title: Analysis of the Effectiveness of an SSK Barrier

3) Report Number: OEG Study No. 460

4) Date: 10 October 1951

5) Classification: Confidential

6) Abstract: This study offers a method for estimating the potential

effectiveness of the SSK, or antisubmarine submarine. For the sake

of specificity, the SSK is taken to be guarding a channel in a

specified ocean area, and its effectiveness is taken to be equivalent

to the percentage of enemy submarine traffic in the channel which itcan destroy. The model set up to describe this situation allows for

variations in such factors as the sweep width of the SSK's detection

gear, the SSK's submerged speed-endurance, the range of its torpedoes,

and the enemy's choice of tactics in passing through the channel.

The model therefore makes it possible to estimate the effectiveness

not merely of one specific typp of SSK, but of any submarine per-

forming an SSK mission. Furthermore, the model can easily be extended

to cover SSK operations other than the specific one chosen as an

example, and this study consiers, in addition to the case of a single

SSK in a specific channel, the use of numbers of SSK's in offensive

barriers of various shapes. Also discussed are the merits of a

defensive SSK barrier, the value of the information on enemy submarine

movements that an SFK barrier might provide, ard tha value of the

antisubmarine cont, ibutions that an SSK barrier might make by delaying A

enemy submarines in transit.

7) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, attrition, barrier, detection,

kill, sonar, submarine, tactics, torpedo
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B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine ASW

3 Tactical Situation: SSK versus Transitor

3.1) Definitiont SSK's are deployed as a barrier through which

enemy submarines attempt to transit.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Suppression of submarine activity

3.3). MOE Selected: Expected proportion of enemy submarine traffic I
destroyed by the SSK's

Li 3.3.1) Rationald For Selection: This MOE is a direct measure

of the SSK's effectiveness in performipg its primary

objective, namely, destruction of enemy submarines.

Although the enemy can reduce the effectiveness of an

SSK barrier, so far as the destruction of his submarines

is concerned, by adoption of more extensive submergence

tactics, he cannot do so without suffering the disadvan-

tage that all of his submarines are slowed down.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE f(xI, x2)

where

A1  number of SSK's operating in the channel

x e):pacted proportion of enemy traffic destroyed by a

single SSK

- gl(x 3, x4 ' x5)

x = contact factor (in contacts per SSK per transiting enemy),

which is defined as the proportion of transiting submaripes

that is detected by a single SSK

: hl(X 6, x7, x8)

x = attack factor (in attacks per contact), which is defined

as the propFtion of transiting rubmarines that is attaked

by a single SSK

= h2 (x7, x9 , X10 )
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X kill factar (in kills per attacki, which is defined as'

the proportion of attacked enemy submarines that is

killed by a single SSK

x = width of channel. available to enemhy submarines

x- =,sweep width which ani SSK-can achieve against enemy

submarines which are detectable
x enemy tactics factor. which-is d6fini:I as the probability

that enemy submarines will be detectable (i.e., snorkeling)

when- passing the SSKT i (x7 , x, 1" x1 2 ) if targets travel while charging

i 2 (x7, x14 .xl 5 ) if targets lie to while charging,

batteries 4
Lx 9  = approach distance, whiclh is defined as the maximum.distance

to the target track from which an SSK can intercept a target

= i3(x16)

XO = torpedo forerun, which is defined as the maximum forerun

of the torpedoes available to the SSK
y' X = distance enemy submarine travels during one-complete

snorkel cycle

J3(xl2, x13)

X = distance enemy submarine travels during that portion of

one complete snorkel cycle when it is continuously snorkeling

: kl(x, 6 , x17 )

x13= distance enemy submarine travels during that portion of one

complete snorkel cycle when it is running submerged -

= k2(x18 , x19)

x = number of battery charges required to transit channel if

targets lie to while charging batteries

= J2 (x1 5, x18)

x length of channel

x6 enemy submarine speed while snorkeling
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x17 = snorkeling time during one complete snorkel -cycle

x18 = enemy submarine speed while running submerged

x submerged time during one complete snorkel cycle

3.5) Additional MOE's Identified:

(a) 'Number of enemy submarines sunk in a given interval of

time, if a specified number of SSK's are maintained on-

station continuously during the same period,

-*)Number of enemy submarines sunk in a given interval of

time. by a specified number of submarines available for

use as SSK's

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions*:

(a) The SSKts operate in a rectangular channel that is long enough

so that the enemy submarioes .will have to expose themselves

somewhere in transiting the area. This assumption is made

for mathematical convenience.

(b) The SSK's al.ways use the means of detection that achieves

the maximum sweep width against enemy submarines transiting

the channel.

(c) The SSK's will remain completely submerged'and attempt to hover

as much as possible- in the patrol area, and therefore these

tactics will make the enemy's problem of locating the SSK's as

difficult as possible; they will help the SSK's to achieve their

maximum sweep width when relying upon listening equipment; they

will help to maintain the average state of charge of the SSK

batteries at a high level, thus maintaining their submerged
i endurance; and they will minimize contacts between SSK's.

(d) The enemy submarine may adopt any one of a wide range of tactics

in transiting the channel. Therefore, an enemy tactic factor,

which measures the fraction of the length of the channel in

which the targets expose themselves to detection by SSK's, is

introduced.
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(e) The SSK's detection equipment obeys a definite range law,i.e.,

detecting all detectable targets which pass within the sweep[ (f) An enemy submarihe, when it is not snorkeling, is runnin , at -

a depth and speed at which it does not cavitate and. therefore

cannot be detected.

(g) The enemy submarines are equally likely to transit the channel
at any point of its width.

(h) An SSK does not start its approach until it is directly abeam
of the target.

(i) An SSK is assumed to start the approach with a fully-charged

battery. This is because the SSK is initially hovering (and

conserving electrical power), so as to maximize its sweep width.
(j) The SSK is assumed to start its approach with perfect knowledge

of target course and speed. This assumption is partially -1

justifiable by the consideration that whenever the target is

detected before the SSK finds itself abeam of the target, then

some tracking information will be available before the start of

the approach.

(k) The SSK is assumed to maintain contact on its target during the

approach. This implies that the enemy does not take evasive I
action during the approach, and does not complete the snorkel

cycle before the SSK completes its approach and attack. l

(1) The SSK's do not communicate intelligence to each other which

aids them in sinking their primary target, that is, the model will

in general not be valid for any SSK wolfpack operations.

(m) The number of SSK's employed in the channel does not exceed

_ ] /x 7 -

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: "1

1.1) Quantitative Factors: a
(a) width of channel available to enemy submarines
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: i (b) length of channel

vi 2) Threat Composition: Submarines

2.1) Tactics:

2.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) enemy submarine speed while snorkeling

(b) snorkeling time during one complete snorkel cycle

(c) enemy submarine speed while running submerged

(d) submerged time during one complete snorkel cycle

3) Friendly Force Compositions: SSK's

3.1) Sensors: Sonar

3.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) sweep width which an SSK can achieve against

enemy submarines which are detectable

3.2) Armament: Torpedoes

3.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) torpedo forerun, which is defined as the maximum

forerun of the torpedoes available to the SSK

3.3) Deployment:

3.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) number of SSK's operating in the channel

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: SSK - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) kill factor (in kills per attack), which is defined

as the proportion of attacked enemy submarines that

is killed by a single SSK
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (8)-16

Ti

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Submarine Development Group Two, Groton,

Connecticut

2) Report Title: A Measure of Detection Performance

3) Author: B.J. McCabe
4) Report Number: Research Technical Contribution 4-72 (AD-520 030)

5) Date: April 1972

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Abstract: The purpose of this report is to introduce a measure of

submarine detection performance which can be estimated from exercise

data, and which is proposed as a method for summarizing exercise or

mission detection data. The principal goal was to develop a statistic I
which meets the following requirements: (1) it makes use of the in-

formation in the failures to detect as well as the detections; (2) it

has a simple enough structure so that its probability distribution

can be analyzed.

8) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, detection, normal density function,

sonar, statistics, submarine, transitor

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine ASW

3) Mission: Barrier placement/patrol

3.1) Definition: An SSK, patrolling a barrier, attempts with 4
passive sonar to detect enemy submarines transiting through

this barrier.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection of submarine
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3.3) MOE Selected: Conceptual detection range, which is defined as

the range at which the probability that the closest point offapproach (CPA) does not exceed this range is equal to the total

probability of detection

I c 3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: The principal goal was to

develop a measure of submarine detection performance

which can be estimated from exercise data and which

meets the following requirements: (I) It makes use

of the information in the failures to detect as well

as the detections; (2) it has a simp'e enough structure

so that its probability distribution can be analyzed.

Mean detection range is not a good measure because it

fails to use any of the information in the runs on which

detections did not occur. Area under the cumulative

probability of detection (CPD) curve fails on the

second count - its probability distribution is too

intricate to be susceptible to analysis. There are

two other measures which satisfy (1) And (2) but they

suffer from other defects. The ratio of detections to

opportunities may not be a good summary of performance

because a biased CPA distribution may result in a mis-

leading ratio of detections to opportunities. (Too

many short CPA's inflate the measure, too many long

CPA's deflate it.) Another measure - area under an

estimate of the lateral range curve.-is usually not

usable due to the large data base required to estimate

a lateral range curve validly. Conceptual detection

range (CDR) satisfies both requirements (1) and (2),

can remove the effects of a biased CPA distribution,

and does not require an enormous data base (25 runs

or greater is generally adequate). The statistic,
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CDR, does not use all the information in the detection,

that is, the information in the fact that a detection

has occurred is used, but not the detection range it-

self. The latter information is used in computing the

CPD curve. However, this kind of criticism can be

made of virtually every non-parametric statistic. The

neglect of information in data is justified if some

other end is served.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xl, x2)

where

= empirical distribution function for the closest point

of approach

3( x5)

x = empirical probability of detection

= g2(x3, x4)

x3 = number of transits of enemy submarine

x4 = number of enemy submarines detected

x5 = a vector whose ith component 
represents the closest

point of approach for the it transit

3.5) Additional MOE's Identified:

(a) Mean detection range

(b) Area under the cumulative probability of detection curve

c) Ratio of detections to opportunities

(d) Area under the lateral range curve

4) MOE Usage in Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Each attempted passage through the barrier (called a run)

produces either a detection range or a range of the closest

point of approach (CPA).
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(b) The SSK and transitors behave in such a way that successive

runs produce CPA's to the SSK which are independent and

governed by an unknown probability distribution function.

(c) The lateral range function (probability of detection for

specified CPA) is unknown.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

!_] 2.1) Tactics:

2.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) number of transits of enemy submarine

3) Friendly Force Composition: Submarine

3.1) Sensor: Passive sonar

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Submarine - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factor:
(a) a vector whose ith component represents the

th
closest, point of approach for the i- transit

4.2) Sensor - Platform: Passive sonar - Submarine

4.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) number of enemy submarines detected
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!, jj ) STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (8)-17 LI

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,

California

2) Report Title: The Evaluation of Submarine Weapon Systems Effectiveness:

An Analytical Approach

3) Authors: N.E. Prosser, W.E. Smith, Jr. and C.H. Van Landingham, Jr.

4) Report Identification: Thesis for the Master of Science in Operations

Research, (AD-375 327) .1
5) Date: 1964

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Abstract: This thesis offers to those concerned with modern submarine

warfare a methodology for deriving quantitative submarine ASW capability

information. This methodology encompasses the following: First, it

establishes a submarine ASW measure of effectiveness based on observed

performance data. Second, it demonstrates the applications of the

measure of effectiveness to operational situations. Third: it provides

criteria for assigning varying degrees of realism to observed data,

thus, insuring a valid data base necessary for the computation of a

true measure of effectiveness. Fourth, the techniques of automatic

data processing are applied to the collection, storage, recall and

query of the required performance data. The methodology presented

thus provides for the distillation and assemblage of a great volume

of data into usable form which, in turn, can be employed as a basis

for decision processes as applied to oday's submarine forces.

8) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, classification probability,

contact prosecution, detection, detection probability, hit probability,

kill probability, normal density function, Poisson density function,

search, submarine, submarine attack, torpedo
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B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: Force and System

2) Function: Submarine ASW

3) Tactical Situations:

3.1) Tactical Situation Type: Submarine versus Submarine

3.1.1) Definition: A friendly subm.irine engages an enemy

submarine in a one-on-one situation.

3.1.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of enemy submarine

and survival of friendly submarine

3.1.3) MOE Selected: Weapun system effectiveness, which is

defined as the conditional probability that friendly

submarine obtains a hit on enemy submarine, given that

friendly submarine survives the engagement and has an

initial detection opportunity

3.1.3.1) Rationale For Selection: This measure of

effectiveness reflects a submarine's over-

all system capability 'and can be constructed

using. performance data.

3.1.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

(MOE)1 = fl(xl, x2)

where

X =weapon system capability, which is defined as

the conditional probability that friendly sub-

marine places a weapon within the average weapon

acquisition range for a homing weapon, or at

estimated center of target if non-homing weapon,

given that friendly submarine survives the en-

gagement and has an initial detection opportunity
= gl(x3"" x6)[
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x2  = weapon performance factor, which is defined as I
the conditional probability that weapon hits

enemy submarine, given that it is placed within

the average weapon acquisition range for a homing

weapon, or at estimated middle of target for non- 4
homing weapon

x3  conditional probability that friendly submarine

detects enemy submarine, given that it survives

the detection phase of the engagement and has

an initial detection opportunity A

x conditional pr'obability that friendly submarine

correctly classifies the enemy submarine, given

that it survives the classification phase of the

engagement and has detected the target

x = conditional probability that friendly submarine

attacks the enemy submarine, given that it sur-

vives the attack phase of the engagement and

has classified the target
x =conditional probability that friendly submarine

places a weapon within the average weapon ac-

quisition range for a homing weapon, or at

estimated center of target if non-homing weapon,

given that it survives the hit phase of engage-

ment and has attacked the target

3.2) Tactical Situation Type: Submarine force versus Submarine force

3.2.1) Definition: A friendly submarine force engages an enemy

submarine force that is operating in an ocean area.

3.2.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of submarine

3.2.3) MOE Selected: Expected number of enemy submarines

killed in a specified period of time
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3.2.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

(MOE)2  f2(x7, X8)

where

S7  fractional enemny force destroyed by friendly
force in time x9

g2 (x9, xlO, X11 , X19)
x8  total number of enemy submarine in search area

g3(xl2, x13)

th
x =a vector whose i component represents the

LJ expected numbei of enemy submarines killed by

type i friendly submarine

= hl(x 8 , Xl2, xl 4 )

x = a vector whose i- component represents the

Lcoverage factor for the type i friendly submarine

= h2(xls,..., x19)

XIl = number of types of friendly.submarines in search

area

x = a vector whose ith component represents the

number of enemy submarines- of type i in search

area

xl3 = number of types of enemy submarines in search area

= a matrix whose (i,j) entry represents the weapon

system effectiveness of type i friendly submarines

against type j enemy submarines

X15 = search area in square miles

X16 = a vector whose ith component represents the number

of friendly submarines of type i in search area

X = a vector whose ith component represents the

optimal search speed of friendly submarine of

type i
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-111
= a vector whose i~- component represents the L

range for friendly submarine type i at which

90% of all initial detcctions. occur at ranges I
less than or equal to this range

x19 time period in hours

4Y" MOE Usage In Study: The MOE's were formulated and numerical examples T.were presented. In particular, fleet data were used to determine values

of (MOE)1 which comprised the entries in the matrix xl 4 . In addition,

(MOE)2 was used to obtain force level requirements for a desired level j
of effectiveness in an area search ASW operation.

5) Special Study Assumptios:

(a) Initial detection ranges are normally distributed.

(b) A detection opportunity is defined as existing whenever a, target

closes to the 90% detection range.

c) In the force level submarine versus submarine encounter,

(c.!) The number of each type of enemy submarine in the search

area is known.

(c.2) The enemy submarihes are assumed to be uniformly distributed

throughout the search area.

(c.3) Each friendly subma.-ine is assigned a particular subarea

t,6 search such that no two submarines cover the same area.
(c.4) Each friendly submarine searches its subarea in a random

fashion.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) search area in square miles
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2). Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Deployment:

SL ~2.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) a vector whose i- componnt represents the number
L_: of enemy submarines of type i in'search area '

(b) number of types of enemy submarines in search area

3) Friendly Force C"mposition: Submarine

3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) a vector whose th component represents the range for

friendly submarine type i at which 9C% of all Initial
detections occur at ranges less than cr equal to this range

Li 3.2) Armament: Torpedo

3.1) Deployment:

L 3.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of types of friendly submarine in search area

(b) a vector whose i h component represents the number

of friendly submarines of type i in search area

Tcc(c) time period in hours

3.4) Tactics:

3.4.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) a iector whose it- component represents the optimal
search speed of friendly submarine of type i

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Submarine - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) conditional probability that friendly submarine ,

detects enemy submarine, given that it survives I
the detection phase of the engagement and has

;, an initial detection opportunity

(b) conditional probability 'that friendly submarine

correctly classifies the enemy submarine, given

that it survives the classification phase of the
engagement and has detected the target
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(c) conditional probability that friendly submarine --

attacks the enemy submarine, given that it survives

the attack phase of the engagement and has classified

the target

(d) conditional probability that friendly submarine

places a wnaoon 44-'-i t,& aV age ..... n a-

quisition range for a homing weapon, or at estimated

center of target if non-homing weapon, given that

it survives the hit phase of the engagement and

has attacked the target

(e) a matrix whose (i j)th entry represents the weapon _j

system effectiveness of type i friendly submarines

against type j enemy submarines

4.2) Armament - Platform: Torpedo - Submarine

4.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) weapon performance factor, which is defined as the

conditional probability that weapon hits enemy

submarine, given that it is placed within the

average weapon acquisition range for a homing

weapon, or at estimated middle of target for

non-homing weapon
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[. '-* '-STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (8)-18

~I

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

S1) Originating Activity: Operations Research, Incorporated, Silver Spring,

Maryland

2) Report Title: The Effect of Multiple Contacts on Passive Sonar Class-
2) ification - An Analytic Approach

3) Author: P.M. Tullier

4) Report Number: TR 713

Li 5) Date: June 1972

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Contract: N00014-71-C-0408 (Office of Naval Research)

- 8) Abstract: The time-dependent aspects of passive sonar classification

are analyzed in this report. An analysis of sonar functions, such as

providing input for fire control solutions, demonstrated the need for

overlapping observations of several contacts. Thus the time to return

* to a contact depends on the load (number of contacts under observation).

In the future, improved sonars with greater ranges will increase the

system load whether or not ship densities change. As an attempt to

understand sonar operations under heavy system loads, a model of

contact classification, given a system load, is developed for a single

sonar and contact of a. single priority class. The result is a prob-

ability law for classifying a contact on a look starting at time t after

the last look, given k contacts in the system when the last look began.

Extensions that include multiple sonars and contacts of different

priority classes are discussed. Data requirements also are discussed,

giving sources, collection difficulties, and expected biases.

9) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, classification, classification

probability, exponential density function, Poisson density function,

queuing, sonar, submarine, surveillance, undersea surveillance
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B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: Subsystem
2) Function: Submarine ASW

3) Mission: Ocean Surveillance

3.1) Definition: Submarine passive sonar system is used to classify

all contacts received.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Classification of contact

3.3) MOE Selected: Probability of classifying a contact on a look

starting at a specified time after the last look, given a spec-

ified number of contacts in the system when the last look began

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(xI)

where

x, probability density function for classifying a contact on

a look starting at time x after the last look, given xlO

contacts in the system when the last look began

= g(x2, x3, x4, x9, xlO)

x2  =probability of return to contact at time x9 , given xlO

initial contacts in the system

= hl(X 5 , x6, x7, x9, xlO)

x = probability density function of the look duration
= h2 (x8)

x = probability density function of classification of a contact

in the look interval (x9 , x9 + look time), given time of

previous look x13

: h3(x9 , x12, x13, x14)

= a vector whose it- component represents the convolution

of i service time distributions

: il(x8)
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x6 a vector whose i component represents the probability
of i contacts being encountered before time x9, given

-- ~~~xl initial contacts in the system x9Xo x)
i2 (x9 1 l, x1 l)

x sweep circle sector size I
~x. mean ,look rate •

x9  time since last look at reference contact

x = number of contacts in the system when the last look began

x = contact arrival rate

x12 = joint probability density function for a classification

i window in terms of its beginningand duration
=i3(xl5)

= time last look ended- _, 13

x = minimum time required in order to classify

x = signal to noise ratio

- J(xl6 ,..., xl9)

X = source level

X17 = propagation loss

X = directivity index

X = background noise

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation only

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) One passive sonar is present.

(b) The classification process relies on cumulative information

available. The contact is available for classification during

time intervals of random start and duration. These intervals

are called classification windows.

(c) With regard to priority, all contacts are treated the same.

(d) The random arrivals of new contacts are assumed to be distributed

* according to the Poisson distribution law. Cases concerning

bulk arrivals or fixed number of contacts are not treated ex-

plicitly in the analysis.
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(e) The time spent by t',,e sonar operator on each look at a contact -

is assumed to be exponentially distributed. Li

(f) The sonar operator's look must overlap the classificationwindow for a minimum time on order to classify.

(g) Arivals are uniform over all directions, including the baffled
area. This assumption does not reflect the real world, but was .

used to facilitate the miathematical analysis.

(h) The sonar is assumed to sweep in a circular pattern. When a

contact is encountered, it is observe,' and then the sweep pro-

ceeds in the same direction. This simple search pattern is used

in order to reduce the mathematical complexity.

(i) Contacts are allowed to move in and out of detection range. How-

ever, the contact of reference (the one to be classified) is

assumed to be on about the same bearing when the next observation

is made. This means that the sonar will sweep out approximately

360 degrees between looks at a contact. This assumption is reason-

able if the time between looks is short or the contact moves very

slowly.

(j) It is assumed that if the sonar is trained on bearing 0l and

there are no existing contacts between 01 and 02, then no con-

tacts will be picked up during the sweep from 01 to 0 This

assumption is reasonable because sonar sweeps are made very

quickly. If the sweep was slow, arrivals could enter near 92

while the sonar transversed from 9l to , therefore the assumption

would not be valid.

(k) The sonar sweep circle is divided into sectors large enough

to hold only one contact.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environmelit:
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: .1) Quantitative Factors:

[3*i (a) propagation loss I i

(b) background noise

2) Target Composition: Contacts

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) source level

3) Friendly Force Composition: Submarine

3.1) Sensor: Passive sonar

3.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) minimum time required in order to classify

(b) directivity index

3.2) Tactics:
3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) sweep circle sector size

(b) mean look rate

4) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

4.1) Sensor - Platform: Passive sonar - Contacts

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) time since last look at reference contact

(b) number of contacts in the system when the last

look began

(c) contact arrival rate

(d) time last look ended

L,5
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STUDY REVIEW SUMIMARY NO.(9)-l

U-J A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

. ) Originating Activity: U.S, Naval Postgraduate School,*Monterey, California

2) Repo't Title: The Factors Affecting Antisubmarine Warfare Inside

the Screen

3) Author: D. G. Clark

4) Report Identification: Thesis for the Master of Science In Operations

Research, (AD-509 085)

5) Date: December 1968

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Abstract: This paper explores the situation where an attacking sub-

marine has penetrated the escorting screen and is operating in the

vicinity of the main body. Some recent studies from other sources are

constructively criticized and ideas and models are postulated for future

analysis to determine justification for the name "submarine haven" which

has been given to this area in the acoustic shadow of the main body.

8) Descriptors: Convoy defense, detection, hit probability, submarine,

submarine attack, torpedo

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine Attack

3) Mission: Submarine attack on convoy

3.1) Definition: A merchant convoy forms the target for an attacking

submarine. The convoy is protected by destroyers in a circular

area patrol screen. rhe submarine attempts to penetrate the

screen in order to fire torpedoes at the convoy ships.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of ships

3.3) MOE Selected: Expected number of ships hit

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE f(xl,...,x6)

where
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x = probability the submarine penetrates the screen

:l(x 7
,i8 x9)

x2 = probability the submarine is detected while attacking

= probability the submarine chooses to evade after attack

x4 = probability the submarine reattacks after attack

x = probability of at least one hit in a salvo

g2(x10 , x11)

x = number of torpedoes carried by the submarine

x = number of screening ships

x8  = sweep width of a screening ship

x9  = radius of the screen circle

x = hit probability of a torpedo

X = number of torpedoes fired per salvo

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Torpedo firings are independent.

(b) All salvos are of three torpedos.

(c) Each destroyer in the screen is assigned a sector of the circle in

relative degrees, and a minimum and maximum range from formation

center. Within her sector, each patrols in a random manner at

maximum effective sonar speed.

(d) Torpedoes detonate upon impact.

(e) The convoy is in a square formation with a specified constant dis-
tance between adjacent stations in both columns and rows.

(f) Torpedoes are fired from outside the screen.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Compos'tion: Merchant ships and destroyers

2.1) Platform Type: Merchant ships
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2.1.1) Deployment:
i J2.1.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) in a square formation

2.2) Platform.Type: Destroyer

2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:
(a) number of screening ships (destroyers)

(b) sweep width of a screening ship

2.2.2) Deployment:

2.2.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) in a circular area patrol screen

2.2.2.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) radius of screen circle

2.2.3) Tactics:

2.2.3.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) random patrol within the assigned sector

3) Friendly Force Composition: Submarine

3.1) Tactics:

3.1.1) Qualitative Factor:
(a) penetrate screen and attack convoy ships

3.1.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability the submarine chooses to evade

after attack

(b) probability the submarine reattacks after attack

3.2) Armament: Antishipping torpedoes

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of torpedoes carried by the submarine

(b) number of torpedoes fired per salvo

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaftion:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Submarine - Destroyer

4.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability the submarine is detected while attacking

4.2) Armament - Platform: Torpedo - Merchant ships

4.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) hit probability of a torpedo ]
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~~t9 STUDY REVIEW SUM14i1\RY NO. (9)-2]

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION i

1)' Originating Aciivity: Center for Naval Analyses, Arlington, Virginia -

2) Report Title: Measures of Effectiveness in Submarine Warfare and

their Relation to (in Integrated Research Program Li

3) Author: W.J. Horvath

4) Report Number: OEG Report 52

5) Date: 20 June 1946

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Abstract: This report deals with the problem of determining quantitative

measures for the effectiveness of submarine operations and applying the

results of such studies to discover means for improving these operations.

The techniques used for these studies apply generally to all types of

warfare, but the present report is concerned only with offensive

submarine warfare against enemy merchant shipping.

8) Descriptors: Detection, hit probability, kill probability, merchant

ship, submarine, submarine attack, torpedo

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine Attack

3) Mission: Submarine attack on convoy

3.1) Definition: Subma'rines attack individual merchant ships and

merchant ship convoys. )

3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of ships

3.3) MOE Selected: Number of ships sunk per unit time spent in area -

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE = f(x ,..., x )1 4)
where

A: number of ships sighted per unit time spent in area

x= conditional probability of attacking a ship given that it

is sighted 364,
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x3  conditional probability of hitting a ship given that it

is attacked
x conditional probability of sinking a ship given that it

is hit

4) MOE Usage In Study: The MOE is formulated and used to discuss methods

of increasing the overall effectiveness of submarine attacks on merchant

ships by increasing the effectiveness in each of the four phases

(sighting, approach, firing, and sinking) of the attack operation.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Target Composition: Merchant ships

3) Friendly Force Composition: Submarines

3.1) Armament: Torpedoes

4) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Submarine - Merchant ship

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of ships sighted per unit time spent in area

(b) conditional probability of attacking a ship given

that it is sighted

(c) conditional probability of hitting a ship given that

it is attacked

4.2) Armament - Platform: Torpedo - Merchant ship

4.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) conditional probability of sinking a ship given that

it is hit
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (9)-3

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1 1) Originating Activity: Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California

L 2) Report Title: Simulation Models of Search in the Presence of Decoys

3) Author: E.L. Wong

4) Report Number: Technical Note NWRC-TN-37

5) Date: April 1972

6) Classification: Unclassified

7) Contract: N00014-71-C-0119 (Office of Naval Research)

8) Abstract: A simulation model that represents a submarine's search

for a high value target within a specified operating area is described

in this report. This model was developed as an adjunct to the formulation

and implementation of a computationally more efficient analytical model.
The simulation model served two purposes. First, the simulation model

provided a validation of the statistical inputs used for the analytical
model. Specifically, the simulation studies validated the applicability

of the analytical model for determining rate of encounter between sub-

marine and targets. Second, results obtained through exercise of the

simulation model provided a convenient check of the reasonableness of

analytical model results.

9) Descriptors: Acoustic decoy, countermeasure, decoy, detection, detection

probability, Monte Carlo method, search, submarine, tactics

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT -J

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine Attack

3) Mission: Target search

3.1) Definition: A submarine searches for a high value target (HVT)

in a specified area.

iIl 366
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3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection of target
3.3) MOE Selected: Elapsed time to target detection

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: Time to (first) detection is

Sequivalent to time to first encounter, Where encounter

r 'occurs whenever the range between the submarine and the

L HVT is less than some predetermined value.

L -3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

Case 1 - Continuous search, without false targets

MOE fl(Xl'"" x7 )

where

xI  HVT velocity

x length of HVT track segments

x3 = radius of objective area

4x = time increment between direction changes by HVT and submarine

x radius of detection of HVT by submarine

= submarine search velocity

x = length of submarine track segments
(7

Case 2 - Sprint/drift search, without false targets

'MOE : f2(xlD..., x4, x8,..., x13)

1. where

x8  submarine sprint velocity

x = submarine drift veocity

x submarine sprint period

X submarine drift period

S12= radius of detection of HVT by submarine during sprint

x13 = radius of detection of HVT 1y submarine during drift

Case 3 - Continuous search, with false target field

MOE f3 (xl,..., x x14 ,..., x)

where

x4 length of decoy track segments

3
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x :decoy velocity

x15
X = decoy classification time

X = decoy "turned-off" time

= 18 radius of detection of decoy by submarine

x19  number of decoys

4) MOE Usage in Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Objective area is considered to be circular in shape.

(b) Initial positions of the HVT and decoys 'if included) are

randomly distributed within the area. -,

(c) Initial HVT movement is radially away from the center of the area.

(d) The submarine searcher moves initially toward the center of the area.

(e) Direction changes by the HVT anl submarine are made at the same time.

(f) Decoys, if not stationary, move initially in a manner similar to

that exhibited by the HVT.

(g) Speeds of the HVT, decoys (if included) and submarine are held

constant.

(h) The submarine possesses perfect information concerning the size

and location of the search area.

(i) The detection capability of the submarine against either the

d2coys or the HVT is described by a definite range probability 9
law or "cookie cutter".

1(j) Courses traveled by the HVT, decoys (if included) and submarine

are straight line.

(k) In Case 2, the submarine employs a tactic of fivst executing a

high speed sprint and then a slow speed drift to attempt detection

of the HVT.

(1) In Case 3,

(.1) During the period the submarine is classifying a decoy,

the submarine is precluded from making new detections

on either the HVT or other decoys.

36
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(1.2) After decoy classification, the decoy is turned off

for x time units.

(1.31 When the submarine is within detection range of two

or more decoys at any given instant, the submarine

investigates and classifies the nearest decoy, ignoring

the others.I (1.4) Decoy classification by the submarine is perfect.

(1.5) When the HVT is within range, it is detected and

classified by the submarine without regard for whatever

C. EFCIdecoys may also be present.

-' C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

L.I) Quantitative Factor:

(a) radius of objective area

2) Target: High value target (HVT) and decoys

2.1) Platform Type: High value target

2.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) HVT velocity

2.1.2) Tactics:

2.1.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

S( ) length of HVT track segments
2.2) Platform Type: Decoy

2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) decoy velocity

(b) number of decoys

2.2.2) Tactics:

2.2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) length of decoy track segments

3) Friendly Force: Submarine

3.1) Tactics:
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3.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) submarine search velocity ii
(b) length of submarine track segments

(c) submarine sprint velocity

(d) submarine drift velocity *1

(e) submarine sprint period

(f) submarine drift period

4) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform:

4.1.1) Type: Submarine - High value target

4.1.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) time increment between direction changes

by HVT and submarine

4.1.2) Type: Submarine - Decoy

4.1.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) decoy classification time

(b) decoy "turned-off" time

5) Friendly Force - Target - Physical Environment Interaction:

5.1) Platform - Platform - Environment:

5.1.1) Type: Submarine - High value target
5.1.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) radius of detection of HVT by submarine

(b) radius of detection of HVT by submarine

during sprint

(c) radius of detection of HVT by submarine

during drift

5.1.2) Type: Submarine - Decoy

5.1.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) radius of detection of decoy by submarine
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (9)-4

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Center for Naval Analyses, Arlington, Virginia

2 Report Title: Distribution of Losses in an Idealized Antishipping

Campaign

3) Author: J. Hall
4). Report Number: CNA Research Contribution No. 120 (AD-857 966)

5) Date: 9 July 1969

6) Classification: Unclassified

7) Contract: NOOO14-68-A-0091 (Office of Naval Research)
8) Abstract: This paper describes an idealized, steady state antishipping

campaign carried out by submarines whose operations are mutually

independent. The probability distribution of the number of successful

patrols per submarine is derived and the probability distribution of

the total shipping losses (total number of ships hit) is approximated.

9) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, attrition, barrier, binomial
density function, convc/ defense, normal density function, screen,

submarine, submar'ne attack, surface ship, survivability

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Submarine Attack

3) Mission: Submarine attack on convoy

3.1) Definition: Submarines cycle between a base and an operating

area in which they attack surface ships defended by barriers

and ASW screens.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Survival of submarines and destruction

of ships
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3.3) MOE's Selected:

(MOE), = Probability distribution of the number of successful

patrols per submarine

(MOE)2  Probability distribution of total shipping losses

(total number of surface ships hit)

Case 1 - Unlimited number of patrols per submarine

(MOE), = fl(xl)

(MOE)2 = f2(x2, x3)

where

x = probability that submarine survives transit out and

first half of operating period, given it started from base '

= g4(x4, x5)

x2  average number of ships hit by submarine
9 2(x6' x7 , x.)

x =standard deviation of ships hit by submarines
9 3(x6' x7 ' Y9

x4  a vector whose 4.1h component represents the probability

that a submarine survives the ith barrier it transits

from the base to the operating area

x5  probability the submarine survives an ASW screen given
, an encounter [

x = total number of submarines

x7  =number of ships hit per successful patrol per submarine

x = average number of successful patrols per submarine
• : h1(xI)

x = standard deviation of the number of succe3sful patrols

per submarine

: h2(xl) j
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Case 2 Limited number of patrols per submarine

i (MOE), f3 (xll xl)

(MOE) f3(xl, X1o)

where

X 0 = maximum number of patrols per submarine

x = average number of ships hit by submarines

g4(x6, x7, x3)

X = standard deviation of ships hit by submarines

= g5(x6, x7, X14)

X = average number of successful patrols per submarine

h3(x, xl10)

: standard deviation of the number of successful patrols

per submarine

= h4 (xiI x10 )

3.5) Additional MOE Identified: In Case 2,

(a) Probability distribution of the total number of submarines

surviving after completion of as many patrols as possible

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Submarine operations are mutually independent.

(b) The submarines cycle between base and an operating area in which

they find a constant flux of targets. Each submarine sees the

same flux.

(c) A patrol is "successful" if the submarine survives the transit

out and the first half of the operating period.

(d) The number of submarines is assumed to be sufficiently large

such that the distribution of the number of ships hit is approx-

imately normal.
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C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Barriers and ASW screens

3) Target Composition: Surface ships

4) Friendly Force Composition: Submarines

4.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) total number of submarines

4.2) Deployment:

4.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) maximum number of patrols per submarine

5) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

5.1) Platform - Platform:

5.1.1) Type: Submarine - Barrier

5-1.1.1) Quantitative Factor:
(a) a vector whose i-h component represents the

probability that a submarine survives the
ith barrier it transits from the base to

the operating area

5.1.2) Type: Submarine - ASW screen

5.1.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability the submarine survives an ASW

screen given an encounter

6) Friendly Force - Target Interaction:

6.1) Platform - Platform: Submarine - Surface ships
6.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) number of ships hit per successful patrol per submarine

K I
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (10)-I

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Center for Naval Analyses, Arlington,

Virginia

2) Report Title: Effectiveness of Acoustic Simulators

3) Authors: A. Hershaft and W. B. Buchanan

4) Report Number: OEG Study No. 704 (AD-384 385)

5) Date: 6 September 1967

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Contract: NONR 3732(00) (Office of Naval Research)

8) Abstract: This study examines the effect of sonic decoys on the

search time required by a single submarine to locate a carrier

operating within a fixed operating ,ea. To frustrate the search

procedures used by the submarine, the carrier distributes sonic

decoys randomly in the operations area. The effectiveness of these

decoys is then measured by the increase in the time for the sub-

marine to locate the carrier. Parameters investigated are submarine

speed, number of decoys, acoustic range of the decoys, carrier

speed, carrier detectability and the range closure, i e., the

range to which the submarine must close a target to classify it as

ship or decoy.

9) Descriptors: Acoustic decoy, antisubmarine warfare, carrier,

carrier based aircraft, escort ship, Monte Carlo method,

submarine, task force

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENY

-1) Evaluation Level: Force

2) Function: Surface ASW

3) Tactical Situation: Carrier task group versus Submarine
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3.1) Definition: A carrier task group, in the vicinity of an

i enemy coast, launches conventional strikes against inland
targets. The carrier deploys carrier simulators and follows

," a constant speed evasive pattern of movement consistent with

aircraft launch requirements, while the escort ships patrol

their AAW stations. Opposing the carrier operations in the

area is a single submarine, using passive sonar.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Prevention of detection and classifi-

cation of the carrier i
3.3) MOE Selected: Median time to closure

3.3.1) Rationale For Select-on: The cumulative plot of

closure times In most cases can be approximated by

the exponential distribution, in which case the median

time to closure would specify uniquely the entire dis-

tribution. Also, with exponential closure times, the

ifedian time to closure is equivalentto the "half-life"

of the search periods.

3.4) Functional Form Of V, E:

MOE = f(Xl,..,X

where

xI = radius of uncertainty area

x = radius of operations area

x3 = range of detection of siiiiulator

x = range of detection of escort ship

x5 = range of detection of carrier

x = speed of carrier

x7 = speed of submarine

x = number of simulators

x = number of escorts

x = interval between possible carrier course changes
X = probability of carrier course change
-x12 range of closure (iLe., the range to which the sub-

marine must close the target (ship or simulator) to

obtain a correct target classification)
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XI3 =,number of investigated simulators capable of being

stored in submarine memory

x14= duration of encounter

3.5) Additional MOE Identified:

(a) Percentage increase in closure probability at the end

of a specified period of time attributable to the

simulators

4) MOE Usage In Study: Monte Carlo simulation performed for a range

of-parameter values to determine MOE values.

5) Special Study Assumptions:-

(a) Simulator operating life is ignored.

(b) No consideration is given to the logistic problem of refueling

or replacing the buoys to maintain a field of simulators.

(c) The operations area is circular.

(d) The carrier proceeds on a random zig-zag course within the

operations area.

(e) Escort ships patrol their AAW stations and act in effect as

acoustic decoys.

(f) The submarine is not detected.

(g) Simulators are always detected within their detection range

but never outside.

(h) The submarine attempts to classify every sound source by

closing range.

(i) Whenever there is a choice, the submarine prosecutes the

loudest signal source.

(j) The submarine may head toward a previously investigated

buoy only after investigating a specified number of additional

sound sources.

(k) The submarine is not able to distinguish buoy simulators from

ships until the closure range is reached, i.e., the zero speed

of the simulator does not give away the deception at ranges

in excess of the closure range.
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(1) The carrier is placed at random within the operations area,

whereas the escort ships are distributed at random in ene-half

of the operations area, as if to counter the air threat.

Sm) The simulators are deployed at random in the operations area.

(n) The operations area is situated at random within a larger uncer-

tainty area created by the submarine's incomplete knowledge of the

location of the operations area.

(o) The submarine is placed at random on the perimeter of the

uncertainty area.

(p) The escort ships and the simulators are held stationary.

(q) The submarine stays on a straight course until he alters course

to close a new sound source or until he would leave the uncer-

tainty area.

Cr) New course selection by the carrier is constrained by the fact

that the carrier cannot leave the operations area.

(s) Upon closing a sound source to within the specified range of

closure, the submarine resumes search or investigates the next

strongest sound source (if one is available), eliminating the

signal just investigated from consideration until a previously

specified number of other signals have been investigated in turn.

Whenever an investigated sound source turns out to be the
carrier', the elapsed time is recorded as closure time.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) speed of submarine

Cb) number of investigated simulators capable of being

stored in submarine memory

2.2) Deployment:

2.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) random placement on the perimeter of the uncr-
tainty area
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2.3) Tactics:

2.3.1) Qualitative Factors: Ii
(a) close on all sound sources to within the

specified range of closure Li
(b) prosecutes the loudest sound source firs.t

(c) heads toward a previously investigated buoy

only after investigating a specified number of

additional sound sources

(d) stays on a straight c irse until course is

altered to close a new Iound source or until he

would leave the uncertainty area

2.3.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) range of closure

3) Friendly Force Composition: Carrier, escort ships and buoy

simulators

3.1) Platform Type: Carrier

3.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) range of detection of carrier,

(b) speed of carrier

3,1.2) Deployment:

3.1.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) random placement within the operations

area

3.1.3) Tactics:

3.1.3.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) proceed on random zig-zag course

within the operations area
3.1.3.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) interval between possible carrier

course changes '

(b) probability of carrier course change

3.2) Platform Type: Escort ships

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors: j
(a) range of detection of escort ship

(b) number of escorts
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3.2.2) Deployment:

3.2.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) randomly distributed in one-half

the operations area

3.2.3) Tactics:
3.2.3.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) held stationary

3.3) Platform Type: Buoy simulators

3.3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) range of detection of simulator

!L (b) number of simulators

3.3.2) Deployment:

3.3.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) randomly distributed in the operations

area

3.3.3) Tactics:

3.3.3.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) held. stationary

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Carrier - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) radios of uncertainty area

(b) radius of operations area

(c) duration of encounter

1' i
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STUDY REVIEW SUMARY NO.(IO)-2

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION --

1-) Originating Activity: -Center for Naval Analyses, Arlington, jl
Virginia

2) Report Title: Comparative Tactical Effectiveness of Advanced ASW j
Fire Control Computers

3) Author: R. G. Brown

4) eport Number: OEG Study 419 (revised), (AD,505 549)

5) Date: 6 December 1950

6) Classification: Confidential " i
7) Abstract: Four types of automatic shipboard ASW fire control computers

are compared for tactical effectiveness. Two are existing types of

computers, using linear prediction, one with least squares smoothfng and

one with exponential smooihing; the other two represent possible future L

trends in development. The probability that a weapon, which lands at

the target's future position as determined by the computer, will hit

the target is compared for a range of conditions representing most

operating conditions. -

8) pescriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, contact prosecution, computer,

fire control, hit probability, normal density function, prediction,

submarine, surface ship, tracking

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT .

1) Evaluation Level: Subsystem

2) Function: Surface ASW

3) Mission: Contact prosecution

3.1) Definition: An ASW fire control computer recieves target information

from a sonar and then transmits aiming ordeals to a weapon. The

weapon is then fired at a submerged target.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction. of submarine

3.3) MOE Selected: Maximum probability of a hit

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: The purpose of a fire control

computer is to aim a weapon so that it will hit the target, J I

and the probability of accomplishing that purpose is a
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proper measure of tattical effectiveness., The tracking
, timiie is chosen so"-as to maximize the probability ofa

-hit. Theresulting maximum Value is chosen as the MOE.

3.4) Functional- Form Of MOE:

MOE =imax f(x,..., x1 )

where

Ic2 f(x I ,..., x1 ) = hit probability

xI = length of tracking interval

x2 frequency of observations (data rate)-

x = standard deviation of the error distribution

x4  = blind time

4g(14 x1 5 x1 6.)

A = actuation radius

x6 = ballistic dispersion

.x7  = smoothing function

x8  prediction function

x9  = ta'get depth,

X10 = target path
xll = target speed

[ x12 = radius of turn

x13 = size of pressure hull

x14  dead timeXl : time of flight

i x16= sinking time

4) MOE Usage In Study: Parametric variations of hit probability are per-

formed as a function of the input parameters for each type of computer.

It is pointed out, however, that the probability of hit is not the final

criterion for comparative evaluation of computers intended for fleet use.

_ Other factors must be considered such as the need for a higher probability

of a hit, the cost of obtaining it, and the mechanical realization of the

jJ mathematical models which are used. Also mentioned is the fact that math-
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ematical-models were-used because: (1) no reliable operational data

on the accuracy of computers were available, (24 the method of analysis

also is meant to be applicable during the design stages for new com-

puters, and (3-) only thL relative-tactical effectiveness of different

methods of prediction under identical conditions is sought.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) The error in each observation of each coordinate of the target
position is statistically independent of the errors in all other i

( observations, and are assumed to be independent Of range.

The distribution-of errors for all observations is assumed to be

Gaussian with zero mean.

(c) The standard deviation of the errors is the same in both coordinate. ]
directions and for all observations.

(d) The only errors in prediction are a random error due to the random

errors in the observations and a systematic error introduced in

the computer by the fact that the prediction function used is only -1

an approximation to the equation which represents the target's

actual path. Errors neglected were the errors in transmission of

information, in own ship's course and speed, and inaccuracies in

determining blind time.

(e) In the operation of computers, the internal mechanical errors are

small enough to be neglected.

(f) For computers that use either the least squares or fixed memory -

point method of smoothing, the time to complete the solution after

the last observation is negligible.

(g) Target speed and-depth are constant.

(h) The target maintains the same path from the beginning of the

tracking time until the end of the blind time. (NOTE: A method

is presented to show how this assumption may be relaxed.)

i) No "spot" corrections are made for a change in target course, and -A

the only allowance to be made for a change in course during the

tracking time is to start over again, using only data from the new -j
path.
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(j) A hit is said to have occurred if the center of the shot, or

LI pattern, passes the target depth within the:lethal radius of the

Shot, or pattern of shots, measured from the pressure hull of

the submarine and in the horizontal piane of the target.

(k) The center of the weapon projectile,-or pattern of projectiles,

reaches target depth precisely at .the Point predicted.'by the

computer as the future position of the .arget.

(I) the distribuion of weapon impact points is circular normal,

centered at the point of aim, and independent of the attacking

ship's orientation.,
(m) For the case of Hedgehog projectiles launched as a circular

pattern, it is .assumied that the projectiles-hit the surface ofI __the water simultaneously and sink to that the center of the-

pattern reaches depth' at the--p6int at which it was aimed.

Li (n) Ballistic dispersion of Hedgehog projectiles is sufficiently

small that it may be neglected in computing the probability of

a hit.

(o) Only one 'pattern of Hedgehog is launched in an attack.

(p) There are no errors aiming the weapon launcher at the point pre-

dicted by the computer as the future position of the target.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) target speed

(b) size of pressure hull

2.2) Deployment:

2.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

L (a) submerged

2.2.2) Quantitative Factor:

L[ (a) target depth

2.3) Tactics:
2.3.1) Qualitative Factors:

(a) straight run

(b) turn at fixed rate
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2.3.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) target path

-(.b) radius of turn

3) Friendly Force Composition: Surface ship

3.1) Sensor: Sonar

3.1 .l) Quantitative Factors: -|

(a) frequency of observations (data ,rate)

(b) standard deviation of the error distribution a '
-3.2) Computer: Fire control computer

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors: it
-(a,). smoothing function

(b) prediction function-

3.3) Armament: Hedgehog and weapon A

3.3.1) Quantitative Factors: ij
(a) actuation radius

(b) ballistic dispersion 7
(c) dead time __

'(d) time of flight

(e) sinking time

i "-i

12
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E% _ STUDY REVIEW- SUMMARY NO. (IO) -3
I'

A. STUDY DESCRIPTIONI
1) Originating Activity: Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts

2) Paper Title: "Surveillance of a Region by Detection and Tracking

Operations"

3) Author: J. M. Dobbie
4) Source: Operations Research, Vol. 12, No. 5, May-June 1964,

pp. 379-394
5) Classification: Unclassified"
6 5) Abstract: A study is made of the capabilities of a surveillance

system to detect and track submarines that are in a region that

is under surveillance. The operation consists of barrier searches

for submarines entering the region, area searches for submarines

that have entered the region undetected, tracking procedures to

hold contact on detected submarines, and special searches to regain

contact when contact has been lost. The capabilities of the sue-

veillance system are found for a general distribution of submarine

on-station times, under the assumption that the recontact rate

decreases with increasing time after loss of contact.
7) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, barrier, detection, search,

submarine, surveillance, tracking

B. EFFECTIVENESS NKASUREMENT

S-'1) Evaluation Level: Force

2) Function: Surface ASW

3) Mission, Ocean surveillance
3.1) Definition: A region of the o,.ean is kept under surveillance

to determine the existence of enemy submarines in the
region and their locations. If a submarine is detected,

either as it enters the region or after it is in the region,

it will be tracked. If tracking contact is lost, a pro-

cedure to regain contact will be used. If contact is

regained, the submarine again will be tracked,.
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3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection and tracking -of submarine 7_
3.8) MOE'-s Selected:

)Case 1- Coitact can be transferred from a detecting uni~t 3
to, a tracking unitwith certainty and- in negli-

gible time
Define the submarine states as follows: ]
State Description

1 Submarine being tracked

2 Submarine not being tracked because LI
contact has been lost

3- Submarine not detected

(MOE), = Expected. number of submarines in, the region that

are ir. state 1 at time t

(MOE)2  Expected number of submarines in the region that I
are in state 2 at time t

(MOE)= Expected number of submarines in the region that

are in state 3 at time t A )
Case 2 - Transfer interval is large and there is a non-

negligible probability that a submarine is in a -

transfer state

Define the submarine states as.follows:

State Description

1 Submarine being tracked by a mobile

unit in the vicinity of the submarine

2 Submarine previously tracked, contact 3
recently lost, local search being made I
to regain tracking contact 7

3 Submarine previously tracked, search
to regain contact discontinued, new

detection recently made by area search, LA

10.1i Li

! , .. ...... ..I
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tracking unit(s):now ,en route to area

or searching in: dn -effort -tb obtait' I
, i-tracking contact

4 Subnjiarine previously tracked, search
to regain contact discontinued, no new

detect-ion

5' Submarine not previously tracked,

redently detected by area search,

tracking unit(s) now en route to area

-or searching in an effort to obtain
tracking contact

6 'Submarine detected, by the barrier as,

it enters the region, tracking unit(s-)

now en route to area or searching in an

effort to obtain tracking contactH7 Submarinenbt previously tracked and

no previous detection, if any, is being '
used in an effort to obtain track-ing

contact

10 (OE) 4  Expected number of submarines in the region that

=are in state 1 at time t
. (MOE)5 = Expected number of submarines in the region that

are in state 2 at time t

(MOE)7 = Expected number of submarines in the region that

i are in state 3 at time t

(MOE)7 = Expected number of submarines in the region that

H are in state 4 at time t

(MOE)8 = Expected number of submarines in the region that
are in state 5 at time t

I (MOE)I Expected number of submarines in the region that

I-(MOE) 10= Expected number of submarines in the region that

I are in state 7 at time t j
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3,A)-.Functional Form Of -MOE: .-

TJ'Case 1.-

(MOE.) : f2(X.,.. , x 7  ,  2X.

(MOE).3 = i 3 (xl , x2, X5 1 x6 ' X7 , x14 ) ir
where

xI  = number of undetected submarines in the region

at the start of the .surveillance operation

x upper distributidn function of remaining time jI
On-station for submarines that afe in the region

at the start of the surveillance-operation J.
91 g(x 6,1 x8)

x3  conditional probability that a submarine is in

state 1 at time t after entry, given that it

* was in-state 1 at entry and stays in the region
duriti6 the interval

9 2(x9 ' xI 0) j
4x4  conditional probability that a submarine is in[ state 1 at time t after entry, given that it was

in state 3 at entry and remains in the region

during the interval

= g3 (x9 , x10 , X1 )

x5  :rate at which submarines enter the region at time t

upper distribution function of submarine time
on-station

x = probability oF detection by the barrier search
x8  = average time on station
x9  = probability of not regaining contact by time t

after loss of contact

: hl(X 15, x16) I
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x rate of losing contact while tracking t
X = rate Of detection by fhe area search 'on a sub-

marine not previously- detected
"x12 :condit oha probability that a sub.arine .is -in-'

state 2 at time t afterentry, given that it
was in state 1 at entry and staysrin-the region

during the nintervalo

"i = g4 (x3-) i

x cofiditional probability that a submarine is in

j state 2 at time t after entry, given-that it was

in state 3 at entry and ,remains in the region

during the interval
g5(x4, x11)

Sx14 conditiofial probability that a submarine is in

state 3 at time t after entry, given that it was

in state 3 at entry and remains in the region

during the interval

g6 (xl)

1 rate of reduction by the area search

x16  rate of regaining contact by the special search

j at time t after loss of contact

'- iCase 2
L._J (MOE) ', x x x 7 x

)4 f4tx, x2 5' 6 7, x7, x24,

I _ (MOE)5 = f5(xl x2, x5' x6, x7, xl8 ' x25)

(MOE)6 = f6(xl, x2, x5, x6, x7, x,9, x26)

(MOE)7 = f7(xl, x2, x5, x6, XT, x20, x27)

(MOE)8 = f8(xl1 x2 ' x5 x6 XT X 21' x28)

i(MOE)9 f9 Xl Ax2 x5' X6' .7' P22)

(MOE)10= flO(xl, x2 ' x5) x6 ' , x 2 3, x29)
S L

I.J
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x17 'conditional, probabi-lity that a submarine is
in state 1 at time t, given that it was in
state 6 at time t=O and stays in the region
during the interval

g7(xi 8',., X23)

= conditional probability that a submarine is in
state 2 at time t, given that it was in state

6 at time t=O and stays in the region during 71
the interval L.V

: g8(Xlo, x1j' x 15' x30' x31' A34' x35)

= conditional probability that a submarine is in19,
state 3 at time t, given that it was in state

6 at time t=O and stays in the region during 1]
the interval .

g9"'xlo "11, x1' , X"30' 31' "34' 35'

xyo = conditional probability that a submarine is in

state 4 at time t, given that it was in state
6 at time t=O and stays in the region during
the interval

: g10 (xlO, X-1 , x1 5 , x30, x3 , x34, x35)

x = conditional probability that a submarine is in i
state 5 at time t, given that it was in state

6 at time t=O and stays in the region during
-the interval

Sgll(X1l, x33' x34 , x37 , x38)

x2 conditional probability that a submarine is in

state 6 at time t, given that it was in state
6 at time t-O and stays in the region during

[" the interval -i

= g12(X34)

x23 = conditional probability that a submarine is in

state 7 at time t, given that it was in state
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S6' at time t-o and stays in the region during

the interval

1g3(x1 1, x33 , x34, x37, x38)

ij conditional -probabi1:ity that a submarine is nx24,

state 1 at -time t, given that it was in state
7 at time t-O and stays in the region during

LJ the interval

14(x 18 '"x 23)
" conditional -probabil'ity that a, submarine is in

state 2 at time t, given that it wasi in state

7 at timi-t=O and stays in the region during

the interval
g15 (x1 o, xl 1, x 5S, X3 , x31, x-34, x35

x conditional probability that a submarine is in

state 3 at time t, given that it was in' state

7 at time t=O and stays in the region during
the interval

g16(x1 l xll x15 ' x30' x31' x34' x35)

x27 conditional probability that a submarine is in
state 4 at time t, given that it was in state

L !7 at time t=O and stays in the region during
the interval

_ : g17(xlo' Xll' xill x30 ' x31' x34' x35)

x28  conditional probability that a submarine is in

I state 5 at time t, given tlat it was in state

7 at time t=O and stays in the region during

the interval

Sg 18(xll, X32, X33, X34, x3 7 ', x38)

x29  conditional probabi.[ity that a submarine is in

state 7 at time t, given -that it was in state

7 at time t=O and stays in the region durinq

the interval

: g19(X1 x33, x34, x37, X38 )
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x = probability that conversion has not been made

and conversion attempts are-continuing at time, t.

after the submarine entered state 2

- h2(x34, X38)

x = probability, that conversion has not'been made-and,,, , 31

conversion-attempts are continuing at time t after

the submarine entered state 3

- h (x35, x39)

x = probability that conversion has not been made and

conversion attempts are continuing at time t after

the submarine entered state 5

= h4 (x3 6 , O4)

x = probability that conversion has not been made and

conversion attempts are continuing at time t after

the submarine entered state 6 -- 4

= h5(x37, x41)

x = rate of breaking off conversion attempts if

submarine is in state 2

x3 rate of breaking off conversion attempts if

submarine is in state 3

x = rate of breaking off conversion attempts if

submarine is in state 5

x = rate of breaking off conversion attempts if

submarine is in state 6

x rate of obtaining tracking contact at time t after

the submarine enters state 2 , provided the

attempts to convert are continuing

x rate of obtaining tracking contact at time t after

the submarine enters state 3 , provided the attempts

to convert are continuing .

x = rate of obtaining tracking contact at time t after

.the submarine enters state 5, provided the
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attempts to convert are continuing
it = rate of obtaining tracking contact at tie t174
j after thc submarine enters state 6', provided

the attempts to convert are continuing

3.5) Additional MQE's Identified:

( n case 1,

.(a.l) Probability that a submarine is in state 1

(a.2) Probability that a submarine is in state 2 I
_(a.3) Probability that a submarine is in state 3

(a.4) Expected number of submarines in the region

at time t

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation only

j 5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Submarines enter the surveillance region at a known rate

and remain on-station for an interval of time before leaving.

The entry rate need not be known, if it is constant.

(b) The time on-station is a random variable from a known

distributia.

(c) The detection capabilities of the barrier can be described

adequately by a single probability of detection, the same

for all submarines.

(d) The capabilities of the area search can be described adequately

by two search rates, one for all submarines that had not been

detected previously and the other for all submarines that had
been detected previously, on a particular patrol. That is, a

previous detection might increase the rate of detection by de-

creasing the recognition differential needed for detection.
This gain in detection rate does not carry over from one patrol

to a later patrol.
(e) The detection probabilities on two submarines are independent.

(f) After detection, contact is transferred from the detecting unit
to a tracking unit. Two assumptions are considered here.

I In the main part of the paper, it is assumed that the time
required for transfer is zero, and that the probability :

1A of transfer is one. In an extension, it is assumed that

i39
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transfer is not certain, that the transtfdr time is not , !
negligible, and that the transfer rate varies with time after

detection,, as well as with the type of detecting unit. p
(g) After contact hat been made by a tracking unit,, contact will.

be maintained as long as possible while the submarine remains

in the region. The tracking capability can bje described

- adequatelyby a single rate of losing contact.

(h) If contact'is lost', special search to regain contact will

'be made by the tracking unit and, perhaps, by other units

of the same type. The rate of regaining contact with this

search is a known function of time after loss of contact.

If contact is regained, it is assumed that tracking will be

done by the detecting unit, or that contact can be ,trans-

ferred in negligible time.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

I-) Physical Environment: Not stated
2) Threat Composition: Submarines *1

2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) homogeneous units

2.2) Deployment:

2.2.1) Quantitative Factor: 1
(a) number of undetected submarines in the region

at the start of the surveillance operation -

2.3) Tactics: *

2.3.1) Qualitative Factor: ]
(a) randomly enter surveillance region

2.3.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) 'rate at which submarines enter region :1
(b) upper distribution function of submarine time

on-station ,

(c) average time on-station

3P
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3) Friendly Force Composition: obile units

3.1) Sensor,: Passive sensor field

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Mobile units - Submarines

1 , 4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:
Lj (a) rate of losing contact while tracking

(b) rate of detection by the area-search on~a

submarine ,not previously detected
(cY rate of reduction by the area search

) (d) rate of regaining contact by the ,special search

after loss of contact
(e) rate of breaking off conversion attempt if

submarine is in state 2'

(f) rate of breaking off conversion attempt if

*- submarine is in state 3

(g) rate of breaking off conversion attempt if

submarine is in state 5'

(h) rate of breaking off conversion attempt if

submarine is in state 6

(i) rate of obtaining tracking contact after the
i submarine enters state 2

(j) rate of obtaining tracking contact after the

submarine enters state 3'
L_ (k) rate of oLtaining tracking contact after the

submarine enters state 5'
(1) rate of obtaining tracking contact after the

I 1submarine enters state 6
4.2) Sensor - Platform: Passive sensor field - SubmarinesV 4.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability of detection by the barrier search

I Li 397
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.,(IO)-4

LI

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

I). Originating Activity: Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts

2) Paper Title: "Transfer of Detection Contacts to Tracking Contacts

in Surveillance"

3) Author: J. M. Dobbie

4) Source: Operations Research, Vol. 14, -No. 5, Sept.z-Oct. 1966, J

pp. '791-800

5) Classification: Unclassified -

6) Abstract: Surveillance of a region is conducted by using a searcn

system to detect targets and a tracking system or force to follow them. 4
After the search system detects a target, the tracking force will

attempt to gain contact, usually by a local search. Before the tracking

force detects the target, and thereby completes transfers contact may

be lost by the search system. If recontact is made by the search system,

the new contact will be used by the tracking Force .to localize its search

for the target. As the local search by the tracking force proceeds,

contact by the search system may be lost and regained a number of times.

The probability of transfer is obtained under the-assumption that the

transfer rate decreases as the time since last contact by the search

system increases. The particular problem considered is that of sea

surveillance for submarines, in which the searcn system is a fixed field

of sensors and the tracking force consists of mobile units, such as

ships, aircraft, and helicopters. However, the model can be adopted to

other transfer problems, such as the transfer of a contact by a search

radar to contact by a tracking radar. r

7) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, detection, radar, search,

submarine, surveillance, tracking

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

I) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Surface ASW dl
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[ 3). .Mission: Contact investigation

013.1) Definition: ,Submarine contact has-been made by a sensor ifield

i ,and a tracker has been directed to the a.rea-to conduct a search

.- for the suspected tubmarine.

3.2) Cri-terion.For,.Success : Detectioh Of submarine
S3.3) MOE Selected: -Probabili-ty tiat a submarine hat. been ,detected

by the ,tracker

_ 3.4) Functional Form Of MIOE:b

MOE f f(xi,; .  5

LI'where

xI  rate at which the tensdr field loses contac~t

I_ x2  rate at ,which the sensor field regains contact

x3  expected time for the tracker to reach -the vicinity

I i! of the submarine

x4 = rate of detectionr when contact is -held 6y the sensor

i field

Lx 5 = rate of detection as a function of time after last
c'ontact is not held by the sensor field

L ' 3.5) Additional MIOE Identified:

(a) Expected time to find the submarine after the tracker
i I reaches the area

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation only
' 5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Rate at which the sensor field loses contact is constant.

i(b) Rate at which the sensor field regains contact is constant.

L.(c) Rate of detection by the tracker remains constant as long as

contact is held by the sensor field, and decreases monotonically

~after contact is lost.

C C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

i1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Deployment:
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2.1.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) submerged

3) Friendly Force Composition: Tracking force

3.1) Sensor: Sensor field-

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:
' 4.1) Platform -Platform: Tracking force-- Submarine- . !

4.1.) Quantitative Factor:

(a) expected t-ime for the tracker to reach the -

vicinity of the submarine
4.2) Sensor - Platform: Sensor field - Submarihe

4.2.1) Quantitative Factors: 4
(a) rate at which the sensor field loses contact

(bY rate at which the sensor field regains contact 14
(c) rate of detection when contact is.held by

the sensor field

(d) rate of detection as a function of time after

last contact when contact is not held by the -

sensor field

I
Uu
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'~*~ STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.(lO)-5

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Arthur D. Little, Iac., Cambridge,

Massachusetts

2) Report Title: Tie Feasibili-ty of Surface Effect Vehicles
Li_________I i~n ASW Missions

L1 3) Report Number: AOL C-71425 (AD-50 504)

4) Authors: R..A. Gallant, B. 0. Koopman, F. Marbury and

G. E. Miller

L 5) Date: June 1969

6) Classification: Secret

.J 7) Contract Number., DAFIC15-69-C-0257 (Advanced Research

Projects Agency)IL 8) Abstract: The purpose of the study was to determine the

feasibility of using Surface Effect Vehicles (SEV) in anti-

osubmarin the in the 1980 timeframe. The analysis

focused n the identification of: ASW missions that could

be performed better with SEV's than with competing systems;

tactics that could be used for each mission; sensor, weapon

and SEV performance requirements for ASW missions; and advances

in technology required to bring about a viable SEV-ASW system.

) Descriptors: Amphibious operation, antisubmarine warfare,

barrier, contact investigation, contact prosecution, convoy

defense, screen, search, sonobuoy, SOSUS, submarine, surface

I effect vehicle, surveillance

i B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT I
* 1) Evaluation Level: System -

2) Function: Surface ASW

3) Missions: ,

I-I
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3.1) Definition:,

(a) Barrier placement/patrol. SEV's are either !

placed -in the Path of a detected submarine,

on a known transit track, to shield a convoy

or amphibious landing, or to guard relatively

narrow portions of the sea. u

(b) scort/screen: SEV's are used as escorts

or part of a protective screen to-protect

merchant c6nvoys, task forces and amphibious .

landing craft formations from submarine attack.
(c) Contactinvestigation/prosecution: SEV's

investigate submarine probable area obtained
by SOSUS contact and fix to obtain more precise

localization and then attack with torpedoes.

(d) Ocean surveillance: SEV's monitor restricted

areas to accumulat observations concerning

gatheriig places of potentially hostile sub- -1

marines.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection of submarine

3.3) MOE's Selected: --

(MOE), = Kinetic search rate,.which is defined
to be the expected number of targets

detected per unit time in a kinetic
search procedure from a uniform dist-

ribution of targets spread with unit

density over the area
(MOE) 2 = Static search rate, which is defined

to be the expected number of targets

detected per unit time in a static search

procedure from a uniform distribution of

targets spread with unit density over I
the area

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE's: Ii
(MOE), = fl(xl,..., x4)

(MOE)2  f2 (xl, x5 ) J
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where
x : area of region to b6 searched

x = time to lowbr Sonair, scan and raise

sonar

x : maximum SEV speed-
3
x range of passive sonar detection

g(x6, Xx 8 , Y9jxL = submarine speed

S6  = source strength -

x number bf hydrophones

x = background noise

x = signal.to-noise ratio

4) MOE Usage In Study:. The MOE's were formulated and used

in a qualitative analysis of thp effectiveness of the
SEV's to perform the various ASW missions.

5) Special Study Assumptions:
a (a) A definite range law is used in the search; that is,

any target in a specified region is detected, while

a target not in the region is not detected.

(b) In the formulation for the kinetic search rate, the

target is either stationary or slowly moving.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:

1.1) Quantitative Factor:

2 Thet(a) background noise
!2) Threat Composition: Submarine

a2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) submarine speed

(b) source strength

3) Friendly Force Composition: Surface Effect Vehicles
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3.1)- Quantitative Factor:

(a) maximum SEV speed

3.2) Sensor: Passive sonar _

3.2.1) Quanti-tative Factors-:

(a) time to lower, scan, and raise sonar J
(b) number of hydrophones

3.3) Tactics:

3.3.1) Qualitative Factors:

(a) search for submarine ,using acoustic sensor

(b) in the formulation for the kinetic search

rate, the SEV carries out a sequence of

cycles in which, starting in a still

buoyancy mode, it lowers its acoustic

sensor, carries out a full .40° scan

with data processing, raises its sensor,

and then it moves at maximum speed to

the nearest minimally overlapping position,

where it repeats the process.
(c) in the formulation of the static search ..

rate, the SEV remains in the still

buoyancy mode, constantly listening, and

stationed in the presumed path of the

target.

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Surface Effect Vehicles -Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) area of region to be searched

4.2) Sensor - Platform: Passive sonar Submarine

4.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) signal-to-noise ratio i
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.(10)-6

Li A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1 1) Originating Activity! Center for Naval Analyses, Arlington

Virginia

F 2) Report Title: Advanced Surface -Effect Vehicles foi- Anti-

Submarine Warfare Missions

3) Author: R. D. Linnel
4) Report Number:. Systems Evaluation Group Study 7 (AD-507 574)

5) Date: February 1970

Li 6) Classification: Secret
7) Contract Number: Nooo4-68-A-0091 (Advanced Research Projects

1-.2 Agency)

8 Abstract: The use of potential Surface Effect VeMicles (SEV)

in Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) missions is considered. Sinpl~e

analytical parametric models for SEV are developed. Two models
-' are presented: one for sea-mobile (only) vehicles (SES) and

one for amphibious vehicles (SEA). Also, two types of ASW

missions were considered in this investigation, the ASW area

search mission and the ASW barrier mission.

9.) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, barrier, contact prosecution,

detection probability, kill probability, localization probability,

MAD, search, sonubuoy, submarine, surface effect vehicle, torpedo

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Surface ASW

3) Missions:

. ) '"~~. l(ype: Submarine search/contact prosecution

3.1.1) Definition: An ASW vehicle proceeds to a search

area and sweeps a designated area with its

sensors, classifies and localizes all deteclions
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as needed, and, in a shooting scenario, attacks

all localizations classified as real targets-. LI
3.1.2) Criterion For Success: 'Detection and destruction

of submarine (
3.1.3) MOE Selected: Effective cost ratio,which .is

defined as the ratio of the JO-year system cost 71
for area search, to the product of the overali kill

'probability and the area swept

3.1.4-) Functional Form Of MOE:

(MOE), : f(xl,"x2' x3)

where

-xI  : 10-year system cost for area search

= gl(x 4 ""' x7  i
X2  = probability of overall submarine kill

g2(x8 ,.., x12)

X3 : area swept

g3 (x5 , x1 3 , x14 , x15 )-

X4  = 10-year investment and operating cost

for the vehicle

h I (x16 , x17)

X5  = number of mission ready area search

x6  = number of expendable reliable acoustic

path (ERAP) sonobuoys per ready vehicle

x : h2 (x8 , x1 3, x14, x15, xl 8 )

x7  = number of localization sonobuoys per i
ready area-search vehicle

x8  = coverage factor "

: h3(x3,x 18 )

x = detection probability within oppor- j
tunity range L--

x10 probability that submarine is classi-

fied as a submarine
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X probabilty that localization is
I) obtained ,

IL = h4(Xl9 ,,.. x)

x12  = probability of kill by 4-torpedo attack

X = hours on-station per day

L. = h (x25, x26, X2 7 )

Xl = number of days of'area search

Ssweep rate per vehicle in ASW area ,search
-. h6(x8= , ... , Xll, xi8, x28 ,...,x 35 )

X16 : average investment cost for SEV

1 3 42)i I (x36, ... , X42  'I
Xl = annual- operating cost for SEV

i 2 (x55 )

x18  opportunity range (i.e., maximum
expected range of sonobuoy)

x19 = probability that MAD classifies after RAP

x2 0  = probability that passive sonar

classifies after RAP

x21 = probability that MAD classifies after

passive sonar

x22  = probability that active sonar

classifies after RAP

x 23 =probability that passive sonar
classifies after active sonar

'x24 probability that MAD classifies
after active sonar

25 = fractional utilization of ASW vehi.es

x26  = time on-station for the ASW vehicle

x27  = time per sortie

- 28 = ASU area search mission speed

S 29 = path factor for distance between

primary sonobuoys

x0 = density of submarines
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. time required for initial classification Ix31

S3(x9  8' x 30 x34, X43,-x44).

i = time for localization/classification. x~32_..-

=1 4(X18, x45, x46, x47)

x33 = time required for 4-torpedo attack LJ

i34 - density of false targets

S35 = probability of classificationof

noise as a submarine

x = cost for structures labor

= Jl(x 48 ' x49)

x = cost for structures material

= 2 (x49 ' x50)

x = cost for equipment labor .

= JB(x48 ' x51)

x = cost for equipment material

=4 (x50 ' x51)

x 4 = cost for fan-propulsion labor-(x x4x
= 48' 52' x5 3)

x4 cost for fan-propulsion material

• 6(x5O X52, x53)

x = cost of payload installed

=j7(xr-4)

x3 = total initial classification time

per sortie (
x 44 = number of primary search sonobuoys

x = constant for localization distance j
"46 = factor for localization distance

x7 = speed used for classification/localization

x48 = labor learning factor -

= kI(x5)

U u
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r
L wei'ght of structure

2 k(x55, x56)x x50. material l-earning factor

k3(x5 )

x51  = Weight of equipment

k4 (x55 , x56 , x57 )

x52  power required for fan

- k5(x 55, x58)

= power required fot-propulsion

, k6(x5 5, x56; x58)

" Ix54 = cost of dockside payload "

x = di'§placement weight×55
= m(x4 9 ' x5 1 ' . 9, x6 0 ' x61);

A56 = speed for design mission
x57  = range for design mission
x = height of wave

x59 = weight of payload installed
= nl(x 62 , x63)

x weight of fan-propulsion system I
= n2(x 55, x64, x65)

x61 = weight of fuel carried 4

= n3(x66)

x62 installed payload weight factor
x63  weight of dockside payload
x6 = factor for fan power

x,= factor for propulsion powerL x65
66 = weight of fuel for range

- P(X55, X5 6 , x57, x64,..., x68)

x67 = factor for operational degradation

j j Iof fuel consumption
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fuel specific consumption

x69 a'factor for wave drug power

3.2) Mission Type: Barrier placement/patrol

3.2.1) Definition: Lines ofsensors are positioned

* in a statiohary strip that must be crossed by

the threat submarines in carrying out their

mission. Classification and localization are done

for 'each detection by each sensor in the barrier, -

and, in the. shodting scenario, attacks are made L
for all detections classified-as real targets.

3.2.2) Criterion For Success: Detection and destruction 'i I
of submarine

3.2.3) MOE Selected: Effective cost ratio, which is j
defined as the ratio of the 10-year system cost

rx ' for ASW barriers to the product of overall kill

probability and. the length of the barrier
3.2.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

(rOE)2= f2(x2, x70, x71)

where

x 70 : ten-year system cost for barriers

= g4(x4, x721 x7-)

x = length of ASW barrier

Sg5 (x5, xl3, x74 ""' x77)

x = number of mission ready barrier search

vehicles

x 73 = number of localization sonobuoys per

ready barrier vehicle

= h7(x5 , x, x , x , x , x26,

x27 , x30 , x34, x35, x74, ... , x78)

x74 factor for ASW barrier minimum width

i5(x18, x x)
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x = factor for ASW barrersWath'width

i6(x 18 1 'X79, x 81)

x76  = coverage rate for "ASW barrier mission

! i 7 (x8 ,.. 11 18, X30, . ,x

x75, X82)
I x77  = submarine speed in crossing an- ASW

j ; barrier

Sx, = number of days of barier search

Ix = numberof linesof sonobUoys in an

ASW barrier
miniMum width of an ASW. barrier.

xw1 = swath width of an ASW barrier

x82 :ASW, barrier missi on speed-

4) MOE Usage in Study* Formulation and- numerical examples

x C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment:
J 1 .1) Quantitative Factors:

..(a) height of wave
(b) density-of false targets

2) Threat Composition: 'Submarine
2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) submarine speed in crossing an ASW barrier

(b) density of submarines
3) Friendly Force Composition: Surface Effect Vehicles

3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) -factor for fan powerL (b) factor for operational degradation of fuel consumption
J i (c) factor for propulsion power

I?
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(d) factor for wave drag power

(e), fuel specific consumption

(f) -number of mission ready area search vehicles

(g) range for design mission (area search/barrier search)

(h) speed for design mission (area search/barrier search)

(i) weight of dockside payload

(j) wei~ght of payload installed

(k) fractional utilization of ASW vehi-cles

(1) time per sortie i
(i) speed used for classification/lcalization

(n) ASW area search mission speed

(o) cost of dockside pa~load

(p) ASW barrier mission speed

(q) number of mission ready barrier search vehicles

3.2) Sensors: RAP (reliable acoustic path) sonobuoys

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) path factor for distance between primary sonobuoys

(b) number of lines of sonobuoy in an ASW barrier

(c) number of localization sonobuoys per ready

search vehicle

(d) number of primlary search sonobuoys

(e) opportunity rangekof sonobuoy

(f), swath width of an ASW barrier 3
(g) probability of classification of noise as

a submarine

3.3) Armament: Torpedoes

3.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) time required for 4-torpedo attack

3.4) Deployment:

3.4.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) time on-station for the ASW vehicle

(b) minimum width of ASW barrier

(c) number of days of area search

(d) total initial classification time per sortie

(e) number of days of barrier -.!arch
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4) -Friendly Force- Threat interaction:

11 ,4.1) Sensor - Platform: RAP Sonobuoys - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a). factor for localization distance
(b) constant for localization distance

(c) probability that active sonar classifies after

RAP

(d) detection probability within opportunity range

L i(e)- probability that MAD ,classifies after active

sonar

(f) probability that MAD classifies after passive

sonar

(g) probability that*MAD classifies after RAP

(h) probability that submarine is classified as

submarine
(i) probability that passive sonar classifies after

RAP

-)Ara t(a) probability that passive sonar classifies
~~~after active sonar I

4.2) Armament - Platform: Torpedoes - Submarine
4.2.1) Quantitative Factor: "

(a) probability of kill by 4-torpedo attack

I

L~

L
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (i0)-7

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

Originating Acivity: U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
Cal ifornia,--

2) Report title: Evaluating ti Effectiveness of a Surface Ship ASW J

Screen

3) Author: P. S. Marsden
4) Report Identification: Th3sis for the Master of Science in Operations

Research, (AD-510 527)

5) Date: April 1970

6) Classifitation: Secret

7) Abstract: This thesis proposes a measure of effectiveness that reflects
the basic defensive role of the ASW screen and which is evaluated by

using data from current naval fleet exercises. Possible methods to I
improve the screen's effectiveness are proposed and evaluated in a

Markov chain model. j
8) Descriptors: Antisubma.-ine warfare. Markov process, screen, submarine,

surface ship

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT
.

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Surface ASW

3) Mission: Escort/screen

3.1) Definition: A surface ship ASW screen encounters a hostile submarine. j
3.2) Criterion For Success: Insurance of the safe passage of convoys, strike

groups, and amphibious forces in the presence of hostile submarines

3.3) MOE Selected: Probability that the submparine fails to attack the

main body by direct or indirect action of the screen units
3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: This measure reflects the defen-

sive nature of the surface ship screen.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE: }
MOE = f(xl)
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where
whexr = a 2-dimensional array whose (i ,th entry is

the one-step transition probability from state i. to

state j for i,j=1,2,...,8.

The system states are defined as follows:

State Descri pti on

1 The submarine is outside the screen in a position to

attack the screen units or main body of the surface

2 hesformati on.
Si2 The submarine is inside the screen and in a position

tu attack.

3 The presence of the submarine is detected by the sur-

face units outside the screen prior to the submarine's

attack on the main body.

4 The presence of the submarine is detected inside the

screen prior to the submarine's attack.

5 The submarine attacks the main body of the formation.

6 The submarine fails to attack the main body through

some direct or indirect action of thL screen units.

7 The submarine interrupts its attack on the main body

8 through some direct or indirect action of the screen.

8 The submarine successfully completes its attack on the

main body.

4) MOE Usage In Study: Operational fleet exercise data, including environ-

mental factors, were reviewed to obtain data for evaluation of the MOE.

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) The phenomenon could be described by a stationary Markov process.

(b) Initially, the tactical situation is described by State 1.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS:

1) Physical Environment: Not stated
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2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Tactics:

2.1.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) penetrate screen and attack convoy j
2.1.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) the one-step transition probability from

state I to state 2

(b) the one-step transition probability from

state 1 to state 5

(6) the one-step transition probability from 7-
Istate 2 to state 5

(d) the one-step transition probability from ,

state 5 to state 8

3) Friendly Force Composition: Surface ships

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction: LIi 4.1) Platform- -Platform: Surface ships - Submarine
!" 4".I.I) Quantitative Factors:

(a) the one-step transition probability from

state I to state 3

(b) the one-step transition probability from a

state I to state 6 "
(c) te one-step transition probability from I

state 2 to state.4

(d) the one-step transition probability from "

state 2 to state 6 ,

(e) the one-step transition probability from

state 3 to state 2

M the one-step transition probability from

state 3 to state 4

(g) the one-step transition probability from

state 3 to state 5
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(h) the one-step transition probability from

[I state 3 to state 6

(i) the one-step transition probability from

state 4 to state 5

'' the one-step transition prbbbility from 2

state 5 to state 6

(k) the one-step transition probability from

state 5 to state 7

I 
r4

I;

t t 

1
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.(lO)-8 fl

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: U.S. Naval Postgraduate-School,

Monterey, California
2) Report Titl6:- Application of Cost Effectiveness Techniques to

Selection of Preferred Warship Charac-teristics

3) Author: L. K. McMillen, Jr.

4) Report Identification: Thesis for the Master of Science in

Operations Research, (AD-481 402)

a 5) Date: 1966

6) Classification: Unclassified

7) Abstract: This paper discusses the applicability of cost

effectiveness methods to the problem of determining preferred

design characteristics of surface, anti-submarine warships.

A short introduction to the concept of cost effectiveness as

applied to military weapons systems is followed by a description
of the methohllogy applicable to adapting cost effectiveness

techniques to selection of preferred warship design character-

istics. The surface anti-submarine vessel is used as a vehicle

for adapting the cost effectiveness methodology; explanations

as to how the cost effectiveness model may be expanded to include

other types of surface ships are included.
8') Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, convoy escort, cost,

cost effectiveness, screen, search, sonar, submarine, surface

ship, surveillance

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: Force

2) tunction: Surface ASW

3) Missions:

3-1) Definition:
(a) Ocean surveillance - The ASW patrol vessels are to i

cover a specified area by sonar surveillance within a
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specified period of time oh-a continuing basis.
(b) Escort/sCreen - The ASW escort vessels are to-pro-

vide complete sonar coverage across the frofit of-a f
convoy of speciiied width.

3.2) Criterion For.Success: Detectionof submarine

3.3) MOE Selected: Total, weapons, system cost, over a specified

period of time,. to produce a specified degree of effec-

ti veness

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: The fixed effectiVeness

study is generally more applicable-to Wpapons-

system selection problems than is a fixed cost

study. It is usually easier, to arrive at broad

decisions with regard. to further military needs,

in. terms of specific capabilities than it is to

decide initially, to allot a fixed percentage of

r the national budget toward developing a specific

military capability.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE : f(xI,..., x6 )

where

x = cost of individual ship procurement
= gl (x7""' x13) "

X2  = annual cost of operating one ship while per-

forming the specified mission

9 2(x4 x17)

x3  = initial coust of support facilities required to

support one ship

X4  = annual operating cost of the support facilities

required to support one ship

fx5  = number of ships required to produce the fixed

degree of effectivenessI= g3(x18,..., x24) for the ASW area search mission

4(xl9 x20, x22,,.., x26) for th6 ASW escort/screen

mission
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x = time period over which the system is.--to be

used,
x = procurement .cost ef hull

=h 1(x27 )

x6 : procurement cost of propulsion

= h2(x27  x28) j
X9  : procurement cost of anti-aircraft armament

= h3(x29 ' x30) I
x = procurement cost of anti-submarine armament

= h4 (x31, x32) i

= procurement cost of communications equipment 1

"12 = procurement cost of underwater search equipment

= h5 (X19 .x33)

x1 = procurement cost of above water search equipment

x 14 = annual cost of fuel per ship

: h6(x20 ' x28 1 x34)

x = annual cost of maintenance per ship

: h7(xI, x20)

x1 annual cost of personnel per ship

= h8 (x27, x28 )

x17 annual cost of consummable supplies per ship I
x = area to be patrolled

= sonar range for which probability of target

detection is 50 per cent I

= i(x 3 ,..., x43)

x20 = cruising speed of ASW vehicle

x 21 = revisit rime of ASW patrol

x22 = endurance of the ASW vehicle

x3 = time required for replenishment and repair

between patrols of ASW vehicle

x 24= average distance from support base to patrol area

4i
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x25 =width of-convoy
x26  convoy speed
27J length of AS14 vehicle,

- maximum design speed of ASW vehicle

x29 = number of anti-aircraft weapons installed

x = fixed unit price of an anti-aircraft weaponV 30x81 = number of anti-submarine weapons installed

x = fixed unit price o an-ahti-submarine weapon
S33 = fi-xd electronic (for sonar) iifstallation, cost
x = total shaft horsepower

x35 = sonar sound attenuation coefficient

x3 6  sonar frequency

S37= attenuation anomaly (sound pressure level loss
due to unexplained properties of the meuium of

propagation)

L x38  power output of sonar

x39= target signal strength

L x40  sonar receiving directivity index

= J(x 3 6 , x44 , x4 5 )

X4 ! - sonar ambient noise spectrum level

x42 = sonar recognition differential

X43 = sonar critical band width

x44 = vertical dimensions of sonar transducer

x45 - velocity of sound in water

1 3.5) Additional MOE's Identified:

(a) For the ocean surveillance mission,

(a.l) Number of ships required in the area at

1.all times to accomplish the assigned task

I (a.2) Number of ships that must be contained in thR

L system to maintain one ship on-station continuously

(b) In the ASW escort/screen mission,

Sj (b.1) Number of ships necessary to meet the specified

escort requirements
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(b.2)- Number of ships required to maintain one

ship on continuous escort duty

-4) -1OE Usage In Study: Formulation only
5) Special Study Assumptions: A

(a) The fixed effectiveness approach is used in developing

this model, i.e.,it is assumed that a prior decision

that a certain ASW capabiIity is required, and that this

capability is best delivered by surface, ASW vessels.

Since the fixed effectiveness approach is being considered

here, the weapon system represented by the total cost
equation must be capable of delivering the previously

fixed degree-of effectiveness.

(b) The measure of effectiveness us d and the degree of effec-

aspecified. The number of ships
required is then chosen as a function of the ship's

efficiency in terms of the specified effectiveness.

(c) No attempt has been made to reduce either of the major

cost divisions concerning support facilities to component

cost elements. This is due primarily to the unavailability

of sufficient data to determine the cost of installing and

operating ship support facilities as a function of the

physical characteristics of the weapon system.

(d) The geometrical shape of the hulls under consideration are
similar, consequently the displacement of a ship can be I
represented as a linear function of its length.

(e) All the vessels considered in a study have a common type

of propulsion system, consequently the cost of propulsion .1
machinery can be determined as a linear function of shaft

horsepower.

(f) The propulsive efficiency (i.e., the ratio between

shaft horsepower and effective horsepower) is constant, j
an assumption which is justified because of the range of

cost accuracy required for the study. -
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(g) The cost of any particular weapon with its associated

:11 fire control -systems are coilsidere.d-f-i xed _qarameters..

This assumption is reasonable in view of; tbe fact that a
I LAgreat deal of time and effort is normally spent on indi-

vidual weapon optimization-, and weapons are often developed.Il first with the ship'bei'ng built around the latest weapon

design.

(h) No attempt is made to determine the cost of shipboard

commun'ications equipment as a function, of system charac-

teristics. There is little data available in this field.

Also, it is 'difficult to determine what physical character-

istics of the weapon,system that should be related to the

cost of communications equipment.

(i) Only the costs for underwater search equipment are analyzed.

(j) The annual cost of scheduled overhaul is considered to be

a fixed fraction of the total procurement cost of a ship.

(k) The costs of non-regularly scheduled maintenance vary
', principally as a function of cruising speed.

(1) The operating cost due to personnel required to man the

electronic search equipment both above water and under water,

is assumed to bp a linear function of the detection

range oF the equipment.
(m) The operatins costs attributed to personnel required to

operate the ship's propulsion and associated auxiliary

machinery varies linearly with shaft horsepower, whereas

costs attributed to general shipkeeping personnel vary

linearly with the displacement of the vessel.

(n) The operating cost due to personnel required to man the

installed communications is considered constant.

(o) Since the installed armament is considered to be a para-

metrized value, the technically trained personnel required

ti L! 423
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for the maintenance of the ordnance equipment is

,considered a parameterized-cost..

(p) Costtof equipage is considered a constant here since
any significant variance in usage rates will be covered

under restricted availabil~ity.. a
(q) The definite ran~ge of detection law is -used to -comput.

sonar sweep widths.
(r) In the ASW convoy escort mission there are no support

facilities between the initial and terminal points of the I[ I convoy., and no proVisions for replenishment at sea.
(s) The transmittirig directivity index of sonar is, equal to

the receiving directivity index of the sonar.

t ) No provisions were-made for the effect of learning curves

on the procurement costs of system units. -

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS I

1) Physical Environment:

1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) velocity of sound in water LI
2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) target signal strength 'I
3) Friendly Force Composition: T

3.1), Platform type: Surface ASW vehicle

3.1.1) Quantitative, Factors: -

(a) initial cost of support facilities required J
to support one ship

(b) annual operating cost of the support LI
facilities required to support one ship

(c) time period over which the system -is to

be used 1
(d) procurement cost of communications equipment

2e) annual cost of consummable supplies per ship L,
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-IS)M duis-ing speed-of ASW vehicleI

Yg) endurance df the ASW vehicle

(h)- time required for ..... is"m'-- tand 

-repair b .tw.en patrols -of ASW vehic.e

(i) length of AS14 vehicle

(j), maximum design speed of AsW vehicl'

L (k) total shaft horsepower

3.1.2) Sensors: Underwater and above water search
I , equipment

3.1.2.1) Type: Underwater search equipment

3.1..1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) fixed' electronic

(for sonar) installation -

(b) sonar sound atteno:ation

coefficient

(c) sonar frequencyU (d,) attenuation anomaly
(sound pressure level

loss due to unexplained
properties of the medium

of propagation)

-(e) power output of sonar

(f) sonar ambient noise

spectrum level 7_2

I g) sonar recognition
i ~differential ;

(h) sonar critical band width

i) vertical dimensions of .

sonar transducer A

3.1.2.2) Type: Above water search equipment j
3.1.2.2.1) Quantitative-Factor:

(a) procurement cost of ,

above water search equipment
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3.1.3) Armament: Ant-4-aircraft and anti-submarine

weapons [- i

3.1.3.1) Typ : Anti-aircraft weapons

3.1.3.1.1) Quantitative Factors: ', "-

(a) number of an,'iIrcraft. - "

weapons irisal~h

(b) fixed Unict price,of an

anti-aircraft Weapoi, -

3.1.3.2) Type: Anti-submarine weapons 1
3.1.3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:-

(a) number of anti-submarine jJ.
weapons installed

(b) fixed unit price of an

anti-submarine weapon J
3.1.4) Deployment:

3.1.4.1) Quantitative Factors: I
(a) area to be patrolled

(b) revisit time of ASW patrol

(c) average distance from support

base to patrol area __

3.2) Platform type: Convoy

3.2.1) Quanti.tative Factors:

(a) width of convoy L-

(b) convoy 'speed

UZI
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY INO. (l-9-

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Qriginating Activity: Boeing Airplane Company, Seattlej Washington
2) Report >;tle: A Technique for Analysis of Intermittent Search Operations.

,plcabi le +o. ASW

L 3) Authors: R. E. Nichols and W. M. Whisler
4) Report Number: D2"10868 (AD-868 707)

S5.) Date: i1 June 1961
6) Classification: Unclassified

-IL7) Abstract: b[etermination of the-probability of detection for an escort
screen with an intermittent search capability as a function of all the
variables involved would be difficult at best by analytical computations.[ An approximation can be obtained by the Monte Carlo technique. Hbwever,
the number of combinqtions of parameters that must be evaluated is sizable.
A procedure is given to reduce the task to the development of only one

i, set of data by Monte Carlo. The method is applicable to the detection
phase of similar barrier tasks that utilize intermittent search. Some
specific applications are presented.

8) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, convoy escort, detection proba-
bility, dipping sonar, Monte Carlo method, screen, search, submarine,
surface effect vehicle'

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level System

2) Function: Surface ASW
3) Mission: Escort/screen

3.1) Definition: Hydrofoil craft form an ASW surface escort force.
They conduct a search ahead of the force for its entire width
as well as maintaining stations at the side and rear of the force
to detect any submarine attempting to intercept the force. Two
methods of search are used. They are referred to as the zig-zag .1. j and double-line (or straight ahead) methods. The search patterns ]

r421;
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-are formed by a series'of sonar dip cycles that consit of foiling
to a fixed-i ocation and then conducting a-sonar search.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection of submarine
3.3) MOE Selected: Probability of submarine detection
3.4) Functional Form Of MOE: Li

MOE = f(xl, x2)

~x, -" relative movement betw'een sensor and target

=gx3'" x7) "

x = spacing between adjacent sensor units

= g2(x3 ".,x 6  x8) 1
x = sonar detection range

x = time to set up and search (dip time)
= h(x8, x9 )
= average transit velocityx5

x6 speed of advance
x7  speed of target

x8  = total time per search cycle -

x9  = time to transit to next search station

4) MOE Usage In Study: The' probability of detection was determined by
Monte Carlo simulation on a digital computer and parametric analyses -=
were performed. i- ]

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) Sonar search time is directly proportional to the number of pings. . ]
(b) Three-ping detection criterion was used. -7
(c) Target course is opposite that of the escort screen.

(d) Capability for detection only exists when the hydrofoil is
stationary.

(e) Hydrofoil craft is "blind" when in transit on foils.
(f), All speeds are constant.
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4 C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated-
2) Threat Composition: Subrarine

L! .2.1) Quantita-tive Factor-:

(a) speed of .target

3) Friendly Force Compostion: Hydrofoil craft

3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) speed of advance

(b) time to transit to- next search station a
(c) average transit velocity

(d) total time per search -cycle
3.2) Sensor: Dipping sehar

" 3.2.1) Quantitative Factor': i
(a) sonar detection range

3.3) Tactics:E L 3.3.1) Qualitative Factors:

(a) foil to a fixed location and conduct a sonar search
i t b) zig-zag search pattern

(c) double-line search plan

ii LI
RE IL
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO.(IO)-IO

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Daniel H. Wagner, Associates, Paoli,

Pennsylvania WI

2) Report Title: The Influence of Destroyer Silencing on Mission
Effectiveness

3) Author: H. .R. Richardson

4) Report Number: DHWA Log. No. 21-982

5) Dat.e: 31 December 1966 i
6) Classification: Secret

7) Contract: NObs-92146 (Naval Ship Systems Command)

8) Abstract: The influence of destroyer noise silencing on mission
effectiveness is analyzed in the three tactical settings (if screening,

datum search, and open ocean search. In each situation, silencing

is specified parametrically by reduc-ing the self and radiated noise

of a reference destroyer. The influence of silencing is reflected J
in measures of effectiveness appropriate to therespective tactical

settings. The problein of estimating the cost associated with 1
silencing is not considered. Of separate interest, optimal des-

troyer tactics in open ocean search and optimal submarine approach

tactics are developed.

9) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, barrier, convoy escort, A

destroyer, merchant ship, missile, normal density function,

Poisson density function, search, submarine, surveillance, torpedo

A
B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUR-ENENT

"A1
1) Evaluation Level: Force and System

2) Function: Surface ASW
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3) Missions:

3.!) Mission TVpe: Escoft/screen

3.i.1) Definition: iNerchant vessels are escorted by

convoys that are protected by destroyers. Enemy

submarines attempt to .penetrate the .screen.
3.1.2) Cri te rion Foi Success: Prevention of submarine

penetration of convoy screen

3.1.3) MOE's Selected:

(MOE), = Expected number of merchant vessels sunk

iI during a single attack by a diesel submarine

(MOE)2 = Probability that a diesel submarine is

sunk at some point durin§ a single attack

i I on a convoy

(MOE)3 = Probability that a destroyer is sunk during

a single attack on a convoy by a diesel submarine
(MOE)4 = Expected number of merchant vessels sunk

3.1.4)by diesel submarines during one month

(MOE) 5 :Expected number of diesel ubmarines

sunk during one month

3.1.4) Functional Form Of MOE's:(MOE), fl(Xl,,...,x4,6 x ,9 Xi "X

S(MOE). 2 = f2(xl) I x 4),x8),

(MOE), = f3(x2 x5)

(MOE)4 = 4(1...,x24)

(MOE)5  f 5 (x1 7 ,x19,,..,x 29)

where

X, x probability that the.submarine is detected

in the advanced detection zone

Sx 2  = probability that the submarine is det.ected

in the forward screen
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x3  = probability that the submarine survi-ves
x31

an a'ttack in the advanced detectionl zone

probability that the submarine survives

the .duel -in the fdrward screen

g 1( 1o,xl 2 )

x5  = probability that the destroyer survives

the duel in the forward screen

= g2(XloXl)

x6  = number of tubes in the ubmarine

= number cf torpedoes expended while dueling J
with the destroyer

x8  = probability that the submarine is sunk by I

a surface attack unit while leaving the convoy

X9  probability that a merchant ship is sunk A
*,by a single torpedo

Sg3(x 1 7 'x18 , x19 )

xlO= probability that both ships survive the
forward screen duel

1 h (x'3 ) ,... ),16_

xll -' probability that the destroyer survives and Ni
the submarine is sunk in the forward screen

duel
h h2(xl3,..xi6)

x12  probability that the submarine survives and "

the destroyer is sunk in the forward screen

duel

= h3 (xl 3 ,x 14 ,x 15)

= probability that submarine is sunk by initial }x13

two-torpedo attack from destroyer

X =probability that destroyer sinks submarine

after initial attack
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x probability that submarine sinks destroyer
x15 e o

15. after initial attack
Xl = nuimber of attacks by the -destroyer, in the ,

forward screen duel

x1 submarine torpedo ,ill probability, given

x1 probability that an aimed shot hits the

target (merchant ship)

x9 = probability that the aimed shot misses but

hits another merchant ship

= h4(x20,x49)

x2 0  = separation between merchant vessels

x = number of submarines which exist at the I
beginning of the month

x22 expected number of merchant vessels sunk

during a single submarine cycle
(301X311 x32)

x2 probability of submarine attacking a convoy

in Region A

5 g(x 33
'... x 36 '

x = probability of submarine attacking a convoyx24•,

in Region B

= g6 (x 34 ,x3 7,
x2 probability of submarine attacking a convoy

in Region C

{ : g7(x35,x36,x37) a

X ':cycle time of submarine assigned to Region Ax26 '

(specified geographical area)

L 27 cyc Lime,of submarine assigned to Region B
(specified geographical area) '

i' ix2 : cycle time of submarine assigned to Region C

281 (specified geographical area)A

t .
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2 probability of submarine being sunk in jj
the course of a cycle

g(x 31 $x32)
expected number of merchant vessels sunk

during a single attack by a diesel submarine
= fl(Xl ... ,x4 6,x7,-

x = probability that a diesel submarine is

sunk at some point during a single attack

on a convoy
f f2(xl , x, 8 )

x32= probability that submarine is sts;k in the I
barrier in a one-way transit -/

x = fraction of submarines assigned to Region A33I(specified geographical area)
x 34 =fraction of submarines assigned to Region B

(specified goegraphical area)

x35 = fraction of submarines assigned to Region C

(specified geographical area)
X36 probability of diversion in Region A

hs(x 38)

x7 probability of diversion in Region B

5(x38)
x38 = probability that a convoy which passes a

given submarine iill be detectGd at some L.

point from which the sub.narine can carry
out aii approach on the convoy

: i(x 39,, ,,x43)
x" width of uncertainty as to convoy route,, , x 3 9 ..

detection and approach sweep width by the 1
submarine on the convcy U

= J(x 42 ,x44 ,... x49)
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x : submarine's back-and-forth patrol speed

4I" l Jwh'ile or;-s-tation.

x convoy speed of advance

V 42)_x43 = length of one leg of submarine's back-

and-forth patrol
x44  :submarine detection range
x,, 5  submarine approach speed

6x = submarine torpedo speed

=x47 convoy half-width

S48= convoy half-length

x49  = torpedo range

i {3.1.5) Additiona) M10E's identified:
() Eetd u r o(b) Expected number of merchant vessels sunk during

a six-month period
• _ (b) Expected number of merchant vesisels sunk during

a single attack by a nutl!ear submarine

(c) Probability that a nuclear submarine is sunk

at some point during d single attack on a convoy

(d) Probability that a destroyer 'is sunk during

a single attack on a convoy by a nuclear submarine

(e) Expected number of merchant vessels sunk by

a nuclear submarine during one month!(f) Expected number of nuclear submarines sunk during

one month

( (g) Expected number of destr):ers sunk by diesel

_ i isubmarines during one month
(h) Expected number of destroyers sunk by nuclear *

Si_(  submarines during one month

3.2) Mission Type: Submarine search

3.2.1) Definition: A single destroyer attempts to ietect

enemy submarine operacing in a specified search area.

3.2.2) Criterion For Success: Detection of submarine -
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3.2.3) MOE SeleCted; Effective.sweep rate -

3.2.3.1) Rationale For Selection: This MOE is

selected so that the result of multiplying

it by the destroyer's search time and the

target density gives the expected number of -.

tatgets detected during the period of search.

3.2.4) Functional Form Of MOE: -.

(MOE)6 = (x5 o,... ,x54)

where

x50  = destroyer active time

x51 : destroyer quiet (no pinging) time

x52  : destroyer detection range

x53 = distance destroyer travels during a complete

cycle (active and quiet)

- g9(x50,x5l ,x55,x56)

X54= cumulative detection Drdbabiiity of the

destroyer (the probability of at least one

detection by the destroyer along the path)

= glo(x57 'x58 'x59 )

x55  =destroyer active speed

x56 destroyer quiet speed

x57 =a vector whose i-h component represents

the destroyer's detection probability for

the i ping

= h7(x59 'x60 )

th
x58 = a vector whose i- component represents the

probability of a jump in the Poisson process

in the time period between the and

Am ith ping -

h8 (x60)
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x = the .median active single-ping destroyer

detection range s

60 total number of pings

4) MOE Usage In Study: The MOE's were foriulated and used to determine
the influence of destroyer silencing on mission effectiveness based

on a postulated enemy threat and specified operational area of the world.

i 5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) In the ASW escort/screen mission,

(a.l) A submarine always makes a cautious approach to the

J convoy (i.e., it.does not initiate an engagement with

a destroyer). d

(a.2) Detection and identification of a screening destroyer by

its radiated noise will enable the submarine to plan an

evasive course during the penetration. An optimal tactic

(within certain speed and course constraints) is

employed for this purpose.

(a.3) In a given screen penetration, a diesel submarine

will fire only the torpedoes in its tubes, and no

opportunity is available for shots from a reload.

(a.4) When the ubmarines make their approach on a convoy,

there will be occasions when they are detected and

engage in a duel with the escort destroyers. It is

assumed that in these circumstances they will fire

acoustic homing torpedoes in salvos of two.

(a.5) There are three zones where the submarines may inter-

act with tihe convoy's defenses: The advanced detection

zone (ADZ), the forward screen, and the stern detection

zone (SDZ). Whenever detection is made in the ADZ,

a long range weapon will be fired. Because of the rel-

atively few destroyers available per convoy, it isjassumed that detection in the SDZ is not possible.
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(a.6) A submarine which penetrates the forward screen

Ii successfully fires the torpedbes remaining in its uu
tubes at the merchant vessels. After firing its tor-

pedoes, the submarine attempts to exit from the convoy,

~' j at which time it is possible that it may be attacked 4
by a surface attack unit.

(a.7) A submarine will duel with at most one destroyer

in the forward screen.

(a.8) In the event a submarine is detected at the forward

screen, the destroyer will commence an attack with

-two torpedoes. If the submarine survives this initial

attack, then 3 minutes later both adversaries exchanQe

weapons in salvos of 2. If both ships survive, then

the submarine concentrates upon penetrating the pro-

tected body and does not return fire any further. The

destroyer, however, continues to fire at a rate of

1 salvo of 2 torpedoes every 3 minutes until the sub- ii
marine is sunk or attains the protected body. At this

time the duel is discontinued, since if the submarine I
runs shallow, then the destroyer's homing torpedoes

will pose a greater threat to the noisy merchant vesz

sels than to the submarine.

(a.9) A specified percentage of-submarines are being over-
rhauled at any time.

j (a.lO) The rate of flows of convoys are uniformly spaced

in time.
[ (b) In the ASW area search mission, -[ (b.l) The submarine tactic is to avoid detection, and in so

doing traces out a relative path which is divided into j
three parts: The part which is traveled before the
submarine is alerted to the presence of the destroyer;
the part which is traveled from the time the submarine

is alerted until the submarine is abeamof the destroyer; j
and the part which is traveled after the submarine passes

abeam of the destroyer.
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(b;2) Before the initial alert, the submarine is patrolling-1'

at top speed, ih a random direction with respect to -
the -destroyer's path.

(b.3) Upon being alerted to the presence of the destroyer,

the submarine follows the best straight-line course

j for evasion.

(b.4) As the destroyer changes mode from" active to quiet,

(or quiet to active), the submarine's relative motion -

track changes angle and the relative speed changes.

(b.5) Once the sibmarine is abeam of the destroyer, the

submarine tactic is to -run- directly away.

(b.6) The destroyer's detection range is treated as a

stochastic process.

(b.7) The destroyer.detection range is a lognormal distri-

bution, which is equivalent to assuming that propaga-

tion loss follows a spreading law and signal excess

has a normal distribution.
{ -

(b.8) The fluctuations in signal excess abodt the mean are

described by a step process. The realization of such

a process remains fixed until a jump occurs according

to a Poisgon distribution.

(b.9) The probability of detection is approximated by

assuming that all relative paths have unimodal single-

ping detection probabilities.

(b.lO) The destroyer's detection range is greater than the

maximum of the range at which the submarine may inter-

cept the destroyer's pings, and the range at which

the submarine may detect the destroyer (in active mode)

by radiated noise.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

L I) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Diesel submarines
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2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) number of submarines which exist at the beginning ofL -

the month 7)

r.2) Sensor: Sonar .
[ .2.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

) submarine detection range G

2.3) Armament: Torpedoes

2.3-I) Quantitative Factors:
L (a) numl:-,r of tubes in the submarine

(b) submarine torpedo kill probability, given a hit

(c) torpedo range

(d) submarine torpedo speed

2.4) fDeployment: .1
2.4.1) Quantitative Factors:F (a) cycle time of submarine assigned to Region A

(specified geographical area)

(b) cycle time of submarine assigned to Region B

(specified geographical area)

(c) cycle time of submarine assigned to Region C

(specified geographical area)

2.5) Tactics:

2.5.1) Qualitative Factor:
(a) See assumptions (a.l), (a.6), (a.7), (a.8),

(b.l), (b.3), and (b.5)

2.5.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) fraction of submarines assigned to Region A

(specified geographicF.l area)

(b) fraction of submarines assigned to Region B

(specified geographical area)I (c) fraction of submarines assigned to Region C (
I (specified geographical area)

(d) length of one le) of submarine's back-and-forth
9. patrol

(e) submarine approach speed

(f) submarine back-and-forth patrol speed while on-station
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~ v3) Friendly -Force Composition: Destroyers, merchant vdssels and

ASW barrier

3.1) Platorm Type: Destroyer

1L~ i3.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) 'destroyer active speed

I(b) destroyer quiet speed i

3.1.2) Sensor: Sonar

IL 3.1.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) destroyer detection range
(b) the median active single-ping destroyer

detection range

I 3.1.3) Armament: Torpedoes

3.1.4) Tactics:

3.1.4.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) in the open search mission, search "S
on a constant course using active
sonar intermittently or continuously,

. which ever provides the best results

3.1.4.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) destroyer active time

(b) destroyer quiet time

3f(c) total number of pings
3.2) Platform Type: Merchant vessels

3.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) convoy speed of advance
,' 3.2.2) Dep l.oymen t:

3.2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) convoy half-width

(b) convoy half-length

(c) separation between merchant vessels

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform:
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4.1.1) Type: Destroyer --Submarine

4.1.1.1) Quahtitative Factors': L

(a) number of torpedoes expended while

dueling with the destroyer L]
(b) probability that submarine is sunk -

by- iitial two-torpedo a-ttack from

destroyer
(c) probability that destroyer sinks

submari'ne after initial attack

~(d) probability that submarine sinks '_

destroyer after initial attack

(e) number of attacks by the destroyer in

the forward screen duel

(f) probability that the submarine is sunk

by a surface attack unit while leaving ,
-

the convoy

4.1.2) Type.: Merchant vessel - Submarine

.4.1.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability that an aimed shot hits the
target (merchant ship)

(b) width of uncertainty as to convoy route

4.1.3) Type: ASW barrier - Submarine

4.1.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) probability that submarine is sunk
in the barrier in a one-way transit

4.2) Sensor - Platform: Sonar - Submarine L

4.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) probability that the submarine is detected

in the advanced detection zone

(b) probability that the submarine is detected -

in the forward screen
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4.3) Armament - Platform: TOrpedo - Submarine
i 4.3.1) Quantitative- Factor:

(a) probability that the submarine survives an

at-tack in the advanced detection zone

LJ
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, _ STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (10)-lI

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Center for Naval Analyses, Arlington, Vir.inia

2) Report Title: Design of Antisubmarine Attack Models

3) •Author: A. Herschaft

4) Report Number: OEG Study No. 690 (AD-363 555)

5) Date: 6 July 1965

6) Classification: Confidential

7) Contract: NONR 3732(00) (Office of Naval Research)

8) Abstract: A general discussion of the problems underlying the

construction of antisubmarine attack models is presented. A broad

spectrum of component errors and other factors which bear on the fire

control problem are considered, and means for evaluating their con-

tribution to the final probability of damage are provided. A fairly

general attack model is developed for computing by Monte Carlo simulation

the over-all probability of placing a weapon within a specified distance

from the target. A description of the actual computer program and a

comparison of several solutions of a typical problem are appended. I
9) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, contact prosecution, fire control,

kill probability, Monte Carlo method, normal density function, sonar,

submarine, tactics, tracking

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

I) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Surface ASW

3) Mission: Contact prosecution

3.1) Definition: An attack unit attacks an enemy submarine

which has been detected and correctly classified.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of submarine

3.3) MOE Selected: Probability that submarine is damaged
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- 3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

Li MOE f(x,, x3)

where

X, prebability density function of weapon im'pact point

about the true target position

" -- = g1(x4 ""' A30)

x = conditional probability density function of submarine

damage, given weapon impact point and true target position

x3  = operati'onal reliability of weapon system

x radial distance from'attack unit to submarine!s true

position at the time attack is initiated

x = bias error of radial distance from attack unit to sub-

marine's true position at the time attack is initiated

x standard deviation of random error of radial distance 'I
from attack unit to submarine's true position at the

time attack is initiated

x7  radius of turn which submarine executes, at the beginning

of its evasion maneuver

x = bearing from attack unit to submarine's true position

at the time. attack is initiated
x9 = bias error of bearing from attack unit to submarine's

true position at the time attack is initiated

x = standard deviation of random error of bearing from attack

unit to submarine's true position at the time attack is

initiated

X = distribution of angle of turn which submarine executes

.4t the beginning of its evasion maneuver

S2 :bias error of submarine's course (before its evasion

er maneuver)

x standard deviation of random error of submarine's course
I (before its evasion maneuver)
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x14= true speed of the submarine between the time attack is

initiated and tible the submarine begins its evasion maneuver
Xl5 = true speed of the submarine during its evasion maneuver

x16 = true speed of the submarine between the time it ends its

evasion maneuver and th time the weapon is activated

X = bias error of the true speed of the submarine between I

the time attack is initiated and time the submarine begins

its evasion maneuver,

x18 = standard deviation of random error of the true speed of

the submarine between the time attack is initiated and
time the submarine begins its evasion maneuver

x19  distribution of time at which submarine starts evasion19i
maneuver

x = estinmated time.of activation of the weapon 7

X weapon aimpoint offset anglex2 = weapon aimpoint offset distance

22x = weapon placement bias range error

x = standard deviation of weapon placement 'andom range error

x25 = weapon placement bias lateral displacement error

x26 = standard deviation of weapon placement random lateral

displacement error

x = weapon placement bias bearing error

x28 = standard deviation of weapon placement random bearing error

x = distribution of depth of submarine when weapon is activated

x = velocity of the weapon

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numericIal examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) At time attack is initiated the submarine is heading on a

straight course at speed x14. After a time lapse the submarine

executes a turn at speed x15 and continues on a tangential

course at speed :16 until weapon is activated. Up to the begin-

ninj of the evasion maneuver, the target course and speed remain

constant.
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(b) The ang;e of turn which the submarine executes at the beginning

of its evasion maneuver is assumed to be either rnrmally distributed,

uniformly distributed or a fixed value.

(c) The timeat which the .submarine begins its evasion maneuver

is assumed to be either normally distributed, uniformly distributed

or a fixed .value. 41

(d) The depth of the submarine at the time the weapon is activated

is assumed to be either normally distributed, uniformly distributed

or a fixed value.

(e) All errors in weapon delivery and placement are random and

g distributed either normally or uniformly,.

_ ~ C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: Not stated
2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Tactics:
2.l.i) Quantitative Factors:

(a) radius of turn which submarine executes at the

beginning of its evasion maneuver

(b) distribution of angle of turn iwhich submarine

executes at the beginning of its evasion maneuver

(c) bias error of submarine's course (before its

evasion maneuver)

(d) standard deviation of random error of submarine's

course (before its evasion maneuver) I
(e) true speed of the submarine between the time attack

is initiated and time the submarine begins its

evasion maneuver

(f) true speed of the submarine during its evasion

maneuver
(g) true speed of the submarine between the time it

ends its evasion maneuver and the time the weapon

is activated
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(h), bias error of the true speed of the submarineii sum rin
between the time attack is initiated and time the

submarine begins its evasion maneuver

(i) standard deviation of random error of the true

speed of the submarine between the time attack

is initiated and time the submarine begins its

evasion maneuver

(j) distribution of time at which submarine starts

evasion maneuver

3) Friendly Force Composition: Attack unit

3.1) Sensor: Sonar

3.2) Arniament: Antisubmarine weapon

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) operational reliability of weapon system

(b) estimated time of activation of the weapon

(c) weapon aimpoint offset angle

(d) weapon aimpoint offset distance

(e) weapon placement bias range error

(f) standard deviation of weapon placement random

range error

(g). weapon placemenL bias lateral displacement error

(h) standard deviation of weapon placement random

lateral displacement error

(i) weapon placement bias bearing error

(j) standard deviation of weapon placement random

bearing error Li

(k) velocity of the weapon

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Attack unit - Subzarine
4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) radial distance from attack unit to subarine's

true position at the timie attack is initiated
(b) bearing from attack unit to submarine's true -_

position at the time attack is initiated "T1
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4.2) Sensor- Platform: Sonar- Submarine

f 4.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) bias error of radial distance from attack unit
i !to submarine's true position at the time attack

is initiated
(b), standard deviation of random error of radialV Idistance from attack unit to submarine's true

position at the time attack is initiated
(c) bias error of bearing from attack unit to submarine's

, true position at the time attack is initiated
4 _ (d) standard deviation of random error of bearing from

attack unit to submarine's true position at the

time attack is initiated

4.3) Armament - Platform:. Antisubmarine weapon- Submarine
4.3.1) Quant itative Factors:

(a) conditional probability density function of submarine

I. damage, :given weapon impact point and true target
S, pos ition

(b) distribution of depth of submaine when weapon is

activated

144
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (10)-12

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: General Precision, Inc., Librascope Group, b
Glendale, California

2) Report Title: Target Motion Analysis and System Effectiveness

3) Report Number: (AD-518 652) ,

4) Date: i6 December 1964

5) Classification: Confidential

6) Contract: N140(122)767053 (U.S. Naval Underwater Ordnance Station)

7) Abstract: This report describes a study of a sonar-fire control-

weapon complex. The primary objective is to demonstrate the effect-

iveness of certain existing AS1J systems and to evaluate improve-

ments in future systems. An area of emphasis is fire control and
target motion analysis. Studies are conducted to evaluate existing

target motion analysis methods used in Fire Control Systems Mk 101
and Mk 112. Evaluations are made in terms of target motion analysis

requirements and corresponding weapon effectiveness. The system

effectiveness is determined using kill or acquisition probability

as a measure. All important known sources of system degradation

and error have been included in the math model whether originating

in the weapon, the sonar or the fire control system. The math

model for representing acquisition and kill probability is based

on a first order analysis of all system errors. This model has

been programmed for digital computer simulation, ..

8) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, computer, contact prosecution,

fire control, kill probability, navigation, normal density function, .-A

sonar, submarine, surface ship, target acquisition, torpedo
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-B. EFFECTIVENESS ME ASUREMENT

l) Evaluation Level:, System

2) Function: Surace ASW

3) Mission: Contact prosecution

3.1) Definition: An ASW fire control computer receives target

information from a sonar and then transmits aiming orders

to a weapon. The weapon is then fired at a submerged target.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Destruction of -submarine

3.3) MOE's Selected:

(MOE), = Probability of target kill

(MOE)2 = Probability of target acquisition

I ~ 3.4) Functional Form Of MOE's:

(MOE), = fl(xl' x2)
(-%MOE)2 = (Xl' x,"" III

where

X, .joint probability density function-of the horizontal

and vertical displacement of weapon relative to target

at weapon impact

= gl(x 3 '"x4 ' x5 )

x, = weapon radius of destruction

x3 = variance of the horizontal displacement of weapon

relative to target at weapon impact

: h (x6 )

x4 - variance of the vertical displacement of weapon

relative to target at weapon impact
2 h (7);lI

x = covariance of the horizontal and vertical displacement

of weapon relative to target at weapon impact

, h3 (x3 , x4 , x x7 )

I45
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L x6  = mean value of the horizontal disp.lacement of weapon fl
relative to target at weapon impact

= i I !12' X13)

x = mean value of the vertical displacement of weapon

relative to target at weapon impact j
: i 2(x14, x15)

x positive horizontal displacement of detection swath

about the expected weapon intercept point

: g2 (x9
' X17' x18 , x2 6' x39 ' x40) I

x = negative horizontal displacement of detection swath9I
about the expected weapon intercept point

= g3 (x17 , x18 , x2 6, x39 , x4 0 )

xlO positive vertical displacement of detection swath about

the expected weapon intercept point

g4(x9, x17, x22, x34, x38 , x41, x42) I
Xl negative vertical displacement of detec.tion swath about

th'e expected weapon intercept point I

= g5(x9, X17, x22, x34, x38, x41, x43, x44)

x12 = horizontal weapon error
IJ (X 16"' x21)

for preset weapon gbidance and burst detonation

216 x2 7 )

for preset weapon guidance and acoustic search I
j3(xl6,..., x21, x29,..., x33, x37)

for wire guided weapon and burst detonation

J4 (x 16 '."" X2 7 , x29 " ' X33 1 R3 7 )

for wire guided weapon and acoustic search j

L4
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x, x13 horizontal target error

J5(Xl7, x27,.x34, x37, x38 , x47, x52, x63)

for preset weapon guidance and burst detonation

J 6 (x1 7 , x27, x34 , x3 7 , X38 , x4 7 , x52 ,'x 54 , x68 )

= for preset weapon guidance.and acoustic search

L J 7 (x17 , x50, x53, x54' x57' x68' x69 )

for wire guided weapon and burst detonation
L._J J8(X1 7, x50 , x53 , x5 4 , x5 7, x68 , x69 )

for wire guided weapon and acoustic search

x = vertical weapon error

for preset weapon guid&nce and burst detonation
! ! Jlo 1 6,. . 27)

for preset weapon guidance and acoustic search

i x ).,x, x x )ill1 16'" 21' 29' 331 x57

for wire guided weapon and burst detonation 1
J12(x16"' x2 7, x2 9 ,..., x3 3 , x57)

for wire guided weapon and acoustic search

x = vertical target error15

j13(x17, x27, x34, x37, x38, x47, x52, x63)

for preset weapon guidance and burst detection

x x x x x x7 , x 5 , x x68 )

for preset weapon guidance and acoustic search

J1 5(x17
' x50, x53 , x54 , x57, x68 , x69) -

for wire guided weapon and burst detonation
i16 (x17, x 50' x 53, X54' x 57, x68' x69) ,

for wire guided weapon and acoustic search

i
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weapon run time (time interyal from firing to enableXl6

or detonation)

1= k 1(x 8, x2 1, x24 , x2 6 , x3 4, x3 8, x4 4, x47)

X = angle of relative motion of weapon and target

= k2(Xl8, x22, x34 , x38) }
X = deflection angle (angle which the weapon path makes

with the range line)

= k3(x28, x30, x 35, x 36, x47, x 50, x x60)

x19= sum of errors in gyro bias, angle solver and transmission .1
of gyro angle

x = weapon run speed ]
x = weapon dispersion due to error in run speed from the

nominal .

x = weapon search speed

x23 = weapon dispersion due to error in search speed from the

nominal

x : nominal sear'ch time (time interval from enfable to expected

intercept)
k k4(x22' x44)

x5: weapon gyro drift error
x 26 :laminar distance for weapon with acoustic search capability

x nominal time of weapon flight from firing to expected

intercept

: k5(x16 , x24'

x8 own ship speed

x = error in own ship speed

x30 = own ship course

x31 = weapon displacement along the track

x32 weapon horizontal velocity error

x33 weapon vertical velocity error
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X estimated target speed

I 4.. x35 error in estimating target speed

kLr6(x29' X30 , x3 4 , X3 6 , x4 5 , x47, x51, X5 2 , x57, X6 1 ,

S"- x63, x82, x84)

for preset weapon using endpoint target motion

-tianalysis
k7 (x2 9 ' x3 0 , x34 , x36 , x4 5 , x4 7 , x5 1 , x52 , x5 7 , x6 1 ,

x6 3 ' x82' x8 4 )

for preset weapon using range rate target motion

analysis

x = estimated target course

x = error in estimating target course

k8 (x2 9 ' x30 ' x34 ' x36 ' x4 5 ' x4 6 ' x47 ' x52 ' x55, x56,

x57' x61' x62 ' x63 ' x82' x83' x84 )

for preset weapon using three-bearing-with-speed-

constraint target motion analysis

k9(x29, x30, x34, x36, x45, x47 , x52, x55, x57 , x151,

XX63' X82' X84) "A

for preset weapon using endpoint target motion

analysis I
klo(x 2 9 , x30 , x34 , x3 , x4 5 , x4 7 , x5 2 , x5 5 , x5 7 , x6 1 ,

x6 3 ' x82, x84)

for preset weapon using range rate target motion

analysis

kll(x 29, x3 0 ' x34 ' x36 , X4 5 ' X4 6 ' X4 7 , x5 2 ' x55 ' x5 6 '

x61 x62, x82, x83, x84)

for wire guided weapon using three-bearing-with-

speed-constraint target motion analysis
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x-3 8 target angle or angle-on the bow at time weapon is fired

k12(x28, x30, x3.5, x36, x47, x50, x57, x60) i

x3 =radius of laminar region
x40 enclosed angle of laminar region Li
X = length of travel of laminar point along weapon path -

after nominal intercept LJ
x positive "squaring off" length

x = negative "squaring off" length

x 45 :range from own ship to target at reference time I Z-J

=IiNx8, x30, x34, x36, x82)
x46 range from own ship to target at reference time 2

= 12(x 28, x30, x34, x36, x83)

Ix4 = age from own ship to target at reference time 2

= 13(x 28, x30, x34, x36 , x84)

x48 :range from own ship to target at reference time 4

= 14(x 28, x30, x34, x36, x85)

x =range from own ship to target at reference time 5
l(x28  x 0  x34 $ x3 ,Xr

= 15(x28, x30, x34, x36, x86)

x 50 range from own ship to target at reference time 6

= 16 (x2 8 ' x30 ' x3 4 ' x3 6 , x87.)

x51: random error in range at reference time 1

x random error in range at tire weapon is fired

17(x29, x30, x34, x36 , X45, X4 6 , X4 7 , x 55 , X56 ,

x57' x61' x62' X6 3 , x 82 , x83  x84)

for preset weapon using three-bearing-with-speed-

I. constraint target motion analysis

x88  otherwise

4I

'Li
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x random error in range at nominal inteicept

18(x30, x36' x48' x49' x50 ' x58 ' x59' x60 ' x64, x65,
- xx, x x)

x66.' x85, x86' 87

x54= bias error in estimating range

x = bearing from own ship to target at reference time 155
= 19 (x70 ' X76)
bearing from own shi.p to target at reference time 2

110 (x71, x77)

x57 bearing from own ship to target at reference time 3
1= (x72, x78)

x = bearing from own ship to target at reference time It

= I 12 (x73, x79)

x x bearing from o,!,n ship to target at reference time 5 I
= I13(x74, x80)

x bearing from own ship to target at reference time 6

114 (x75 ' x81)

S61 own ship to target bearing error at reference time 1

= i15(x67, x68 , x69)

x = own ship to target bearing error at reference time 2

= 11 6 (x6 7 , x68 , x69)

x63 = own ship to target bearing error at reference time 3

= I17(x67' x6 8
' x69)

S64 own ship to target bearing error at reference time 4

18(x67, x68' x69 )

x = own ship to target bearing error at reference time 5

=1 19 (x67' x68' x69)
x6 6  own ship to target bearing error at reference time 6

: 12 0 (x6 7 , x6 8 , x69)
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x67 = bias error in relative bearing
x68 = random error in-relative bearing
X 69 random error in gyrocompass

x = own ship course as measured by gyrocompass at reference
time 1

x = own ship course as measured by gyrocompass at reference71I
time 2

x72  own ship course as measured by gyrocompass at reference

time 3

x own ship course as measured by gyrocompass at reference

time 4 -

x own ship course as measured by gyrocompass at reference

time 5

x75 :own ship course as measured by gyrocompass at reference
75

time 6 Fl

x76 : input froln own ship's dead reckoner at reference time 1

x input from own ship's dead reckoner at reference time 2

x78 : input from own ship's dead reckoner at-reference time3

7 input from own ship's dead reckoner at reference time 4

x7= input from own ship's dead reckoner at reference time 580 input from own ship's dead reckoner at reference timex8= input from own ship's dead reckoner at reference time 6

x82 = time first bearing data obtained (reference time one) ...

83 = time second bearing data obtained (reference time two)

x84 = time third bearing data obtained (reference time three

and weapon firing time)

x85 = time fourth bearing data obtained (reference time four)

x86 = time fifth bearing data obtained (reference time five)

x87 = time sixth bearing data obtained (reference time six I
and nominal intercept time)

S88 = random error in range at time weapon is fired

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples I

I: 45[
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5) Special Study Assumptions:

i [] (a) The math model for representing acquisition and kill probability

is based on a first order analysis of all system errors. L
(b) Own ship and target are assumed to travel straight line, con-

stant speed paths.

(c) The weapon is fired on an intercept path.

(d) Depth effects are not represented directly.

(e) The relative displacement of.weapon and target at weanon enable
- or detonation is bivariate normally distributed.

(f) Errors which are inputs to target motion analysis from own ship

_ dead reckoning are expected to be small. The only error

included is that which arises from a bias error in measuring

own ship speed.

(g) For preset weapons,

(g.l) If the target falls within radius of destruction, the

kill probability is unity. If the target falls outside

the radius of destruction, the probability of kill is zero.

(g.2) Errors in target course and speed are hot considered in

the calculation of kill probability.

(g.3) Own ship dead reckoner and target position keeper errors

&re not treated, since errors originating within own

ship dead reckoner are small and target position keeper

errors are periodically corrected by sonar data inputs

and will not degrade kill probability significantly.

(h) For wire guided weapons,

(h.l) Weapon speed change at enable is provided for the aiming

equation.

(h.2) Laminar distance is provided for in the aiming equation.

(h.3) The turn radius of the weapon is assumed small compared

to the target range.

(h.4) The weapon is initially fired on an intercept course and

is steered such that it will always be on an intercept
course. Since there is no target maneuver, the weapon

traverses a nominal preset path to intercept.
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(h.5) Bias error in own ship course has no over-all effect

on system accuracy since it is the same as a shift in

the vertical reference direction. Thus, only the random I

part of this error is included. I
(h.6) The detection swath is approximated by a rectangular region.

C. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

3) Friendly Force*Composition: Surface ship

3.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) own ship speed
(b) -error in own zhip speed

3.2) Sensor: Sonar

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) random error in range at reference time 1

(b) bias error in estimating range

(c) bias error in relative bearing

(d) random error in relative bearing

(e) random error in range at time weapon is fired

3.3) Fire control computer: Target analyzer, angle solver and torpedodead reckoner-I!

3.3.1) Quantitative Factors: _

(a) sum of errors in gyro bias, angle solver and

transmission of gyro angle

(b) weapon displacement along the track

(c) weapon horizontal velocity error

(d) weapon vertical velocity error

3.4) Navigation: Gyrocompass, EM-Log and ship dead reckoner

3.4.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) random error in gyrocompass
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(b) own ship course as measured by gyrocompass at

-reference 'time 1

(c) own ship course as measured by gyrocompass at

~ Lireference -tim e 2j
(d) own ship course as measured by gyrocompass at

reference time 3

(e) own ship course as measured by gyrocompass at

reference time 4
(f) own ship course as measured by gyrocompass at

reference time 5

(g) own ship course as measured by gyrocompass at

reference time 6

L.I (h) input from own ship's dead reckoner at reference

time 1

Ll (i) input from own ship's dead -reckoner at reference

time 2

(j) input from own ship's dead reckoner at reference

time 3

(k) input from own ship's dead reckoner at reference

time 4

(1) input from own ship's dead reckoner at reference

time 5

(m) input from own ship's dead reckoner at reference

time 6

3.5) Arnament: Torpedoes

3.5.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) weapon radius of destruction

(b) weapon run speed

(c) weapon dispersion due to error in run speed from

the nominal

(d) weapon gyro drift error

(e) laminar distance for weapon with acoustic search

__ [capability

Li
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(f) radius of laminar region -l

(g) enclosed angle of laminar region

(h) length of travel of laminar point along weapon F-

path-after nominal intercept Li
(i) positive "squaring off" length

(j), negative "squaring off" length

(k) enabling run offset

3.5.2) Tactics:

3.5.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) weapon search speed

(b) weapon dispersion due to error in

search speed from the nominal

3.6) Deployment:

3.6.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) own ship course

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Sensor- Platform: Sonar - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) estimated target speed

(b) estimated target course

(c) time first bearing data obtained (reference time one)

(d) time second bearing data obtained (reference time two)

(e) time third bearing data obtained (reference time

three and weapon firing time)

(f) time fourth bearing data obtained (reference time four)

(g) time fifth bearinp data obtained (reference time five) j
(h) time sixth bearing data obtained (reference time

six and nominal intercept time)

-4 Li
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (10)-13

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Presearch Incorporated, Silver Spring, Maryland

2) Report Title: Value of Acoustic Countermeasures Employed.by ASW

Escorts Agqainst Submarine Sonars

3) Authors: J.R. Penn~y and R.F. Waddey

4) Report Number: Technical Report No. 174 (AD-507 753)

5) Date: 15 February 1970

6) Classification: Secret (NOFORN)

7) Contract: N00024-69-C-1299 (Naval Ship Systems Command)
8) Abstract: This report summarizes the results of an analytical study

directed toward determining, the military value of equipping escort

ships with -rocket launched NAE beacons for sonar countermeasure

purposes. Estimates are made of the performance requirements for

such beacons to be useful in various tactical siutations.

9) Descriptors: Acoustic decoy, antisubmarine warfare; carrier, convoy

defense, convoy escort, countermeasure, detection, escort ship,

Monte Carlo method, screen, sonar, submarine, submarine attack,

surface ship, tactics, torpedo

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Surface ASW

3) Tactical Situation: Escort versus Submarine

3.1) Definition: An escort ship in a carrier screen gains contact

with a rubmarine and then launches one or more sonar counter-

measures beacons.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Denial of tracking information

L'
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3.3) MOE Selected: Time from countermeasures activation until i U
tracking information is regained

3.3.1) Rationale For Selection. This provides a measure of 1

the time to be allowed for evasion and maneuvering in

order to avoid being attacked.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

If(Xl, X9) if submarine attacks the escort
MOE-Ix

wfy(X, x 34 ) if submarine-attacks the carrier I
where vt wo .tU

or whose i component represents the ith time

increment "

x = a vector whose i th component represents the submarine

sonar signal excess at the ith time increment -1

: gl(x 3,..., x16)

x source level of escort -

= hl(xl 7, x18) .2
= source level of loft countermeasure beacon

= source level of right countermeasure beacon

x6  = source level of center countermeasure beacon

x7 = submarine self noise

x = submarine sonar receiving directivity index

x9  = submarine sonar 50 percent probability of detection range

= a vector whose ith component represents the transmission 4th
loss to the escort at the i- time increment I

= hy(X 199 xyo)

= a vector wMose ith component represents the transmission

loss to the left countermeasure beacon at the i - - time

increment
= h3 (x19 , 21, x33)
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hI
x = a vector whose i- component represents the transmissibn

h loss to the right countermeasure beacon at the i t h time

increment

- h4 x19 , x22 ' x33)IAh x a vector whose i component represents the transmission.

loss to the center countermeasure beacon at the ith time

increment

- h5 (x19 , x2 3 , x33)
-- " ith

x14 ia vector whose component repres'ents the beam pattern

correction to the left countermeasure beacon at the i-"

time increment

- h6 (x2 4' x33 )

X = a vector whose i- component represents the beam pattern

correction to the right countermeasure beacon at the i

time increment

- h7(x25, x33)

S16 a vector whose i- component represents the beam pattern

correction to the center countermeasure beacon at the i-

time increment
=h(x26' x33) -

17 escort length _

x18  escort speed

x = transmission loss factor

x0 a vector whose i component represents the range from
submarine to escort at the i- time increment

-i: (xl, x18 , x28 ,..., x32 )ith .

x a vector whose i component represents the range from

submarine to left countermeasure beacon at the i t- time

increment 3

-- i 2(xl= x27, x28, x30, x31, x32)
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22 a vector whose i- component represents the range from

submarine to right countermeasure beacon at- the i
h

ethtime increment
=i3(x 1 , x2 7 , x2 8 , x30 , x31 , x32)

x23= a vector whose i h component represents the range from

submarine to center countermeasure beacon at the i t  -J

a h time increment

i(x, x 2 28  , x30 , x3 1, x3 2 )

x = a vector whose i component represents the bearing from

the submarine track to the left countermeasure beacon at

the i -  time increment

= i5(xl' x27' x28' x3 0' x3 1 x32)
ii x2: a vect-or whose i. - - component represents the bearing from

the submarine track to the right countermeasure beaconspi

29 at the inh time increment
.. ~ ~ :i(x I , x27 x28 x3, $3, x32

1X = a vector whose iag component representsthe bearing from

the submarine track to the right countermeasure beacon

ht

s at the i time increment

= (xI , x28, x30,31 x 1 32)
x2 = countermeasure beacon spacing

27x x28 = submarine speed

x! x29 = escort initial turn angle

x." x30 = submarine lead angle ,,

x. x31 initial range from escort to submarine

' x32 = initial submarine bearing with respect to escort heading .

. 33 =countermeasure beacon endurance -

:x a vector whose i t h - component ,,'presents the submarine
:x34 -t

sonar signal excess at the i t h timie increment

9(4.'"' x9' 1"" x16' x35, X3)
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x = source level of CVA

V:=h 9(x37, x38)
thx a vector whose 4- component represents the transmission

loss to the CVA at the ith time increment

- h10 (Xl9 x3 9 )
x37 = CVA length

x38 = CVA speed

. = a vector whose it- component represents the range from

submarine to CVA at the itL time inurement

- i 8 (xl, x28, x30, x31, x32, x40,..., x43)
x40 = initial range from CVA to submarine

x41 = CVA initial turn angle

x = CVA second turn angle
x = time CVA executes second turn

4) MOE Usage In Study: The MOE was formulated and used as dn input

to an Escort/Submarine Duel Model which utilizes a Monte-Carlo

technique to ca~lculate the ratio of submarines hit to escorts hit
for various tactical and equipment situations. This ratio is then

used to estimate the value of sonar countermeasures. .1
5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) For the case of submarine attack on the escort,

(a.l) The submarine is assumed to have detected the escort 0

ship and has begun closing at relatively narrow bow

angles. At some range the escort gains contact with

the submarine, launches one or more sonar countermeasures

and begins a maneuver.
(a.2) The escort drops either a single countermeasure astern

or a countermeasure astern plus two additional c ,, -
measures launched perpendicular to the ship's track at

a specified distance.
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(a.3) After countermeasure launch the escort either continues 1
on his base course; turns 45 degrees to the right or LI
left from his base course.

(b) For the case of submarine attack on the carrier,

(b.l) The maintain course tactic is not considered, and an

additional 90 degree turn is added to the 45 degree j -I
evasion tactic to roughly duplicate the advance and

transfer of a 13E degree turn to totally avoid the

contact area.

(b.2) It is assumed that a screen ship has detected the sub-

marine and deployed countermeasures (one or three

beacons); however, the escort itself is not considered

in this case.[ (c) After the submarine detects the countermeasure deployment,

he is assumed to continue on his original course.

(d) The 50 percent detection renge is used as a "cookie cutter"

range and thus a positive signal excess is taken as detection.

(e) The model implements only very simple straight line motions

of the submarine and target. Thus, turns are taken to be 1
instantaneous, and, where this assumption could introduce

significant error, the motion must be broken into several

straight line segments.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) Physical Environment: f
1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) transmission loss factor

2) Threat Composition: Submarine .

2.1) Quantitative Factors: I
(a) submarine self noise

(b) submarine speed
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2.2) Sensor: Sonar

j t 2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) submarine sonar receiving directivity index

(b) submarine sonar 50 percent probability of

detection range
T 2.3) Tactics:

2.3.1) Qualitative Factors:
S""(a) constant speedj

A (b) fixed course

2.3.2) Quantitative Factor:

(a) submarine lead angle

3) Friendly Force Composition: CVA, escort and sonar countermeasure

beacons

3.1) Platform Type: CVA

3.1,J) Quantitative Factors:
(a) CVA length

(b) CVA speed

3.1.2) Tactics:

3.1.2.1) Qualitative Factors:

(a) constant speed

(b) executes two evasion 'turns

3.1.2.2) Quantitative Factors:

(a) CVA initial tuwn r.igle
(b) CVA second turn angle

(c) time CVA executes second turn

3.2) Platform Type: Escort

3.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) escort length

(b) escort speeds

3.2.2) Tactics:

3.2.2.1) Qualitative Factors:
(a) constant speed
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(b) continues op course or executes 45 i}
degree right or 'left turn

3.2.2.2) Quantitative Factor: 7

(a) escort initial turn angle Li
3.3) Platform Type: Sonar countermeasure beacon

3.3.1) Quantitative Factors: LA
(a) source level of left counterneasure beacon

(b) source level of right countermeasure beacon

(c) source level of center countermeasure beacon

(d) countermeasure beacon endurance }
3.3.2) Deployment:

3.3.2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) countermeasure beacon spacing

4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

4.1) Platform - Platform: WI
4.1.1) Type: CVA - Submarine

4.1.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) initial range from CVA't6 submarine

4.1.2) Type: Escort - Submarine

4.1.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) initial range from escort to submarine

(b) initial submarine bearing with respect

to escort heading -

4.1.3) Type: CVA and Escort - Submarine

4.1.3.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) a vector whose i- h component represents

the i t h time increment
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S ".STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (10)-14

A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Commander, Destroyer Development Group,

U.S. Atlantic Fleet

2) Report Title: Single Ship Search Tactic

3) Authors: F.M. Bomse and W.L. May

4) Report Number: Technical Report No. 5-72 (AD-519 666)

5) Date: 14 March 1972

i f6) Classification: Confidential

7) Abstract: The tactic discussed in this report is concerned with an

optimum search speed to be utilized by a single destroyer conducting
a short time late search against a high speed submarine. The basic

tenet underlying this tactic is the optimum compromise between the

range rate which exists between the destroyer aud the evading sub-
marine and the effect of destroyer speed on sonar performance.

8) Descriptors: Aircraft, antisubmarine warfare, contact investigation,

destroyer, detection, Lofar, sonar, submarine

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: System

2) Function: Surface ASW

3) Mission: Contact investigation
3.1) Definition: A single destroyer searches in the vicinity of the

point of last contact for a submarine contact which has been
momentarfly lost.

3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection of submarine

3.3) MOE Selected: Maximum exposure time of the submarine
3.3.1) Rationale For Selection: The longer the exposure time,

the greater is the number Of pings available for
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recognition of the target; thus, the greater the chance

is for detection.

3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

MOE max f(xl,..., x5) Li
x1

where

f(xI,..., x4) = exposure time of the submarine for destroyer

search speed xI
x destroyer search speed I
x2  submarine speed

x submarine bearing from search axis during evasion *

submarine's initial position relative to destroyer

= maximum detection range of the destroyer sonarX5

g(x6)

x6 = sonar figure of merit

= h(x1)

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and numerical examples

5) Special Study Assumptions:

(a) The destroyer's course during the search is directed along the

line connecting the destroyer's position at the initiation of

the tactic and the datum point.

(b) The search plan is predicated on the availability of a single

sonar equipped ship which is part of a larger ASW force. At

the time of initiation of the search tactic, no other surface

unit is available for aiding in the search, although an air-
craft may be available.

(c) At the time the tactic is initiated, the target may be located

off the search axis.

(d) The target is aware of the presence of the surface ship and

evades at constant speed and direction in such a manner that .

it always opens the ship.
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(e) The evasion speed of the target exceeds the maximum possible
surface ship search tpeed.

(f) A logarithmic transmission loss law is assumfed for destroyer sonar.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

I) Physical Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine

2.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) submarine speed

3) Friendly Force Composition: Destroyer

4) Friendly Force - Threat InteractIon:

4.1) Platform - Platform: Destroyer - Submarine

4.1.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) submarine bearing from search axis during evasion

(b) submarine's.initial position relative to destroyer
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STUDY REVIEW SUMMARY NO. (10)-15

Lii
} A. STUDY DESCRIPTION

1) Originating Activity: Bell Aerosystems Company, Buffalo,.

New York --

2) Report Title: Applications of the Surface Effect Vehicle to

Anti-Submarine Warfare Missions, Volume H Mission Analysis, 4
Final Report

3) Report Number: 7353-95002 (AD-505 481)

4) Date: July 1969

5) Classification: Secret

6) Contract: DAHCI5-69-C-0231 (Advanced Research Projects Agency)

7) Abstract: The purpose of the study was to determine the

possible applications of Surface Effect Vehicles (SEV) in I
antisubmarine warfare (ASW). This volume contains the

scenario development and mission analysis of five basic ASW
missions; naval task force screening, submarine trailing,

open area search, contact prosecution and barriers. The

basis for requirements of a family of vehicles is developed.

C) Descriptors: Antisubmarine warfare, convoy-defense, dipping

sonar, screen, search, sonobuoy, SGSUS, surface effect vehicle,

trailing, undersea surveillance

B. EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT

1) Evaluation Level: Force and System

2) Function: Surface ASW

3) Missions:

3.1) Mission Type: Escort/screen

3.1.1) Definition: SEV's are to protect screened
units (carriers, convoy or amphibious forces ships)

from attack by enemy submarines,
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3.1.2) Criterion For Success: Prevention of

V submarine interception of screened, units
3.1.3) .I0_'s S61ected:

Case'l - SEVscreening using retrievable ,sonar buoys

in fore and aft shuttle screening modeII' I i(MOE) 1 
= Minimum effective SEV speed in retrieving

. sonar buoys

(14OE) 2  M'ininnum effective SEV speed in laying sonar
buoys

Case 2 - SEV screening using hull-attached deep-dipped

sonar systems

(MOE) 3  Minimum effective SEV speed

3.1.4) Functional Form Of MOE's:

Case 1

(MOE)I = fl(xl' x2)

(MOE'9 f ~xi i (NOE~p_ : 2(x3' Y4

where

Ax = retrieval range of SEV per cycle

= gl(x 5, x6, x7 )

x x 2  retrieval time per cycle in which SEV

k- is cruising
9 2(x5, x8 . x9 , 1X10)

x3  = laying range of SEV per cycle
g3(x5 , x6, x7)

x 4  laying time per cycle in which SEV
is cruising

g4 (x8 $ x9 )
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x : number of buoys laid (retrieved)

by each SEV during one complete Ll
cycle

x = buoy spacing ]1

x7  distance traveled by task force

during one complete cycle of buoy- i
laying and retrieval

x8  period of cycle i]

= h1(X7 , xll)
x9  = time on or at mother SEV P,, ship

for refueling

x10 = time on-,tation to retrieve one buoy

xil = speed of advance of task force Li

Case 2

(MOE)3  f x1

where

xl2 transit time between dip stations

g5(x 14'" x17 )

X13 = distance between dip stations

X14  total cycle time a

x = ping time at each dip station

= time to reel up sonar
x.7  = time to unreel sonar

3.2) Mission Type: Submarine trailing I

3.2.1) Definition: An SEV is to maintain constant

close contact with an enemy submarine and

immediately attack the submarine should the

enemy initiate such action.

3.2.2) Criterion For Success: Constant close contact

of submarine while it is in the trailing area
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3.2.3) MOESelected: Minimum effective SEV speed

3.2.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

where("OE)4 = f4(x18, x19)
~where

ij x18 : SEV cruise time per cycle

g6(x20, x21)

V x19 : active sonar detection range

x2 0  total time per cycle

= h2(x19 , x22)
x21 = SEV total operational delay time at

each dip point

- h3 (x2 3 , x2 4 , x25)

x22 = submarine maximum speed

x23 = time for active detection by dipping
!I, ~ ~sonar! i,

x24 - time to raise sonar to RAP (reliable

acoustic path) depth

__ x2 5  time to lower sonar to RAP depth

3.3) Mission Type: Submarine ,earch

3.3.1) Definition: The SEV's are to search for,

detect, classify and localize enemy submarines

in vaious ocean areas where no prior knowledge
Sexists that any submarines are operating in

the particular area undergoing search.

3.3.2) Criterion For Success: Detection, classification

and localization of submarine

3.3.3) MOE Selected: Minimum effective SEV speed
3.3.4) Functional Form Of MOE:

(MOE) 5 f 5 (x2 6 x27 )
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where
x26 total distance traveled by SEV while

searching

= g7(x19, x28) ]i

x27 = total time on-station for search

= gd(X 19,' 'x21,' x29-)

x = total number of dips

= h4(Xl9, x30) A

.'29 SEV cruise time between dips
x = total area searched

-3.4) Mission Type: Contact investigation

3.4.1) Definition: The SEV's are to develop any

submarine contact initially made by SOSUS

to the point where a kill can be made. I
3.4, 2) Criterion For Success: Localization of submarine

3.4.3) MO- Selected: Target uncertainty area

,34.4) Functional Form Of MOE:
(MOE) 6 = f6(x31 , x32 , x33) I

where
x = SOSUS probability area (SPA)

x = SEV time late to SPA center

= g9(x34 ' x35) I
x3 = submarine cruise speed

x = range to SPA center -j
x35 = SEV speed

4) MOE Usage In Study: Formulation and evaluation o- th I
effectiveness of SEV's to perform various missions.

5) Special Study Assumptions: :1
(a) In the ASW screening of task forces using fore and aft

Sscreening mode,
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(a.l) The fore and aft shuttle operational con-

cepf mode util-izes, 2N SEV's and a mother ship-
which travels with the screening unit (SU).

I -"N-SEV'S operate forward of the SU, each in a t
line parallel to the SU direction of advance.

Each SEV lays a string of N retrievable sonar
buoys during a cycle of operation. Simul-

, taneously, the other N SEV's operate in the
1 same lanes aft of the 5U, :each ret-rieving N

buoys per cycle. At the end of each cycle,

all 2N SEV's recurn to the mother -SEV or ship

r-- for refueling, maintenance, ,etc., then the two

Li groups of N SEV's interchange duties and start

the next "cycle.

(a.2) In order that steady-state operations be
maintained, a constraint has been imposed that
the situation at the end of a cycle is the

same as at the beginning.

(a.3) There is a time delay in retrieving each buoy

but there is no appreciable time delay in laying

a buoy.

(a.4) The total distance traveled in the laying

(or retrieving) cycle is the same for each SEV.
(b) In the ASW screen of task forces using dipping sonar,

(b.l) In the dipped sonar mode the SEV lowers
L J its transducer by cable to RAP depth and

pings for a minimum specified time. If no

contacts are obtained the SEV proceeds to
the next listening station to repeat the cycle.

(b.2) Equal periods of time are spent at each dip

station.

j~
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(c) In the submarine trailing,
(c.l ) The submarine is allertedby the SEV sonar

pings and after -the last ping the submar-ine

travels at maximum speed directly away from SEV.

(c.2) The. submarine is at Maximum detection range

of the dipped sonar when alerted. Li
(d) in the open ocean search, ,_

(d.l) The search area is rectangular. Ui

-(e) In the AStW contact prosecution,

(e.l) The SOSUS probability area is elliptical.

(e.2) The SOSUS probability area is independent of

submarine course and speed.

C. EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS

1) 'Physical' Environment: Not stated

2) Threat Composition: Submarine J

2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) submarine maximum speed J 1

(b) submarine cruise speed

2.2) .Tactics: i
2.2.1) Qualitative Factor:

(a) see assumption (c.l) I
3) Friendly Force Composition: Surface Effect Vehicles, task force,

and SOSUS 1
3.1) Platform Type: Surface Effect Vehicles

3.1.1) Quantitative Factors: -i

(a) time on or at mother SEV or ship for refueling

(b) SEV speed r

3.1.2) Sensors: Sonobuoys, dipping sonar

3.1.2.1) Type: Sonobuoys 1
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- 3.L.2!i.I) Quantitative Factors:

(a) num'ber of buoys laird- '

-(retrieved) ,by each

SEV during- one complete

cycle

(b) buoy spacing

3.1.2;2) Type: Dipping sonar

3.1.2.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) -distance between dip

-stations

~b) 'ping time at eachdip stati on I

(c) time to reel up sonar I

(d), time to unreel sonar

(i') active sonar detection

range'L i (f) ti me for-active
L_ (g) det'ection by dipping sonar

(g) time to raise sonar

l -to RAP (reliable

acoustic path) depth

(h), time to lower sonar

to RAP depth

3.1.3) Deployment;

3.1.3.1) Qualitative Factors:

(a) see assumption (a.l)
(b) see assumptiGn (bl)

3.1.3.2) Quantitative Factors:
(a) time on-station to retrieve

one buoy
(b) total cycle time

(c) SEV cruise time between dips
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3.2) PlatfonType: Task force. i]
3.2-.1). Quantitative- Factors:

(a) distance traveled by task force, during

one complete ,cycle- of buoy-layin an &

retrieval

(b) speed of advance of task force i
4) Friendly Force - Threat Interaction:

-4.1.) Platf6rm,- Platform: -

4.1.Ij Type: Surface Effect Vehicles - Submarine

4.1.1.1) Quantitative Factor:

(a) -total area searched

4.1.2)- Type: SOSUS - Submarine:

4.1.2.1) Quantitative Factors:

(a) SOSUS probability area (SPA) - I
(b) range to SPA center I

LI'

Li

-' N

Cj
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